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How often do you visit Mansfield town centre?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 100.00% - 969

Almost everyday 11.97% 11.97% 116
At least once a week 38.18% 38.18% 370
About once a month 33.95% 33.95% 329
Within the last 6 months 11.97% 11.97% 116
Within the last year 3.51% 3.51% 34
Longer ago 0.41% 0.41% 4
[No Response] 0.00% - 0

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Frequency of Visit 
Almost everyday

At least once a week
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Within the last 6 months

Within the last year
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Q2 What is your main reason for visiting Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 99.90% - 968

Shopping 61.92% 61.98% 600
Finance 10.94% 10.95% 106
Socialising 6.60% 6.61% 64
Leisure 3.20% 3.20% 31
Work 9.60% 9.61% 93
Other 7.64% 7.64% 74
[No Response] 0.10% - 1

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Reason for Visit 

Shopping

Finance

Socialising

Leisure

Work

Other
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Q3.1 Mansfield Town Centre has improved in the last year...

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 98.25% - 952

Agree 8.67% 8.82% 84
Disagree 89.58% 91.18% 868
[No Response] 1.75% - 17

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Agree or disagree statements - Mansfield Town 
Centre has improved in the last year.. 

Agree

Disagree
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Q3.2 I am satisfied with Mansfield Town Centre...

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 97.73% - 947

Agree 4.85% 4.96% 47
Disagree 92.88% 95.04% 900
[No Response] 2.27% - 22

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Agree or disagree statements - I am satisfied with 
Mansfield Town Centre... 

Agree

Disagree
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Q3.3 Shopping facilities have got better in Mansfield Town Centre...

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 97.73% - 947

Agree 5.26% 5.39% 51
Disagree 92.47% 94.61% 896
[No Response] 2.27% - 22

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Agree or disagree statements - Shopping facilities 
have got better in Mansfield Town Centre... 

Agree

Disagree
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3.4 Compared to towns of a similar size, there is a lot to do in Mansfield...

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 98.14% - 951

Agree 19.92% 20.29% 193
Disagree 78.22% 79.71% 758
[No Response] 1.86% - 18

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Agree or disagree statements - Compared to 
towns of a similar size, there is a lot to do in 

Mansfield... 
Agree

Disagree
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Q3.5 I feel safer from assault or theft in the Town Centre than I did a year ago...

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 97.01% - 940

Agree 14.86% 15.32% 144
Disagree 82.15% 84.68% 796
[No Response] 2.99% - 29

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Agree or disagree statements - I feel safer from 
assault or theft in the Town Centre than I did a 

year ago... 
Agree

Disagree
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Q4 Do you visit Mansfield Town Centre in the evenings?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 99.07% - 960

Yes 36.12% 36.46% 350
No 62.95% 63.54% 610
[No Response] 0.93% - 9

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Visit at Night 

Yes

No
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Q5 How safe or unsafe do you feel in Mansfield Town Centre in the evening? (If answered yes for Q4)

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 35.91% - 348

Safe 12.38% 34.48% 120
Unsafe 17.23% 47.99% 167
Don't know 6.30% 17.53% 61
[No Response] 64.09% - 621

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Perception of Safety 

Safe

Unsafe

Don't know
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Q6 Why do you feel unsafe in Mansfield Town Centre during the evening?
 (Please select all that apply) (If answered yes for Q5)

% Total % Answer % Frequency Count
Number of Responses 17.44% - - 169

Drunkenness 6.99% 16.07% 10.22% 99
Bad Language 4.94% 11.36% 7.22% 70
Fighting 6.99% 16.07% 10.22% 99
Drugs 9.89% 22.73% 14.45% 140
Spitting 3.53% 8.12% 5.16% 50
Litter 2.75% 6.33% 4.02% 39
Urinating 4.03% 9.25% 5.88% 57
Graffiti 1.13% 2.60% 1.65% 16
Other 3.25% 7.47% 4.75% 46
[No Response] 56.50% - 82.56% 800

Total 100.00% 100.00% - 1,416
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Reason Why Unsafe 
Drunkenness

Bad Language

Fighting

Drugs

Spitting

Litter

Urinating

Graffiti

Other
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Q7 Which of the following do you think MOST needs improving in Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total % Answer % Frequency Count
Number of Responses 99.79% - - 967

Shopping 23.99% 24.00% 78.84% 764
Car Parking 12.75% 12.76% 41.90% 406
Cleanliness 14.07% 14.07% 46.23% 448
Safety 16.99% 17.00% 55.83% 541
Restaurants / Cafes 8.32% 8.33% 27.35% 265
Public Transport 5.24% 5.25% 17.23% 167
Events 9.23% 9.24% 30.34% 294
Nightlife 6.37% 6.38% 20.95% 203
Other 2.98% 2.98% 9.80% 95
[No Response] 0.06% - 0.21% 2

Total 100.00% 100.00% - 3,185
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What Needs Improving 
Shopping

Car Parking

Cleanliness

Safety

Restaurants / Cafes

Public Transport

Events

Nightlife

Other
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Q8 Please state the reason you chose your last answer.

% Total Count
Number of Responses 80.19% 777

[Responses] 80.19% 777
[No Response] 19.81% 192

Total 100.00% 969
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/1 Cleanliness; Safety I feel unsafe in the town centre. Regularly seeing people on drugs, regularly passing gangs if unsavoury type people.

TC/3
Shopping; Public Transport; Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; 
Cleanliness

Car parking, would be better if it was free. I travel to arnold ot out of town shopping centres to avoid these horrendous charges

TC/5 Shopping; Cleanliness; Events; Nightlife
There is limited shopping in Mansfield town centre, there is very little variety of shops and too many cafes and nail bars. The retail parks around the 
town have taken most shoppers out of the town centre and the shops remaining are either empty or look very run down, even the four seasons 
shopping centre has limited shopping now as many have left to go to the retail parks

TC/7 Shopping; Safety; Other Too many drug users in town .

TC/9
Events; Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Public Transport; Nightlife

The whole town needs MAJOR investment - I would estimate footfall in the town is at an all time low due to the lack of investment in the town. The 
run down buildings stood empty, the business properties that are empty, the Market Place - lack of nice places to eat / drink compared to other towns. 
I follow Mansfield Town FC all around the country and see other towns and envy the investments that have been made in them to make them more 
attractive to visitors

TC/11 Shopping; Cleanliness; Events
When I have been into the Town Centre it looks drab, tired and dirty, especially when raining. The market needs to be moved to outside the library 
because it is too small for the current location. Also need to lose the burger vans.

TC/15 Public Transport; Safety; Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking
Really needs investment, clear up of homeless, druggies and opening of small businesses. Offer free parking, offer low rates. Let's get this town alive 
again

TC/17
Cleanliness; Shopping; Car Parking; Public Transport; Safety; Nightlife; 
Events

The whole town needs a revamp,

TC/19 Cleanliness; Shopping; Nightlife; Car Parking; Events; Public Transport
I live in ladybrook the transport after 7pm doesn't exist is there no way you could have a smaller bus that does a route around the areas that have no 
late bus service once an hour or something we can't all afford taxis and sometimes if I have to work late I struggle to get home

TC/21 Safety; Shopping; Public Transport; Nightlife

The only reason I have to go into Mansfield town centre these days is to visit the few real ale pubs we have and socialise with friends. Afterwards, I 
have to walk home to Bull Farm as the buses have stopped running. I have been attacked and I have witnessed vandalism and threatening behaviour. 
As far as shopping is concerned I cannot get the quality I want or the range of items at shops in Mansfield as they are all aimed at the extreme budget 
market so I use the internet or visit Nottingham or London for clothes, shoes etc. We ought to have a quality supermarket in the centre of town. We 
don't have a decent shop for hi-fi equipment, photographic equipment or supplies for any of my other interests.

TC/23 Car Parking; Public Transport; Shopping; Cleanliness More artisan and specialised food shops. I would visit in the evening if public transport was better.
TC/29 Public Transport; Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness Town in untidy messy shabby

TC/31 Shopping; Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes; Public Transport; Events There isn't a lot of variety around, there's no longer no baby shops for mum to be's, nothing that stands out. Nightlife is ok but could be improved

TC/33 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Other; Nightlife I believe a whole multiple of reasons need to be addressed.
TC/35 Shopping Too many shops have closed down and have not been replaced
TC/39 Nightlife; Cleanliness; Events; Car Parking; Safety More needs to be done. Instead of vanity projects like the town hall, when other places don't get attention.

TC/41 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Public Transport
Parking charges put people off the town (even if they are priced respectably compared to other places), and a lot of folk feel there isn't enough 
shopping or food services to warrant the parking charge. The buses are simply awful and don't run late enough to get people around town.

TC/43 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Everywhere Is dirty - car parking expensive - to many empty shops - too many drunks and addicts hanging around
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question

TC/45 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping

In today's changing social environment, simply getting more shops into the centre is not necessarily going to increase foot traffic. Businesses need to 
increase their customer acquisition strategies in order to generate better cash flow and ultimately greater longevity in business. Local buying habits are 
changing and what people say they want publically and what they actually do privately can sometimes be totally different. For example, you could fill 
every empty shop with a business, but if those businesses are either not effectively communicating with their customers and/or not providing a service 
or selling what is in demand, it doesn't matter if the shops are empty or full. This is also true when considering transport, the cleanliness of the centre 
and parking charges. If the demand for what businesses were selling was high enough, people would come regardless. That's why restaurants and cafes 
may be a better option than standard retail. There's also much more that could be done online to promote the number of businesses within the 
centre. I've spent the last 10 -15 years working in digital, so have some experience in this field, working with small local businesses, through to multi-
billion £ companies. A social hub promoted by MDC and its affiliates would be great if structured and promoted corectly. If local town centre 
businesses are going to survive, their USP needs to focus on why people should shop locally. Their businesses need to be more personable and 
customers need to be able to relate to these people. Online case studies and profiles of individual business would help; somewhere the public can 
easily access information and see what these businesses are selling, and more importantly, why people should shop there. Then make space for 
restaurants and bars. Online shopping, big supermarkets and retail parks are killing local town centre retail. But you can't go for food or beer online or 
at your local supermarket. Overall revenue of restaurants has also been slowly increasing over the last 5 years, so the demand is there.

TC/47 Shopping Too many independent shops are shutting

TC/49 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Events
There is so much more that could be done with the market place,it seems to be very overlooked and underused.I think one of the answers to the 
shopping problem is to try and entice individual shop owners as they are more likely to sell face to face as opposed to online

TC/53 Cleanliness
The centre has no identity and as the town deteriorates for example the block paving it is replaced with blobs of tarmac. The shop fronts are allowed 
to be painted the most bright horrendous colours, no pride in the presentation.

TC/57 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking Car parking too expensive to spend more than 3 hrs shopping safety at night needs improvement and need more variety of shops
TC/61 Shopping; Public Transport; Events; Cleanliness The variety of shops is very small

TC/63 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes
No police it's not safe u have ppl homeless an asking for money for God sake open old BHS up an let them sleep there an also the amount of ppl on 
drugs why should our kids see that mdc say they have no money but they can use it out of our town so there is money but they don't no how to spend 
it right

TC/65 Cleanliness; Shopping; Car Parking
The whole area just looks untidy, in European countries all the empty accommodation above shops is lived in so it's safer. The empty BHS shop is really 
sad and I worry that they will close M and S in the future. Car parking should be improved and free, that would encourage people to go into town. We 
usually walk in for exercise, but whe the weather improves I am not convinced we would go in so often.

TC/67 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Car Parking
There isn't a lot to do in Mansfield. Plenty of drinking establishments but not a lot else, especially when Notts is only 45 minutes away on the 
bus/driving. Things like the Theatre or trampoline park are great for once in a while, but in terms of encouraging social outings there is little.

TC/71 Cleanliness; Public Transport
We open our shop on a Sunday for children's parties and the town centre is embarrassingly dirty fromSaturday night. My last bus home is 7.05pm so a 
busy times of the year my weekly bus fares plus taxi to work and back top £50. Way to much to travel 3 miles

TC/73 Cleanliness; Car Parking; Safety I think if these things are improved the other things will improve.

TC/75 Car Parking; Shopping; Safety

Car parking too expensive eg Arnold lovely town £2 all day to park ,Chesterfield is buzzing cheaper than Mansfield to park ,more shops and choice at 
Chesterfield ,don't feel safe at Mansfield ,my mum is 80 we go into town at least 3 times a week early ,you can see all druggies hanging about early 
after leaving over night shelter ,I have a lot of empathy with homeless but they are very intimidating ,last week me and mum went to flea market and 
there were at least 10 men hanging about being loud at monument .

TC/77 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness There are getting less & less shops. The car parking is too expensive. Everywhere looks like it would benefit from a thorough clean & tidy up.

TC/79 Cleanliness It looks very unloved

TC/81 Shopping
Shops are empty, shops are closing because the footfall isn't there. With shops closed and 're opening with either coffee shops or pound shops there's 
actually nothing to come in for. The market has also been destroyed. This all needs addressing and quickly.

TC/83 Shopping Too many empty shops
TC/85 Safety; Cleanliness; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes The town has been left behind, the whole ethos of the town needs to change.
TC/87 Restaurants / Cafes We have a great market square. More cafes and outdoor seating would be great.
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question

TC/93 Car Parking
Received a ticket with a disabled badge, too few disabled spots and apparently have to be careful when parking on double yellow lines! No way is there 
enough disabled spots close to the town centre!

TC/95 Public Transport; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Other
It'd be nice to see more greenery, somehow, in the town centre. Moves towards green zones like a number of towns and cities across the country. 
Lower public transport costs would have a great impact on people having an insentive to visit, and a little extra to spend while there. Times may get 
tough in the next year or so, a strong local market could be really important to folks about Mansfield.

TC/2 Cleanliness; Shopping; Events; Safety; Nightlife I believe the four seasons shopping centre and Rosemary centre are in need refurbishment. They look dated and uninviting.

TC/4 Shopping
Need some better shops to encourage people from outside of the district to visit the town centre. Mansfield has too many cheap shops like 
poundstretcher and not enough designer shops.

TC/8 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking
Car parking is way too expensive to attract footfall, safety is not a given with all the crackheads and mamba users and shopping is going downhill 
rapidly with the number of stores closing.

TC/10 Shopping

Too much competition from supermarkets, out of town shopping parks and on-line shopping has removed the incentive for many to come into town. 
This trend needs to be reversed with realistic incentives for businesses to allow them to set up competitive alternatives for shoppers. Coupled with 
that improved facilities, cheaper parking and more events would help. I know that these are already being put on and am encouraged by the initiatives 
already in place that have brought the Tour of Britain and the Christmas skating facility to town.

TC/12 Shopping; Safety Homeless spice users

TC/14 Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife; Shopping; Events; Car Parking
It's horrendous, full of druggies laying around. Stinks in town of either drugs or urine.the night clubs are terrible compared to how it was 10 years ago. 
There are no alternative / rock clubs it's all the same crap. I've yet to see an event in mansfield that's good apart from the summer in the streets years 
ago with bands on. It's ridiculous that you have to pay for parking. I would rather travel further and park for free

TC/16 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife The town has gone downhill since the independents run the council

TC/18 Shopping; Events; Safety; Cleanliness; Other
Mansfield town centre over the years has slowly declined in the quality of shops along with a worsening market stall selection there appears to be 
more pigeon droppings cover seating etc and add to this the obvious drug users frequenting the town centre make visiting at times an unpleasant 
experience

TC/20 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety All three need attending to so as to encourage more people to visit the town centre

TC/22 Shopping; Other
Mansfield is a town that is no longer welcoming. The streets are riddled with second hand shops, nail shops hairdressers, coffee shops and Cafes. 
Druggies and homeless adorn the streets and the Police are invisible. Why would anyone go into Mansfield if they had a choice?

TC/24 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Public Transport
Town centres will never be what they were pre-Internet. The day of the big chain stores has gone. What's needed now is clever repurposing of the 
large properties into small retail/restaurant outlets and/or accommodation. Public transport around town is disgraceful. Buses take torturous, lengthy 
routes and stop far too early in the evenings.

TC/26 Shopping Lots of empty shops.

TC/28 Events; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Other

I think that Mansfield has some wonderful buildings and architecture ie the viaduct various fothergill Watson buildings . These features have never 
been taken advantage of. For example you could have bar's and restaurant s it could be pedestrianised completely down white heart Street. Mdc 
planning have rarely considered the visual impact historically or how scheme's further afield will affect the town centre. I will never forgive Mdc chair 
of the planning Committee for taking the casting vote to agree the Lindhurst development in 2011 or the spineless individuals who walked out this 
meeting rather than carry out there functions and vote. Shame on you. Mansfield and surrounding Districts have a long history of making these corrupt 
ill informed decisions that benefit the few but dessimate attractive parts of Mansfield but purporting to regenerate or be sustainable etc and this is 
one of the reasons why we now have an unattractive hole of a town which is dying on it's arse.

TC/30 Safety
I hate being negative about the town but real have felt a change in the last year. The rise in antisocial behaviour is huge and visible daily. I know so 
many people who no longer come into town because of it. I know there isn't an easy solution and everyone is doing their best, but I really fear for the 
towns future at the moment

TC/32 Nightlife; Shopping; Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; Cleanliness

If you go to other local towns such as chesterfield or newark they have lots of areas for walking, nice statues (bot ridiculous heels or fearhers) quarters 
that boast for indepenant shops and resturant areas. If you restore the beautiful victorian buildings, lower the rent for the shops etc, put landmark 
statues that relate to the town such as coal mining, stags, robin hood ect it creates a point of interest, i also think there needs to be areas which have 
better lighting.
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question

TC/34 Events If there were events, I would visit th town centre more often, because like a lot of people, I do a lot of shopping online or in out of town supermatkets.

TC/36 Shopping; Cleanliness

If you need something specific (a bit out of the ordinary) there is no chance of buying it in the town. There is very poor choice. I ordered a book from 
Smith's which was advertised on their website and which I could have bought from Amazon and had it delivered within two days, and I am still waiting 
for it to come into the shop three week's later. I thought I was supporting the High Street, but have penalised myself. I couldn't buy an ordinary black 
skirt (suitable for an almost 70 year old) a bit dressy for Christmas, from any clothes shop in Mansfield. Fact.

TC/38 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Public Transport; Events
Because I am a young female and don't feel safe its dirty drunken people teenagers vandalising things and the abuse is unreal my children don't need 
to see it

TC/42 Shopping More shops needed please
TC/44 Shopping It's what would make me go in to town more

TC/46
Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Safety; 
Restaurants / Cafes

Mansfield has so much potential. There are no big name shops or shops of becent size to stock full ranges. There are no decent restaurants to eat and 
the night life is unsafe and rubbish. So everyone goes to Notts or meadowhall to get what they want.

TC/48 Safety; Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes
Town centre is looking tired and needs a good tidy up. In the last year I have reduced the number of times I visit town centre due to some of the 
individuals hanging around which I don't want my children to witness.

TC/50 Car Parking I would like to see free parking for 1 hour in all car parks

TC/52 Shopping; Events; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes
I think there's a lot of opportunity for the town but it's not at it's full potential yet. I think that by demolishing some of the older decrepit buildings, 
inviting in fresh investment and make it a top destination for shopping in the East Midlands

TC/54 Public Transport There are no buses in the evening to the surrounding villages I.e Rainworth and Blidworth

TC/56 Safety; Cleanliness; Shopping

too many closed shops that need bringing back to life, also the market is dead it needs more stalls and more variety to bring it back to what it used to 
be. Do not feel totally safe in town i actually felt very unsafe entering the Four seasons from service area D as there was a group of people puffing 
away and because I walked around them not directly past (cant stand cigarette smoke) i got called all sorts of names. The town just looks grotty with 
so many empty shops or badly maintained occupied shops especially Leeming street.

TC/58 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Events
Mansfield no longer has a decent amount of quality shops. Ecig, charity shops and coffee shops don't cut the mustard. The market has very few stalls 
which offer very little choice. Parking is expensive. There is no draw to visit the town. Everywhere looks old & tired.

TC/62 Safety; Cleanliness
Due to the gangs of druggies and homeless people openly taking and dealing drugs in the town center,it's not a safe place any more, and the council 
dont do much about it. The gangs of kids causing anti social behaviour is out of control.i work in the town center and face this every time I go to 
work,which is very depressing.the whole town looks scuffy,the council have got no pride in the town anymore and don't seem to listen.

TC/66 Shopping Not enough shops
TC/68 Shopping; Other There are too many empty shops and grouos of people wandering about who seem to be on drugs or homeless
TC/70 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Cleanliness Would love to see a cafe culture in Mansfield.

TC/72 Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness
There are a lot of drug users in the town centre and it makes me feel unsafe. Free parking needs to be longer to encourage people to she in the town 
centre. The town is often full of rubbish left by the drug addicts

TC/76 Safety I feel unsafe walking from the bus station to the Four seasons where i work and particularly crossing the market place anytime after about 4 pm

TC/80 Shopping Not enough shops.
TC/82 Shopping; Events There's a lot of empty stores. Concerns over Debenhams future which would only deter more people from visiting

TC/84 Shopping; Nightlife; Events; Safety; Cleanliness
We have plenty of cafes and restaurants, loads of nail bars and hairdressers but there aren't enough good shops - just empty lots which is very 
disappointing.

TC/86 Safety; Shopping; Cleanliness; Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife
Drugs is a serious issue in Mansfield along with the homelessness! The town is getting quieter and quieter, shops are closing and the town is looking 
very old.

TC/88 Shopping; Car Parking There are not enough decent shops. And parking your car is hard to find spaces nearby.

TC/92 Shopping; Safety

A lot of buildings stand empty which does not make Mansfield appealing to visk, as a business owner in Mansfield I feel not enough is done to help 
business's develop & want to be a part of the town. From a safety aspect there is not enough done regarding the use of drugs, just moving people fro. 
one area of the town to another is not solving the problem. Enforcing more punishments would deter the people from the town. I certainly try not to 
walk alone through town once it gets dark as if something was to happen I have no faith in things being done to prevent it in future.
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question

TC/94 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking

Still feel vulnerable at times particularly walking down Church Street and sometimes in the market place I know this is being addressed with regard to 
helping the homeless and drug addicts but tend to avoid going down Church street because of it. I know its the same in lots of small towns with shops 
closed on the high street but if car parking is high its another reason not to bother coming in as there isn't a great deal of shops to choose from and 
this means people use the internet more.

TC/96 Other

Most of the above. Mansfield is a desperate place to visit. I used to enjoy visiting town, but over the last decade or so I've visited less and less. The 
town is scruffy too many buildings look run down and unloved, Stockwell Gate and the old bus station areas in particular are horrendous. Shopping 
seems to cater for the minimum wage economy the town now has, people living in Mansfield with disposable income have no where to dispose of it. 
The Palace Theatre is a nice little venue, town centre events always seem to be done on the cheap, but I appreciate that MDC have their hands tied 
funding wise. The choice of restaurants has improved in the last few years, but shoe-horning 3 onto the leisure park was a terrible mistake, that has 
added to the horrendous traffic bottle necks on Nottm Rd. They would have been better place on the old bus station site or in Rosemary centre, that 
end of town is derelict. Car parking is stupidly expensive for a town with little to offer the visitor. The town centre can have a bit of an intimidating 
atmosphere with drunks, spice heads and hood rats roaming the market area. I'm a big feller and not easily intimidated, but I can see why older folk 
and people with kids would want to avoid the place.

TC/98 Shopping; Public Transport; Events; Safety; Cleanliness

During the past 20 years , the town centre has had to adapt to a different economic environment. Large superstores have started to erode the Market 
town culture , shops are closing due to consumers moving to online retail and business are struggling. An overhaul of the strategic direction for 
Mansfield is needed. Re-invest in the Market area and protect it by making Larger brands such as Tesco to build outside of a specific radius. Attract the 
blend of shops that reflect the local community. The Four seasons shopping area is feeling dated and claustrophobic with no natural light , in stark 
contrast to the Midlands outlet on the A38. Transprt infrastructure between Major cities is fantastic but between small villages in the area it's poor , 
with just bus routes to support. The location of the Taxi ranks is not idea.

TC/100 Safety
I am disabled and use a mobility scooter and do not feel safe on my own with the gangs of youngsters that hang around outside certain shops and the 
beggars

TC/102 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety All three need attending to so as to encourage more people to visit the town centre

TC/104 Events; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes
The town centre has improved in terms of safety and cleanliness however the offer thst Mansfield gives if anythung has declined, the town centre 
must align itself more with the way people spend their time and money and find more cause for people to visit the town centre.

TC/106 Shopping Too many empty stores, too many cheap shops
TC/108 Shopping; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife Not enough of it..
TC/110 Shopping To many shops closing and not enough filling the space after.

TC/112 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness; Safety
Shops are poor within Mansfield and parking is over priced for the availability of shops. The town centre doesn't feel safe always spice heads hanging 
about. Loved the ice skating rink this year and would like to see more events like this

TC/114 Cleanliness; Shopping; Safety Same shops repeating, its looking run down. Sadly the youth make it feel unsafe

TC/118 Shopping; Car Parking; Other
We need more activities to do in town centre. Otherwise you have to travel a little while to get to places to have for or enjoyment. We need more of 
that in the town centre to draw people in more.

TC/120 Shopping; Public Transport; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife Too many empty buildings in the town centre and transport links can be expensive
TC/124 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Car Parking; Nightlife It's no longer safe , dirty too many empty shops

TC/126 Safety; Shopping; Nightlife; Car Parking; Cleanliness

As i have small children i dont feel safe going through market square or town centre itself after 5pm. With all youths sitting on market stalls useing bad 
language and being intimidiating. With all drug users and drunks its less of them in day time but when dark comes its still an issue. I had to stop my 
child from after school dancing lessons as im too scared to walk throught town to church street. As im worried of being atacked . It is disgusting that 
young mum who doesnt drive is either forced to use taxi at high expense to go to kids afternoon clubs or resign and stop my kids from developing and 
fullfilling ambitions due to safety concerns. The problem are also groups of youths hanging around . McDonalds in town is a deffiniitive no after 3pm 
when kids are off school.if i had to go in afternoon i would rather order things online for my shopping or try to go to town by 9am and leave as fast as i 
can. Not mentioning smell of weed being smoked everywhere . I dont feel is enough done in town to improve security .

TC/128 Shopping The empty shops need filling.
TC/132 Safety Wouldn't dare take my children with me. Too unsafe.

TC/134 Cleanliness; Safety; Other
Pigeons are everywhere and so is their mess other local towns don't have such vast numbers so you should make efforts to significantly reduce the 
numbers in Mansfield.
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TC/136 Shopping; Cleanliness; Events; Car Parking
There are so many empty spaces for shops, the town centre looks unclean but I think that might be because of the age of the buildings. The car parking 
prices also keep increasing meaning people will go elsewhere for shopping and services.

TC/138 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife

There is a very poor choice of shops. We now usually have to go to Meadowhall for clothes shopping, children's itemd etc . The town looks desolate 
with empty unused shops. The ones that are open need renovating.There are less cafes and places to eat . The market place looks bare and concrete .I 
feel intimidated to come down on my own in afternoon with my children shopping , due to the increase in drug addicts hanging around and openly 
taking drugs. Why should my children have to see this. It makes me feel sad nowadays when I walk round. I only tend to come down once every week 
or 2 to meet for a coffee .

TC/140 Shopping; Events; Public Transport; Car Parking; Safety
Too many empty shops not enough of a market, car parking and public transport are both too expensive making it an overall unpleasant experience 
plus increased homeless presence in the town centre and open drug use.

TC/142 Nightlife; Shopping; Events; Car Parking; Cleanliness
We need more variety & choice, modernised buildings & facilities, not charging to use a public toilet! Cheaper & moremodernised car parking facilities, 
a better market to attract shoppers, more child friendly activities more often

TC/148 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events; Safety

The town centre needs a complete make over to make it look brighter, and welcoming, all the empty shops filled with new businesses (NOT VAPE) 
because if the town has more shops instead of empty ones more people will come back and the same with the market it was once 1 of the best in the 
country once again this definitely would bring people back to our town instead of them having to go to Nottingham or Chesterfield, more needs to be 
done about large groups of young people hanging around the market, library ect they make older people feel uneasy.

TC/150 Shopping Lots of shops have shut down and still empty or full of similar types of shops.
TC/152 Shopping; Cleanliness Too many empty shops and centre looks scruffy. E.g multi storey car park. Scruffy buildings like Beales.

TC/154 Shopping; Car Parking; Public Transport; Safety
We need a more varied market on a weekly basis, getting to and from town by public transport at certain times is not possible unless getting a taxi 
which is still cheaper than paying for car parking.

TC/156 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife; Safety

The shopping seems to be mainly second rate chain stores and so we miss out on local independent and on national chain stores, which means I am 
better off online Parking is a pain and costs, so I would rather go out of town and take my friends and business colleges to a coffee shop or for a meal 
with free parking We don't have a nice place to eat and our selection of cafe's are not great. We do not have a Nero, or I would prefer a 200 Degrees, it 
is hard to come into Mansfield and just relax for a day I grew up in the 90's when the town had a few pubs, some decent nightclubs and people wanted 
to come out. Now I go into Nottingham because there is a lot more to do in the bars. They have come up to date with stand-up comedy, music, games, 
and themes. The streets have a lot of people who are asking for money or something from you. I don't like my son being in town on his own because I 
worry about the way people behave and if he would be a target. He is 15.

TC/158 Cleanliness; Shopping; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Other; Events
The town needs more shops, and instead of turning the town hall into more shops, try filling the ones that are empty first. Lower rent and rates for a 
year as an incentive, push for locals, small business. Think local. Think our town.

TC/164 Car Parking; Cleanliness; Other Public toilrts are often dirty and you have to pay!

TC/166 Events; Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes
Those who use drugs are still always around the middle of town, to many shops are closing down or have already and it personally is looking like a 
ghost town. Events are mainly to much money for me and my young family to attend, would personally like to see a event around single, teen parents 
that give advice and support.

TC/168 Shopping i would rather have 50 shops paying a low rent and recieve money than ask for a high rent and and have 50 empty shops where i recieve nothing!

TC/170
Shopping; Public Transport; Nightlife; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness; 
Safety

Everything needs improvement. One of the worst town centres for a town of this size in the UK; and I travel a lot.

TC/172 Shopping; Events; Other The atmosphere - what people think, facades or shop sign s would make things look more modern.

TC/174 Public Transport; Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Events
Buses stop to early to get home from town, shops are shutting and not being reopened so are left empty month on end. Need more events in the 
daytime to attract more people to come to town

TC/176 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Safety; Cleanliness
It's full of people who shout and swear and obviously take drugs. The car parking charges are ridiculous. It's easier and cheaper and much more 
pleasant to drive to Meadowhall than go into Mansfield town centre

TC/178 Shopping; Car Parking Four seasons feels quite in need of repair A lot of empty shops
TC/182 Shopping; Safety; Public Transport; Other What about if you are old? When you get off the bus there's nowhere to hire a scooter anymore???

TC/184 Public Transport
My local bus service does not run after 6pm which means I am unable to access the town in the evening or complete my journey home if I have been 
out of town

TC/186 Shopping; Cleanliness
The floors and shop fronts around town are dirty. Half the shops are empty and others filled with pound shops or phone shops. We need some good 
shops to get people in town shopping again.
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TC/190 Safety Too many drug addicts openly dealing in town Loud and aggressive youths
TC/192 Cleanliness; Events Could make so much more of the market and market place as a focal point
TC/194 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness Town looks scruffy, not very welcoming when you see people laid in doorways, shops empty, market non existent.
TC/97 Shopping Too many empty units, too many pop up shops, lack of big name retailers

TC/99 Shopping; Events; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes
Mansfield doesn't entice me to go for a shopping day out, it is drab, boring and a lack of atmosphere, nothing interesting to see unless you look up to 
the higher parts of the buildings which need a blooming good clean, they would look so much better.

TC/101 Shopping There are not enough shops that cater for teenage, and young children's clothing and toys.
TC/103 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety All three need attending to so as to encourage more people to visit the town centre
TC/105 Other Drug users
TC/107 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes I don't feel particularly safe visiting the Town Centre after dark. I would like it to be a place I want to shop eat and relax in.
TC/109 Shopping The shops are shutting down and the market is full of shite

TC/111 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Events
Parking is always a bone of contention, but in a town like Mansfield, every penny counts. No1 wants to pay to park anywhere. Footfall needs to be 
increased in the town to entice larger stores etc to want to set up in Mansfield. Until footfall is increased, there will be little demand from shops.

TC/113 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness
The number of empty shops seems to be increasing, which doesn't help and makes the place look uncared for. I actually feel safer out in town at night 
(it's a lot less busy than it used to be and I rarely see any trouble) than I do during the day, when I've witnessed drug taking and aggressive behaviour.

TC/119 Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Safety free parking needs to happen in order to attract more people

TC/121
Safety; Cleanliness; Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Nightlife; Public Transport

Lack of public transport in evenings from my area of ng18 4 Lack of support to homeless Lack of support to businesses that open in evenings from anti 
social gangs

TC/123
Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife; Events; Safety; Cleanliness; Car Parking; 
Shopping

It all needs improving. Major lack of funds and extortionate rents and rates make it a ghost town. Invest in Mansfield not Manchester

TC/125 Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness Needs a big clean up, it's filthy and depressing. There's still mamba zombies on bridge street too.

TC/129 Car Parking; Public Transport

Both are too expensive. Free parking is too short and those who choose to use several outlets on retail parks are punished for doing so with two hour 
parking restriction. Buses are extortionate. To have to pay £2.10 to travel less than a mile to my home just past Sainsbury's is outrageous. It is literally 
cheaper to drive and park which is environmentally damaging. I live on Nottingham road where the traffic levels are ever increasing and public 
transport prices cannot be helping with this.

TC/131 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety Too many empty shops, car parking too expensive, too many drug addicts, drunks and beggers in the town centre..
TC/133 Safety; Cleanliness The streets need cleaning up from rubbish, both people and litter.
TC/137 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness The above are all inadequate at the moment

TC/141 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Events

Homelessness and drug users walking through town that don't make you feel safe, asking for money. Kids hanging around that cause ASB and 
intimidate people the shops are not great lots of cheap shops, Car parking should be either made to be free parking or take a ticket and pay on the way 
out so not worrying about how much time you have and end up with a parking ticket! Cleanliness there's still lots of rubbish around, and it's brilliant 
when we had the bike rides going through saw loads of cleaners out cleaning the route but should be done all the time not just when an events on and 
being televised! There is nothing on in town that would want me to go down there! Most of the cafes don't cater for coeliacs And most places are not 
dog friendly

TC/145 Shopping The physical state and the lack of variety, along with the air of despondency is killing the town centre

TC/149 Safety; Shopping; Events
I have 2 young children and don't always feel safe taking them into town with all the druggies and/or homeless people's are about. Shops are 
diminishing unless you count vape/polish/nail bars

TC/151 Car Parking; Safety; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness Feel unsafe

TC/153 Safety
Always reports if people being attacked or robbed, once I had to pass a number of homeless near the library, I felt uneasy and couldn't wait to get out 
of there.

TC/155 Shopping; Events; Restaurants / Cafes
Better variety of shops. More weekend outdoor events like the European market and beer garden. More restaurants within the town centre bringing 
them closer to public transport.

TC/159 Shopping; Events; Cleanliness; Safety
On most days the town centre is almost deserted due to empty shops scruffy buildings and loose block paving all over town even the drains are 
blocked especially on west gate
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TC/163 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport
Too many empty shops, litter always flying around market, never enough bus services particularly on Sunday morning my job starts at 10 when the 
shop opens but first buses don't get into town till after 11am and also I don't like to walk around town anymore especially with my toddler as the 
homeless begging can be intimidating and I don't feel safe with the increase in drug users I have seen this last year.

TC/165 Safety; Cleanliness
Constantly seeing people passed out from mamba use, drinking alcohol on the market place, large groups of teens running riot and nobody of 
authority can be seen anywhere doing something about it.

TC/167 Shopping i would rather have 50 shops paying a low rent and recieve money than ask for a high rent and and have 50 empty shops where i recieve nothing!

TC/169
Car Parking; Shopping; Nightlife; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes

Obvious for anyone visiting

TC/171 Cleanliness; Safety Visible drug users
TC/173 Shopping; Events More and more shops are closing
TC/177 Shopping Don't have enough shops,,no big names shops, not enough clothes shops and definitely not enough toy shops

TC/179 Shopping; Public Transport; Car Parking; Nightlife; Cleanliness; Events Save money scrap the mayor. Get more shops back open. Brighten up the centre more

TC/181 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events
car parking is too expensive as all the car parks have to subsidize the eyesore car park over B n M n pound strecher the market is dying and it looks 
dirty and shabby shops are closing

TC/183 Events; Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking
The town centre has become run down and huge reduction in visitors. Free parking for the town centre would be a start to increase foot traffic and 
boost revenue for the town. This needs reinvesting in the town centre however

TC/185 Shopping; Cleanliness; Nightlife
It's a ghost town nothing has been done to regenerate the night life, people send money out of town instead of in town, I certainly do. Get rid of the 
homeless get some funding to help new shops open Mon to Friday night now on town is dead there is nothing to drag people into town anymore

TC/189 Cleanliness; Events; Restaurants / Cafes

I do feel like it's getting better cleanliness wise, however the main thing stopping me from the spice addicts in town. Last Saturday around 1.30pm, I 
got of the bus as I needed to do some shopping. Straight away in the market I saw some spice addicts, completely out of it, shouting and swearing. As I 
came shopping alone I just got what I needed and went home. However months ago we would come down weekly as a family, shop and browse and 
then get food or visit an entertainment place, but because of the spice addicts we no longer spend all our time in town anymore.

TC/191 Shopping Too many empty shops! Too many new shops build outside of the centre e.g Costa Coffee on St Peters retail park. Th

TC/196 Car Parking; Shopping; Cleanliness
Free parking would be an incentive for people to shop and do business in Mansfield. as more and more shops close in the town, MDC need to put 
incentives out there for people to want to visit, especially as other nearby towns are already offering cheaper or free parking.

TC/198 Public Transport; Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness

As I child I used to enjoy shopping in vibrant Mansfield. Now it's dirty, empty shops, no market, . MIF have run the town down to nothing - it used to be 
a thriving market town, now it's nothing more than a "donut"� nothing on the inside, everhing on the outside . I hope the MIF are proud of what they 
have done - decimated a thriving working class market town. Let's hope Labour get in at May elections and do something to turn around a the mess 
you have made ! Mind you - no doubt a note will be left "good luck, the bank is empty". The MIF decision to waste money on an ice rink will not be 
forgotten !

TC/200 Car Parking; Safety

Without adequate and affordable parking, where you feel safe to leave your car let alone to then walk into the town, there will be no increased footfall 
and no attraction to new businesses to set up in the town. Businesses need to know they have a regular footfall to consider the town as possible 
location, before they even look at the Business rates. If people felt safe and could afford to park in the centre, businesses may consider paying the 
higher business rates, but whilst there is no footflow of passing trade, I doubt they get as far as looking into rates before considering Mansfield as a 
place to trade.

TC/202 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport I don't need to state the obvious

TC/204 Shopping; Safety

Most shops are closed or boarded up or even nail salons or barbers there is only Iceland and heron you can buy food from the market trade is terrible 
rent is too high and Mansfield is a dying town The amount of drug users and homeless people that hang around is alarming nobody feels safe you can 
walk by 6 people drugged out and police and back the bid people do nothing they just walk by these people are constantly fighting and causing trouble 
within the town

TC/208 Safety People have stopped coming into Mansfield because of drug related issues . The council should sort the problems out.

TC/210 Shopping; Car Parking
Shops are disappearing and no others apart from coffee shops are opening, it's pretty dull, a nominal fee for parking would help bring shoppers into 
the town centre.
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TC/214 Car Parking; Cleanliness; Shopping
Shops are closing, parking is ridiculously expensive and disabled badge holder think they can park anywhere and with the homeless in every doorway it 
just seems grubby

TC/216 Events; Shopping; Safety; Nightlife

Not enough shopping choice therefore choose to go to Chesterfield, Nottingham or Sheffield as there is a better choice of shops and I am likely to get 
what I want. Nightlife has deteriorated in the last 5-10years. Mansfield used to be so busy on a Thursday, Friday and Saturday night, I've not 
experienced it like this in the last few years. People used to travel here from all over the country. Too many teenagers that aren't old enough to drink 
hanging around the market square at night and during the day. More events would attract people to the town such as the tour de Britain which was 
great.

TC/218 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness Not enough variety of shops
TC/220 Shopping; Cleanliness Mansfield needs updating.
TC/222 Shopping; Car Parking; Nightlife; Cleanliness; Safety These all need improving then the other areas will naturally improve
TC/224 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife It's far too intimidating going through the town centre st night and it only caters for younger generations.

TC/226
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Events; Public Transport; 
Nightlife

Nightlife is diabolical and the state of public transport for this day and age is something to be desired especially between Mansfield and Notts 
inbetween concerts

TC/228 Shopping
More and more abandoned shops week after week and the shops that spring up in their place are usually the same as others we already have, for 
example Vape shops, phone repair shops etc

TC/230 Safety I don't like to see the people who are hanging around doorways and on the market street. They make me feel uncomfortable.

TC/234 Car Parking; Shopping; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Events; Safety

Lack of free parking and the number of parking close to town is reducing, the number of shops and independent shops at that are becoming further 
afield, out of the town centre. The nightlife is reducing, the number of pubs/clubs are closing, its becoming increasingly expensive to attend in town 
and it feels often unsafe to do so because of the lack of presence of security and the increased amount of time waiting for a taxi. It would be better to 
see more events across a wider scope of generations, not just families and young children.

TC/236 Car Parking
Too difficult to park near anywhere unless use four seasons. Too far to carry stuff,puts me off buying anything heavy or bulky. Most car parks are pay 
and display. Which means always rushing. More pay on exit needed

TC/238 Safety Too many mamba addicts
TC/244 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Car parks are to expensive compared to other local towns. Shops are getting less with more coffee shops than real shops

TC/246 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Events
Mansfield town looks and is a very run down town. As a resident and business owner in the town, I feel the money is not spent in the right places to 
help boost the local economy. This town is on the decline and not progressing.

TC/248 Shopping; Events
There are too many out of town developments which because of the traffic chaos, especially around the Nottingham road area are a complete 
nightmare. There needs to be more activities in the town to attract people in & generate interest/participation

TC/250 Shopping; Public Transport; Safety; Events; Nightlife
Mansfield would be a lot better place letting the empty shops at a discount to encourage people into town instead of internet shopping allowing taxis 
into market area to collect elderly or disabled that have difficult in go up a hill and moving drug users out then empty shops reduce the rent and give 
markets free days to build the stall up again

TC/256 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness I genuinely feel unsafe in town after dark. I would not take my partner out in Mansfield after dark

TC/258 Shopping; Events; Restaurants / Cafes

Closed shops are an eyesore and more opportunity is needed to support new businesses. Maybe a broader look at what communities need and want 
to support a quality life would help, with high street access to all elements of this, not just shopping. More community involvement in events would 
provide opportunity to celebrate the diverse nature of our area. As people are valuing a more experiential life, as opposed to a material one, more 
restaurants, live music venues etc. would be a positive area for development.

TC/260 Cleanliness; Other; Safety
I used to go to Mansfield 3 times a week now it ful of drug user lying in the street it frightening plus all the shops re closing down the market is next to 
none

TC/262 Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Events Needs to be busier, you need to think about what draws people in to a town centre
TC/266 Cleanliness; Safety; Other Because of the amount of drug users etc I don't feel safe and avoid going into town

TC/270 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness

The town seems to be made up of three types of shops; pound shops, vaping shops and hairdressers. This is fine if this is what you are seeking but 
doesn't give much variety and almost alienates those who have a bit more money to spend or don't vape. A greater range of shops and possibly free 
parking would certainly encourage people to come to town more. I personally leave my shopping until Sunday so I can use the free parking in the four 
seasons. If it couldn't be free parking, something like 2 hours for the price of 1 could be a good incentive and help out pubs/restaurants as people may 
stay longer to eat in town.

TC/272 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; Events
Mainly shops, there are so many closing and nothing's being opened. I don't feel safe in town at all I never have. I think having events in the town 
would bring more people. The cafes well could be a few more with more variety
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TC/276 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes
The town centre looks run down and depressing - money needs to be spent on smartening it up and encouraging people to come here. Attractive 
shopping opportunities coupled with free or very low cost parking would help.

TC/278 Other

Need more leisure and the reason why the market worked in the past for me was because of the cheapness of the products, so a tax/cost free market 
would be most beneficial. Along with free parking for a duration, at least for the non-primary carparks anyway (So like 3-4 hours free to be able to 
attend an event in the town for example). Also transportation, I would like to see my own Roller Rail system implemented haha (suitable for Mansfield, 
over Trams). That would help the market alot, being able to deploy rapidly from a local storage unit via a single train (or a few anyway). To be honest I 
am not an engineer, so would not be able to create the design for that system myself, or alone anyway. Lastly I would like to see a bike & bus lane 
from ST Peters Way/Portland Retail Park? to Rosemerry Way. The left turning is deadly for cyclists as motorists speed past to turn left and cut in front 
of you, along with motorists behind that cross over the white hashed marking despite me (as a cyclist) being right in front of them (a danger, or where 
it is not clear anyway as described in the highway code). So I want on portland street for there to be only a lefthand turning into ST Peters Way and 
begin a bus lane straight away to proceed forwards (so usual motorists going straight use the overtaking lane only). Then carry on the bus lane until the 
start of the Rosemerry Way which could be a lane merge. Which would also make it safer for motorists since the right-turn lane there always cuts into 
the overtaking lane. There is also the fact that most car users that want to go forward (from Portland Street) will be in the driving lane which means 
they have to wait for the left-turners and also usually there ends up being 12 cars in one lane and 2 cars in the other.

TC/282 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety I feel unsafe in Mansfield it appears run down shoos are empty or polish and car parking is very expensive

TC/284 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Nightlife
More popular shops, such as H&M, Zara, and other likewise shops. Car parking is too expensive and should be free or drastically reduced. Improved 
bars/nightclubs/cafes that attract a more mature safisticated clientele. Better mix of music - djs

TC/286 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Public Transport; Events
Shopping what shops there all closing unless you want a phone or charity shop or fast food places.. Homeless or drugies hanging around which puts 
you off comming to town.. over the years mansfield has deteriated massively..

TC/288 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Events; Public Transport The town center is dead compared to what it was 20 years ago and needya massive overhaul.
TC/290 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness If parking was free it might encourage people in to shop.

TC/292 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety

It is very rare I go down mansfield I just do not feel safe with all the drug users especially with my children, I do not want to keep on exppaing to my 
son why their are certain people like that, plus I do not feel like there is a wide variety of clothing shops to choose from unless your you need a new 
mobile phone which there is 0lenty of places to shop then. Compared to other towns around mansfield just does not look like it gets the care and 
attention it needs and is looking very dated and run down, the market place might aswell not exist anymore there is hardly any stalls anymore so no 
point in visiting especially when you have sutton just down the road, where the shopping centre is lovely and feels welcoming, sorry but mansfield has 
nothing to offer anymore in the town centre.

TC/193 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety

I have lived in Mansfield all of my life and Iused to go into Mansfield every week but now I usually go to Nottingham as you can't even get decent pair 
of shoes in Mansfield, the is only shop is dunelm mill that has homeware its like the stores in Mansfield don't think anyone wants to buy quality. There 
are a lot of new and expensive homes being built and renovated in Mansfield so keep this disposable income in the town get quality and choice and 
the people with money will follow not everyone wants cheap.

TC/197 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
The town is dying in front of our eyes . Expensive parking in a town with few shops and an intimidating atmosphere. Homeless asleep in shop door 
ways drinking in the streets , knife crime, nobe or very little visible police /security . Just not a nice place to be .

TC/199 Shopping
The town's shops comprise of Nail Bars, Barbers and empty shops. The market stalls have all disappeared and Marks and spencer is the only place 
selling food. There are no decent shops any more. There are too many scruffy people wandering about drinking from cans and shouting across the 
street to each other. I only go in if I have to go to my Bank to do business. No pleasure in strolling round any more.

TC/201 Car Parking; Cleanliness; Public Transport Dirty areas parking over priced problem drug homeless poor people
TC/203 Shopping; Public Transport Buses to ladybrook est stop to early

TC/207 Shopping; Events
Shops and businesses need to increase to keep the "high street"� alive. Key events that are currently put on support the community spirit and are 
usually well attended so these should be increased

TC/211 Shopping
Too many budget shops, vape shops, bookmakers. Let's get some good quality high street names in the town and clean it up. The foundations for a 
beautiful town are there, go and chase investment. I hate to say it but Chesterfield town centre is much better

TC/213 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking
There are just not the decent shops in Mansfield like in other towns. No enough good selection of shops. Cheap pound shops and cheap clothes shops 
fill the town. No shops like, joules, urban outfitters, Lush, maybe a noodle bar instead of Greggs everywhere!! So we have to visit Nottingham or 
Meadowhall then we also prefer Chesterfield or even Worksop!
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TC/215 Shopping; Safety; Nightlife
A lot of shops closed down,I recently parked on church street and walked up and there were beggars and drug users all the way up The nightlife in 
town is rubbish now.

TC/217 Shopping; Car Parking Less cafes, cheaper car parking, cheaper rent for market ,so stalls come back.

TC/219 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife
The town is dirty, lots of people hanging around in gangs who clearly take drugs, the nightlife is getting quieter and quieter due to, many fights. The 
shops available are not as vast or enjoyable as they once were. New retailers would liven people up.

TC/221 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes
Mansfield is not a pleasant experience . It feels down trodden and sad .more employment is needed in the area to put cash in everyone's pocket . I'm 
quite lucky and do have spare cash to spend . But Mansfield needs a revamp totally

TC/223 Safety; Public Transport; Shopping
There is less and less shops each month. I don't like the idea of my teenager being in town on her own as don't feel it's safe. Public transport needs to 
be improved as since the timetables were changes last year on several services the buses are continuously late.

TC/225
Cleanliness; Shopping; Car Parking; Public Transport; Safety; 
Restaurants / Cafes; Other; Events; Nightlife

The Whole Place is absolutely disgusting, shops empty, drunks and homeless everywhere, call yourself a council you need to get your act together and 
get this sorted with the so called government which is also a joke

TC/227 Restaurants / Cafes

Public transport and car parking are both pretty good in Mansfield from my experience. Personally I've never felt unsafe and the nightlife has always 
been good for a town our size although sadly it's not as busy in town on Friday or Saturday nights, it seems to be the same in most places though. Have 
always felt there's not enough restaurants and cafes in the centre and it's a pity the new restaurants on the Sainsbury's/cinema part of town aren't in 
the centre instead. Looking into the feature it seems less people will be visiting town and city centres for shopping due to online, so other things other 
than shopping seem to me to be vital to keep a vibrant town centre.

TC/229 Shopping Too many cheap/budget shops, need to attract a better standard of shopping to stop people shopping in Chesterfield or Nottingham
TC/231 Shopping; Safety; Public Transport not enough supermarkets nothing to go to town for
TC/233 Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife; Events Not a lot to do for teenagers
TC/235 Safety There seems to be a influx of drug users and an increase in petty theft.

TC/237 Shopping

Everywhere I go from Chesterfield to London and lots of places around the IK with work, have more variety in niche shops and cafes, Mansfield seems 
very quick to attract (fairly or unfairly) chains or bargain versions of cafes, shops and entertainment. The night life is dead compared to plenty of other 
places I go concentrated in one scrum of an area that is overwhelmed with bad behaviour. I'd like to see more incentives for venues that are unique, 
The Brown Cow micro brewery and bar is a great example, and spread the entertainment more around the town to distribute people slightly better. It 
was more entertaining to travel around venues when you started at one side of town and needed up at the other, now you pretty much walk out of 
one door into another. Shop wise look to try and find more boutique and none chain stores, as well as modernise the four seasons, to make shopping 
better it now needs to be an experience, with great stores, great eateries and something to do. The town centre has been killed by better stores and 
facilities at A38 outlet and some of the retail parks that pull people out to the edges.

TC/241 Safety Mamba!

TC/245 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Events
There aren't enough choices and with Nottingham and Derby nearby and Sheffield not too far, there are better alternatives. I spend a lot of money in 
these other areas but I'd rather spend it in Mansfield if there were more choices. Car parking should be free.

TC/247 Car Parking; Nightlife; Public Transport; Events; Safety; Shopping
No free parking, can't see the taxi ranks ,not much light when it's dark ,not much to do in the midweek and Sunday afternoon ,not many good shops to 
visit,not many night clubs in Mansfield now ,no where to keep dry when it rains

TC/251 Shopping; Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; Events
- Shops in town centre closing, need more shops and four seasons should be refurbished to bring it out of the 70's at least. - Bring in more restaurants 
and cafes like capo lounge that are family friendly and more trendy- gentrification is your friend for

TC/253 Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes Dead town empty shops no quality restaurant or eateries

TC/255 Safety; Cleanliness; Events
The Christmas market closed early, therefore it wasn't there to enjoy when I finally broke up from work. The area is full of mostly men who are 
intimidating, homeless or openly on or taking drugs.

TC/257 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes
I do not feel safe in the town centre as the seems to be a lot of drug users. There are not enough cafes or restaurants n the town centre. Car parking is 
very expensive.

TC/261 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness Shopping is dire. Not much left in the town centre now.
TC/263 Shopping Too many low quality shops in Mansfield

TC/267 Public Transport; Car Parking
The Town Centre has become gridlocked with too many parking restrictions trying to accommodate all road users. As an unintended consequence this 
causes confusion & frustration prompting vehicle owners to take matters into their own hands, especially during the evenings in the town centre. 
More traffic wardens are required especially during the evenings to ensure parking restrictions are not being ignored

TC/269 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Public Transport Shops to re open, getting the drug users help,buses do not run in the evening on my routes
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TC/271 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness Mansfield is becoming a very scruffy place people laid in shop doorways empty shops it is a disgrace
TC/273 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness It is a depressing place to go. Would choose not to go into the town centre unless no other option

TC/275 Shopping
There are too many shops and businesses closing down and the market that used to be the best in Nottinghamshire is now rubbish to many drug 
takers as well

TC/279 Shopping
We need a proper market back! Reduce the rents or give free days to market stall holders. We used to be a thriving market town, we can't be that with 
no decent market. Surely half price market stalls bring in more footfall than empty market stall!

TC/281 Safety With the amount of burgers and drug users in town I feel unsafe and voulnrable when I take my children into town

TC/283 Shopping; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes
Half the shops are empty, why not open up one or two for the college? To show off the art they do in class. Have exabishtions. There are a lot of 
people with kids that don't want to see other people off the face in spice, or any other drug people are taking right now. Need to have quicker 
response time and harder punishment for people disrupting the peace and experience you what to achieve in town.

TC/285 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Public Transport Because it will more business into town
TC/289 Shopping; Car Parking Better shops with more choices and free parking for 3 hours

TC/294
Car Parking; Events; Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Safety; Nightlife

I think Mansfield needs a massive face lift - It looks old, tired and uninviting. Also all the drug users that walk around or are collapsed in town on the 
floor is off putting, this makes me order on line cause I don't want to see that, makes you feel uneasy. There needs to be more shops, restaurants, 
things to do.

TC/296 Shopping; Public Transport; Events
Not enough clothes shops for children the ice rink was good but was far to expensive for adults so prices was to high and concentrated more on getting 
other people in town from other towns rather then the residents of mansfield

TC/298
Shopping; Car Parking; Nightlife; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Events

There isnt a huge variety of anything that woukd attract me into town

TC/300 Shopping There is a lack of electrical shops, toy shops,, kids clothes, .

TC/302 Shopping; Car Parking
I feel that the council/bid are not doing enough to promote the day to day foot fall needed in the town centre, the market is practically non existent 
compared to how it used to be

TC/306 Safety; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness Mansfield town centre is a mess due to lack of investment

TC/308 Cleanliness; Shopping
I compare Mansfield to Chesterfield and they've more shops and looks bright and clean. Mansfield looks run down and dirty in comparison. Especially 
four seasons shopping centre. It's dark and dull. Not somewhere that's inviting to go.

TC/318 Shopping; Safety I feel like more shops are closing, safety wise, I'm always holding into my bag and checking my purse is still in it.

TC/320 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety
Do not feel safe going into town due to antisocial behaviour and feeling intimidated when passing homeless people . Also usually lots of people who 
are under the influence of drugs and alcohol. Shopping has gone down hill hardly any decent shops. Need more high end shops not just pound shops 
everywhere.

TC/322 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes
I have been to town today and saw 2 guys under the viaduct shopping small plastic bags, swearing then 2 more joined them feels very intimidating an 
elderly witnessed it to she was waiting for a luft

TC/324 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes More nationally recognised shop & restaurant chains.
TC/326 Restaurants / Cafes; Other We need more market stores , bring the rent prices down and give the traders a chance instead of being greedy

TC/328 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
Not a very clean and welcoming place. Full of unsavoury people, rubbish and emptiness. It's like an old Wild West movie. The only thing you can see 
are tumbleweeds and litter blowing about.

TC/330 Shopping I think there needs to be more children's clothes shops.

TC/336
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; 
Nightlife

To many empty building s to many druggys and homeless hanging about. Should focus more on improving the shops and market. Far to many nail bars 
and vaping shops. The market is a let down. How it was years ago it should be thriving now. I don't think there is so much a problem with rubbish. The 
council should focus on these things I would not visit Mansfield at night especially after my 15 year old grandson nearly got stabbed after leaving 
McDonald's. Not bothered about office accommodation. There are no children's clothes shops. I don't like the whole atmosphere when we shop at 
Newark and Chesterfield it is totally different. The Xmas Market was cut short they wasted money on the stupid ice rink, it's nice that there are events 
but the shops come first.

TC/338 Shopping
Better shops would attract a different clientele. And improve the standard of the town centre and bring in more money. Would shop in Mansfield a lot 
more if there were nicer shops and less pound shops etc

TC/340 Shopping not many decent shops many closed. i prefere to go out of town to notts

TC/342
Cleanliness; Shopping; Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes; Public 
Transport; Car Parking; Safety

The town Center is dark and dingy and full of drunk youths at weekends, public transport stops in the early evening meaning you have to try to catch a 
cab along with everyone else. I've rarely seen any police but often see antisocial behaviour.
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TC/344 Shopping
I think Mansfield contains too many charity shops, while other retailers are closing. Supermarkets should be encouraged to open small express store's 
in the town, not all people want to get a bus to and from the retail parks free or not!!

TC/346 Shopping; Safety Poor range of shops, shops not let. Would rather go elsewhere.

TC/348
Car Parking; Shopping; Nightlife; Other; Safety; Public Transport; 
Events

Car parks are expensive, public transport is expensive and unreliable

TC/352
Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Public Transport

I use to shop weekly in Mansfield when the market was thriving and busy. If you go into Mansfield now all you see is drug dealers openly dealing down 
and outs and a lot of undesirable people. Once Mansfield had a lovely feeling no longer now. I try to avoid Mansfield and go further afield to shop such 
as Chesterfield or Meadowhall these places have a much nicer atmosphere and you feel safer. I am not alone with this opinion as all my friends and 
family feel the same.

TC/356 Shopping; Car Parking; Events The rents on shops need to be bought down for more shops to come to Mansfield instead of having to travel to Nottingham or derby..

TC/360
Safety; Shopping; Events; Car Parking; Nightlife; Cleanliness; 
Restaurants / Cafes; Public Transport

Mansfield needs to improve in all areas to attract people to spend their money. Car parking is too expensive, the shops are not competitive and there 
is a lack of decent restaurants and nightlife. The theatre is great and we go often.

TC/362 Shopping; Safety; Other; Events; Cleanliness
There are very few toilets for general public use, and on retail parks none at all. Very bad if you want to spend a couple of hours shopping. Tho only 
public ones that I know of are in the Four Seasons , not good if you are over the other side of town.

TC/364 Safety; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes Nothing to go into town for. I'd rather get the train into Nottingham. Didn't spend a penny in mansfield Xmas shopping.
TC/366 Shopping Not enough clothes shops.

TC/368
Shopping; Safety; Events; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Public Transport; 
Restaurants / Cafes

There are alot of shops in Mansfield but they are all selling the same thing you need to look at what is in dirty centres and maybe take ideas from there 
Mansfield would be alot better that way and actually listened to what the public want we don't need anymore vape shops for example as there is to 
many we need more affordable clothes/shoe shops more children's clothes shops, we need a better market aswell

TC/370 Shopping Too many shops shutting down
TC/372 Shopping; Safety; Public Transport Do not feel safe anymore in town
TC/374 Shopping Needs more shops
TC/382 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes I do not feel safe in town anymore, due to drug problems . Foreigners and Eastern Europeans taking over the town.
TC/384 Shopping So many shops are closed or closing. More cafes than anything elsr
TC/386 Shopping; Public Transport; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes Many empty shops / units need filling with variable companies

TC/388 Other
High Street Big Shop Retailing is a dying sector, please give up trying to flog the dead horse. If you want to make Mansfield fit for pitpose for the future 
please engage a mixed use development plan that focuses equally on Residential, Snall business, Retail & Leisure.

TC/390 Shopping; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Events

Mansfield has a very poor selection of shops compared to smaller places ( Newark) or comparable places ( Chesterfield) particularly in ladies fashion 
where these places have shops like Oasis, Monsoon, White Stuff, Fatface, H & M etc, and independent stores. When was the last time a national chain 
was encouraged to open in the town. Answer is a long time ago. Big retailers need to be encouraged to open in the town. What has happened to 
developing Leeming St, Stockwell Gate, White Hart St. Not a lot.

TC/396 Nightlife; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety

I feel the Local council needs to open their eyes to what's going on in Mansfield Town Centre daily and stop hiding behind the civic centre , living in the 
70s and 80s , get young blood into that council chamber and stop hiding behind the odd occasional good event that takes place. There is no 
consistency in approach, people being paid for no results. The town has no vison , the recent comments by the mayor about people parking in 
Mansfield from other areas just shows the nature and unbelievable way this local council is run. pits, labour , socialism, fat cats skimming off the top is 
over. working class hero talk again history. grow up and rethink the future now

TC/398 Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Other
Needs to be more events. Bring closes shops back into use. Offer free parking like other councils do (gedling and rushcliffe offer 2hrs free parking) A lot 
of derelict buildings need smartering up. (E.g. dickie dirts) Considering the amount rumoured to have been spent on the market there don't seem to be 
many stalls.

TC/400 Safety
I have lived in Mansfield all my life and can't believe the change! No market which is shocking and the amount of people on black mamba and how 
unsafe it feels the whole atmosphere of the town is very bleak it needs a vibrant change, where folk feel safe and a good market which will attract 
people back to the town
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TC/402 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Safety

There is nothing to tempt people to visit the town centre. I mostly visit to use the library or to pay in cheque. I rarely go in to window shop, to eat or 
drink as there are better alternative places to go. The council has allowed too many shops to be empty. BHS has been vacant for 2 years, Cranshaws is 
empty, Virgin shop has closed. The recent new shops are mobile phone repairs - not an attraction. Th ere are no decent food outlets in the town 
centre. Why 2 Greggs within 200 yards? The people with money aren't attracted to fast food. Where are the restaurants? The market place is a mess - 
refurbished then allowed to be dug up countless times & nor put back properly. Too many homeless and drug addicts hanging round that area too.

TC/404 Shopping; Other; Public Transport; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes
I believe that the mix of venues is limited and that there is a sense of little choice in most things but especially shopping. There are a few nice places to 
eat but I tend to eat out of town in villages more

TC/406 Shopping; Public Transport; Safety Very few good shops in town, the bus station is all uphill to get to, lots of people hanging around in groups drinking and taking drugs.
TC/408 Cleanliness; Car Parking Should be cheaper parking. Seems to be chewing gum all over

TC/420 Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking; Safety
we need a real market, even if it means we charge trader no rent, empty shops need to be filled or turned to other uses, i dont like my kid seeing 
zombies in town

TC/422 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety
It is a shame that Mansfield has come to this, what was once a clean, safe proud town has now become a dirty, unsafe drug filled place I really don't 
want to go to. I would rather travel further and feel I'm in a better feeling place. The people you see under the influence of drugs, sleeping in 
doorways, and swearing and shouting at each other has increased massively in the last 3 years.

TC/424 Car Parking; Shopping
Car parking is too expensive especially trying to find somewhere to park close to banks in the market place. Carrying heavy bags of change for deposit 
is no joke. Would love the market to improve as it used to be a few years ago.

TC/426 Shopping
The shops have been decimated. Mansfield is not the town that it used to be. Chesterfield is much better than Mansfield in every way now. It never 
used to be that way. I sometimes wonder why I bother to pay for parking. When you factor in the cost of parking it's hardly worth the effort.

TC/428 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events

Free parking - for Allsop to say that she doesn't want free parking in case it brings in people from other towns is ridiculous. Mansfield is a dump. Its 
needs as many people visiting it as possible! Likewise, far too many empty shops due to exorbitant rates. You should be enticing traders into the town 
by offering them incentives - just look at the market, it is a complete joke. Once upon a time it was one of the largest markets in the country, now its 
just a run down flea market with a few fruit and veg stalls. The buildings need a clean - they are covered in years of grime. The town centre needs a 
good quality coffee shop - the existing ones really don't cut the mustard alas. Looks at Nottingham. Independent coffee shops everywhere - I'm talking 
proper coffee shops here, not the likes of Green Bottles. You are driving people out of the town centre due to letting it become run down.

TC/430 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Groups of lads sometimes on bikes very intimidating I would not venture down on my own any more. Too many foreigners about.
TC/432 Public Transport; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Other There needs to be cheaper transport into Mansfield, and there needs to be more things to do for the youth and leisure wise.

TC/436 Cleanliness
The town used to be a thriving centre with a vibrant market 3 or 4 days a week. There are quite a few empty shops now which do not encourage other 
businesses to come to the town. I think rents need to be lowered to encourage smaller family-run shops to start up and MDC should keep hold of their 
property stock and improve the appearance of the buildings they hold on our behalf.

TC/438 Shopping

We have nothing In the way of shopping. The market is a reason not to come into Mansfield rather than a selling point. Nobody wants to invest in the 
town because no-one uses it but no-one uses it because it has nothing positive to come in for, tramps, druggies, anti social behaviour and you have to 
pay too much to park up to do anything so then only the walking in crowd come in as all the drivers plan there shop around places they can park. We 
need a supermarket in the centre, we need the market to devolve, give stalls away for free if it revives it, do a 2 year free regeneration for traders get 
them back in Mansfield making some money, the four seasons is horrible, make it nice again, have indoor market stores through it make it cheaper for 
people to trade in the place as all retail is struggling. Mansfield is almost dead because of the out of touch people who run it and spend thousands 
trying to save the market when making it cheaper would work so much more. You need an idependant think tank made up of local business owners 
from Mansfield to keep the local authority in touch with what Mansfield needs, I doubt anyone who has a say on what happens in the town centre 
actually uses it, it's like your following instructions on a plan that worked in another town instead of targeting the unique problems in the town... the 
shop fronts all across Westgate need to be up to a high standard, it's looks terrible. getting down to brass tacks it's a massive horrible shit hole and 
anyone with something about them or with a choice would never dream of making a trip to Mansfield Town centre

TC/440 Shopping I need a choice of good quality shops
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TC/442 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Safety; Cleanliness

I feel that the car parks provided are all in a poor condition and are too expensive when compared to the privately operated ones. Whilst I appreciate 
that the council staff do try their best I find that the overall cleanliness of the town center is poor and the general dreariness is emphasized by the large 
amount of empty shops, poorly surfaced pedestrianized walkway's and lack of variety in the shops that are open. How many nail bar's, vape shops , 
phone repair shops and hairdressers does one town need? The issue of the homeless and drug taking people that seem to overwhelme the town 
centre also urgently needs addressing.

TC/444 Shopping; Car Parking; Nightlife; Cleanliness; Safety
Mansfield town centre is a disgusting, Unsafe place to be, I only visit out of necessity, I will avoid the town at all costs. I constantly see needles, drug 
use, fighting, loitering of intimidating youths on the market and to top it all off I have seen homeless people plesureing them selfs outside the bus 
station and church street on numerous occasions.

TC/448 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Nightlife
Nightlife in Mansfield is predominantly aimed at the younger generation. Consequently there are no decent restaurants or bars to encourage a more 
mature age group (40+)in to the town centre at night

TC/450 Other
It all needs improving, the building facades are very down at heel and depressing and the covered market stalls when not in use act as a haven for 
aggressive drunks/spice heads. It's also depressingly dead at night and empty stores don't help.

TC/454 Shopping
More shops increases foot fall. This will increase business opportunities for other shops. Less fast food and takeaway places. Minimise car parking cost. 
Better markets with specialist markets monthly on say last Friday Thursday of the month.

TC/456 Shopping; Cleanliness; Public Transport Empty derelict shops, ie Leeming street. Poor bus services ,our last bus is round 6.30, so many vape, polish delis and charity shops.
TC/458 Shopping; Car Parking; Other The amount of homeless on the streets is unsettling
TC/460 Safety Lots of ganhs and people on drugs

TC/462 Events; Safety When out in town there are always lots of groups of men either arguing and hanging around which makes if rather daunting to be near them

TC/464 Shopping There are a lot of shops that have closed and there haven't been any new ones leaving a lot of vacant units.
TC/466 Shopping Many shops closed down, town looking shabby now with too many polish shops

TC/468 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Cleanliness No incentive to visit, the parking is overpriced for the standard of the town in general. Unsafe, unclean with no shops of any interest whatsoever

TC/470 Safety There are too many people who are clearly on drugs around and no visible police presence
TC/472 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking Experience

TC/476 Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking
I'd sooner travel to Chesterfield, Nottingham and park and ride or Sheffield to Meadow Hall. Parking in Mansfield is expensive and not worth it for the 
quality of ahops

TC/478 Shopping Too many folded businesses and empty buildings

TC/480
Public Transport; Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; 
Car Parking; Safety; Nightlife

Everything needs improving

TC/482 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife Weak range of shops. Lots of people clearly in drugs visible in the steeets.

TC/484 Other
Mansfield used to have a good market, it was worth getting the bus into town.There were all sorts of stalls, second hand/antiques/etc. now it's 
rubbish, with mostly fruit/veg/clothing and little else.

TC/486
Public Transport; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Car Parking; 
Safety; Nightlife

I think there is a lot of improvement needed on all areas. I don't feel safe and the choice of shops isn't very good so I go to Meadowhall if I want to go 
shopping, if I'm looking for somewhere local, I go to Chesterfield. Same with nightlife, if I want to go out drinking it'd be Nottingham or Chesterfield. 
Even though Mansfield is closest to me by far, it's my last choice everytime.

TC/291 Shopping; Nightlife; Car Parking; Safety; Events
Mansfield has too many charity shops and not enough choice for shopping, would like to see more independent shops being opened, car parking fees 
need reducing to encourage more people to town,

TC/293 Shopping; Car Parking; Public Transport; Nightlife To many empty shops and not enough free disabled spaces.

TC/295
Shopping; Car Parking; Public Transport; Cleanliness; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Events; Nightlife

If free parking were offered I think more people would be attracted to the centre but only if the place has a visible police presence and is clean. If more 
people are going more shops might open along with cafes etc. I don't know whet the council see doing to try and attract new businesses but in terms 
of the town centre it doesn't appear to be much. The whole area around Dame Flogan Street is a shambles apart from the one restaurant. Maybe the 
council can allocate some areas of the town centre for flats seeing as retail is struggling? And I don't mean council flats for people on the dole. Could 
the council offer incentives to start up tech and IT businesses? We're close to the M1 with rail links to Nottingham and Sheffield. The council need to 
have a long hard brain storming session with some serious ideas because more of the same isn't going to cut it.

TC/297 Safety Just feel unsafe.
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TC/301
Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Nightlife; Safety; Events; Public 
Transport

Not much to do in Mansfield socially. The restaurants and cafes are old, too much nightlife in the clubs at night making mansfield a bad area, events 
are all the same and about the same few things every year, transport in mansfield rubbish. Can trains from mansfield be more frequent instead of 
every 30 mins.

TC/303 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Events Too many empty shops. Rent & rates should be reduced to encourage businesses.

TC/305 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness

There are little shops that attract the youth of Mansfield, if I need anything I have to go further afield like Nottingham or Meadowhall in Sheffield. 
There is so much potential in Mansfield, the four seasons is old and not appealing to the eye. My suggestion would be, instead of renovating the multi 
storey car park near Rosemary would be to just knock it down and start again with a new shopping centre in that area. You could include the Rosemary 
Street site as there is a pathway under the road that lead towards the car park that should be turned into a new and modern shopping centre that 
would put Mansfield on the map. The promotion of Mansfield Town to a higher league will increase the amount of people visiting the town so give 
them somewhere where they will want to spend their money not somewhere that is massively old and run down. A new and modern shopping centre 
will attract new shops of a higher market.

TC/307 Safety Too many drugged up people hanging around, lots of homeless around
TC/309 Shopping Need some bigger names, and a brighter, cleaner environment.
TC/317 Shopping Not enough independent shops. If we were to lose Debenhams and M&S I wouldn't visit mansfield

TC/319 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness
I've visited Mansfield Town Centre today for the first time in a number of years and was shocked by how run down, dirty and unpleasant it was. It looks 
like a town on the brink of collapse. A lot of places were empty and there were people begging on every corner (why aren't we helping our homeless 
more?) I walked down Regent St into the town centre and it was depressing. Sorry but I won't be coming back any time soon.

TC/321 Safety

I am a woman in my 40's. I've lived in Mansfield all my life. I no longer feel safe in Mansfield or want to bring my children here because of the amount 
of drugged up people approaching us asking for money. I last brought my son to town to visit the dentist (old Charter Arms building) and 4 drugged up 
people were sat in the doorway making us feel very intimidated. I want to support the market and shops but I really don't want to be accosted in the 
street. I no longer visit Mansfield after dark which is sad because we wanted to attend a carol service at St.Peter's but I wouldn't go to that area 
because of my friends experiences of being mugged near there. My children didn't get to go on the skating rink for the same reason. I've not brought 
my kids to town since last August when I got their school shoes.

TC/323 Shopping
Shop rents are extortionate as are market rates causing retailers to go elsewhere to "set up shop" this has led to a reduction in choice and less revenue 
coming into the town.

TC/325 Shopping; Events
Too many empty shops,and too many of the wrong types of shops The events are ok, but it would be nice to see more of them to draw more people 
into the town centre again

TC/327 Nightlife; Shopping; Public Transport; Safety; Cleanliness
The town is depressing these days. Too many empty shops, too many homeless people and a market that doesn't even deserve to be called one. The 
town needs a lot of money spending on it

TC/329 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety
More and more shops are being shut! You're not helping keep the private independent shops who are struggling. The market is shocking and all my 
family tell me it's not what it used to be. There's so many drug addicts that need help or moving out the town.

TC/331 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Nightlife
There should be at least 2 hours free parking to encourage people into the town centre. The rent and rates of the shops are too high that's why it's 
becoming a ghost town. The public bars are nothing like they used to be because thay can't afford to stay open because of high rent etc. If the town 
was safer more people would visit day or night. There are too many homeless and drug users down there.

TC/333
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Other; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Public Transport; Events; Nightlife

Mansfield town centre needs a lot of improvements, better shops to attract more people to shop , I go to do my banking and eat food but shopping 
isn't very good need better shops , to many empty buildings, shopping is better in derby or chesterfield To many homeless about in door ways and 
druggies on spice hanging about the market place , I don't like taking my young children to town to see the state of some people and the druggies , to 
many nail bars and cafes We need better bigger shops then Mansfield would be an enjoyable place to find what I need We need more shop that sell 
kids clothes

TC/335
Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Events; Other

Town is full of scummy chavs and vape shops

TC/339 Shopping; Public Transport; Safety; Events

there isnt many shops now days its either charity shops or cafes/takeaways nowhere to go to the toilet if your alone with a pushchair as the baby 
changing/ didabled toilet in four seasons is often closed you have far to many people on mamba which isnt pleasent for kids to be seeing the events 
are getting worse the light switch on used to be amazing with a parade and lots of things to do but now its boring and the acts arent great the ice rink 
was a waste of money too
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TC/341 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping

Mansfield in comparison to towns both bigger and smaller is so disappointing. It frustrates me having to drive to Meadowhall, Nottingham, Lincoln or 
Chesterfield to go shopping because they have a better calibre of shops. To be fair though if you need a mobile phone your sorted as there are tonnes 
of those shops. Terrible town centre and it's a true shame as I used to visit every Saturday and now possibly every 6 to 8 weeks. I love that the council 
want to make improvements but action is needed. For me we need better chains in the town that offer variety. Not 100 shops. Perhaps the town 
should look to Truro as it's a tiny city that has a far better town centre than Mansfield. I also think the lack of decent restaurants plays it's part as when 
I go out to any of the above shopping locations we as a family eat lunch out. It's great that we now have a nandos or Bella Italia near the cinema but 
what do we have in the town center. 3 Greg's and several McDonalds.

TC/347 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking
I am Disabled , and think we need more free parking for disabled were ,The small market which as now been put in big market center we could be 
given down there for free parking on Wednesdays as it is never easy to park on this day as this parking is limited to SUNDAY/MONDAY/TUESDAY .on 
Westgate ,it should now be opened on Wednesdays as well xx As for shops so many empty now , x

TC/349 Shopping; Events; Safety; Nightlife; Cleanliness
Decent, popular shops closing down. Spending money on a bloody ice rink and not making any profit. Drug uses frequenting town n getting away with 
it. Fights at night, corupt bounces. Stinking bins n litter on the floor. Simples

TC/351 Cleanliness; Other Empty buildings/ rundown buildings

TC/353 Safety; Shopping; Other

Mansfield is not safe due to the amount of yobs and druggies hanging around and police who do very little, although I do realise this is not their fault 
and what they can and can't do comes from higher up. There is very little variety of shops, too many cafÃ©s, you only go into town if you want to sit in 
a cafÃ©. Lack of outside public toilets. Since the town hall toilets have been closed you have to go into the shopping centre or into a shop with a 
cafÃ© or even into a cafÃ© or pub if you want the loo. Shops cafes and pubs don't really appreciate you going in their loos without buying something. 
I don't understand why the town hall toilets are being ripped out when they've only recently been put in, it's a complete waste of money yet again.

TC/355 Safety; Shopping; Other

Mansfield is not safe due to the amount of yobs and druggies hanging around and police who do very little, although I do realise this is not their fault 
and what they can and can't do comes from higher up. There is very little variety of shops, too many cafÃ©s, you only go into town if you want to sit in 
a cafÃ©. Lack of outside public toilets. Since the town hall toilets have been closed you have to go into the shopping centre or into a shop with a 
cafÃ© or even into a cafÃ© or pub if you want the loo. Shops cafes and pubs don't really appreciate you going in their loos without buying something. 
I don't understand why the town hall toilets are being ripped out when they've only recently been put in, it's a complete waste of money yet again.

TC/357 Restaurants / Cafes
The rise of the Internet for shopping means that town centres have to create other reasons for people to visit. Thriving entertainment coupled with a 
range of restaurants, cafes and bars that cater for a range of tastes will attract different groups of people into the area.

TC/359 Shopping; Events I nomally find myself going to events in other places such as chesterfield or Newark.

TC/365
Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Events; Cleanliness; Car Parking; Public 
Transport; Safety

Cause the whole town is an eyesore and there is nothing to actually go to the town for

TC/369 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking

The car park where the old bus station is, looks horrendous. The Four Seasons car park always has lots of spaces blocked off because of safety reasons! 
It's also an eyesore. A lick of paint wouldn't go amiss at the very least. At least one of the lofts is usually out of order too. As for safety I'm referring to 
the amount of drug users and alcoholics you come across just walking about the town or even on the way towards town. I've lived in Mansfield all my 
life (35yrs) and I've never seen so many homeless people, drug users and alcoholics as there are now. It makes me feel sad. I try my hardest not to 
shop in town as I hate seeing the above, the shops are rubbish, and it just has a horrible dirty vibe about the place. There needs to be more help and 
support for the homeless, druggies etc to try and get them moved out of the area and get the help they clearly need! Also something for the teenagers 
to do- a youth club or something!! There's literally nothing exciting for teens in our area anymore- hence why some get up to mischief or get involved 
with the drunks and druggies. As for shops, it would be nice to have a Range or Matalan in Mansfield instead of travelling to Sutton. Even another soft 
play area in town as Monkey Mays is a bit small and crap! Some more decent bars- a bit like Capo Lounge. Some decent restaurants would be good. 
Most towns/cities have their restaurants and bars within easy walking distance from each other- Mansfield is too spread out!! Unless you want to eat 
at the Swan or Weatherspoons, you'll easily have a 15+ mins walk from say Ill Rosso or Nando's etc into town.....who wants to do that in high 
heals?!?!?

TC/371 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety
A lot of shops closing and last time I used the toilets in four seasons they were filthy, put off by homeless outside the library and entrance to centre 
from Tesco car park
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TC/373 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife

Shopping because the stores have pretty much the same things in, your always queing for a long time, car parking because its expensive no wonder 
people dont really come to town or they use the public transport, i dont feel safe when im in town as you have drug users about everywhere there like 
rats, out on the hunt for food, money and whatever else they can find, the homeless people need moving and housing as they cant be sat in doorways 
all day and night they will catch a death, its too cold outside for them. Restaurants and cafes are charging daft prices for simple things that people 
wont pay. Theres no good events no more party in the park used too be the best now its gone its rubbish. And the nightlife is just awful. This town is 
just dying and itll soon be dead... something needs sorting asap before it dies for good.

TC/377 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness

The market desperately needs funding to bring it back up to standards. The whole town centre needs a good clean and there needs to be a crack down 
on drug users within the town centre. My daughter attends Funky studios and they have to keep the door locked as there has been drug users hanging 
outside. Whilst doing a performance at the Palace theatre drug users were shouting at them from across the road. The police had to be called to 
remove them. My daughter is too scared to be out with out me or her father

TC/381 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness
There are a lot of shops closed that need filling and too many people begging & begging by playing music in the street in the centre of town there are 
gangs of youngsters that hang around outside certain shops and other places which makes me as mobility scooter user fell unsafe to come into town 
on my own

TC/383 Shopping Not enough decent shops to draw you into Mansfield for shopping.Too many vape shops and nail parlours

TC/385
Safety; Public Transport; Shopping; Car Parking; Nightlife; Cleanliness; 
Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Other

In the last 10 years the council have given no investment to our town but have given millions outside the town, even the ice rink was a disaster. It 
seems we need a change and that starts with the people in charge. Let's get people in who actually care about our town and make it proud again

TC/387 Shopping A better variety of shop needs to be made available. More "up market" shops and smaller local businesses need to be promoted.

TC/488 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport; Events

I do not feel that safe around town too many people hanging in groups . The place looks dirty and run down we need to make the most of the lovely 
architecture we have that is hidden by boards and grime. we need new shops opening that are not all main chains, nice individual shops, the market 
was once thriving like Chesterfields, this needs improving. There are enough cafes already perhaps more restaurants that open in the evenings. 
Although people are asking for 2 hours free parking and hour would be adequate for most people as there is not that much to do in town and most 
people I would imagine are just popping to a couple of stores or the bank, opticians etc. the new bus station is a great improvement on the old but my 
husband and many like him are unable to get up the hill to use it we therefore have to use the car and need more disabled spaces, perhaps all the car 
park on Queens street could be disabled only? Events that do make a profit would be good for the town and also keep the Christmas market running 
closer to christmas next time. it closed far too early. The old town hall needs using again as a public building perhaps to show off local artist work or as 
a place for people to pay their council tax etc. or house the Citizens advice place as many people struggle to get up hill to the current one. the town 
needs more investment to bring in tourists make the most of the Robin hood connection , make the most of the architecture, smarten up all the lovely 
buildings on Leeming street and Dame flogan street area.

TC/490 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife
The shopping has gone down market very quickly shops are empty threats of shops closing we will have nowhere to shop soon. No nice restaurants 
cocktail bars or bars in general no open market cafeterias .

TC/492 Shopping; Other; Car Parking Not enough decent shops, little choice, lack of children's shops and fashion shops.

TC/494 Cleanliness; Shopping; Safety
The town is scruffy. Homeless people leave rubbish all over the place. Foul mouthed people make it feel unsafe. Market is non-existent, shops are 
dwindling. If M&S and Debenhams close it will become a ghost town.

TC/496 Shopping Lots and lots of empty shops

TC/498 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes
Car parking in getting a joke Should be more places like. and why not ? Walking around Mansfield it looks scruffy and dirty. Most shops a looking 
scruffy out dated.

TC/500 Other

I chose other simply because they all need addressing! With out decent and reasonably priced parking and decent public transport then the other 
things aren't going to happen but In order to Encourage people to visit mansfield town centre you need a wider variety of shops to drive footfall into 
town. A wider variety of cafes bars and restaurants will encourage people to stay in the town centre for longer as long as they feel safe to do so. The 
council should be encourage and support not only big businesses to come into town centre but also small businesses. They are the life blood of our 
town and will boost the town economy! Surely it's simple to more people that visit mansfield the more businesses will want to open and stay open, 
this inturn will reduced the unemployment rate in Mansfield meaning that more people will have money to spend in the town centre, the more is 
spent in town the more profitable those shops will be and be able to employ more people and so it goes on!!!!
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TC/502 Shopping; Events; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes

Empty shops make the town centre look run down, It would have been nice for restaurants like nandos, bella italia etc to be in the town centre, most 
cafes are lovely but i wouldnt go into the town for lunch for dinner with friends for the lib grub that is on offer. Lots of antisocial behaviour in the 
evenings at weekends, inside the venues moreso. the taxi rank is out of the way, i wouldnt feel safe walking through the arches to get to it, often i cant 
get a taxi, definately a reason to not go out.

TC/504 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Too much rubbish lying around, too many shops closed or closing. The market should be thriving.

TC/506 Public Transport
The public transport ends at 18.15 in our area, which means we have to take the car or stand in a queue for a taxi, which if the weathers is inclement 
can be very disappointing and a poor end to an evening out.

TC/508 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Safety; Public Transport The town centre is out of date old looking not nice at all
TC/512 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Events The only decent event is the xmas lights

TC/514 Shopping
Mansfield needs to attract a range of stores and not just pound shops, Which there are too many of. There is nowhere to shop for clothing or shoes 
really or at least little variety. You have to go to Sheffield or nottingham.

TC/516 Cleanliness; Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
Often rubbish laying about, as an elderly person I feel unsafe with the volume of homeless people who approach me. Shops look to be closing rather 
than opening or remaining open. Car parking is old and feels unsafe.

TC/518 Shopping There is a lack of variety/ interesting/ independent shops to browse/ buy from.

TC/520 Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
I hate having to go into town to go to the bank with my new baby if you aren't walking around smokers there's groups of people swearing and shouting 
and make me feel intimidated.

TC/524 Events; Shopping; Safety
Too many empty shops. Not enough police and wardens out both day and night, too much antisocial behaviour from young teens and too many 
homeless cluttering up doorways and off their heads on drugs

TC/526 Shopping Just look at all the closed buildings

TC/528 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes
The quality the high street shops is below average. The are only a handful of decent stores. Car parking is dated and overpriced. Restaurants and coffee 
shops like ones out of town would draw more affluent shoppers/ spending.

TC/532
Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; Car Parking; 
Nightlife; Public Transport; Events

Because I feel unsafe and its very unwelcoming

TC/534 Shopping

need new shops in town , more individual upmarket shops, instead of cheap shops and chain stores , all town centres are the same , make Mansfield a 
vibrant town with new ideas , farmers markets are good , a quality ladies wear shop , not everyone wants to shop at Primark , although they attract 
certain people and offer good value . Need to attract more people from the ' posher ' areas i.e. Ravenshead , Berry Hill etc to stop them shopping in 
Nottingham . Chesterfield and Newark have some nice shops . A Market Town sounds better than an ex - mining town , think Bakewell , it gives a 
different image , promote surrounding ares Sherwood Forest , Newstead Abbey etc . I am not a snob , proud of my mining roots , but we need to move 
forward to attract the wealth of opportunities out there .

TC/536 Shopping; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Other
It's awful.during tag day. I don't want to bring my young children into town. Needs total overhaul. Rethink how you could market the town. Look 
further afield to cities that have been rejuvenated like Liverpool, Hull, Glasgow. Don't let mansfield continue to have a negative reputation.

TC/538 Shopping; Cleanliness; Other Shops are closing down and the centre is over run with homeless in drugs. Not a place I want to bring my children to

TC/540 Shopping; Public Transport; Safety; Cleanliness; Car Parking

It needs investment you all on the council have failed to keep the town looking fit for the future. Start planning for the future or you will in the end 
finish not only the town centre but the town as well. When we moved here 12 years ago it was great ,it was clean and welcoming now it's just no 
longer visiting. Maybe that's because you the council has no ideas and continue to invest in other towns. This council is not showing confidence in the 
town I wonder why?

TC/542 Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety
Your policy on resident bin collection if ridiculous, all it does if promote the abuse of communial bins as this is the easiest option for residents who 
didn't get their bin emptied

TC/544 Events; Shopping; Car Parking

It is lovely To see the families together at Xmas lights switch on in the market place. I don't believe the market as it is sustainable as people now tend 
to buy offline or prefer to try on is proper changing rooms in shops - farmers markets, and beer / gin festivals, antique fares, vintage markets is the way 
forward, its a nice space. Shopping in general is quite dire, we are lucky to have beals, Debenhams and marks primark, take any of these away and it 
makes the experiences even poorer. Car parking prices do not make me feel I get value for money for what is on offer but I appreciate the free 30 mins 
in some of the car parks

TC/546 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes

There is a lack of decent shops. Not even a Prezzo or a pizza express to eat in nor a decent supermarket. The town is littered with rubbish full of low 
lives dealing / taking drugs swearing shouting. I avoid taking my 7 year old daughter in . She loves the library to get books but even in there it stunk and 
full of homeless people. It's shocking. I moved here 3 years ago and if I'd known how awful the town was I wouldn't have done. I go to Newark 
Nottingham to shop. Most people I know do the same.
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TC/548 Shopping
Too many empty shops. After building all of the edge of town retail parks the Town centre has suffered. Need to attract more shops to make it worth 
shopping Mansfield; instead of A38 outlet, Meadowhall or Nottingham.

TC/550 Shopping Would like to see more shops that will attract people instead of them travelling to notts or Sheffield
TC/552 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Public Transport High parking charges .buses stop at 7pm for my area need more variation of shops

TC/554 Shopping
The area needs a shopping draw. Perhaps artizan shops or areas set aside for small shops to attract discerning shoppers (cheese shops, butchers, 
bakers etc. all in one place. Promote the town as a culinary attraction for buying ingredients and for eating in and out.

TC/556 Shopping; Safety
Don't find there's a much choice for shopping anymore especially for shopping,used could never move for market stalls and always a great choice of 
items

TC/558 Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Other

Mansfield Town Centre has some lovely old buildings that could do with cleaning, need some newer shops that caters for all, some nice bistros and 
outside areas and some greenery, trees planting and generally making it look attractive. Need to look modern and clean. I recently visited Telford and 
there has been a major investment making it modern, attractive town park and lake and a lot of new restaurants and entertainment facilities. 
Mansfield could do with the same investment.

TC/560
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Events; Nightlife

There's a lot of clothes shops it would be nice to see something different. Parking needs to be free for 3 hours to promote people to visit. Cleanliness 
market place looks scruffy and needs updating and mix up the day of the the artisan market why is it only on at Sunday. Safety it's not a great look for 
the town to have zombies. Cafe it would be great to see different types of catering establishment. Why have events only on Sundays. Nightlife make it 
more appealing to come into town

TC/562 Shopping
Many shops closing and general declining condition of four seasons. Difficult decision not to highlight parking as it is clearly lacking. I now prefer to visit 
centerfield as there is a local market and nice coffee shops.

TC/564 Shopping; Events; Public Transport; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
The shop are crap and don't even start with the safety part it cums to something when I don't want to vist my home town center and perfer to go to 
notts or chesterfield.

TC/566
Safety; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Cleanliness; 
Events; Nightlife

Full overhaul required!

TC/568 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Nightlife
Constantly shops are closing. There is no visible re-investment in the town. There are far too many car parks in the centre. It's seems that... whatever is 
knocked down, let's tarmac it and paint white boxes and voila... ANOTHER car park!! ALL with different tariffs. Parking in the town is a lottery as to how 
much you pay. The four seasons shopping centre is in need of a long overdue overhaul. Litter is rife particularly under the bridge near Beales.

TC/570 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
Mansfield market used to be full of stalls with plenty of bargains and a good mix. People used to go into Mansfield to shop on market days...now that's 
gone. For a good few years I've not looked at one stall on the market.

TC/572 Safety; Cleanliness; Public Transport There are more robberies, assaults and thefts than ever before.

TC/576 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Car Parking; Other; Safety
There is way to many Indian restaurants. The charge for car parking should be reduced. They they insist in charging Â£1 and hr then at least in vest in 
maintaining the car parks. Four season is terrible. And the homeless and drug adusive makes me feel un safe in the town centre avert dark.

TC/580 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking
I used to go into the town most days years ago,now I only visit once a month because all the lovely shops have gone,the market is nearly 
nonexistent,safety is a real worry,not enough seating.

TC/582 Shopping; Events; Public Transport
Need more variety of shops, lower rent for market stall holders to attract sellers back. No public transport after 6pm so makes it harder and more 
expensive to visit evening things. Shops should move with the times, open a little later each morning and stay open till 7pm to encourage workers to 
visit after their working day

TC/584 Shopping; Car Parking; Other
The four seasons needs a facelift looks very dated. Car parking is ridiculously expensive for what there is in town. Too maybe drug addicts hanging 
around.

TC/389 Shopping; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Safety Not enough variation of quality destination shops .

TC/391
Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Nightlife; Public Transport; Events

A lot of the shops are closed, the market is very poor and the whole town centre looks worn down and dirty. There is a lot of drug user hanging around 
making it feel unsafe.

TC/395 Shopping; Other
More focus on removing homeless and improving visible drug use which is also visible at night time. Which will in turn increase footfall and attract 
retailers
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TC/397 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Events

Mansfield Town centre as become a nest for homeless Zombie drug taking addicts. There's no police or special constable anywhere to be seen half the 
shops are closed there is nothing on in the evening to bring people in at night the local radio station is a joke with its adverts. The main attraction is the 
Football Club but it gets no help from businesses or the local council to advertise the fact it's doing well. If it wasn't for John Radford and the club the 
ice rink would have been a total disaster if the club hadn't sponsored it. Mansfield District Council need to go back to basics look what made Mansfield 
a thriving town centre in the 70s 80s n start adopting a feel good attitude within the town

TC/399 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness Poor choice or shops due to ridiculous rents, dirty place full of smack heads and you charge for that privellage joke.
TC/401 Shopping; Car Parking Better shops needed and a good market like Chesterfield bring people into the town from Newark etc
TC/403 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Really going down hill Isn't safe at all

TC/405
Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety; Public 
Transport

There really are no decent shops in Mansfield, male/female shops are limited. Transport to and from nottingham and oaktree need to run later in the 
evening.

TC/409 Shopping; Cleanliness Not enough high street banded shops , too many druggies hanging around don't feel safe

TC/411
Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Nightlife; Events; Safety; Car Parking; 
Public Transport; Cleanliness; Other

Everything needs improving it's a disgrace

TC/413 Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes
More and more stores seem to close as time goes on. It makes the area look run down and tired. There's minimal places to eat in town meaning most 
people prefer to look outside of the centre for a restaurant, especially in the evening. No matter where you go there always seems to be rubbish or a 
lack of general overall cleanliness. It just always seems to be an unfinished building site.

TC/415 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
Car Parking should be FREE for first 2 Hours. Safety must still be 100% resolved due to Drug Addicts in Town Shopping must be improved to put real 
retail businesses in the empty stores/units

TC/417 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
The town is like a ghost town compared to chesterfield and even Sutton. Shops boarded up, it looks near apocalyptic! The four seasons shopping 
centre is dated, the town centre strewn with litter and druggie zombies. The council obviously are not investing what they can, but rather putting 
money elsewhere.

TC/419 Shopping; Other
Needs a retailer to replace BHS.The Four Seasons Centre frontage to Westgate should have stone cladding installed to replace the current cladding.I 
also think that some thought should be given to making the Town Centre smoke free. It's impossible to visit without inhaling second-hand smoke.

TC/421 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness The town is smothered with people on drugs. Shops are closing and the place just looks really run down. The car parks are too expensive

TC/425 Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Parking is expensive Lots of litter Too many hoody youths around

TC/427 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
Mansfield has some beautiful old buildings but the Planners permit gaudy shop fronts, abandoned shops and a general atmosphere of decay. This town 
could become a market town to which people would travel if we had a planning policy for shop frontages, more visitor attractions and a better market. 
Add to that 2 hours of free parking which I witnessed recently in Abingdon, where the town was extremely busy.

TC/429 Shopping Alot of empty shops in town, rents are to high to attract new businesses, in more varied types of shops.
TC/431 Car Parking; Shopping; Events; Cleanliness The motorist is penalised and ostracised therefor no footfall therefore declining town centre.

TC/433 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Events
The choice of shops is minimal in the town centre and it's easier to go to a retail park or supermarket where choice is bigger and parking is more 
convenient and often free.

TC/437 Shopping; Car Parking
Shops are empty, we need to attract l9cal businesses, free parking for 2 hours ti attract more shoppers to spend, it is too expensive to park for a short 
period of time

TC/439 Shopping; Safety; Other
The drug problem, people who constantly hang around shop doors who clearly are on drugs and display anti social behaviour, very intimidating to 
shoppers and families. This needs dealing with fast.

TC/441 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Public Transport

Over the past year I have seen an increase in drug addicts and homeless around mansfield town.i have two young children and whenever I go into 
town shopping i have to take them with me. Recently we have seen a drugged up man passed out in the middle of the day outside newlook and 
another passed out on a bench. Mansfield is a scary place even in the day. The toilets you pay for are dirty apart from the bus station. Constantly being 
asked for spare change or food. The shopping centre and shops all need improving. Public transport is very expensive and taxi's are unreliable and 
again not safe. I much prefer shopping in Nottingham!

TC/443 Shopping Empty shops

TC/445 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes
Shopping in Mansfield has become painful as you never know what you meet in town, antisocial behaviour is rife and shopping is pretty poor. Taking 
your children is not advisable.

TC/451 Safety Do not enjoy walking around the centre due to the behaviour of the people there. It just isn't a nice place to be.
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TC/453 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Nightlife

Shopping: very few shops of worth. Far easier to go to Chesterfield have a larger range of shops (H&m, Asda Living, hobby craft) Safety: on a number of 
occasions I have felt incredibly intimidated either by people shouting and swearing or those who are on drugs. Parking: better offers are needed for 
parking, I would rather travel further to Meadowhall for the free parking and greater range of shops. I do not like Ben Bradley but get people into town 
shopping. Nightlife:have not been into Mansfield for a very long time. Lot of bars/nightclubs have shut down. Need a bigger variety.

TC/455 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Nightlife; Safety; Cleanliness
Mansfield has lost its sparkle its dirty untidy people slouched in doorways begging loads of shops have closed it just looks a dirty town from what I'd 
did a few year ago hate coming into mansfield now only come when I need to

TC/457 Shopping Fewer shops now for clothes not many to chose from for the over 60
TC/459 Shopping The shops are rubbish. There are few independent shops. It's full of pound shops selling tat

TC/461 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking

There is not much choice in terms of shopping and you are very limited. The quality of shops for fashion, children's clothing and shoes etc.. is very 
poor. I prefer to shop online for more choice or travel elsewhere. Car parking is very expensive, it is more value to travel by train to Nottingham to 
shop. I feel the town centre has really gone downhill which is such a shame. Most bars have decent security but it is the walking about in the centre 
that concerns me and I feel more unsafe due to people 'hanging around' the centre.

TC/465 Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife
Free parking for 2 hours Town centre should be a sociable place. Online shopping means that you can get whatever you want from your sofa, so town 
centre needs to give a good enough reason for people to come and visit. Whether thats live music, ameteur dramatics, talented buskers, different 
cafe's and restaurants etc.

TC/467 Cleanliness The town centre looks scruffy

TC/471 Shopping
Due to the state of finances throughout the country more and more smaller shops not just the bigger ones are decreasing, i see more shops closing or 
struggling, prices are rising for us all and more and more people are turning to the much cheaper options.

TC/475 Car Parking; Safety Druggies h bing around and thieving

TC/477 Public Transport
It is very difficult to get into or out of Mansfield in the evening . The buses are not particularly clean and , as we don't have the digital signage at the 
bus stops, you are never quite sure what is happening with the bus eg on time or late

TC/479 Shopping Like most town centres, Mansfield is declining. Urgent action is needed to stop the rot before it's too late.
TC/481 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety The town centre feels old, dated.

TC/483 Shopping; Safety; Events

Each time I go into town there seems to be another To Let sign above yet another empty building. It is full of vape shops and food places it is beyond 
ridiculous. Market is nothing compared to how it was. I visited market two weeks ago on Tuesday and was hardly any stalls compared to previous years 
and was so quiet when five years ago it used to be so busy on a Tuesday. There are people hanging round in gangs in alleyways and people sat in 
empty doorways.

TC/485 Shopping too many empty shops,Leeming Street in particular is a mess
TC/586 Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking To expensive to park. Shops not varied enough dirty scruffy streets.

TC/588 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
I only choose Mansfield when I want a little bit...big shops it's Sheffield or Nottingham. The place is filthy. I think fir what Mansfield as carparking is 
expensive...meadow hall is free and the choice is amazing. It's full of mamba using esp near stamp king passed out in on benches

TC/590 Safety; Shopping Shopping variety is lacking and most of the time I will catch the train to Nottingham as really for women's clothes there's only a couple of shops .

TC/592
Nightlife; Shopping; Other; Public Transport; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Cleanliness; Events

MDC have totally destroyed Mansfield town center

TC/594
Cleanliness; Public Transport; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; 
Car Parking; Other

While the council try there best to keep the town centre clean, it still needs a lot of work! Parking TOO EXPENSIVE, the town is dying. Give people an 
incentive to come into town shopping, make it cheaper tp park and travel into tpwn.Too many empty shops because of expensive rent, business rates 
and the expensive parking. Hy are the council spending £1m on redeveloping the town hall into more shops and units that are only going to stand 
empty. Why did the council get rid of the indoor market. The ciuncil needs to take a look at other market towns and take note. We regularly travel to 
the market toens of Louth and Market Harbrough. Cheaper parking for starters and independent businesses. It's not safe at night too many groups of 
men hanging around. The co7ncil needs to be doing more to entice more businesses into the town centre, cheaper rents, etc. What are you investing 
the vast amount of parking, council tax, rents and business rates on! The town centre needs redeveloping fast before it's dead altogether! And sort the 
homeless problem out, invest some money on housing these people. Something needs to be down fast before we loose more businesses!

TC/596 Public Transport; Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness
Public transport is expensive and unreliable parking is expensive shops are closing and there is not enough verity or unique shops i do not feel safe as 
there can be undesirable people around some drunk or on drugs or just loud and rowdy, to much litter and the pedestrian areas are not even to walk 
on lots of trip hazards
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TC/598 Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife The town centre needs to be a leisure, recreation and and education centre
TC/600 Shopping Too many shops shutting down
TC/602 Shopping All the main stores are in out of town retail parks, the four seasons is pitiful compared to 20 years ago
TC/604 Shopping The shops, market and general area needs modernising. It looks an awful 60s concrete monstrosity

TC/606
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Public Transport

Public transport getting worse and carparks very expensive

TC/608 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Events

There needs to be more of an incentive and reason to visit Mansfield town center. This can be done by encouraging small business owners to set up 
their businesses in Mansfield and providing more support to local businesses. There should also be improvements made to the overall cleanliness of 
Mansfield town as there's often litter left on the pavements as well as infront of the shops surrounding the main square, which can be uninviting to 
people visiting. More of an effort could also be made to clean up the graffiti that covers the walls just off the main square. There could also be more 
events in place throughout the year to encourage more people to visit the town center as there's currently not a lot taking place throughout the year.

TC/612
Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Safety; Public Transport; Nightlife

There's an opportunity to save Mansfield and return it to its former glory as a market town. The high street is dead, there are becoming fewer and 
fewer reasons to visit the town centre. If not shops then a social hub is needed, but a place where you don't get shouted at by hoodies hanging around 
McDonalds would make people feel safer.

TC/614 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness Shops are all similar, or pop ups. Town can look scruffy at times, not really very inviting. Too many pubs.

TC/616 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Nightlife; Events; Public Transport I feel like Mansfield used to have more things to do and places to go

TC/620 Shopping It could do with a few more good shops.

TC/622 Safety; Cleanliness

Too many groups of young men looking dishevelled loitering about. They make you feel quite uncomfortable when. You are walking through looking 
smart on your phone for work. The personal safety of i feel is not where it should be. I do not get this in Newark etc. Not sure what has happened but 
the town center has took a nose dive in the last year. I cannot believe what a 'dump' it feels when I walk through - so sad as lived here since 1990. I 
also cannot believe how 'busy' it is during the day - not with shoppers as such but more gangs and rough looking people. Not very inviting.

TC/624 Safety; Shopping; Cleanliness Needs more chouce of good shops and town needs cleaning up regularly.
TC/626 Safety I dont feel safe walking through Mansfield.

TC/628 Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes
It would be nice to spend time in the centre & wander round nice shops, stop for lunch/coffee with friends, rather than just going getting what's 
needed & leaving as it's not really s very pleasant place to wander

TC/630 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness Mansfield used to have a fab market, but over years rent gone up now people can't afford. No safety with drugs and drink around. Needs to be cleaner.

TC/632
Nightlife; Shopping; Cleanliness; Events; Car Parking; Public Transport; 
Safety

Dirty empty shops no market worth going to loud drunk drugged people hanging around

TC/634 Car Parking; Safety; Events
Need cheaper car parking to encourage people to come in Mansfield ,don't like seeing all homeless and druggies congregating together ,dealing drugs 
on the market makes me feel unsafe ,.

TC/638 Shopping; Public Transport; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety I would not go into Mansfield on my own at night our buses stop at 6pm also would not feel safe kn my own.

TC/640 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes

Mansfield has declined in recent years; a lot of shops have closed and have been replaced by charity shops. The market place is used by drunks and 
drug addicts, they sit on the disused market stands. There are empty shops fekm the old post office all the way to the old bus station. Well done for 
making that a car park, but the building istelf is falling down and scaffolding is holding it together. That end of town, British Heart Fdn, B&M feels 
unsafe. It's poorly lit in winter, it is empty and there are undesirables. Mansfield never gets busy on Sunday. I think more money is spent on wages than 
money is made on a Sunday. There needs to be something done about the drunks and addicts, encouragement to open more shops or at least give the 
shopfronts a facelift.

TC/642 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Events

There are too many corporate branded shops including cheap tack shops and not enough independent shops which sell 'different' things. I have never 
felt safe in Mansfield town centre, in the evenings it is very empty and this makes me feel uncomfortable. There are not enough community events 
which are in evenings when others can attend who work full time. Although the council do a good job keeping the litter at bay most of the time, the 
whole area is very old, dull and scruffy looking.

TC/644 Restaurants / Cafes
There are not enough good quality places to eat and relax. The Capo Lounge and Lucy's stand out, bot otherwise there's not much on offer. If people 
had somewhere nice to go after shopping in town, they would stay far longer and perhaps visit more often.

TC/646 Shopping Not a lot to choose from
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TC/648 Safety; Shopping; Cleanliness; Events Lack of colour, every seems so drab. Drug addicts roaming free the lack of shops is amazing and the market stalls. Car parking is expensive.

TC/650 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety So many drugged/drunken people around its quite scary. Too many boarded up shops
TC/652 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety It's so depressing

TC/654 Shopping
I have lived in the Mansfield area for the majority of my 65years. Mansfield town centre now looks so run down and is very 'sad and uninviting'. Lots of 
retail premises closed and run down. Because of this is chooseto shop in Chesterfield or Sheffield,

TC/656 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Nightlife Alot of the old night clubs have been left empty for a long time and its about time somthing happened with those

TC/658 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
Choice of shops limited and drunk people hanging around the centre, particularly the market place. Car park nearest to market which is ideal for 
disabled constantly closed off, especially at busy times of the year like Christmas, very bad planning.

TC/660 Shopping I'd like to see the market improved - become more like a farmers market than a junk shop. Fresh fruit and veg are great, though

TC/664 Shopping
Mansfield Market is very poor and there seems to be less stalls every week Why not put on a specialmarket every two weeks which provides a lot 
more stalls and more variety but this will need some advertising

TC/666 Events It would give extra reason to visit
TC/668 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Events It would be nice to see more events in the town centre. Parking is expensive compared to Retford

TC/670 Shopping
It would be nice to see better shops stocking better products instead of all the cheap bargain shops. If I need to buy anything special I always have to 
go to Nottingham or Meadowhall. The cheap clothes shops cater for the young people. M & S Mansfield is in the dark ages and Debenhams doesn't 
carry the stock of the city stores.

TC/672 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking

Car parking should be free to encourage people to come into Mansfield to spend there money. Regarding the shopping experience, well there 
currently isn't one. Cheap shops and charity shops arnt everyone's cup of tea. Young people need trendy brands to get them into town, middle age 
people need better quality possibly independent shops which will then make them think twice about shopping at Chesterfield or meadow hall. Maybe 
MDC should consider splitting the town in to different sectors, cheaper shops, food shops, cloathing and more up market products..! Safety can just be 
visible town wardens which are there to help or just prevent.

TC/676 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety
Not enough leisure facilities in the town centre. Reasons to visit other than shopping. Specifically creating a cafe culture, informal dining. Encourage 
people to eat out in the town centre on week nights.

TC/678 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Public Transport We have only one bus that takes us to Mansfield and that is every 30 mins and parking in multi storey bays are too narrow, lifts stink of urine

TC/680 Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes
I love going with my family to the cinemas and having the new restaurants close by have turned them into family fun dates.. I think it's made going to 
the cinemas in this area more populat and I loved the new Christmas markets and ice scating main town seems to have less problems however 
druggies and young groups of people who deserve asbos are still around just seems better managed but could be better.

TC/682 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife The town has become unsafe. Reports of violence makes people feel unsafe. Shops are constantly shutting down. Pubs aren't that busy any more.

TC/487
Events; Shopping; Nightlife; Public Transport; Cleanliness; Safety; 
Restaurants / Cafes

There are no quality restaurants in the centre of Mansfield that you can sit down at and enjoy good quality English food .

TC/489
Safety; Shopping; Events; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Public Transport

Public transport from where I live was cut to two buses per day!

TC/491 Shopping; Safety
There are very few shops I want to visit compared to places like Chesterfield or Nottingham. The town feels run down and there are too many visible 
drug users.

TC/493
Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety; 
Nightlife

The town does not feel safe at the moment. The shops are low end quality. There are a limited number of quality independent bars and restaurants 
around Mansfield.

TC/495 Shopping
There's no variety of shops and most things are available in the retail parks in the outskirts which are much easier to access and offer free parking. We 
need to have interesting and diverse shops and a good market to make it worth making the extra effort to go into the town centre. It's a beautiful and 
historic town centre and it could be an asset. Events and carparking isn't going to make any difference.

TC/499 Shopping; Car Parking
There's lots of empty shops in town and The Four Seasons Shopping Centre and it's really expensive to park in town, also my daughter works in the 
town centre and can't afford to park her car every day being on minimum wage so I have to drop her off and pick her up every day or it would be a big 
chunk out of her monthly wage (£4.50 a day is the cheapest other car parks are £1 an hour. Maybe concessions for town workers could be possible?
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TC/503 Other
It has a bad reputation for being very rough. There are no upmarket shops and quality isn't something I associate with Mansfield town centre. It is 
known to attract poor and chavvy people so I would go elsewhere for my shopping in order to avoid the rough crowd. There is more than one type of 
local in Mansfield and there should be more engaging events that are of a high quality that are a bit pricier.

TC/505 Shopping; Nightlife; Cleanliness
There are too many empty or charity/pound shops. The town seems "dead" in the evenings, other than Friday and Saturday. There are rough sleepers 
and spice addicts and alcoholics which can be intmidating. Also big groups of teenagers shouting and swearing are off putting.

TC/507 Shopping; Nightlife
There needs to be more bars with outdoor facilities for war days like cafe bars, There is no attractions in mansfield we could have so much footfall 
from visitors to sherwood pines sherwood forest centre parcs etc if it was more attractive We have a beautiful market place that is beautiful but with 
the current state of the town who would want to visit The council need to have a lookl at nearby Newark and Chesterfield and take some pointers

TC/511 Safety; Shopping Too many empty shops and not enough variety l. Concerns over recent assaults in the town centre
TC/513 Cleanliness; Shopping Four seasons shopping center is old run down and needs complete overhaul
TC/515 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness Just doesn't look appealing.

TC/517
Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Public Transport; Nightlife

All of the above would bring the town centre back to life.

TC/521 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety; Events
Town is horrible. Too many homeless, drug addicts, drunks even during daylight hrs. Poor choice of low end budget shops. Aesthetically unpleasant 
with all the empty shops in the area. It feels unsafe and im a 36 year old male ex rugby player. Anyone with decent disposable income goes to 
Nottingham which has nice independent restaurants, cafes etc. & also plenty of arts and events.

TC/523 Safety A lot of kids hang around the centre at night and it can be intimidating. There's no where for them to go.

TC/527
Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Public Transport; Nightlife

Investment should be in Mansfield not in other areas

TC/529 Car Parking; Shopping Most of the shops are closing. It is not a. Destination to go shopping.
TC/533 Shopping; Car Parking Parking is expensive. Very few shops at interest me. Chesterfield is much better.

TC/535 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
Too many shops closed recently, and where replaced it is often by nail bars, vape shops and more cafes. We need decent food shops, and a good 
greengrocers, . The car parking is too expensive....Bassetlaw is much cheaper! Safety......pavements not in good shape....do think about the elderly and 
disabled, please!

TC/539 Safety; Car Parking; Other

I have only visited the town centre a couple of times in the last two months. The first time I was nearly knocked over by security chasing a woman with 
a pushchair who had hidden stolen goods in the basket of the chair, the woman was restrained and the child screaming? My 9 yr old daughter was 
traumatised and no longer wishes to go with me. The second time, there were a couple of young men clearly 'high' on drugs which was also a scary 
experience. It has really put me off, not to mention the unoccupied shops which I understand is due to the extortionate rates you charge. It's such a 
shame, it could be a really lovely place. Although I live in Mansfield, I much prefer to visit Chesterfield now.

TC/541 Car Parking; Cleanliness
Car parking should be free at all times to encourage customers to shop, they go to meadowhall and have much more shops, restaurants, Cafe's and 
above all FREE PARKING! For alot more choice.

TC/543 Restaurants / Cafes I never eat out there
TC/547 Shopping; Car Parking Car parking expensive and not managed properly
TC/549 Car Parking Expensive parking for little choice of shops
TC/551 Shopping No real variety in the shops

TC/553 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Nightlife
Mansfield town is at a all time low,most of the good shops have gone and been replaced by bars and cafes,the market is crap there are more fruit and 
veg stalls then anything else and only half the stalls are occupied.mansfield has a big problem regarding homeless people and those that are on drugs 
we need the police to move these people out of the town centre as people are afraid they might get attacked.

TC/555 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes Shopping ha got worse and worse as rents are too high. Want free car parking

TC/557 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety
This market town now has a shell of a market. We have scruffy looking Polish/Romanian cheap delicatessen shops, a scruffy B&M store. Lots of charity 
shops. Hardy any other shops are springing up. It's a sad decline. The town planners are doing a crap job. Look towards Chesterfield for a thriving town 
and take some notes.

TC/559 Safety Possibly TV and media coverage
TC/561 Other Surrounding roads like near Sainsbury's are awful.
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TC/565 Safety; Cleanliness
I am put off from shopping in Mansfield because it is so dirty. The Four Seasons shopping Centre is dirty. I also do not feel safe walking around 
Mansfield.

TC/569 Shopping; Safety Lots of empty shops. Lots of homeless drug addicts hanging around

TC/571 Car Parking; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife
Mansfield needs more sole trader business. It is historically a market town and we need to bring that back. Also considering that Mansfield is now a a 
big mix of local and Eastern European culture to mix the both and have a more 'cafe experience' ie totally pedestrianalise the centre of Mansfield and 
allow more bars restaurants to have outside tables

TC/575 Shopping; Public Transport; Car Parking; Events
Shopping-no variety.Public transport_ buses should have drop off and pick up points around the town centre giving access all around the town ,rather 
than just the bus station.Car parking bays to small in multi storey cars get damged by third parties. Not enough events to create a happy atmosphere

TC/577 Other
I find my issues with the town to be a socially disrespectful attitude.Quite often have to walk through the Market Place AM and PM. The language and 
conduct of the homeless can be intimidating and more surprisingly students language, littering and spitting is pretty disgusting.

TC/579 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife
There is not many shops to chooses from when I town it's full of druggie at Eastern European's makes you feel uneasy the market is a dying trade and 
at night the few pubs that are open are not that great and town is full of homeless begging or Eastern European's causing trouble

TC/581 Shopping; Events; Cleanliness Too many empty shops.
TC/684 Car Parking; Safety Car parking needs to be free for two hours otherwise it's just cheaper to go shopping etc somewhere with free parking out of town
TC/686 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events It all needs improving

TC/688 Public Transport; Cleanliness
Transport is too expensive, the bus fares to travel to the town and home are too much. I think there should be support for young people to travel 
cheaper. I live in a village on the outskirts and rely on lifts to travel as i cant afford bus fares. Cleanliness - The town centre toilets are not to a great 
standard even though we pay to use them. There is rubbish on the floor and chewing gum.

TC/690 Car Parking; Cleanliness Car parking is really expensive so i dont visit often. The town is dirty - mainly litter

TC/692 Safety; Shopping; Events; Cleanliness
The town looks scruffy .a lot of the shops are empty and in disrepair even the four seasons needs a face lift.parts of Mansfield shopping as been 
destroyed by the relowcasion of the bus station.there is no market the only one there is doesn't encourage stall holders with different products to 
have stalls .also the whole atmasphiar is not there no community spirit

TC/694 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife
Many shops are empty The alleyway from toothill lane car park down the steps is horrifically filthy I don't feel safe with my children in the shopping 
area/market place due to the 'homeless' If I eat out I go out of Mansfield town centre as it isn't a nice place to spend time I don't feel safe at night so 
wouldn't go out there

TC/696 Other

Mansfield should have ambitions to be classed as a small city. As such it needs feature and some landmark buildings. I knsow about the proposed 
redevelopment of the former bus station site but all has gone very quiet. I am not talking about high rise buildings but 6 - 10 stories to give it a city 
feel. We also need to make sure we protect our retail offer and we need a couple of quality restaurants. Without this people will continue to go to 
Nottingham.

TC/698 Shopping
If I need a special outfit - especially shoes and lingerie - I would go to Nottingham, Meadow Hall or McArthur Glen as there is a wider range of high-end 
goods. Mansfield Town Centre is fine for the basic essentials. Although I shop online for some things, I like to be able to try on clothes/clothes and 
there isn't a massive range.

TC/702 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
Don't feel safe in the town. Won't bring my Children in with me. Most of shops are now closed and hardly any market. Car parks are expensive and not 
many parent and child spaces, another reason I don't bring the children.

TC/704
Public Transport; Shopping; Events; Safety; Nightlife; Car Parking; 
Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes

Everything is a mess. There's nothing to draw people in aside from places like HMV and Primark. Little shops are great but it's such a mess to go 
through with people hanging around smoking and swearing.

TC/706 Safety; Cleanliness A lot of people, most of whom are homeless, are taking drugs openly. Especially Spice
TC/708 Shopping Mansfield town centre has a lack of good shops and what there is are scattered around the outter parts nothing in town centre
TC/712 Events Attractions at the weekend, not just Sunday, in the Market Place add atmosphere and hence people.

TC/714 Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Nightlife; Other; Cleanliness; Events Because they will lose customers and they will go elsewhere. Homeless and druggies put people off.

TC/716 Safety Because there is a lot of druggies and homeless.
TC/718 Nightlife As theres nothing to do for young people

TC/720 Events; Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife
events-not many and when there is no one takes part so needs to be made more public when an event is happening shopping-everywhere closing and 
nowhere reopening or opening cleanliness-homeless everywhere, not there fault but they need help. safety-a lot of crime, burglaries, assaults nightlife-
again loads of crime, assaults ect
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TC/724 Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife It is dead. It needs a purpose to live. It has no draw or pull for anyone to use it
TC/726 Safety; Other; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife Safety. Being the amount of drug addicts lying in shop fronts. Something more needs to be done to help the homeless
TC/728 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes there just isnt much to do

TC/730 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety
The shops you have in town are rubbish need new more resnable shops The cleanliness needs improving And safety is a massive problem too many 
drunks drug addicts and thieves in the town centre which puts me off going into town more so with my kids they don't need to see all the spice heads 
hanging about etc

TC/732 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes Fill the empty shops. Lower rents to encourage new business. More decent restaurants for family lunches instead of wetherspoons

TC/734 Events; Shopping; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes The town is outdated, run down and boring.

TC/736 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness Mansfield Town is a joke, shops closing probably due to the business high rates, I go into Mansfield only when I must, it is a disgrace.
TC/740 Safety The amount of groups of young people hanging around and people under the influence of drugs. My children get scared as do I

TC/742 Shopping
There are no shops anymore. Most have been closed down. We need new, better more known shops to please the younger shoppers and the older 
shoppers.

TC/746 Car Parking; Shopping; Safety
Four Seasons car park needs a lot of work doing on it, it's horrible there needs to be more Police and warden presence in town, never see wardens and 
when you do they don't do anything. A better variety of shops are required and bring them back into the town Centre.

TC/754 Cleanliness; Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
I visit multiple towns with my work and mansfield is light years behind in cleanliness security and available shops, i also now tend to visit sutton more 
due to cheaper parking

TC/758 Shopping; Other Wider shopping isle access for wheel chair in all shops more people will visit spend money boost the business income
TC/760 Cleanliness; Events; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes Mansfield Town is dirty, full of drugs and litter

TC/764 Shopping
There is hardly any market left, there are hardly any shops in general as rents are far too high, theres no market and nothing to attract people to the 
town anymore.

TC/766 Shopping; Public Transport; Car Parking

Parking charges too high, rents to high shops are all empty surely full shops make more money than empty ones oven if you halved the rent ? The 
market is terrible I remember a full market 3 rows just selling fruit and veg,bus station moved and has killed another end of town, hidden taxi rank,old 
bus station looks an eyesore what a view as you enter Mansfield from the a38 it's such a shame our town has been lost safety is an issue druggies lying 
around the streets another 10 mins in any direction you get far better amenities workshop,Sutton,chesterfield need we say more a sorry day for 
Mansfield indeed

TC/768 Car Parking; Safety
Car parking charges put me off coming to Mansfield more often and the people that hang about in the town centre have at times made me and my 
children feel very uneasy

TC/770 Shopping; Safety; Events To many empty shops, to many vape shops, the market needs alot of input more stalls (lower rates)

TC/772 Cleanliness; Shopping; Car Parking
I have seen human waste at the side of shops. Most of the shops have closed. Parking is expensive and most are tricky to get to with a 
pushchair/wheelchair

TC/774 Shopping; Car Parking
Mansfield used to be great for shopping but since the council put up rent 8/9 years ago a lot were priced out and had to close. It's such a shame as I 
worked in the town centre from 2001 - 2009 it was booming. It's like a ghost town town, scruffy and empty buildings look awful. Excessive car park 
fees don't help nor the demise of the market

TC/778 Shopping Not really a lot to come for hardly any clothes shops worth coming into town for would rather go into Nottingham

TC/788 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport; Events
Shops are closing down. drug addicts and homeless wander round zombified in the day or fighting amongst themselves. Gangs of young people 
congregate around town intimidating people.Public transport is poor, some last buses end at 7pm, who can you come into Mansfield to enjoy the 
theatre , cinema or a meal when you can't get home again after?

TC/790
Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Public 
Transport

There is nothing to do. Shops closing markets on existence. Easier to go Sutton or even further

TC/792 Shopping; Car Parking; Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes
Other towns of similar size offer free parking as an incentive to draw shoppers away from the out of town retail parks. Increasing footfall will make it 
easier for current shops to stay open and will help start ups to establish themselves.

TC/796 Shopping; Public Transport; Car Parking Parking is too expensive and car park is very run down. Empty shops

TC/798 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife
The shops we have are very limited, we lack a significant number of high street chains. I carry out little shopping for clothing for any of my family in 
Mansfield. Our good restaurants are almost non existent in the centre. Nice, modern bars are few and far between.

TC/806 Shopping; Public Transport A lot of empty shops is unattractive, and public transport to many places ends too early.
TC/808 Other All of the above

TC/810 Other The increase in the spice zombies/ drug using wasters has increased. They need to be policed and given conditions to stay away from town.
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TC/812 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Restaurants / Cafes Free parking which will improve on the rest and divert more money into the area instead of other areas

TC/814
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Public 
Transport

Public transport too expensive be easier not to have to pay for car parking especially as there's no card payment option.

TC/816 Safety; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Events
We need free parking to encourage money and footfall. However town needs a good clean and the chavs and drunks and druggies need to.be sorted 
out. Bigger retailers and restaurant would then come.

TC/820 Shopping; Events; Safety There is a lack of good shops in the area, no special events or rather very few and I certainly do not feel safe in the town.

TC/822
Safety; Cleanliness; Shopping; Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes; Public 
Transport

Underpasses stink of urine, homeless all over at night, shops have been the same since forever, no train services to smaller towns

TC/826
Nightlife; Shopping; Safety; Events; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Cleanliness

Mansfield has very little to offer the shops aren't very good it's not safe to.walk around anymore

TC/828 Cleanliness; Shopping; Safety It looks dirty and more needs to be done to attract people back into town by making use of closed premises.
TC/830 Safety After years of using Mansfield I struggle with the new risk of people using spice.

TC/834 Shopping
Rates need to be lower for the shops, to let more people open businesses and new shops in town. More interesting shops will make the town more 
interesting.

TC/836 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Restaurants / Cafes
The fact free car parking is rejected is rediculous, shops are struggling and shutting down. MDC is doing NOTHING by not taking advantage of the high 
streets funds. Corrupt the lot of you! You don't be happy till the place is gone.

TC/838 Events; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Safety
The town centre is dull. Any events that are out on are over crowded. Not only that, I don't feel safe walking my kids through the town centre as the 
amount of people under the influence of drink and drugs is become too regular. Groups of these individuals will huddle together and it's extremely 
intimidating towards my kids. Also embarrassing having to explain why they are completely out of it.

TC/842 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife
The Nightlife is nothing like it used to be. Id love to see more events in the market place We really struggle for restaurants in the centre and the cafes 
are generally pretty poor There is no choice for mens clothing other than burtons and river island.

TC/844 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife
The centre is a proper hole. I go out of town to shop for clothes, all the bars are at the top end but we should be making the most of the beautiful 
Market Square.

TC/846 Shopping; Safety
Need to fill empty premises. Need permission for Taxis to pick up and drop off in front of Rosemary Centre. Does not feel safe. When dropped off from 
trip buses of an evening then have to wait in car park behind Rosemary or walk to find a licensed taxi at ranks

TC/848 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety There are not a good enough market and shops to visit

TC/850 Other
The town has a history, and it's current appearance and issues do not reflect this. The town centre has bad parking, little shopping or leisure activities 
for the 16-24 bracket and therefore more and more of these people (like myself) go to uni, and don't come back because of the little opportunity and 
growth the town offers

TC/856 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
I used to feel.so.safe coming into town but I walked down white Hart Street shops are empty, but you can see some are being lived in especially one on 
Dame flogan street,car parking is free in certain areas for 30 mins this could do with increasing to.say 1 hour, Mansfield.just felt run down in certain 
areas not a good start to entering town made me not want to stay

TC/858 Shopping; Safety; Nightlife; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness
Mansfield has gone to pot. I travel all over the UK and oversea on work trips. A small town size of Mansfield has. More to do, was cleaner, no hassle in 
the streets and just overalls better. Mansfield one of the worst places to go but with a good community that no one taps into. For shopping I head 
towards Yorkshire, and Derby if I need anything. Much easier to park, better shops and free parking

TC/862 Shopping; Public Transport; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events; Nightlife
Rates need to be reduced to encourage new businesses into the town and to encourage independent retailers to open up and create a wonderful 
shopping experience again. Public transport needs to be cleaner and run on time to encourage more people to use it and visit our lovely town.

TC/864 Shopping; Car Parking; Events Car parking too expensive,too many shops empty...it BHs site etc,needs more to draw public into centre but not at expensive costs.

TC/866 Shopping; Safety; Nightlife; Car Parking; Events; Restaurants / Cafes Loads of closed buildings and a poor market. Look at chesterfield and Loughborough tonsee there market days. They are booming .

TC/870 Safety The amount of homeless is scary, and with those on drugs too. Its intimidating walking through these people, especially at unsociable hours.

TC/872
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Nightlife

It's depressing and uninspiring to visit my hometown, I only go when I have to.

TC/876 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport
No special occasions shops had to got to Chesterfield,to many barbers shops, nail bars would like to see something different in the town center, not 
safe at night and the buses finish at 6.15.

TC/878 Cleanliness; Shopping; Events Too many empty shops Lots of litter around
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TC/583 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes
Limited shops clearly a need for lower rates. Resturant and cafes in mansfield are rubbish unless you want a pub lunch, look at Chesterfield a vibrant 
market town with many local real ale pubs and a selection of pubs, restaurants and cafes to suit all tastes and budgets.

TC/585 Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes
Limited restuarant choice unless you want a weatherspoons. Looking at similar towns locally (e.g. Chesterfield) Mansfield doesnt have alot to offer. Im 
a foodie and its very disappointing to have to travel alot further afield for a good meal.

TC/587 Cleanliness It's grim

TC/589 Safety; Cleanliness; Events
There is an absurd amount of homelessness in the town centre throughout the whole day it's always dirty even with the people cleaning it up 
everyday. There is nothing to ever do in Mansfield I always travel away for fun.

TC/591 Safety
There have been a number of high-profile violent crimes recently in Mansfield, namely a stabbing outside Heron foods and a stabbing on Newgate 
Lane.

TC/595 Cleanliness; Public Transport; Safety
So many homeless people and drug user around all u see is them being abused by passers by and talked to like rubbish my police HELP THEM ! 
SUPPORT SERVICES NEED TO ADDRESS THIS NO ONE SHOULD BE ON THE STREETS AT -6

TC/597 Nightlife; Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Events

The core of the town and where most happenings should be going on at your market and square in front of the town hall. Newark,Notts,Chesterfield 
and so many more have beautiful quaint cafes and restaurants with seating out looking onto the square, we only have the tacky looking Green Bottle 
cafe and Greggs. The rates I've heard are terrible for rent so no wonder non chain local businesses don't rent. Mansfield is full of and surrounded by 
history yet nothing in the town shows that or supports or encourages tourism! Open up the town hall! Give tours or info that tells you the history, 
maunsday book, the court house etc. Why no events in the town hall? Marriages like Notts?? Bring people to the town drawing positive attention!!

TC/599 Shopping; Cleanliness
Many buildings are in bad condition and many stores are closing. Specifically the marketplace has become drastically reduced in recent years and is in 
dire need of rejuvenation.

TC/603 Shopping
More upmarket shops would create a better atmosphere, in addition to engendering a better clientele. Mansfield has many middle class residents. 
Also has it's share of "not sonwell off". But it would be good to attract retailers who might appeal to mid class!

TC/605
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport; 
Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife; Other

Needs to bring down the rent of the shops so traders can stay in those shops and bring back a full market

TC/607 Events Really not many events to do. Charity car meets (policed of course) would be a great idea and get more younger adults involved.
TC/609 Other; Cleanliness because the buildings don`t look appealing and there`s lots of homeless people and smack heads

TC/613 Public Transport; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes Public transport is becoming very expensive and not fit for purpose. I currently live on Big barn lane and have no bus service after 7pm in the evening.

TC/615 Car Parking; Shopping
Market is awful just look at Chesterfield to see how a market and town centre should be run. I would rather go to Chesterfield than go to Mansfield to 
shop and a wander.

TC/617 Shopping; Cleanliness Shopping outside of 4 Seasons is dire. There are no interesting shops/market stalls

TC/619 Shopping
Market is poor, lack of variety in shops. I tend to shop outside of town centre at retail parks, or nottingham where i know I can ger what I need in one 
place

TC/623 Shopping; Safety The lack of shops doesn't pull me into the town and I don't feel safe due to the incidents that have happened

TC/627 Safety

The drug addicts and homeless that is seen throughout the town centre has an unsettling and nerve wracking feeling on the public as most can be 
unpredictable, especially when they have dogs that are not on the lead. They aloso congregate in big groups which is a scary sight for a young girl to 
see when I am walking home from work or just want to do some shopping. I am disappointed as I no longer feel safe when I am in the town on my 
owns and now have to try and take people with me. This is unacceptable and needs sorting

TC/631 Car Parking; Safety

The town has been over run by spice heads. They make you feel threatened and intimidated. Also you need to provide two hours free parking to 
attract business to the town centre. This needs to be funded NOT by another rise in council tax but by using already available funds. Stop investing our 
money in other towns!!! Get rid of the mayor position!!! Cut counsellors allowances!! Stop stupid money wasting ideas like the ice rink!!! It's not 
rocket science!!

TC/635 Shopping; Safety Serious amount of shop closure, resulted in Mansfield not having much variety left. Would chose a city over it due to more choice being available.

TC/637 Nightlife; Cleanliness; Other
Shops have been allowed to run down, largely due to unwise developments outside town centre that are inaccessible to people without a car. 
Pubs/nightlife has gone downhill since 2007 and Mansfield has a huge problem withv drugs
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TC/639 Shopping; Safety

Have to travel to Nottingham if want a good choice of shops On a night out in Mansfield Some areas are very overcrowded Ie area around top of 
leaning st Have witnessed several fights while Waitnig for taxis in that area Also other parts seem to be left unpatrol Leaving it unsafe to walk as local 
undesirables roaming about Ie area in front off Beales and B&M We have been to capo lounge in the week and felt unsafe walking back to car park 
There are lots of groups of men hanging around the town centre in the day the appear to be foreign and a multitude of drug taking shoplifters can be 
observed prowling the town while you sit and have a coffee at the local coffee shops Although to be fair the town does have wardens and police also 
available I fear it is just a sad sign of the times Mansfield used to be full off hard working people with jobs Now it appears that generation is being out 
numbered by people who will probably never work a day in Their lives The town needs employment to bring life back to it Good luck with your 
endeovers

TC/641 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety
Too many empty shops. Rent rebates should be offered and rates to be subsidized. More upto date carparking like Sutton town centre 80p per hour, 
perhaps have a loyalty system for usage. Town has too many drug infused people hanging around. Admittedly they need help but very off-putting for 
shoppers and not a good way of demonstrating how to behave in public for our younger generation.

TC/643 Shopping; Car Parking
Not enough support for the market and smaller businesses from the council also town centre is isolated from bus station, maybe a shuttle bus from 
regent st to bus station for elderly and disabled??? and relaxing restrictions for vehicular access to town centre, too many traffic wardens not enough 
vehicles !!!

TC/645 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety The presence of police or community support offices would make us feeler safer as there's always people hanging around which is intimidating

TC/647 Shopping; Safety Shopping is terrible and I feel unsafe at night if I go out.

TC/649
Shopping; Public Transport; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Events; 
Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife

The town is scruffy and disjointed... it is a scary place full of thieves drug addicts and gangs... it is dire and I avoid it as much as possible as I do not feel 
secure

TC/651 Shopping; Safety; Events Mansfield is a washed up town in sad decline
TC/653 Shopping; Other; Restaurants / Cafes Market needs improving it used to be a brilliant market. People came from far away for Mansfield market.
TC/655 Shopping Many shops are small (I.e. river island) and have limited choice. The retail parks are good, but town centre shopping isn't so.
TC/657 Safety Many groups of young individuals on market tables. No police presence unless match day.

TC/659 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Events
Mansfield is not the town it used to be it is dirty with hardly any shopping, our market was one to be proud of, now it is just a few stalls and nothing 
interesting. What happened to the town ?? I feel there is nothing here anymore. Such a shame !!

TC/663 Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; Shopping; Car Parking

The Town would deeply benefit from a 2 hours free parking! It means more people would pop into Town for shopping or to eat, but the current car 
parking fees put people off as money is tight, so why would people want to spend an extra £2-£3 when theres place's outside of the town centre with 
free parking! Also it would encourage people from other Towns to shop/ visit ours which I am deeply in favor of! I know so many people from 
Mansfield that actually shop in Chesterfield as it has better shops, something needs to change before its too late!!!

TC/665 Shopping; Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife; Other

No reason to shop in Mansfield, all pound shops and betting shops. Very few decent places to eat. Increased numbers of homeless people aswell as 
drug dependent. Few 'nice establishment to eat and drink at night...would much rather go to Notts or drive out to a nice restaurant. Very little for 
children in town other than the library. A nice toy shop, a nice department store would be nice. Beales is a disgrace...same fixtures and fittings from 
when I was a child 30 yrs ago. I only visit once a month as my hairdresser is there.

TC/667
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Events; Nightlife

It's lifeless. Years and years of bad management has caused it to be so rundown.

TC/669 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Events Often rubbish is left and it means it looks unpleasant and dirty
TC/671 Safety Lots of begging, druggies teenagers swearing spitting on floor Try to avoid taking my 7 year old kid down with me

TC/673 Shopping; Nightlife; Safety

There are lots of people begging that look either very drunk or on drugs and it makes me feel very uncomfortable both in the daytime and nighttime. I 
feel safer in Sutton-in-Ashfield and that's saying something! There are lots of empty shops now with unsavoury characters hanging around them and 
down alleyways. Mansfield is famous for its nightlife and that should be nurtured in a safe way, so people can enjoy it without the worry that are not 
safe.

TC/675 Shopping; Safety; Public Transport
To many fake homeless people sat begging , most off the shops are shutting due to council charging to much money for the shops , the public 
transport is Atrocious they charge to much for bus fairs and are unreliable every day

TC/677 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety

Don't really feel safe,as there's so many people who are let's just say look like dropouts from" Jeremy Kyle"fodda,and drugged up individual. The place 
itself is unkept and scruffy,chavvy and quite frankly I'm embarrassed when people ask where I live. It's such a shame as it used to be one of the 
loveliest up and coming towns in the Midlands. A lot ofvthe small businesses are being forced to go to neighbouring Towns to try and earn a living as 
the Mansfield Council are soo extortionate with the rates they charge they are driving businesses and trade away to much more up and coming places 
such as Chesterfield,where rates are considerably lower.
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TC/679 Shopping; Car Parking Free parking would certainly help

TC/880 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Events; Nightlife
Mansfield could do with more smaller independent retailers, with some nice wine bar/ restaurants along with family orientated events, this would 
then maybe inmorove the ambience of the town and improve the nightlife and evening economy for the town centre, also maybe retailers need to 
think about opening later in a morning and staying open later than 5:30 .

TC/882
Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Nightlife; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Public Transport; Events; Other

the town is dying , shop closed ,market stalls not full. offer free market stalls on quiet days get people in to Mansfield

TC/884 Car Parking; Shopping
Think car parking is expensive. We need to be encouraging high street shops to move to Mansfield, we need to be improving the market stalls and 
getting the market to grow and if that means reducing rents etc they do be it!

TC/886 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness There are not enough shops, we need more market stalls and cheaper parking to access this.
TC/888 Shopping; Safety; Other Lack of good shops, cos they can't afford the rent. Market is shocking, Christmas market had been closed well before it should have.
TC/890 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes Mansfield is scruffy and not many good shops also only 1 decent place to eat .

TC/896
Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; 
Safety; Public Transport; Nightlife; Other

I live in Mansfield but never visit the town centre. Prefer Nottingham.

TC/898 Public Transport; Other Less traffic lights. Better roads.

TC/900 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Safety
All needs addressing. I do not feel safe. Would never go down after dark. Shops are poor. Only go when I know I need something particular from. 
Certain shop.

TC/902 Shopping; Car Parking; Public Transport; Restaurants / Cafes; Nightlife
Mansfield has some up and coming restaurants but also some that are closed down making the town look really run down, town really needs to 
improve to attract mixed ages like other areas

TC/904 Safety; Events; Nightlife
I feel those 3 things need improving, because I've spoken to a few of my friends and they said they hate going out just coz of the fights and how unsafe 
it is

TC/906 Shopping; Events; Safety There are so many shops that are very run down. I choose not to go at night because of groups and gangs. Events bring in community spirit

TC/908 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety

Once Mansfield had a wealth of different shops, some only small, but they offered a wide choice of (and, in many cases, quality) goods. These days the 
town is full of "cheap", bargain store shops. This may be a sad sign of the times but choice and quality in Mansfield is a thing of the past. I recently 
wanted to purchase a wedding gift and was completely unable to find anything suitable in Mansfield. For anything "special", either goods or clothing, 
Chesterfield or Nottingham are a much better bet. I do attend concerts at the Palace Theatre and they are usually well attended. It is a short walk to 
the Clumber Street car park and usually many theatre goers use this car park so it is not too bad walking "around the corner" to the car park. If this car 
park was not available I would not attend events as Mansfield after dark is an awful place (and dare I say, not a safe place) - and on some occasions the 
numbers of "undesirables" around during the day makes visits to town not a pleasurable event. I recently had call to walk down Stockwell Gate and the 
nearest I can describe this is "downtown Beruit" - shops boarded up and in some places it smelled like a public toilet.

TC/910 Shopping Shops are closing and empty. Without the shops people will stop coming at all

TC/912 Nightlife; Shopping; Car Parking; Restaurants / Cafes
Most places are shut down... there are more tat shops, cashconverter, foreign food shops and mobile repair shops than anything else. Nightlife is dead 
now... I can remember when Mansfield was a really good night out on a Thursday, Friday and Saturday (even sundays). There should be more free 
parking to attract people to the town centre I typically go to the retail parks rather than town centre shops because it's free and close to park.

TC/916 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety Very recent stabbing, tired of walking into town and seeing heavy drug use and drunk people - I won't bring my daughter into town
TC/918 Shopping; Public Transport There needs to be more shops everywhere you look there are empty shops and it don't look good
TC/920 Shopping; Events; Public Transport If there was More shops more people would shop there and be less boring and more transport

TC/922 Shopping; Safety; Other Shops are closing, I feel VERY uncomfortable/safe with the large increase in ysers of drugs and drink hanging around the town and sat in doorways.

TC/924
Safety; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Shopping; Public Transport; Events; Car 
Parking; Restaurants / Cafes; Other

Shops closing at 5 to 5:30pm not good if these are the hours you work. Also not enough family entertainment encouraged or variety.

TC/926 Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Nightlife
Shops are closing very other week. Sutton town centre has free parking so does mcartur Glen so people are choosing to go there instead. Market stalls 
are no longer down both sides of town which means one part is declining. Cheaoeecrent for shops to support them staying open and free parking to 
attract. More people to town as they will continue to go elsewhere if changes dont happen soon there will not be a town centre left

TC/928 Car Parking; Safety; Events safety first (drugs beggers) coming in to see a show and meal first but have to pay for parking nothing gowing on in town only drink beer
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TC/932
Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Public 
Transport; Nightlife

More restaurants in the town centre. Some families do not own a car so out of town eateries are missing out on our hard earned cash. Early buses on a 
Saturday and Sunday morning. It's a pain for those who have to start work at Kings Mill Hospital at 7am on these days. Especially if travelling from 
Mansfield Woodhouse.

TC/934 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness
Drugs, homeless and aggressive behaviour put people off coming to town . There are very few shops to entice people to want to come and we should 
have 2hrs free parking like other places . Who wants to pay parking to walk round what was once a wonderful safe place to be and now is depressing 
threatening and sad.

TC/936 Safety; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes
There is a problem with people hanging around the town centre, either using drugs or drinking. I've lived in London (Barking) for over 20 years and I 
feel less safe here than I did there.

TC/938 Safety
Constantly seeing drug users in town. Makes me andmy chikdren feel intimidated. Report to the police and you're made to feel silly for admitting your 
scared and the officers question you like you're making it up or like you don't know what you're on about

TC/940 Shopping
Using chesterfield as a comparison (similar size and close by) . There are several Independent bakeries , butchers , cheese shops and fishmongers . 
Mansfield has none of these . There is also a large co op for food and several Independent shops, again Mansfield doesn't have this . The market is 
booming Where as the councils stupkd rates has killed off our own market

TC/942 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes
There's hardly any shops with no choice Parking is shocking How can you feel safe with ur children with all people on drugs & beggars in doorways No 
good cafes macdonalds filthy

TC/946 Other Drug addicts Shoppingm Less youths
TC/948 Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness They need addressing.

TC/950
Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Public Transport; 
Events; Nightlife

There really isn't much happening for non-families. Not really much to do in Town, and when there is stuff to do it's just geared towards families.

TC/958 Car Parking; Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness; Events; Restaurants / Cafes
With the exception of the bars and public transport, virtually all other aspects of the town are in dire need of investment from infrastructure and public 
realm works through to capital leisure and retail and inward investment activities.

TC/960 Shopping; Cleanliness The number of empty shops and deterioration of a market that used to be thriving and a reason to visit Mansfield.

TC/962 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety The town is currently a disgrace full of drug issues and unsafe for families or elderly to visit. Such a shame as could be the bustling town it used to be.

TC/964 Car Parking; Cleanliness; Nightlife
There needs to be some nice inexpensive bars for people over 50 as it seems to just accommodate the younger generation. And the pubs in and 
around the market place need a total renovation.

TC/966 Cleanliness; Safety Don't feel safe. Homeless in shops up side streets

TC/681 Car Parking
Mansfield does offer some good things but the council is a joke, and we do not want the mayor. Petty squabbling and not doing there job. Get rid of all 
of them nd have Ben Bradley team running things at least then it will get done

TC/685 Shopping; Car Parking
The town centre is in need of some serious attention. Going back 15 years retail parks were created to get people out of the centre. It worked... now 
we only shop where there is free parking, decent shops and ease of access. The centre has none of those things, none of the bug shops and none of the 
footfall the little shops need to survive.

TC/687 Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; Cleanliness
It's terribly outdated and filthy, buildings and shop fronts need at least a new lock of paint! There's a lot of anti social behaviour especially near the 
town square and outside four seasons. A lot of homeless people and beggars. Aside from Capo lounge there isn't anywhere else I would stop for 
lunch/dinner

TC/689 Public Transport; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness

Car parking is too expensive. I feel intimidated walking around the town and feel vulnerable people are at risk. There are people with clear drug issues 
intimidating people in the town by negative body language, shouting and begging for money or cigarettes. I have seen rats around the train station - 
They were very big and it puts me off walking around the town. People keep going through the bins and pulling rubbish out around st peters retail 
park. I rely on the trains to get to and from work - it is expensive and i dont feel as safe and comfortable on the trains as you should do. There are often 
people drunk and shouting - it is intimidating. I have seen children crying on the trains when people are shouting and drunk - not acceptable

TC/691
Public Transport; Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events; 
Nightlife

Car parking is expensive, old people and children are scared to walk round, there are groups of intimidating people. Lots of drug issues. The bus fares 
are expensive and the buses are unreliable and smell with dirty seats.

TC/695 Shopping; Safety; Car Parking; Cleanliness Parking expensive would rather to to retail outlets further afield free parking more shops. Lots of homeless and druggies around isn't a nice feel

TC/697 Shopping; Safety
I don't like to visit Mansfield now, especially with my baby. It isn't a vibrant town anymore, my favourite shop Jak & Daisy closed due to there rent 
being so high they just couldn't afford to stay open due to high rent. Drugs is a big problem and it's not nice to see. I don't overly feel safe in Mansfield 
anymore, it's expensive to park so I'd rather go to Meadowhall.
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TC/699 Safety; Cleanliness

I rarely go into town now unless i NEED too. I used to go a few times a week amd enjoy to browse and meet friends, 4-5 years ago. Where as now i feel 
uneasy. There are always people intoxicated om drug and drinks, amd iv seen men using in the town centre very publicy too. Its scary to walk past. I 
feel very vulnerable if i am by myself, I avoid where possible to take my son and dread my mum going into town on her own! Surely these people could 
be banned from the town center? A few more nicer shops and a clean up, the town would surely be 100x more appealing.

TC/701 Shopping; Safety; Cleanliness I feel threatened by all the drug users in the town Center

TC/703 Shopping; Safety; Events; Nightlife

Don't feel safe in town anymore in broad day light so many drug addicts and homeless roaming about. Since 24 hour drinking came into force it killed 
mansfield town which was an excellent night out. Went out at 7 majority came home after 12 or nightclubs until 2. Now it's dead I in town. Doesn't 
make sense pubs are shitting down more police is needed for later hours when trouble starts. I'm no politician but I can see changes with the law need 
enforcing with that one

TC/705 Safety; Shopping; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes
Take a leaf out of other successes. Basingstoke was one such example when I used to live there. Totally rebuilt the centre to make an amazing 
transformation. More shops, more activities, cleaner, more bars and pubs and a night life that's safer than it was before it was transformed.

TC/707 Other; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport

The town has been run down, driving people away. The market was fantastic, what happened, high rents, expensive parking and people not feeling 
safe. We need shops filling, a low re t is better than no rent. No more pound shops or cigarette shops.... move mamba and drug addicts out. Make 
more effort to rebuild the market, weekly entertainer to bring shoppers in. Get the mayor to be stood on the market each Saturday so she can meet 
people just like our MP. Bring Leeming Street back to former glory by using the funds already allocated. A lot of work needs doing.... and quickly.

TC/709 Events; Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety

The shopping centre is dated and with limited shops to choose from it doesn't attract many shoppers. There are too many pound shops and not 
enough of the larger stores to stop people going to Nottingham or Meadowhall. The parking charges in respect to what is on offer are too high. There 
is 1 decent coffee shop outside of Costa and 1 decent restaurant. We need to regenerate the area so people can come to a restaurant area in the 
evening. We need better shops. We need to restore the beautiful and old.

TC/711 Shopping To many shops closing not enough choice

TC/713 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Other
The old buildings need cleaning up, groups hanging around and zooming past you on bikes I would never go into town without my husband in the 
evening.

TC/715 Other No druggies outside the library. More police presence.
TC/717 Car Parking It is expensive to park.
TC/719 Safety Too many drug users in town
TC/721 Safety Too many drug users in town

TC/723 Other
To many foreign people it's no longer a safe place for me or my family. This is why the people of Mansfield voted for Brexit. Dreadful place with all 
Councillors missing the issue. Moved my business away as embarrassed for visiting clients.

TC/725 Other
The drug users clogging up the market everyday. They pass out on the floor in front of children and the police and community support officers do 
nothing and just walny, or move them on to the next bench 10 meters away. It's disgusting and ruins the nice image of the town.

TC/729 Safety; Shopping; Cleanliness
There are a lot of homeless people/drug users in mansfield. In particular where i park for work - the small secure alleyway car park for tallents 
solicitors. There is frequently drug users and homeless people there daily and i feel unsafe and neverd when i go to my car. There has been needles 
seen on the floor and rubbish making it unclean and unsanitised.

TC/731 Shopping Lots of cloed/closing down shops

TC/733
Shopping; Public Transport; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; 
Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Nightlife; Other

Everything needs updating The whole town needs to be appealing It's is dank and dismal and has been for Years They is nothing to offer anyone 
Nothing enticing I would not recommend anyone to Visit mansfield

TC/735 Safety
Got nearly jumped on by a lad, who was waiting for me near a car park. To many homeless knocking around and making us feel uncomfortable. It's not 
welcoming when you walk from your car into town around white heart street area. All the homeless are around there up by Lloyd's and loitering 
around. It's quiet off putting.

TC/737 Events; Cleanliness; Safety I don't feel like Mansfield is well maintained, it's run down and I don't feel safe there alone.
TC/739 Shopping Limited for shopping ladies clothes
TC/741 Shopping Mansfield is full of charity and cheap shops.
TC/743 Events; Cleanliness; Safety Town centre smells terrible. See drug addicts out of their faces which is a safety concern. Never see police in the town centre
TC/745 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Mansfield is awful at the moment and I do not feel safe, compared to other towns we are lacking in all the above
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TC/747 Safety
It's terrifying! I won't visit Mansfield Town by myself with my 2 children! I always take somebody with me to feel safer! And I 100% wouldn't go 
shopping later in in the day

TC/749 Shopping; Safety; Events
Shops are shutting because people won't go into the town center as a direct result of the amount of spice heads wandering around in groups, there are 
no publicizes events to pull people into the town center so why would new shops open up, the ones who are open have terrible problems with the 
same spiceheads stealing and threatening staff

TC/751 Shopping; Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes; Public Transport
Lots of empty shops, rubbish half empty market with duplicate stalls. Not enough choice of places to eat (3 wetherspoons!?!?) And hardly any buses to 
warsop as the evening sets in. Hourly bus service isn't good enough!

TC/755 Safety; Cleanliness; Events Do not feel safe walking through town after dark especially with my children.

TC/759 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Safety
There is a lot of empty shops in town that make it dire, there needs to be some different places to eat and drink, free parking or better parking in town 
centre and better safety. There is too many drunk, druggies in town

TC/761 Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety
Poor choice of shops and car parking fees when you can go to Nottingham or Meadowhall and have a vast choice of shops to choose from which is 
more appealing

TC/767 Shopping; Safety; Events
There are so many empty shops. I walk up under the viaduct and there is quite an intimidating feel to that end of town. The town looks rough and 
unloved...it's like the start of the broken window theory.

TC/769 Shopping
There are to many empty shops which leads me to believe that enough isn't being done to encourage growth. Again the reluctance to assist with free 
parking which you would increase foot fall and benefit the town.

TC/773
Shopping; Car Parking; Nightlife; Cleanliness; Events; Safety; 
Restaurants / Cafes; Public Transport

Needs updating, better shops.

TC/775 Nightlife; Shopping; Safety; Car Parking
We need to stop the police using figures against the nightlife in order to build it back up to the inviting place it once was. We need to attract larger 
breaded stores to the town via some incentive. We need free parking for atleast 2 hours not this "pay for a minimum of 2 hours rubbish" or if not free 
it needs to be a lot cheaper!

TC/777 Cleanliness; Shopping; Other Too many 'cheap' shops. Too many pop up shops. Growing number of foreigners make it very intimidating at times

TC/779 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events; Safety
Because all there is in Mansfield is second hand shops, nail shops, druggies and drunks, most people go to Nottingham where there are more 
restreraunts and shops

TC/781 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes Not enough variety of shops too many empty shops and a appalling market

TC/783 Car Parking; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes
Town centres need to evolve to become destination now. A quality anchor tenant should be secured to attract footfall with little or no rent. Focus then 
would be to build a go to dining experience. Look at Newcastle's 'alive after five' initiative.

TC/785 Safety; Cleanliness
cleanliness and safety go together for me, i feel unsafe in the town due to all the drug tacking and foul language that is in the town centre at the 
moment. the place no longer feels safe and the cleanliness has dropped as these drug takers leave rubbish everywhere

TC/787 Safety; Events; Car Parking The area is frequented by drug users.
TC/791 Public Transport Everything else is worse

TC/795 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Events
Car Parking is prohibitive and there are no experiences to give a reason to regularly go into town. The town centre is also full of spice-heads/zombies 
that scare the children.

TC/797 Restaurants / Cafes; Shopping; Car Parking No good shops and to many homeless.

TC/799 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Cleanliness; Events
As you can see I have put more than one answer as all are important but I think restaurants are something that are really lacking in the town centre 
and will help to bring more people in.

TC/801 Public Transport

We have terrible transport options in and around Mansfield and have to suffer awkward connections to the rest of the country. Also, in terms of the 
other options on the list above, affordable, safe, efficient, reliable and clean transport would be a strong support to each of them too. I.e. good public 
transport would negate need car parks, parking tickets, parking charges etc.. Would boost retail and restaurant spending, event attendance and 
nightlife and so many other town aspects too like education (get to college) health care (need to go to the doctors or pharmacy?) We need a 'big 
spend' transport overhaul to regenerate this town, enable convenient connections between us and surrounding communities and also the country as a 
whole!

TC/807 Shopping
There are far too many empty shops, at least put something in the windows to make the tcenter look more inviting, there are also too many charity 
shops, that's a huge sign of a dead town
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TC/811 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety

I took my two very young children into town to the opticians on Chruch Street. I counted at least 10 men on Church Street visibly under the influence 
of drugs / alcohol at 4:30pm. Two had clearly had a fight and had blood pouring from their faces. Shouting and being abusive, appalling behaviour at 
any time, let alone tea time. I decided to take my children to McDonalds as a treat (big mistake) had to pass through the market place with even more 
drugged up people hanging around. I thought everything would be ok in McDonalds, but even in there there were two people more men clearly on 
drugs, stinking the place out - god knows what they were getting up to in the toilets but they were removed by security thankfully. Not one minute of 
my visit to Mansfield town centre on this occasion was remotely enjoyable. I did not feel safe at all and having two young children with me made me 
not want to bring children into town. The fact that I have to pay to park to endure such misery is the worst part about it all!

TC/813 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Public Transport; Nightlife safety

TC/815 Shopping; Cleanliness
More and more shops closing, I understand this is a national problem but the closed down shops look so dismal. What shops are left are spread out 
with 2 retail parks and less & less actually in the town centre. The market seems to be shrinking too. Chesterfield is much nicer to visit.

TC/817 Shopping The town is in a state of decline, the shops are generally limited - chesterfield has so much more variety and still has its market!
TC/819 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety Most it the shops are closed down. There has been a lot of violence just lately in the town

TC/821 Shopping; Safety
Shops are constantly closing down. Recently I was in the town centre and a man obviously on drugs was shouting out and staggering around. He was 
oblivious of other people.

TC/823 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness Many closed shops. Not as many choices as Newark town centre. Not enough litter bin causing a lot of discarded litter.

TC/825 Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Events; Car Parking; Other; Safety Needs improvement

TC/827 Shopping; Car Parking Shops are struggling and could possibly be helped by more people being attracted to the town centre with free parking.
TC/829 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety; Public Transport There are very few shops except vaping and nail bars, charity shops. Don't feel safe going into town. People on spice and begging.

TC/831 Cleanliness; Events; Safety; Shopping; Other

Always looks scruffy, rubbish lying around What events Feel unsafe when walking around certain areas due to unsavoury looking characters that have 
been taking drugs Empty shops everywhere, lots of low quality shops Mansfield has gone down hill over the last few years there used to be a thriving 
market now done to a few, in the summer there used to be lots of stuff going off, even the flea market is not good, look at centerfield, much better 
loads of shops of all variety and a brilliant Thursday second hand market, they doing it right, ask them

TC/833 Shopping Not enough choice or variety of shops, and far too many eating places

TC/837 Safety; Shopping; Restaurants / Cafes; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness I don't use the public transport or venture into Mansfield at night.

TC/839 Other Everything is ok except the druggies and homeless ruinin the town centre
TC/841 Car Parking More parking caters for more people there for encouraging more shops to open
TC/843 Safety Too many peop,e just hanging around and even 12 year olds swearing ,aggressive people

TC/845 Car Parking; Safety; Events; Nightlife
These are seem to be the main issues me and my mates have discussed also there is a lot of issues in tre direct town centre as youths/teens in large 
groups shouting agresssice nature every night

TC/847 Safety; Shopping
Alot of big brand shops are closing & staying empty for years. Nothing even replaces them. Every time I go out drinking there's fighting, twice Iv been 
assaulted. Nightlife just isn't what it used to be it's fyll of foreigners making you feel unwelcome or drunken idiots starting fights

TC/849 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Safety Over the last 20/30 years Mansfield has gone downhill, in respect of the Market, Shopping and Safety.

TC/853 Shopping; Safety; Events
Too many vagrants, on drugs and drink. Make you feel very uneasy. There needs to be more events on in the town, let's have a big french market on. 
Too many empty shops which make Mansfield look like its run down and depressing.

TC/855 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Events
Nothing exciting happens in Mansfield they used to be a mardi gras on in the kids summer holidays which brought locals together and brought other 
businesses and people from all over

TC/857 Shopping; Cleanliness; Car Parking; Public Transport; Events The market is not half full and more farmers markets with fresh produce would be good.
TC/859 Car Parking Not enough car parks...and what is there needs to be fair price...

TC/861 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety
With regards to shopping, a lot of stores are slowly disappearing and the four seasons centre needs a good make over. It looks old and dated. I feel 
unsafe walking through town due to the amount of drug addicts hanging around in gangs, mainly outside the banks on church street.

TC/867
Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Cleanliness; Safety; Restaurants / 
Cafes; Nightlife

Mansfield used to be a thriving town when I was young you felt safe and there was plenty to do, when our children used to go out I would be worried 
sick as it had gone done hill, so I would like it safe with plenty to do for when our Grandchildren start to go out.
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TC/871 Shopping; Events; Public Transport
There is no variety in the shops anymore, no market that is worth going to see and countless empty shops. The events are limited and there is no 
thought to produce new and interesting events. Public transport is not only expensive but we are now so limited to the times we can travel that it 
makes it even more difficult.

TC/873 Car Parking Facilities are old and unwelcoming. Prices are high too.
TC/875 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Other Too many homeless druggies walking around.
TC/877 Shopping; Events Too many empty shops.
TC/881 Cleanliness Looks grubby. Lots of beggars, drug paraphernalia and needles around.

TC/885 Cleanliness; Shopping; Safety
The town centre is teeming with homeless persons and undesirable individuals, most of the time there is no police or wardens in the town, it's as if 
nobody cares unless an event is taking place ie the opening of the ice rink or something that involves the mayor otherwise who gives a damn that 
seems to be the mindset.

TC/887 Shopping; Cleanliness; Nightlife; Safety Because without these basics nothing else on the list will work
TC/889 Shopping Not enough choice, rather go to nottingham

TC/891 Shopping; Car Parking
Should be more free parking. Selection of shops to be improved as I often go to Nottingham or Meadowhall for better selection of shops or just the 
same shops that carry more stock.

TC/893 Shopping Because we are loosing town centre shops.
TC/895 Shopping; Events no decent shops anymore lots empty ones market non existant

TC/899 Nightlife; Restaurants / Cafes; Safety; Events; Shopping
The leisure opportunities are dire in the town centre. Having moved away from the area several years ago, I now only visit there I came and visit family 
and find that shopping in Mansfield is a depressing and dreary experience. The range of shops is narrow and shabby

TC/901 Cleanliness The town centre looks very scruffy. Although there has been regeneration in the past 5 years, it's impossible to see any improvement from this.

TC/907 Shopping; Car Parking Multi Car parking dated and eyesore and too many shops boarded up
TC/909 Other Need address homelessness in Mansfield.

TC/911 Shopping; Cleanliness
Many empty buildings that require refurbishment. Mansfield needs big retail investors to develop the building/property Mansfield has to offer. With 
larger retail brands, means more opportunity for all business, including small businesses and also cafes, bars and entertainment will then follow.

TC/913 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Other

Because you come to Mansfield now and half the stores are empty or closed plus we also need more variety of shops some bigger better names. The 
whole town needs a shake, everyday we are seeing more and more homeless walking the streets of Mansfield or the place has druggies in each corner 
myself and a lot of others in town do not feel safe anymore especially after 5.30 for example a few weeks ago part of the town was closed due to a 
stabbing. I feel Nottinghamshire is getting more and more unsafe and a lot of people are beginning to feel it. I feel a lot more could be put in place to 
help and prevent these issues. I also believe the town could do with a little up doing give it a shape up the place as looked the same since I was a child I 
believe if we put the effort in to make the right suitable changes that people actually notice I believe this could make a big impact while also involving 
the public. I believe if you personally approached the of the streets in Mansfield you would get honest feedback which I believe a lot of people would 
participate in making Mansfield a more approachable place a place to be more proud of. I think we could make more use of the space we have in 
Mansfield to offer more activities public wise aiming for children and family's, I know there has been so activities put in place but again I think if you 
ask the general public what they want of all age ranges you could set different days for different activities for different ages to get people truly 
involved what makes me sad about the area I live in now is people ..:: people don't speak anymore, people don't say hello anymore I think if we was 
more vocal more approachable and more reachable I feel we could turn this around and make a huge infact on are town. I have lots of ideas and I 
know many others do in coming together do the better of Mansfield and making it better.

TC/915 Car Parking
I would like to see free parking or at least 2 hours free parking, this would encourage people to shop in the town as opposed to supermarkets or retail 
parks with free parking. The more people who shop in mansfield, the more retailers will want a presence in our town. It will benefit everyone.

TC/917 Safety
I have teenage children that like to visit the town, however, antisocial behaviour and general disorderly behaviour make it an unsafe environment, 
particularly in the afternoons.

TC/919 Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Restaurants / Cafes; Events
We need a better variety of shops. The town centre has a lot of drug users with unpredictable behaviour - I don't feel safe bringing my children into 
town.

TC/923 Safety
I have travelled all over the world and am aware of my own safety whilst aware, never have I thought I'd have to feel like this in my own town centre, 
always being aware of where my personal belongings are.
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TC/927 Car Parking; Shopping; Public Transport; Cleanliness

Car Parking prices keep increasing and when compared to the shopping you can do in the Town Centre customers would prefer to travel to 
Nottingham or Meadowhall where there is free parking and more shops. Public Transport is too expensive as well so people who can't access town 
another way may prefer again to go on a train or cheaper bus to places where there are more shops. Due to the age of Mansfield it looks unclean but 
the buildings are just old. However, there are just unclean areas in the Centre.

TC/929 Car Parking; Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety

Mansfield has been in terminal decline for the last 10-15 years. There is zero investment of either council tax, or monies generated through parking 
fees. Ancient car park ticket machines that don't give change. Filthy car parks, especially The Four Seasons car park, where hand rails on the stairs are 
held together with disgusting, germ riddled gaffer tape. Drug users openly wander around the streets of Mansfield daily, taking drugs, spewing vomit 
all over the town centre. The lack of public toilets, also means that during the evenings, people often urinate in the streets. Whoever controls the 
finances of MDC should be utterly ashamed at the complete waste of council tax on Ill thought out schemes, such as the recent £100'000 spent against 
the publics wishes on new stalls, and the closure of the West Gate market area. MDC is totally underperforming compared to other local authorities in 
Nottinghamshire.

TC/931 Shopping; Car Parking; Events; Other
The empty units in town there's a lot of them more then other towns and car parking take a look at what Bassetlaw charge for there car parks it's a lot 
better then ours

TC/933 Events; Shopping; Car Parking; Safety; Cleanliness; Public Transport
I feel the town is poor rundown under invested in in all aspects with limited parking available at an affordable price as well as feeling in safe with the 
drug use and the gangs that patrol the streets

TC/937 Safety Feel like I'm going to be stabbed at any given moment
TC/939 Events Brings in people which moves the druggies on and creates a great atmosphere

TC/941 Safety

It's mainly due to unsocialable behaviour from young teenagers, I saw 3 young lads attempting to steal someone's bike the other week. When 
confronted all we got was abusive behaviour. And where wasan police or community officers?? Last month there was a young man just lying on the 
floor near the market. After ringing the police help linecthey put me through to the cctv centre. I was told if I felt he needed medical attention to ring 
the ambulance service. But they are aware and monitoring him on the camera's. What!!! I hasten to add as a female I thought that was disgusting .

TC/943 Shopping; Cleanliness; Public Transport
The shops are almost all gone ,same with the market .I was always in town shopping but there isn't the vibe anymore .you plug Mansfield wanting 
people to visit and shop ,but what would you do if you visited Mansfield .stay in .nothing to see or do and its such a shame .

TC/945 Shopping Decent shops, sick of discount shops, pound shops and H&M type places - I never shop in these so put off going into the town centre.

TC/947 Safety; Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness; Restaurants / Cafes; Events The mayor needs to go. Shopping is awful. Crime is horrific. The council have no idea!

TC/949 Shopping Empty shops, poor quality shops, town centre needs a decent sized supermarket
TC/951 Shopping; Safety; Events Just not safe and events are poor
TC/953 Car Parking; Safety It is too expensive to park and car parks are not east to access owing to difficulty in crossing town.
TC/955 Shopping; Car Parking; Cleanliness Business need encouragement

TC/957 Events; Cleanliness; Shopping
Too Many empty units and not enough variety of shops. Too many homeless living on the streets of the town centre and parts of town centre are dirty 
and under developed. There also seems to be a lot less Market Stalls than there was 20 years and Market seems sparse compared to what was. This is 
probably because Market Traders are being charged alot higher rents.

TC/959 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety; Events
There are hardly any events that are of any interest. When there is for example such as the top gear filming, it was kept quiet and nobody knew about 
it.

TC/963 Cleanliness
It can look tatty. Just outside the town centre where I walk in there are verges covered in empty beer cans and rubbish. No attempt is made to tidy 
these up.

TC/965 Safety If people don't feel safe, they'll go elsewhere.
TC/967 Shopping; Cleanliness; Safety Far too many empty shops and units, too many undesirable people loitering and gathering, makes me feel very vulnerable

TC/969 Shopping; Safety; Events
Dont feel safe in Mansfield anymore. I wont even let my 16 yr old catch a bus into town for dance lessons as to get to where they need to be they have 
to pass the drug addicts and they feel vulnerable. Shops are closing and people are deserting to other towns and retail areas.
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Improve Why 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q9 How much of a problem is rubbish and litter lying around Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 98.66% - 956

Very big problem 14.04% 14.23% 136
Fairly big problem 37.98% 38.49% 368
Not a big problem 42.62% 43.20% 413
Not a problem at all 4.02% 4.08% 39
[No Response] 1.34% - 13

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Litter 
Very big problem

Fairly big problem

Not a big problem

Not a problem at all
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Q10 Please state the reason for your last answer.

% Total Count
Number of Responses 51.08% 495

[Responses] 51.08% 495
[No Response] 48.92% 474

Total 100.00% 969
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TC/4 Not a big problem I haven't noticed that there is a lot of litter around the town when I have visited, although I believe it is a problem at the end of the day when the market is packing away.

TC/10 Not a big problem I am not aware of huge amounts of rubbish and litter lying around and never have difficulty in finding a bin in which to deposit rubbish.
TC/14 Fairly big problem It's been worse but it's not great
TC/16 Fairly big problem Always rubbish lying around
TC/18 Fairly big problem Pigeon mess
TC/20 Fairly big problem Depends what time of day you visit
TC/22 Not a big problem The Town Centre is not dirty.
TC/24 Fairly big problem Chewing gum covers most of the pavements in the town centre. Who attempts to clean it up? And why does no one try to stop it happening in the first place.
TC/26 Fairly big problem People just drop litter, even near bins.

TC/28 Very big problem
Mansfield often looks dirty. Mdc may be able to concentrate efforts on the centre if you didn't have veola lorries tanking around the district with unsecured litter and rubbish flying 
off the back of them. Also you may not experience the level of fly tipping if the local tips were more helpful accessible and not run by morons.

TC/30 Not a problem at all The street cleaning team do an amazing job
TC/32 Not a big problem The problem is the drug addicts.
TC/36 Very big problem The shop fronts are not maintained they look scruffy and litter and dirty alleyways make it all look run down.
TC/38 Very big problem There's always litter on floor to the point my older children try clean it n I tell them no
TC/50 Not a big problem Looks to be about the same amount of rubbish seen in any other town
TC/52 Not a big problem Not seen too much

TC/54 Not a big problem
Recently I brought to the attention of a council worker a mess on a walkway and he immediately alerted the cleaner who dealt with it. I was impressed with their response but 
wondered what I would have done if I couldn't find a staff member.

TC/56 Very big problem Although the main areas do not seem too bad at times you dont have to look far to see piles of litter ir rubbish piled up from shops down the alleys.
TC/58 Not a big problem Could you class spice heads as litter?? They roll about on the floor
TC/62 Fairly big problem The town just looks very dirty.
TC/66 Not a big problem Don't see much laying about plenty of bins
TC/68 Not a big problem It is only an issue first thing in a morning at weekends
TC/70 Very big problem There is always rubbish strewn around and bins overflowing
TC/80 Fairly big problem Quite messy.
TC/3 Not a big problem Don't see much rubbish.
TC/5 Fairly big problem There's always rubbish blowing around the town centre. The cleaners do a fantastic job but there needs to be more bins
TC/9 Fairly big problem The whole appearance of the town is very run down

TC/11 Fairly big problem
Especially if I go into the Town Centre on a Sunday morning. Can't there be an early morning collection on Sunday like they do in Europe. Rubbish is placed in bins but when windy it 
blows up the street.

TC/15 Not a big problem See people cleaning street a lot
TC/17 Fairly big problem littering. Cigarette stubs everywhere
TC/19 Fairly big problem The town looks scruffy and untidy
TC/21 Not a big problem Whilst there is litter at times it does seem to get cleared up. This may be different in areas I don't walk in (eg alleys)
TC/23 Fairly big problem Just look around
TC/33 Not a big problem No
TC/35 Fairly big problem Rubbish has improved but still needs sorting
TC/39 Fairly big problem Everytime I've been down, there always been a messy, untidy atmosphere
TC/41 Not a big problem Plenty of bins
TC/43 Very big problem To much rubbish and the block paving needs replacing looks dirty and unkempt especially on leeming street where parking lines have been sprayed over
TC/45 Not a big problem I don't think there's a lot of rubbish.
TC/49 Not a big problem The town centre itself is not too bad I'm my opinion,however there is far to much gum and spit on the pavements.
TC/53 Not a big problem Town is fairly clean just not well maintained
TC/63 Very big problem More bins

TC/65 Fairly big problem
Not enough bins perhaps, no one seems to value their town any more, so drop dog ends and chewing gum, this behaviour starts at a young age so perhaps we need to get to school 
children and pre school, via sure start and Health Visitors to build a sense of ownership!

TC/73 Very big problem First impressions, a person coming into town sees rubbish lying around and their mind is made up.
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TC/75 Not a big problem Always clean early when we visit town but go up side streets and allies differant story !
TC/77 Not a big problem The streets are kept cleared, but the state of the buildings (especially what used to be the Co-op & Tesco) let the town down.
TC/85 Fairly big problem The town just looks unkempt.
TC/91 Fairly big problem Always dirty
TC/93 Fairly big problem I am afraid it is the case every where in the UK
TC/95 Not a big problem Can't say it's something I notice massively when I'm there.
TC/97 Not a big problem Haven't noticed excessive amounts of rubbish
TC/101 Not a big problem There are lots of rubbish bins and I don't notice much litter on the ground.
TC/103 Fairly big problem Depends what time of day you visit
TC/109 Not a big problem The staff work hard to keep it clean
TC/111 Not a big problem Unsure to be honest, which means unlikely as I notice that sort of thing.
TC/113 Fairly big problem Just from what I see. I don't blame the Council - they do their best to keep on top of it. There are plenty of bins, but too many people don't use them.
TC/115 Fairly big problem Always dirty
TC/123 Fairly big problem Tolhe tines I go around it doesn't look clean
TC/125 Very big problem It's a tip. Not enough bins, and those that do exist need emptying more often.
TC/129 Not a big problem Generally plenty of bins, but unfortunately not everyone chooses to use them
TC/131 Very big problem Not nice to step around piles of vomit etc
TC/141 Fairly big problem There's lots of rubbish around generally left by the homeless
TC/143 Fairly big problem Litter everywhere

TC/159 Fairly big problem
The problem is that people drop litter and are never fined ( what happened to the street wardens ) the areas at the back of some shops , cafes food outlets is a haven for rodents ie 
back of leeming street

TC/163 Very big problem
Tired of people leaving litter such as McDonald's wrappers and Costa coffee cups lying around my shop floor workplace. There are not enough bins and I often see litter flying around 
the market place and trash being left in empty shop doorways by people.

TC/84 Fairly big problem Particularly at the weekend you see the remenance of cigarettes, vomit and cans even glass sometimes.
TC/86 Fairly big problem At night it's awful
TC/88 Not a big problem Don't see litter as an issue.

TC/92 Very big problem
It's disgusting, no one seems to be getting fined for throwing things, not enough MDC workers are around to do litter picks & because of the drug use in the town needles are 
everywhere

TC/94 Not a big problem Generally Mansfield council do a good job of refuge collection
TC/96 Fairly big problem When I visit the town centre it seems shabby. This is an education problem as much as anything and a lack of civic pride amongst too many residents of the town.
TC/98 Fairly big problem Litter is a problem but only dirty ng specific times of the week. Usually after the weekend it's pretty bad but improves kid week
TC/100 Fairly big problem The streets always have litter on them
TC/102 Fairly big problem Depends what time of day you visit
TC/108 Not a big problem Don't c as much litter
TC/112 Fairly big problem There is always litter lying around, but this isn't the council's fault it's down to the irresponsible person that dropped it.
TC/114 Not a big problem Theres plenty of bins the cleaners try their best.
TC/118 Not a big problem Don't really see much on the floor. You see some near the outdoor market
TC/120 Not a problem at all It's pretty litter free, I believe the council do a good job of looking after the town centre we just need to entice new businesses
TC/126 Fairly big problem There is street cleaners visible doing good job.
TC/128 Not a big problem I don't recall seeing lots of litter around.
TC/132 Not a big problem On the occasion I do venture in I can't say I've noticed a problem.
TC/134 Very big problem On our last Sunday morning visit we passed four pools of vomit from leaving a surface car park to shops.
TC/136 Fairly big problem Its just untidy.
TC/138 Very big problem The stairway from toothill car park to church st is appalling and embarrassing. The is rubbish strewn I'm doorways behind the library .
TC/140 Not a big problem The cleaners are the only public sector workers working hard in the town.
TC/142 Fairly big problem The run down buildings just make everywhere look dirty
TC/154 Not a problem at all Really see rubbish left around unless it's juat when the market traders are packing away.
TC/156 Not a big problem It is usually too busy for me to tell.
TC/158 Not a big problem The town is is kept clean, just on a Saturday you really need to stop the sweeper going through people, it's a busy time and you don't need the van going through
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TC/166 Fairly big problem Hardly enough bins in the town centre to accommodate the people who come.
TC/168 Not a big problem plenty of bins around the town center to put your litter in
TC/170 Very big problem Look around you.
TC/174 Not a big problem Don't see much litter except on market place, which can't be helped when traders are working
TC/180 Very big problem Make the town look dirty and unattractive
TC/184 Not a big problem I've not noticed any issues
TC/186 Not a big problem I don't think I actually come across much litter in the centre, it's more dirt and grime. A good bet wash would maybe help?
TC/196 Very big problem You only have to visit the streets slightly away from the centre to see the problem. It is one of the main reasons I don't come into Mansfield as often as I used to.
TC/198 Very big problem Look st the town - it's drab, dirty , grey with empty shops
TC/200 Fairly big problem Generally the centre seems not too bad, but side streets are often seen with bin bags and rubbish piled up
TC/204 Not a big problem Town is mostly clean
TC/208 Not a big problem Mansfield is very clean.
TC/210 Fairly big problem People are just ignorant when it comes to throwing rubbish on the floor, especially when there is a bit closer by
TC/214 Very big problem Because there is a lot of rubbish
TC/220 Very big problem Cheering gum all over the streets.
TC/222 Fairly big problem Because thats all you see and people seem to be unable to use bins properly or are.just disgusting and use the floor
TC/230 Fairly big problem Seats and bollards need to be painted regularly. Phone kiosk looks untidy. The whole of the pedestrianised area needs a more thorough clean.

TC/234 Fairly big problem Not enough rubbish bins, not identifiable for those that are around - not clear for recycling. Also there isn't enough bins for bag dog waste, in and around the town centre.

TC/238 Not a big problem Mansfield quiet clean could do with a few more bins

TC/165 Very big problem
The town centre is always covered in rubbish that people have dropped but mainly throughout the evening, surely sooner or later there will be rats everywhere, but again whilst no 
one of authority is patrolling the town this will be constant and will not change

TC/167 Not a big problem plenty of bins around the town center to put your litter in
TC/177 Not a big problem Small amount of rubbish but not excessive
TC/179 Fairly big problem Litter hanging out of bins dumped on streets
TC/181 Fairly big problem empty food wrappers all over
TC/189 Not a big problem Often seeing litter pickers and bins emptied, litter doesn't seem to be a problem.
TC/197 Fairly big problem Fly tipping rats dirty quilts left from rough sleepers , chewing gum all over . The town looks scruffy.
TC/199 Not a big problem Havent noticed any.
TC/201 Not a big problem Not bad then again no visiter
TC/207 Not a big problem I feel the current provision is adequate and usually very visible. There are plenty of bins too
TC/211 Not a big problem It's not so much the litter, it just feels like a grimey place
TC/215 Not a big problem I can't say I've noticed too much rubbish lying around
TC/217 Fairly big problem There will always be folks throwing stuff anywhere
TC/219 Very big problem Because it makes the town look scruffy and in welcoming compared to other towns
TC/227 Not a big problem It's a problem everywhere, it's such a shame that people think it's OK to throw litter - not the fault of the council.
TC/229 Not a big problem Don't really notice excessive litter
TC/231 Not a big problem fairly tidy

TC/237 Very big problem
Litter and lack of facilities, I remember my 3 year old daughter not having any toilets to use in a park as they were locked, but the bowling club had a club house open and no one 
would let her use them. A playing area for children with no proper facilities is just poor.

TC/246 Very big problem Just walk down Dame Flogan Street in Mansfield and you will have your answer
TC/248 Not a big problem Seems fairly tidy when we go in
TC/250 Not a big problem Cleaners tend to do a excellent job

TC/258 Not a big problem
The market square is cleaned well and as with any town centre rubbish after a weekend is cleared. I think any rubbish problem is partly attitudinal, with people not taking a pride in 
their neighbourhood. Maybe some targeted learning projects in primary and secondary schools would help to establish good practice with our younger generation.

TC/272 Not a big problem I've not noticed much rubbish
TC/274 Not a big problem The town is ok for rubbish, cutbacks show in flower displays and the deep clean tjere use to be
TC/276 Fairly big problem It makes the town centre look untidy and dirty
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TC/278 Not a big problem Doesn't seem to be that bad.
TC/282 Fairly big problem Mansfield appears dirty and run down
TC/284 Not a big problem I don't recall seeing litter last time I was in town.
TC/290 Fairly big problem Hate to see litter, the town needs to be clean and tidy with markets and shops to get people in from other towns.

TC/292 Very big problem
I visited the b and m store near Sainsbury's and the amount of rubbish that was lying about was disgusting i know it's up to the business to keep their car park clean but I'm sure there 
can be a regular check or even an audit for them so they k ow they are being watched.

TC/296 Not a big problem Seem to be kept into of in town center
TC/298 Not a big problem I cant really comment as i try to aboid town as much as i can
TC/308 Not a big problem I occasionally see rubbish but not a lot to be a big problem.
TC/318 Not a big problem Don't really see much litter around the centre
TC/322 Fairly big problem Litter, quilts left on market stalls. Stuff in doorways
TC/326 Not a big problem No problem

TC/334 Very big problem
Very big problem the town centre is so dirty and horrible the there's no new people visiting it because of the atmosphere. Rubbish will being thrown around anyway and they don't 
care about the fine you'll get. Personally I hate the town centre with a passion.

TC/338 Not a big problem I haven't noticed rubbish in Mansfield when I go so I don't think it's much of a problem. It just needs to be maintained.
TC/344 Not a big problem The street cleansing crew's do a fab job of keeping the town tidy.
TC/346 Fairly big problem Rubbish visible
TC/348 Fairly big problem Place looks a tip
TC/352 Fairly big problem It doesn't give visitors a good impression and I'm sure it encourages vermin
TC/356 Not a big problem Don't think I've ever seen any rubbish in town
TC/362 Fairly big problem You just have to look around plenty about
TC/366 Not a big problem Always seems clean and tidy when I visit.
TC/370 Very big problem Always looks scruffy
TC/382 Fairly big problem People just do not have respect anymore and just drop rubbish.
TC/396 Fairly big problem Open your eyes
TC/398 Very big problem Not just the town centre.. litter and flytipping are bad all over!
TC/400 Very big problem You only have to walk round for 5 mins to see

TC/245 Fairly big problem Too many broken bottles - this is an issue of public behavior rather than not having enough bins. People should be fined more for littering, especially smokers and drinkers.

TC/249 Not a big problem Not really an issue

TC/251 Not a big problem Mansfield is generally clean except on weekends and Monday morning when the clubbers of Leeming street have been out who make a big mess in the town centre.

TC/255 Fairly big problem Wherever you walk the ground looks untidy particularly the market place.
TC/257 Not a big problem It's not too bad.
TC/259 Not a big problem Walking around the Market looks pretty tidy.
TC/263 Not a big problem Can't say I've particularly noticed lots of litter
TC/267 Fairly big problem Too often you will see litter & rubbish in the town centre
TC/271 Very big problem Market shop doorways
TC/273 Very big problem Lots of rubbish about, e everywhere looks dirty
TC/279 Not a problem at all Little footfall = little rubbish

TC/283 Not a big problem I think litter isn't a problem in the town centre but you walk out the centre or travelling from a different town, there's litter and fly tipping everywhere which needs sorting.

TC/289 Not a problem at all Is very clean mainly due to the lack of foot fall in the town
TC/293 Not a big problem I moved here from Blackpool and that was hardly clean.
TC/295 Fairly big problem It's not the worse I've seen but there's a fair amount that some find off putting
TC/297 Not a problem at all The problem is human litter not materialistic litter. Oops am I aloud to say that!
TC/301 Not a big problem Mansfield town centre is clean but the housing estates and streets arent very clean. Lots of fly tipping in streets.
TC/305 Fairly big problem Not the fault of the council as there are plenty of bins just more policing needs to be present in order to deter people from littering
TC/309 Fairly big problem Always looks dull and untidy
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TC/311 Not a big problem People think nothing of throwing their litter around.
TC/319 Fairly big problem The place looks dirty and unkempt - there was litter but it is also the rundown nature which makes it seem like there's more than there is.
TC/321 Not a problem at all To be fair I've not noticed massive amounts of litter in Mansfield town centre.
TC/402 Not a big problem This has possibly improved. Plenty of bins
TC/404 Not a big problem Ive not noticed much litter
TC/406 Not a big problem Reasonably tidy in general town centre.
TC/420 Fairly big problem its disgusting going down the steps either side of the old bus station
TC/422 Fairly big problem There used to be someone out all day cleaning up, not seen them in ages
TC/424 Not a problem at all Always seems tidy to me.
TC/428 Not a big problem The place is kept relatively clean.
TC/430 Very big problem It's full of rubbish and dog muck.
TC/434 Not a big problem Generally everything seems clean and tidy
TC/436 Very big problem Although the centre is kept reasonably tidy the outlying streets and areas are littered with rubbish.

TC/438 Fairly big problem Litter in the centre dosent seem to get out of control it's on The outskirts where a new influx and culture of it's ok to fly tip your rubbish near a street bin or outside your house

TC/440 Not a big problem Some litter as there always will be
TC/442 Fairly big problem Irrespective of how hard the council staff try there is always litter in the town center.
TC/444 Fairly big problem Constantly see drunk needles
TC/448 Not a big problem Although I said not a big problem the pavements are always covered in chewing gum and cigarette nubs
TC/450 Not a big problem Seems reasonably clean regarding litter.
TC/458 Not a big problem I haven't noticed a lot of rubbish hanging around
TC/460 Not a big problem It's not something I've noticed as a major issue
TC/462 Fairly big problem People are generally scruffy and thoughtless
TC/464 Not a big problem I don't really see too much rubbish when I visit the town centre.
TC/466 Not a big problem The council seem to regularly litter pick.
TC/480 Fairly big problem Lots of rubbish on a Sunday morning
TC/323 Not a big problem The fines and litter pickers are working
TC/325 Not a big problem It always looks ok to me, even the day after events. I also see the council staff regularly cleaning up.
TC/327 Fairly big problem Hardly ever see anyone cleaning the litter around town at all.
TC/329 Not a big problem I must admit I always see council workers clearing boxes off the market or changing bins. However there is a problem with needles in the back allys
TC/331 Fairly big problem Not enough litter bins or litter collectors. Especially over the weekend.
TC/339 Not a big problem its alot clearner now days

TC/341 Fairly big problem
The worst offenders are the trucks going in and out of Veolia in forest town. Once they have emptied their paper Veolia's near empty waggons spew paper out of the top whilst 
driving away for miles. One newspaper causes so much litter. They litter pick around the surrounding site but I've followed several of their waggons to work and they are a joke 
throwing out litter for miles.

TC/349 Fairly big problem Lazy public and not enough cleaning staff equals a bad ending.

TC/353 Not a big problem
On a normal day I don't think there's masses of rubbish lying around, it was disgusting on remembrance Sunday though, someone odviously never gave a thought that they needed to 
clear up for the march after the Saturday night

TC/355 Not a big problem
On a normal day I don't think there's masses of rubbish lying around, it was disgusting on remembrance Sunday though, someone odviously never gave a thought that they needed to 
clear up for the march after the Saturday night

TC/359 Not a big problem Reasonably clean in the town centre. The operatives and cleansing staff do a good job.
TC/369 Not a problem at all I haven't really noticed much litter when I walk about town and there are usually some council staff clearing up keeping the areas tidy which is good.
TC/377 Very big problem It's filthy
TC/381 Fairly big problem Lots of litter strewn about and cigarette ends etc
TC/383 Not a big problem Cleaner than it used to be
TC/385 Fairly big problem Because its on the floor
TC/391 Fairly big problem The whole town is grubby and because of that people have lost respect making them not want to look after it
TC/395 Not a big problem Reasonably clean
TC/397 Not a big problem Street cleansing workers are seen doing a great job in the town.
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TC/399 Very big problem It's a dirty dingy place
TC/401 Not a big problem When we go down to Mansfield it alway looks kleen

TC/484 Not a big problem
pigeons are essential for eating discarded food, and thus making less food for rats. Pigeons should be encouraged in towns, they do a very useful job. As for other rubbish, Mansfield 
isn't bad, about average.

TC/486 Not a problem at all Never see rubbish around and I can say this is one good quality Mansfield does have.
TC/488 Fairly big problem A lot of mess seems to be coming from the shops, unless we chose bin day to visit last, too many fast food items disgarded
TC/492 Not a big problem Services do well to clear up
TC/494 Very big problem The town is dirty and scruffy. More street cleaners are required.

TC/498 Very big problem
Mansfield is getting shocking. People camping in a lot a spaces. To many derelict buildings ie the Old Town Mill. We should be spending money on these places instead of places out 
of Mansfield.

TC/502 Not a big problem I dont see lots of litter when visiting, it doesnt look dirty

TC/504 Very big problem
Everywhere you walk in town there is rubbish lying around,most of this i think is caused by littering. I have never yet seen,a warden walking around pulling these people up and if they 
don't pick it up give the a penalty ticket.

TC/506 Not a big problem Cleaners often seen walking or travelling around in vehicles
TC/508 Fairly big problem Mansfield just needs a good clean up
TC/512 Fairly big problem There are to many fast food franchises that over pack their goods
TC/516 Fairly big problem In general little and unclean areas.
TC/518 Not a big problem I have not noticed that Mansfield has any more of a litter problem than any other town I have visited.
TC/524 Not a big problem Well managed through the day
TC/526 Fairly big problem Litter is a problem all around Mansfield .but to be honest the town centre is much cleaner than most estates in Mansfield
TC/528 Not a big problem I haven't seen littering.
TC/534 Not a big problem It has improved a lot recently , looks so much cleaner
TC/540 Fairly big problem Clean it up and not just in the centre but in outlying areas it's neglected
TC/544 Fairly big problem I have seen the cleaners hard at work, feel they are unsupported to stop people littering in plain site,
TC/546 Very big problem Always see rubbish on streets mainly macdonalds
TC/548 Not a big problem There is litter but I do not consider Mansfield a dirty Town centre.
TC/550 Fairly big problem See rubbish especially on the outskirts of the centre from pizza and chip shops
TC/558 Not a big problem I am not in town generally in the evening so not sure how much fast food litter there is but when I visit in the day there doesn't seem much.
TC/560 Very big problem It's not great seeing all the rubbish need more bins
TC/405 Not a big problem It still looks scruffy and people don't respect the area

TC/409 Very big problem
Not only in the town Center but the whole of the Mansfield district is covered in litter, we don't see enough litter pickers. The grass verges are full of rubbish, plastic bottles , and 
general waste . Mansfield is a scruffy town and area it needs a massive clean up, it's looking 3rd world

TC/415 Not a big problem Relatively LIITLE or NO LITTER on tje MAIN Streets in Town but Empty Shops render Mansfield like a DIRTY Ghost Town on its last legs.
TC/417 Very big problem Have a walk through the centre and you will see
TC/427 Fairly big problem Simply because there is a lot of litter! Chewing-gum is a particular problem but the town generally is scruffy
TC/429 Fairly big problem Town needs updating and cleaning more often.
TC/431 Fairly big problem basically obvious
TC/433 Fairly big problem The town centre is often grubby and always littered with rubbish.
TC/441 Very big problem Lots of fly tipping everywhere green bins should be bigger or emptied more. Doggy mess as increased everywhere not enough bins for it.
TC/453 Fairly big problem Not towns fault but I often see people too lazy to pick up rubbish. On the spot fines need implementing more.
TC/455 Very big problem It's always dirty and dismal needs a total re vamp
TC/457 Not a problem at all Not noticed any rubbishy n the town centre
TC/459 Fairly big problem Although it is pretty clean
TC/461 Not a big problem I think the services we have do a good job but without it the town would be in a much worse state.
TC/465 Not a big problem Its not something ive noticed
TC/467 Fairly big problem Lots of litter around the market square
TC/471 Fairly big problem i always see the council cleaning up within the town centre but on the outskirts the problems are rising
TC/477 Not a big problem I never see a lot of rubbish
TC/562 Very big problem Generally verges and the market place is in poor state
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TC/564 Fairly big problem There not enough bins in the town center in my opinion....
TC/568 Fairly big problem Please see previous response.
TC/576 Not a big problem It's bad if you go into town after to pubs are closed but it's cleaned up early
TC/582 Fairly big problem Some days are worse than others
TC/588 Fairly big problem Always macdonalds wrappers blowing about and pop bottles
TC/590 Not a problem at all Never noticed a rubbish problem
TC/592 Very big problem MDC have totally destroyed Mansfield town center
TC/594 Fairly big problem Because the town is run down people have no respect. We need more police in town.
TC/596 Fairly big problem every time i go into Mansfield it looks untidy and scruffy
TC/600 Fairly big problem Lots of litter everywhere
TC/602 Fairly big problem Because it's a fairly big problem.
TC/604 Not a big problem Hardly notice much rubbish other than on a Friday/Saturday night

TC/608 Very big problem
As stated above there is often litter laying around the streets and within the town centre. There also seems to be large build ups of litter within alleyways, noticeable when walking 
past. More litter bins could be provided, as well as the development of a scheme to combat the amount of recyclable waste that is left on the floor.

TC/612 Very big problem Who likes litter?
TC/616 Not a problem at all It's very tidy
TC/620 Not a big problem Its not something i have noticed
TC/622 Fairly big problem Town centre just looks deprived and scruffy.
TC/626 Fairly big problem I've never walked through and not seen trash laying about, especially in the market place.
TC/628 Not a big problem Don't really see much rubbish
TC/630 Not a big problem Bins are emptied regular.
TC/632 Very big problem Everywhere you go there is rubbish not enough waste bins
TC/634 Not a big problem Always looks clean to me.
TC/485 Fairly big problem I suppose it's the same everywhere now
TC/487 Fairly big problem Chewing gum stuck everywhere so much so you could think it's part of a pattern to the ground .
TC/489 Fairly big problem Self explanatory
TC/499 Not a big problem Mansfield is a clean Town. The Four Seasons is Immaculately clean.
TC/503 Not a big problem I have not experienced any problems with litter myself, although that may be because I don't go into the town centre very often.
TC/505 Fairly big problem The centre often looks grubby and various area smell of urine. Chewing gum is a problem.
TC/517 Not a big problem I can't temember seeing litter actually in the town centre
TC/519 Very big problem Rubbish everywhere, looks untidy
TC/523 Not a big problem Don't see a lot of it.
TC/527 Fairly big problem The town is scruffy
TC/529 Not a big problem Often see street cleaners
TC/535 Fairly big problem I know the council try on this one....unfortunately some folk cannot be bothered to use the bins.
TC/547 Fairly big problem Take a look yourself
TC/549 Fairly big problem Centre looks untidy
TC/551 Not a big problem Not a big problem
TC/553 Very big problem Mansfield is bad for litter
TC/555 Fairly big problem Could do more to clean up the town centre
TC/557 Not a big problem I don't see litter as a problem,
TC/559 Fairly big problem You can actually see empty cans and even cold chips on the pavements.
TC/561 Not a big problem Not noticeably untidy
TC/565 Very big problem There is always rubbish laying around. Mainly from grab and go fast food.
TC/575 Fairly big problem People drop litter, the litter doesn<t drop itself. bigger fines needed, if not money culprits,made to do a days work picking litter up unpaid

TC/577 Fairly big problem
Again, this is a lack of respect for our surroundings and genuinely makes me furious. I once watched a Brunt's Pupil drop a can on the floor NEXT TO A BIN!! Have no idea how you'll 
ever combat that kind of attitude.

TC/581 Very big problem It starts off clean but as the day goes on the litter gets worse. Probably people littering.
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TC/583 Very big problem There is rubbish everywhere in mansfield
TC/589 Fairly big problem You walk out a shop there is a Greggs wrapper on the floor. Or plastic bags, gum.
TC/591 Not a big problem There is litter but I wouldn't consider it to be worse than anywhere else and it's dealt with by the relevant teams in a reasonable and timely manner.
TC/599 Not a big problem I dont remember seeing much litter when i was last in town.
TC/603 Not a big problem I don't notice litter as a major problem within the town centre
TC/605 Very big problem It's everywhere you look
TC/609 Very big problem see it almost everywere
TC/615 Fairly big problem Just a walk round the town and it's obvious.
TC/619 Not a big problem Its geneally clean
TC/627 Fairly big problem The bins provided are often overflowing and therefore are not adequate
TC/631 Not a big problem The town centre is not too bad, however areas outside the town centre eg Eakring Road near the Rugby club are littered with fly tipping.
TC/637 Not a big problem Doesn't appear noticeable, plenty of bins

TC/639 Not a big problem It seems quite tidy Sometimes bags of rubbish waiting yo be collected Only issue would probably be weekend evings around all the take away that area is usually flithy by midnight

TC/638 Very big problem Always litter is around never looks clean
TC/642 Not a big problem As previous
TC/644 Fairly big problem At times, litter is a problem, although the council workers do an excellent job in clearing up (especially on Sunday mornings)
TC/646 Fairly big problem People just need to take responsibility for their own actions and put things in the bin !!!
TC/648 Very big problem Rubbish everywhere. Bot enough bins as only small and full. How about some interactive bins to teach kids
TC/650 Very big problem The place always looks dirty
TC/654 Fairly big problem You only have to look around to see it
TC/660 Not a big problem There is litter but bins available

TC/664 Not a big problem
It does seem cleaner and I was pleased to see that the homeless person who used toile near the entrance to the shopping centre has now been moved, I hope he has some place to 
sleep inside and warm,

TC/666 Not a big problem Not something I've seen a lot of.
TC/668 Fairly big problem Mansfield Town Centre looks tired and untidy.
TC/670 Fairly big problem There is always rubbish thrown on the floor everywhere.
TC/672 Not a big problem Mansfield looks pretty clean now in my opinion unless I'm only visiting the clean parts of town.
TC/678 Fairly big problem Really?

TC/680 Fairly big problem
I think there are plenty resources around in the town centre people are just too lazy to use a bin. I think fines should be given out more frequently for littering if caught or caught on 
cctv. However the council won't recycle empty pizza boxes with huge recycling logos on yet ashfield council will.. I find that shocking especially for someone who does try to recycle

TC/682 Fairly big problem Areas that aren't as popular are left uncleaned.
TC/686 Very big problem No excuse, more cleaners required and more education for residents
TC/688 Fairly big problem People throw litter on the floor and some people dont use the bins. Litter is an issue
TC/690 Very big problem Lots of litter around, people being disrespectful of the town, lots of pointless graffiti
TC/694 Very big problem The alley way from the steps in toothill lane car park is filthy with piles of rubbish
TC/696 Fairly big problem There's too much litter about.
TC/698 Not a big problem It seems rubbish free.
TC/702 Fairly big problem Speaks for itself really.
TC/704 Fairly big problem People don't bother using bins.
TC/708 Not a big problem Mansfield is clean
TC/712 Not a big problem More of a problem in out of town areas, particularly weeds which the council continuoesly fails to eradicate, year on year.
TC/714 Very big problem There are a lot of homeless and druggies.
TC/641 Not a big problem I feel most people care for the environment and use bins. Perhaps put pressure on the fast food outlets to clean up and educate their customers.
TC/643 Not a big problem Council workers responsible do a very good job
TC/647 Fairly big problem Loads of rubbish around
TC/651 Not a big problem It's not a problem
TC/655 Not a big problem I rarely see rubbish when I'm there,
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TC/657 Not a problem at all Very little rubbish in the streets. Some rubbish in parks, conservation groups making an effort, especially in Oak Tree where it is needed.
TC/659 Fairly big problem Mansfield is a dirty place
TC/663 Not a big problem On the times I visit the Town looks reasonable tidy and clean
TC/665 Not a big problem This is not too much of an issue...but who cares if it's lovely and clean if there's no reason to go.
TC/667 Fairly big problem Market place kept reasonably tidy but only place with focus
TC/669 Fairly big problem I've seen rubbish left around the paths

TC/673 Fairly big problem
Unfortunately I don't think it's that much different from anywhere else - maybe the council could run a campaign to educate people in the first place to help stop people littering. Also 
Ashfield council both last year and this year have provided skips in the lower class housing areas to encourage them to get rid of there rubbishbproperly - THIS IS A GOOD IDEA! Also 
could the tip do one afternoon a month where other vehicles other than cars can bring say 1 load of rubbish to discard?

TC/677 Very big problem
Filthy hovel,just look what you see when you come in.,a old fashioned delapigated eyesore of a multi storey that once was,when are they going to buldoze the area down, How 
horrible to look at.

TC/681 Not a big problem The workers do there job
TC/687 Not a big problem Fairly clean in that respects
TC/689 Very big problem See answer above - Rats are everywhere
TC/697 Fairly big problem It just isn't an appealing town anymore, it's such a shame.
TC/703 Not a big problem I always see the man with his barrow so I will say thank you for that
TC/705 Fairly big problem Sort out the town regeneration first, people don't care as it is now, given them something to love and look after.
TC/707 Fairly big problem The bins overflow.... scruffy to look at and a security risk. Doorways full of rubbish. Fast food cartons dropped .
TC/709 Fairly big problem I have on occasion seen litter pickers but with a failing market place the area becomes an area for less than desirable members of the public and their habits.
TC/715 Very big problem Because of tramps, homeless people and druggies.
TC/717 Very big problem Because there is a lot of rubbish and litter, fag ends and people are disrectful.
TC/716 Very big problem Because people just dump rubbish.
TC/718 Not a big problem I don't se it as unclean when I walk round.
TC/724 Not a big problem It seems quite clean nothing obvious
TC/728 Not a big problem quite clean in all honesty
TC/736 Fairly big problem It's not one of the cleanest towns I've been too
TC/740 Not a big problem Not something that I've noticed
TC/742 Very big problem Litter everywhere
TC/746 Not a big problem The town is fairly clean, the buildings need cleaning though.
TC/754 Very big problem Loads of litter and not enough bins
TC/766 Fairly big problem Manly outside cafe and with the mamma heads strewn all over ashamed to say I'm from here sometimes
TC/768 Not a big problem Never noticed it to be a problem
TC/770 Fairly big problem The rubbish is mainly after the weekend drinkers
TC/772 Very big problem People weeing and pooing in the corners. Half eatton meals lying on the floor
TC/782 Fairly big problem It's grubby and tired
TC/786 Not a big problem There are enough bins around, any littering is down to laziness.
TC/790 Fairly big problem Kids
TC/792 Not a big problem The town centre doesn't appear to be dirty
TC/723 Very big problem The only benefit of drugged up people lying around is they mask the rubbish!
TC/725 Fairly big problem There's always rubbish on the floor and not enough bins provided.
TC/729 Fairly big problem Bins are usually full by midday, homeless people leave rubbish and people drop litter and cigarette buts whilst walking.
TC/733 Fairly big problem Just look!
TC/741 Not a big problem Streets appear clean
TC/755 Fairly big problem Lots of it all over town
TC/759 Not a big problem Un main town therr is plenty of bins
TC/769 Not a big problem Town appears fairly clean and can see the magic the facilities team complete after Saturday night
TC/775 Not a big problem You will always get morons dropping litter but the council do wel to keep it clear.
TC/783 Not a big problem Always seems reasonable in town.
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TC/785 Fairly big problem it makes the place look a mess and unsafe
TC/787 Fairly big problem Because there's lot's of litter!
TC/791 Not a big problem Cleaners do a good job. Needs more bins around
TC/795 Not a big problem Litter is secondary to the amount of zombies and drugs around the town.

TC/799 Fairly big problem
Litter is a regular site not just in the town centre but the approaches to the town which will put people off. We should be getting the unemployed out clearing rubbish and sweeping 
the streets for thier benefits . This happens in other countries. Also bigger businesses in the town such as mcdonalds and tesco should be encouraged to contribute to cleanliness of 
the area.

TC/810 Not a big problem Market gets cleaned up daily.
TC/820 Not a problem at all It always seems fairly clean when I have been in town
TC/830 Not a big problem Not noticed increased litter
TC/838 Not a big problem Litter is the least of the worries. Police the drug takers and idiots lurking in doorways
TC/844 Not a big problem Because it is fairly tidy.
TC/846 Not a big problem Got better in recent years
TC/848 Not a big problem Not seen too much rubbish on my last visit into town.
TC/850 Very big problem The Market Place etc is often full of cigarette huts and chewing gum. Admittedly, on a night out this is contained
TC/856 Not a big problem Kept pretty tidy overall
TC/858 Not a problem at all Na
TC/864 Not a problem at all The street cleaners do a great job,but not enough praise given yo them.
TC/866 Not a big problem Not been effected by this
TC/872 Fairly big problem Always looks a bit grimey, litter about, fag ends everywhere etc

TC/801 Fairly big problem
It is not a very big problem yet but it has been increasing for a long time now.. not just volume though, also recycling is not clear in this town (or country tbh). Most people don't 
know what bin to put most of their waste in.

TC/811 Not a big problem I haven't noticed a huge amount of rubbish.
TC/817 Not a big problem I haven't noticed excess litter
TC/821 Not a big problem The town centre looks tired but reasonably clean.
TC/823 Fairly big problem Not enough litter bins
TC/827 Not a problem at all Town centre is always clean and tidy
TC/831 Fairly big problem Use yr eyes and look around
TC/833 Fairly big problem Not enough cleaners outside the four seasons shopping centre.
TC/837 Fairly big problem I see the street sweepers out cleaning but Mansfield often looks grimy in my opinion.
TC/841 Not a problem at all Mansfield town centre is a pretty clean one
TC/843 Fairly big problem Not enough bins visibly seen or fine notices on displayed , bins that are available are usually overflowing
TC/845 Fairly big problem It's mainly on the four seasons road in the main centre
TC/849 Fairly big problem Some people do not know what a rubbish bin is!
TC/855 Not a big problem Always see the strret cleaners about
TC/857 Fairly big problem More cleaners rather than chasing people who drop litter.
TC/861 Fairly big problem Market place is usually covered in litter.
TC/867 Not a big problem Mansfield is kept fairly clean
TC/871 Fairly big problem Certain areas seem to be worse than other, these tend to be within the estates or outer areas of Mansfield rather than the town centre
TC/873 Not a big problem Because I don't think it's a big problem! ?
TC/877 Not a big problem I don't see much litter when I am there.
TC/880 Fairly big problem Mansfield looks a little unloved, the buns always seem to be full and when I have visited there seems to be quite a bit of litter particularly in the car parks etc..
TC/884 Not a big problem Again don't know enough to answer this?
TC/888 Fairly big problem Litter is a problem every where
TC/898 Not a problem at all I never visit.
TC/900 Not a big problem Last time I ventured in it was pretty clean only food on floor the pigeons were happily enjoying. The rubbish was up near Tesco
TC/906 Fairly big problem People do not show good respect

TC/908 Very big problem Once litter starts to accumulate it seems to encourage people to become more irresponsible and discard even more rubbish. No one seems to have any pride in their town anymore.
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TC/910 Fairly big problem It doesn't look clean.
TC/912 Not a big problem Bird droppings near cadets cafe do get really bad though... that should be kept on top of better
TC/916 Fairly big problem Town centre looks scruffy
TC/924 Not a big problem The town is well kept with regards to rubbish clearance.
TC/926 Not a big problem I dont see to much cleaners do a good job
TC/928 Fairly big problem sunday morn food vomit cartons paper all over
TC/932 Very big problem Not enough public litter bins.
TC/936 Not a big problem Mansfield seems quite a tidy, well looked-after town with flower tubs and various fun things like the knitted items that appeared not that long ago.
TC/938 Fairly big problem I see it everywhere I go but it isn't causing a blockage

TC/940 Fairly big problem Mansfield is run down and dirty . We have a fantastic market square , with no market traders and boarded up shops . Surely this should be the centre piece of the town ?

TC/950 Not a big problem
Some people litter. It's a shame but unfortunately that burden is placed on the Council. It's not their fault there is litter, and they do a decent job of clearing up. It's up to us residents 
to take care of our own environment.

TC/954 Very big problem Coupled with the decaying state of the town centre buildings, it is enough to frighten anybody from visiting.

TC/958 Fairly big problem
As I don't venture into the town unless needed this is from recent memory, however town and district litter and the lack of sufficient mitigation is evident and definitely has an impact 
on visitor impressions.

TC/960 Fairly big problem This applies to many towns in the Ashfield/Mansfield region.
TC/962 Very big problem It doesn't take a survey and our comments for you to realise this!

TC/964 Very big problem
It's an eyes as around some of the streets around Mansfield...streets have furniture, bags of rubbish and random items just on the streets..It's not good and makes the town look 
unkempt!

TC/881 Very big problem Because the town is always full of rubbish with litter everywhere.

TC/885 Very big problem
Last week, I walked past carousel sweet shop and all around that shop and the others nearby there was a good 2 bin liners worth of rubbish (let me just clarify it was very windy so it 
had all collected there) but even so, this was on a Sunday

TC/887 Very big problem Its plain to see from all the gum n rubbish blowing around
TC/891 Not a big problem Isn't a problem within the centre however fly tipping in the outskirts is a problem.
TC/895 Not a big problem more litter bin required
TC/899 Fairly big problem Rubbish has always been an issue. More bins are needed and dedicated street cleaning teams.
TC/901 Very big problem The place looks scruffy. The number of bins in the area is dwindling and you can often see rubbish in the gutters.
TC/907 Fairly big problem personal experience - something needs to be done as a deterent

TC/911 Fairly big problem
Rubbish seen by people that litter feeds more rubbish. The tidier it is the more people will become more conscious of creating unnecessary mess. Again more attractive large 
businesses, makes more attractive curb appeal, care and attention.

TC/915 Fairly big problem I think the town looks a little scruffy due to litter.
TC/917 Fairly big problem There is rubbish and litter lying around Mansfield
TC/927 Not a big problem I don't really see much litter in the Centre where I go but I know in certain areas of Mansfield litter is a big problem.
TC/929 Fairly big problem Mansfield is a scruffy place to visit, the streets are often strewn with litter from fast food outlets.
TC/937 Not a big problem Plenty of bins
TC/939 Not a big problem The Market is always being cleaned and looks good
TC/941 Fairly big problem Never enough bins so what happens people throw it on the floor.
TC/945 Fairly big problem The few times I'e been in the bins have been overflowing and the streets littered with fast food litter
TC/947 Very big problem It looks filthy
TC/949 Not a big problem Not seen any issues with litter
TC/951 Not a problem at all Mansfield is clean and tidy staff are always litter picking
TC/955 Fairly big problem It's just a scruffy town
TC/957 Fairly big problem Need more bins and Town Centre needs to be cleaned more regularly.
TC/959 Not a big problem It's not a big problem, but there is some that is caused by the homeless and inconsiderate people.
TC/963 Very big problem Just look
TC/967 Fairly big problem Seems to have improved but more still needs to be done.
TC/969 Not a big problem The centre is quite clean and never had issue with it. I suppose the risk of on the spot fines help
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Litter Why 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q11 Please select any of last year's Town Centre events that you were aware of.

% Total % Answer % Frequency Count
Number of Responses 98.66% - - 956

None 1.11% 1.11% 4.95% 48
Late night shopping 13.12% 13.16% 58.72% 569
Life's a Beach 10.97% 11.01% 49.12% 476
Big Switch On 16.71% 16.76% 74.82% 725
Garden and Craft Festival 3.43% 3.45% 15.38% 149
Christmas market 15.49% 15.54% 69.35% 672
Armed Forces Day 8.21% 8.23% 36.74% 356
Ice Rink 16.18% 16.23% 72.45% 702
Tour of Britain 14.48% 14.52% 64.81% 628
[No Response] 0.30% - 1.34% 13

Total 100.00% 100.00% - 4,338
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Awareness of Events 
None

Late night shopping

Life's a Beach

Big Switch On

Garden and Craft Festival

Christmas market

Armed Forces Day

Ice Rink

Tour of Britain
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Q12 Are there any other events you would like to see in the town ce

% Total Count
Number of Responses 40.87% 396

[Responses] 40.87% 396
[No Response] 59.13% 573

Total 100.00% 969
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/3 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Ice Rink Outdoor cinema

TC/9 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain More Markets - these are popular with visitors, not just at Xmas.

TC/11 Tour of Britain More music events, such as the VE day.

TC/15 Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Tour of Britain As much as possible

TC/17
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; Life's a Beach; Big 
Switch On; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

As most people now work throughout the week events would've more accessible on the weekends

TC/21
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour 
of Britain

No - I think money is better spent on fundamentals than events.

TC/39 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Christmas market was pathetic

TC/43 Christmas market It would need to be a safer place before I would venture into town at night - specialist markets are a nice thing to vista though

TC/45 Christmas market

School holiday events and maybe something to do with young families and their children. If you can get young families into the town 
centre for an event, you have a better chance of sustaining repeated visits than if they were older. Also something for the elderly. As well 
as great PR, older people can be very lonely. Host coffee mornings for a meet and greet and get older people interacting more with each 
other. After 2/3 hosted events, they could be persuaded to meet regularly, but independent from the councils' activities. MDC win as it's 
less expensive. The elderly win, as they have met new friends and local coffee shops win, as they have a regular weekly meet where 
people spend their money regularly.

TC/49
Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; 
Life's a Beach

Music events for all ages would be lovely.

TC/53 Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day I would like to see a return of party in the park. I'm aware this isn't the town centre but was well attended family event

TC/63
Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas 
market; Ice Rink

No money so mdc keep saying

TC/65
Garden and Craft Festival; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas 
market; Tour of Britain

Apart from Xmas market and tour of Britain we found out about this by accident because we walked into town on those days. We don't 
get any information to our homes about these events.

TC/73
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

The days we have a thriving market again.

TC/75
Ice Rink; Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big 
Switch On; Armed Forces Day

Can't think but I must say the Xmas market shut the week befor Xmas !!!

TC/77
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Armed Forces 
Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

More shopping events on the under used market place.

TC/85 Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain European markets

TC/87 Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day A monthly event on sundays.

TC/93
Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; 
Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; Tour of Britain

Artisan market

TC/95 Late night shopping Crack on, the more the merrier!
TC/2 Late night shopping; Big Switch On Farmers markets

TC/4
Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Big Switch 
On; Christmas market; Ice Rink

No

TC/8
Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; 
Christmas market; Big Switch On

Not really but there are several that I would like to see the back of.

TC/10
Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; 
Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain

Continental markets, weekly flea market, antiques fair.

TC/12
Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour 
of Britain

Party in the market
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TC/14
Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Big 
Switch On

Live bands, something to engage teenagers, more music in general. Something for the buskers to put together a mini festival

TC/18 Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Christmas market Food festival

TC/20
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour 
of Britain

Inspire us!

TC/22
Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Big Switch 
On; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Events for the elderly.

TC/24 Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Why doesn't Mansfield have a decent live music venue? And I don't mean in the back of a pub!

TC/26
Garden and Craft Festival; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Big Switch 
On; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping

Fun and games day, treasure hunt... Adults as well.

TC/28 None I am not sure I rarely bother to come into Mansfield it depresses me.

TC/30
Armed Forces Day; Garden and Craft Festival; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Late 
night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink

It is pointless at present putting on events as people don't want to come into town so it's just wasting money. The antisocial behaviour 
needs to be dealt with first.

TC/32 Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink How about classic car events/premium/modified? Or you could do a proper beach which has bars and pop up shops such as nottingham.

TC/34 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink Yes traditional English celebrations like Pancake Day, St George's Day, May Day, Halloween.

TC/36
Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Events might bring people in for a few hours, but a thriving market and good shops would make a better reason for people to visit.

TC/38 Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Yes more events for younger children

TC/50
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Bring back the July Fair which was a tradition in Mansfield but sadly has now lost

TC/54 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink There are events that I miss because I haven't seen any advertising e.g craft fairs/markets

TC/56
Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; 
Christmas market

I would think it a good idea that the Christmas market runs until nearer Christmas many people were disappointed as it ended too soon

TC/62
Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; 
Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; Tour of Britain

To have more events on, the council need to tackle the big problems in town center, so people feel safe to come to town with there 
families.

TC/68
Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; Big Switch 
On; Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Ice Rink

Free music events like there used to be. A car boot sale on the market on sundays would be good

TC/70 Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Tour of Britain More of the same. There should be weekly events

TC/76
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain

The ice rink was an eyesore , the high metal fencing and generatirs totally ruined the christmas decoratins in the market place

TC/80 Tour of Britain; Ice Rink A good market like it used to be.

TC/84 Christmas market; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On Open air cinema nights

TC/90 Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas market Ice rink was a waste of money, the Christmas Market finished the week before Christmas

TC/92
Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

The big clean up!!

TC/94
Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; 
Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain

Health and fitness, fun days for children

TC/96
Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain

I'd like to see a return of the Party in the Park. MDC should do a lot more to support the work the Radford's are doing with MTFC. This is 
the last thing the town has that gives us an identity that sets us apart from any other post industrial northern town. In the last 30 years 
we've lost everything that made Mansfield a great place to live.

TC/98
Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Garden and Craft Festival; Big Switch 
On

Longer and larger Christmas market Farmers market Live sport events on a big screen

TC/102
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour 
of Britain

Inspire us!

TC/108 Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Ice Rink Kids events
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TC/114
Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Less wasting of oyr budget on pop ideas and more investment in making facilities permanant.

TC/118
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

We should add Pride to Mansfield becuase some cannot make it to Nottingham, so why can't we have our own

TC/126
Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

If there was better organisation to all of them then yes some extra kids activities could be a bonus. But as a parents we dont want to bring 
kids to see all this drug useing smoking and swearing.

TC/128
Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; 
Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day

Not that I can think of.

TC/130 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market Better Christmas market
TC/132 Big Switch On The events are fine but they just need fine tuning or better planned.
TC/136 No

TC/142
Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; 
Christmas market; Tour of Britain

Better emphasis on the market, more child friendly activities

TC/154 Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Party in market place was a fabulous free day out for families and would like to see that happen again.
TC/166 Life's a Beach More diverse events to suit all cultures.

TC/168
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed 
Forces Day; Tour of Britain

the internatinal markets seem to go down well

TC/170
Christmas market; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Small cinema/theatre/arts complex.

TC/172
Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour 
of Britain

Yes but don't know what.

TC/174
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Big Switch On; 
Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain

Open air concerts and a movie nights / days

TC/192
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Big 
Switch On; Tour of Britain

Food and craft fayres. Beer festival. Live music - groups and brass bands, you have a local one at Pleasleg. Outdoor cinema.

TC/101 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink I would like to see the Christmas food market extended and other similar things throughout the year.

TC/103
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour 
of Britain

Inspire us!

TC/109 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On Brass Bands
TC/111 Ice Rink; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas market More things for the family.
TC/113 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain It would be great if there could be events most weekends, even small scale stuff to get people in.

TC/115
Ice Rink; Garden and Craft Festival; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Christmas 
market; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain

Gay pride

TC/119
Christmas market; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; 
Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain

NO ICE RINK THIS YEAR, WE CANNOT AFFORD TO WASTE ANOTHER £89000

TC/125 Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Ones that don't lose £90k in 3 weeks

TC/129
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour 
of Britain

I would rather the money used in funding seasonal things on the market place instead be spent investing in playgrounds and parks in the 
area which are mostly in poor condition and in need of upgrades. If the ice rink is to return it would be good to see a price reduction. The 
majority of people looking to use during the day with small children were priced out.

TC/141 Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink; Big Switch On
I loved the Christmas market and should be done every weekend or once a month! More dog friendly places more shops that arnt cheap 
and places like capo lounge that have entertainment and do social events. How about a place that will look after toddlers whilst you go 
shopping or doggy cafe that people can socialise their dogs and an area they can play?!

TC/149
Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink

Concert with free parking

TC/155
Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; 
Big Switch On; Life's a Beach

European market with beer garden.

TC/159 Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink Not an event but a jammed packed market like we used to have Mansfield is dying a death
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TC/163
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

No I was aware of these events but I would not go to them as I did not feel safe. I walked past the tour of Britain trying to get to work and 
saw two drug users and was hassled for money by two other lads in town centre.

TC/165
Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; 
Big Switch On; Tour of Britain

Not until the drug issue is addressed, I wouldn't attend an event in Mansfield as I have children and I don't think it appropriate for them to 
see people passed out from drug use

TC/167
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed 
Forces Day; Tour of Britain

the internatinal markets seem to go down well

TC/179
Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market

More music and summer activies. Christmas ice bar

TC/189
Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Life's a 
Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft Festival; Ice Rink

School holiday events are always a big hit

TC/196 Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink
Mansfield is trying to punch well above its weight in hiring an ice rink at Christmas time. It is usually the preserve of larger cities where the 
footfall is far greater. The huge losses will back up that this was a very poor investment for the local population, and should not be 
undertaken for Christmas 2019.

TC/200
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Less events and more focus on building a regular hub that will attract regular shoppers and users is needed. Building up the market as a 
core attraction worked very well in the past.

TC/204 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Ice Rink Full market days with all types of different things to sell not just the usual
TC/212 Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain One off events do not make up for the state of the town centre.

TC/222
Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Armed Forces 
Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

International markets

TC/228
Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; 
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day

Open air cinema, better use of the market place for events, late night shopping as a regular feature and not just at Christmas

TC/230
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Christmas 
market; Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink

Regular entertainment at weekends. Music Festivals - Folk Festival. Jazz Festival. Tribute acts. Piano Music (local talent) Food Festival with 
cookery demonstrations.

TC/234
Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market

Summer festival with music, rugby - football - big screen with ticketed events and pop up bars

TC/248
Late night shopping; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour 
of Britain

More attractive markets. Street Entertainment

TC/250 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Music encouragement to come see live bands Auctions on market Food festivals
TC/256 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Restore the market and make parking a car for more the a few hours easier

TC/258
Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Tour of 
Britain; Ice Rink

Something big, visual and interactive....getting people involved, making them laugh, celebrating the identity of our community.

TC/272 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain For the children, having something to involve the children
TC/274 Christmas market; Ice Rink Maybe farmers markets, bring back bigger market, free music events to engage with the youth

TC/278 Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Tour of Britain Gaming Events, but no venue.

TC/284 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink Music events would be good, folk music, local artists, talent shows. Family friendly festival

TC/290
Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Different markets

TC/197
Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; Big 
Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Anything that doesn't leave us with huge financial losses!!

TC/199 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain No - and the ice "rink" was an eyesore, a disappointment and a waste of money.

TC/207
Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

More live bands

TC/237 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink More sports, more entertainment, start trying to attract young talent back into the town.

TC/241
Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; 
Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; Tour of Britain

You didn't list Remembrance Parade above which is a massive part of the town's calendar.

TC/245 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain What happened to the Mansfield Mela (used to be in the summer).
TC/247 Big Switch On More the merrier Mansfield is not open for business more Events please
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TC/251
Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

- Music Festivals without tribute acts, bring real famous people in - Food festivals with food other than sausages - Fashion festivals - why 
doesn't Mansfield partner with shops and do events during London, Paris and Milan fashion week. - Festivals in our

TC/255
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; 
Armed Forces Day

Food festival and I don't mean chip cob. Cultural foods ( not just curry) varieties of uncommon cheese, artisan makes

TC/263
Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; 
Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach

More farmers markets

TC/267
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Armed Forces 
Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Real ale & craft beer & cider festival. Light night

TC/269
Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Tour of 
Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Music concerts

TC/271 Tour of Britain; Ice Rink In my opinion money needs to be spent tidying Mansfield up before any more money is spent on events

TC/277
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

More entertainment in the holidays, would love to see party in the park back

TC/279
Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas 
market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

It's not events the town needs its day to day decent shopping for ordinary people, which brings me straight back to the market 
scenario..... reduce rents on stalls and shops! Tackle the lack of footfall first. Events would be much more enjoyable if it could be 
combined with a full day in the town centre

TC/281 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain More for the younge children
TC/283 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Just better advertising.

TC/292 Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain
I really liked the Christmas market but it was just not on long enoughinfact I'm sure it was done before Christmas had even got here, the 
ice rink was an amazing idea but to expensive cheaper to go to Sutton.

TC/306 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Christmas market Live entertainment
TC/318 Christmas market; Late night shopping I think you could improve the Christmas Market and make it stay on longer

TC/322 Late night shopping; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Better markets and shops filled

TC/324 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Christmas market Easter egg hunt in shop windows

TC/326 Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink Just a decent market

TC/334 Christmas market; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Big Switch On Probably more events for the kids to attend to and not just aimed towards adults.
TC/336 Big Switch On Less empty shops
TC/338 Garden and Craft Festival; Late night shopping; Christmas market St George's day maybe?

TC/344
Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Christmas market; 
Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain

Mansfield district council are very good at organising plenty of free events throughout the year.

TC/346
Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Late night shopping; 
Garden and Craft Festival; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain

Live music

TC/356
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Not the ice rink just silly money for that

TC/364 Late night shopping; Tour of Britain More Xmas events/markets. Get people into town.

TC/289
Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

More steet entertaining more themed markets ie country markets, farmers markets, garden markets, Europe markets and craft markets

TC/291
Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Not so much events but I can't believe the Christmas market was closed the week before Christmas, the run up to Christmas and 
especially the week before is when people are excited and more likely to spend and buy things they may not usually see in a shop. I went 
into town specifically for the markets in that week as I had days off work and couldn't not believe they were gone. Absolute madness!! 
But the ice rink was still open?

TC/293
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; 
Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

no

TC/295 Christmas market Beer festival and a comedy festival would be great!

TC/301
Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; 
Christmas market; Tour of Britain

Something a bit different then the usual same events every year. Maybe check what other events a town does and copy those.
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TC/305 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain
Massive long shot but like you did party in the market a couple of years back in the summer do a night time one with a DJ outside, would 
attract loads of people from other areas such as Nottingham and Chesterfield. Get them to come to us rather than us going to them

TC/311 Tour of Britain; Late night shopping Not if the cost of the ice rink is anything to go by......

TC/321
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big 
Switch On; Armed Forces Day

I was aware of most of the events in Mansfield. Some I couldn't attend through work commitments and some as I've previously said I 
didn't feel safe enough to attend.

TC/325
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Tour 
of Britain

perhaps events targeted at the older generation as they are the ones who still use the town centre. Maybe even some kind of tech event 
for the younger generation

TC/329
Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Garden and Craft Festival; Late night shopping; Big Switch 
On; Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day

Something to help with the local businesses!

TC/331 Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market
The Christmas Market should have continued upto Christmas. There should be entertainment for bank holidays to attract people to the 
shops.

TC/333
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Tour of 
Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

The Christmas market wasn't on long enough a week before Christmas it shut , stupid

TC/339
Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Late 
night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day

just better events somehing to do with kids

TC/343 Christmas market; Tour of Britain The Christmas market was not has good has it was in the past
TC/349 Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival World wide food market.
TC/353 Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Christmas market A regular market with more than three or four stalls
TC/355 Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Christmas market A regular market with more than three or four stalls
TC/373 Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Big Switch On PARTY IN THE PARK

TC/381
Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Big Switch 
On; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

I would prefer a better market than events on the market place but I can see younger people would like to see more events

TC/385
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

More Sunday markets

TC/390
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Late night shopping is a disaster. Just pick one Thursday to do it on and arrange events for the whole town, including market place etc.

TC/396
Life's a Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Big 
Switch On; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

bring the tour of britain into the town centre , regular flee markets, regular farmers markets, turn the fountain and architectural lighting 
back on

TC/398
Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Outdoor cinema, food festival, carnival

TC/400 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Mansfield market

TC/402
Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of 
Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Don't do the rink like you did last year! What a shambles and a waste of tax payers money! Christmas events need to be in the main 
market place, not strung out down west gate. Perhaps a proper farmers market, rather than the tat that is on offer any other day. There is 
plenty of money in Mansfield that is being spent elsewhere. Proper street food rather than burgers, sausages and chips

TC/404 Christmas market Id like to see events that celebrate Mansfield's hundreds of years of history, especially with Sherwood Forest

TC/406
Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; 
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day

In the summer you could hold themed events on the market square like 40 weekend, open air disco with fancy dress eg Abba theme. You 
could hold the big picnic on Titchfield park.

TC/410 Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain More Christian events

TC/426 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain
It would be nice if the events listed were a little more impressive. I would hardly have noticed the "Christmas Market" if I hadn't been 
looking for it.

TC/428
Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market

Craft fairs, beer festivals, gin festivals, festivals in general - keep the people happy

TC/430 Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Ice Rink A good market.

TC/434
Christmas market; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour 
of Britain

As much as possible Lots more markets and entertainment over bank holidays
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TC/436 Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink
I'm not sure if this is the correct place to comment but I think the ice rink was a badly thought out idea and would not wish to see this as 
an annual event. To lose such a huge sum of money when you are closing leisure facilities down in the area is tantamount to daylight 
robbery.

TC/438 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain St George's day parade, summer festival, outdoor cinema. Could go on all day
TC/444 Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Ice Rink No, I just want to see it clean and friendly, a return of the market to church street would be lovely.
TC/448 Late night shopping; Tour of Britain Artisan food festivals.Beer festivals anything to encourage people into town of differing age groups

TC/458
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

The Xmas market extending up until Xmas it was ridiculous how early it finished

TC/466 Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Tour of Britain Not really
TC/470 Christmas market; Life's a Beach I would prefer less gimmicks and more investment in reviving the market

TC/484 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Ice Rink
I would like to see the caves under the town being opened to the public, also guided tours in the town centre pointing out historic 
buildings etc.

TC/486
Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Big Switch 
On; Ice Rink

I won't attend any events in the town centre until I feel safe going into Mansfield.

TC/488 Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain
Something Robin hood related perhaps to carry on from the one at sherwood forest. We always seem to hear about the events when they 
are almost over use social media more to advertise these things in the run up.

TC/490 None Not enough information going out around the Mansfield area for the above events
TC/492 Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Christmas market More events indoor
TC/498 Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day Decent Christmas Market that lasts until Christmas.
TC/502 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Emergency services day, first aid training -CPR - how to use an AED and CPR demonstrations/teaching

TC/504
Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; 
Ice Rink

All of them get people into the town.

TC/506
Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Late night 
shopping; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas market

World food market,

TC/508 Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Ice Rink New shopping centre
TC/512 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Big Switch On I don't know what else is available
TC/516 None No.

TC/518
Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; 
Tour of Britain

Improved shopping facilities and market place.

TC/528 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach More craft fairs. The huts at christmas time were very pretty and had lots of gorgeous presents.

TC/532
Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Life's a 
Beach; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Stuff for toddlers and under 7s

TC/534 Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Christmas market Farmers Market . Plant fairs . Craft Fairs

TC/540
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day

The cycle race was not in the town centre it was out by civic centre which looks like the centre has had to much spent on it

TC/544
Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Christmas market; 
Big Switch On; Tour of Britain

Big switch on, ice rink, late night shopping Christmas market all in December end of November when its freezing cold and all done in in 6 
weeks - Life's a beach ok for school hols but summer is when we need things to do to enjo fresh air and have light nights to feel safe. What 
about something for teenagers - concerts etc?

TC/546 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Not really just a cleaner safer more uptodate town centre.

TC/548
Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Christmas market; 
Life's a Beach

No

TC/550 Christmas market; Late night shopping Music and dance

TC/556 Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain No

TC/560
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Free cinama Promote organization that might help the people of Mansfield Pride events

TC/562 Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Christmas market over the Christmas period when I break up and can visit during the day with kids

TC/568
Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour of 
Britain

Vintage market, like Chesterfield. Would rather shop in Chesterfield or Newark which actually has less choice but much pleasurable to 
walk around. Only go to Mansfield out of desperation.
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TC/572 None Don't know.
TC/391 Life's a Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day I am open to most things as long as it doesn't cost the community a fortune like the ice rink

TC/397 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour of Britain Theres a lot of events I would like to see but it depends on the council voting the correct way..

TC/399 Christmas market; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Late night shopping Good German beer festival

TC/401 Tour of Britain; Christmas market Better Christmas market attached to the main market not up a side street.

TC/405
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Armed Forces 
Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

World food market more often, open air cinema

TC/411 Late night shopping; Christmas market; Ice Rink Have a proper Christmas market 7 sheds selling food is not a very good attraction ice rink lost loads of money

TC/415 Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day Permanent Leisure & Retail Development to match that in Nottingham & Leeds.

TC/417 Ice Rink; Tour of Britain A Christmas market that goes on until Christmas would be a start.

TC/427
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Christmas market; 
Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain

No

TC/429
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Christmas 
market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Concerts venues, festivals and bring out the diversity of people living in Mansfield. Get rid of the Major who doesn't want outsiders 
coming in the spend their money ï¿½ poo pooing 2hrs free parking.

TC/431 Tour of Britain; Late night shopping A flourishing market

TC/433
Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; 
Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain

The only problem with these events is that most of Mansfield attend them which then means that it's so busy you can't actually access 
any of the activities provided. Maybe there needs to be more than one to spread the crowds out a bit. The armed forces day is fantastic 
but there needs to be more stalls and more to do.

TC/445
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Plenty of events but don't go as Town unreliable

TC/447 None Old fashioned artisan markets
TC/451 Big Switch On; Ice Rink I'm not sure what events would be good for Mansfield.
TC/457 Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain More in the market place
TC/461 Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Christmas market I would not feel comfortable taking my family to the events. Especially the outdoor ones

TC/465
Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Late night 
shopping; Ice Rink

St patricks day St georges day Big sporting events Colaborating with MTFC

TC/469 Christmas market; Ice Rink Any events would be great

TC/471
Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

more information events and advice hubs for disabilities for children and young adults.

TC/479
Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; 
Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

We need to build on the Robin Hood connection

TC/582 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink Open air summer cinema, party in the park events. X as market that stays on till Xmas eve

TC/584
Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour 
of Britain

Outdoor cinema

TC/588
Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Christmas market wasn't great so no

TC/590
Christmas market; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; 
Big Switch On; Tour of Britain

Generally a waste of money I find

TC/594
Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a 
Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink

More markets! Make the rents cheaper, the price of the Christmas markets stalls were ridiculous. On these days/events there should be 
free parking! Or an incentive scheme. Or just make it cheaper like other town centres.

TC/598
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Big 
Switch On; Armed Forces Day

Craft markets, outdoor activity events- link to peak district and sherwood

TC/600 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day Concerts, better markets, entertainment

TC/602 Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink Craft markets, themed events
TC/604 Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Ice Rink Mini concerts (promote local bands), 'proper' farm markets, may-day celebration fete
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TC/608 None There could be more advertisements for events as there is not much advertisement.
TC/612 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink More events on the market square
TC/616 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink Something not overly expensive that everyone can take part in
TC/626 Late night shopping Job fair. Help for the homeless around Mansfield.

TC/628 Christmas market; Life's a Beach
Just a note on the Christmas market, it had finished nearly 2 weeks before Christmas so when I visited the weekend before I was 
dissappinted

TC/630 Christmas market Need to advertise better, radios, Facebook local paper.

TC/642
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Things in an evening like open air music events, food festival and markets.

TC/644 Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market Live music or open-air theatre or films.

TC/646 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink
Christmas market should of lasted longer in order to be successful, should follow in Nottinghams footsteps as it's successful and always 
busy

TC/660 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink More music. Bands. Perhaps celebration days like St george's, May Day and Morris dancing etc. I'd like the town to feel more 'traditional'.

TC/666
Ice Rink; Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Late night 
shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain

Farmer's market

TC/668 Tour of Britain; Ice Rink; Christmas market Music festivals,
TC/676 None Food markets
TC/483 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Ice Rink Summer entertainment suitable for all ages

TC/485
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain

not really,they don't seem to work in Mansfield,ice rink was a waste.But I would like to see the Spitfire that was here a few years ago.

TC/489 Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival Bring back the continental markets

TC/493
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Better quality market stalls and Christmas market.

TC/495 Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On
They need to be better presented, the ice rink from what I saw was surrounded by a metal fence and not very festive and picturesque like 
the Nottingham one.

TC/499
Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Antiques Fayre

TC/503 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain History of Mansfield event Engagement in local politics event

TC/505
Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Christmas market; Tour of Britain

Food fairs and open air cafes on summer evenings. Music, drama and art in the market place.

TC/507
I'm sorry to say they were all rubbish and poorly attended A few yrs ago there was a couple of events with live bands Absolutely brilliant 
well attended and no trouble

TC/511
Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas 
market; Ice Rink

Farmers market

TC/513 Tour of Britain Not sure

TC/517
Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces 
Day; Ice Rink

Need more street cafe culture and to encourage shop keepers to be in the town centre

TC/521 Ice Rink
Ngiht markets, with decent (not cheesy) live music, djs, fire pits, local beers and spirits. Like peddlers market in sheffield that they do once 
a month even in winter

TC/527
Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain; Late night 
shopping; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Christmas market

No

TC/529
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Late night 
shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach

New shop openings

TC/547
Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; Big 
Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

More street entertainment regulated

TC/549 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink Brexit celebration on March 29
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TC/553
Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Christmas 
market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Vintage Days,something for the kids

TC/557 None Bands on at the civic centre. More Northern Soul nights there as well.
TC/559 Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain A genuine French market like the very first one.

TC/561
Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; 
Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain

Fireworks

TC/575 bands , choirs etc
TC/680 Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Tour of Britain More things during the 6 weeks holidays like the Carr bank memorial park family day
TC/686 Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day Too many to mention

TC/688 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain I would be put off attending any events due to the nature of the people in and around the town

TC/690 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain I would prefer not to attend any events in the town

TC/692
Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Late night 
shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas market

A lot of these are one off days we need more going off all the time A community plase for the elderly would be nice they only come into 
town sometimes for the company and to meet people

TC/698
Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; 
Life's a Beach; Christmas market

Not if it costs a fortune to stage. £80k for the ice rink was a very poor investment. It should have gone to keeping Warsop Leisure Centre 
open.

TC/704 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach Summer festivals.

TC/708
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market; 
Garden and Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day

None I can think of right now

TC/712
Garden and Craft Festival; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Big Switch 
On; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Tour of Britain

Car boot sales. Christmas cabins around th ice rink, if it returns.

TC/714 Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Nothing.

TC/716
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour 
of Britain

No

TC/718 Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain just things put on for bank holidays to have something to go to that would be affordable.
TC/724 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Tour of Britain Better regular market days. Themed markets m. Arts and craft events.

TC/732
Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Ice Rink; 
Life's a Beach

Encourage school visits to town

TC/736 None No
TC/742 Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Ice Rink Dancing competitions etc

TC/746
Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; 
Armed Forces Day

Party on the market.

TC/756
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

I've rink looked a complete let down, kids not able to see anything and very small.

TC/760 Late night shopping; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Big Switch On More things to do with family throughout the year
TC/766 Tour of Britain; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach More advertising and free parking would help the issues

TC/770
Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas 
market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Years ago we had It's a knockout event on Chesterfield Road it was a great success and would be great to have something like that back in 
the town

TC/583 Life's a Beach; Ice Rink No
TC/585 Big Switch On Not necessarily more - just better communicated and awreness of what is happening.

TC/591 Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain
Events are not a substitute for a thriving town centre. Enticing people in for a day is not going to prevent the decline in the Mansfield High 
Street. Priorities need to be with supporting business and making a safe place for the people who wish to visit.

TC/597 Tour of Britain; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market
I don't believe events are advertised in the right places in plenty of time. The Ice Rink was a great idea but only knew about it when I saw 
it set up and the market was shockingly gone before Christmas Eve?! Why not running till the week after Christmas and included in New 
Year sales etc?

TC/599 Big Switch On Gaming events, visitors (perhaps authors at the library), something musical
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TC/603
Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Big Switch 
On; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Street Market, Additional late-night sgopping

TC/609 Big Switch On something to do with world book day and sport relief

TC/615
Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Christmas 
market

Christmas market to be held up to Christmas Eve and not leave a WEEK before Christmas!!!!!!!

TC/619
Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; 
Big Switch On

More themed markets such as a fashion market, farmers market, anything to encourage stall holders to return. The cost to rent a stall is 
ridiculous when there is so little footfall!

TC/631 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Yes bring back the half marathon.
TC/637 Christmas market; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach No
TC/639 Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain A trying to create a community spirit Charity events Fittness events like Mansfield 10k

TC/641
Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Tour of 
Britain; Christmas market; Ice Rink

Farmers type market once a month combined with selling of hand crafted goods.

TC/643
Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Big Switch On; Late 
night shopping; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Sunday market

TC/651
Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Christmas market; Ice Rink

Street entertainment. Brass bands. Car rally. Car boot

TC/655 Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Ice Rink Cinema or outdoor concert. Think we had one a few years ago which was good

TC/657 Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Ice Rink
More events catering for free sports inclusion (not ice rink). Please bring back events in Titchfield Park that are not predominately aimed 
at children.

TC/663 Big Switch On; Christmas market More Family events, maybe some live bands or a carnival?

TC/665
Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Late 
night shopping; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink

All very underwhelming. Christmas market could be nice if you got more stall holders and more variety.

TC/669 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink Easter things, and more teenagers interests
TC/772 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink My children are animal crazy but as we have no transport we very rarely get to go
TC/782 Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Just more good independent shops
TC/784 Late night shopping; Tour of Britain Not the bloody ice rink again with how much it cost!

TC/810
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Armed Forces 
Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Playboy centrefolds....?

TC/816 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On Food and drink festival. Bring party in the park back

TC/818
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain

Car boot, antique market. European market. Farmers market.

TC/822 Tour of Britain Beer festival

TC/830
Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; 
Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market

All the above / weekend rents We miss party in the park

TC/834
Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Big Switch 
On; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

More craft markets with independent and small businesses

TC/846
Garden and Craft Festival; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Think we do well

TC/856 Ice Rink I not sure if you do one but a farmers market is brill,like Bingham has 1 Saturday a.month

TC/864
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Outdoor music in the summer

TC/866 Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day More markets and anything that brings people into the centre

TC/870 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain No.

TC/872 Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain
Arts/culture events, decent live music and theatre. Something to promote community spirit and positivity. Take a tip from nottinghams 
book - theres always something going on and a lovely mix of people that attend and enjoy experiences together.

TC/880 Christmas market Hand craft - craft markets.
TC/896 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain A regular specialist food market.
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TC/898 None Closure.

TC/900
Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces 
Day; Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; Ice Rink

Better Christmas market.

TC/906 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Big Switch On Kids events

TC/908 Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Christmas market
Not particularly. I did visit the Christmas market and thought this was a very poor event. Not many stalls and the ones that were there 
were neither Christmassy or nice (plenty of burger stalls, but how representative of Christmas is that?) I did walk down Chesterfield Road 
when it was the Tour of Britain and did wonder how much money had been thrown at that event?

TC/916
Christmas market; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; 
Armed Forces Day

A food fayre

TC/920 Big Switch On Party in the market place again my little girl enjoyed that

TC/924
Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Life's a 
Beach; Garden and Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

I feel that the Ice Rink was a brilliant idea for the Town however it was in the wrong location should have been in the middle of the market 
place. The market traders should have been asked if they would have liked to trade on West Gate and the Christmas hut market should 
have been round the ice rink, there also should have been a viewing platform for people to watch friend and fam9ily skate. Maybe better 
planning this year may help.

TC/926 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On Anything that can get kids involved

TC/928
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Garden 
and Craft Festival; Christmas market

markets

TC/932
Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas 
market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain

Farmers markets Psychic festivals

TC/934
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Garden and Craft 
Festival; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Yes things that encourage foot fall ....and not things that are kept "secret"

TC/936 Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain Tour of Britain again. We host visitors for that as it's popular.

TC/938
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and 
Craft Festival; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

More child friendly events

TC/964 Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink Live bands every month or so I'm sure plenty of people would attend for a small fee and not being ripped off with drinks, food etc.

TC/677
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Garden and Craft Festival; 
Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Yes new stuff for fun for market such as healthy food for everyone,activity to get kids having fun and getting fit.i have loads if ideas,and 
it's not rocket science..get up to date Mansfield,your stuck in a old rut..get so e fun going.

TC/685 Big Switch On No

TC/689 Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink food and drink festival Live music Summer festival

TC/691 People chuck things on the floor, food wrappers and bottles, fag ends,
TC/697 Christmas market; Ice Rink; Big Switch On A Christmas market

TC/705 Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Ice Rink
Events are a great way to encourage people in, however there needs to be more outside of the event. See above! Greater support for the 
poverty striken people, food banks etc. We cannot forget the community in the regeneration. Make Mansfield a caring community

TC/707 Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Ice Rink
A bigger Christmas market. Carnival weekend. Party in the park.... concerts in the town with celebrities. TV characters visiting for the kids 
to meet.... picnic events in the town... vintage car rally. 1940 weekend ....talent show...

TC/709 Big Switch On; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink A decent market Children's events and entertainment Arts festivals to encourage people to the theatre

TC/713 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink More craft fairs at reasonable prices. Consistent entertainment in the market place with reasonable pricing to attract people

TC/715
Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On; 
Armed Forces Day; Garden and Craft Festival; Tour of Britain

Sports centre.

TC/717 Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain Not really

TC/723 Life's a Beach Ethnic cleansing
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TC/725 Tour of Britain; Ice Rink Not really the place needs cleaning up first.
TC/729 Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Christmas market Something for halloween, easter, mothers day/fathers day, not just the big holidays e.g. christmas.
TC/739 Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink Kids rides
TC/743 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain More music events.

TC/749 Big Switch On
I would like more awareness of the events listed, the only way I found out about any of them happening was by seeing them myself once 
in the center, theres nothing pulling in shoppers, nothing to make people come into the center and then want to stick around to spend 
their money and support local business

TC/759
Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Christmas market; Life's a 
Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink

Carnival

TC/769
Garden and Craft Festival; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Late night 
shopping; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain

Not that I can think of

TC/779 Big Switch On; Ice Rink Yes more entertainment and markets Mansfield Market has been ruined

TC/783
Christmas market; Big Switch On; Armed Forces Day; Late night shopping; Tour of 
Britain; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink

Things to increase footfall. Live music, speciality events; drone racing, RC events - popular culture events.

TC/785 Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market
carboot in the centre that's free to walk around maybe once a month, an opportunity for business to express interest for more volunteers, 
individuals to show off their own craft and skills

TC/795 None Anything. If the list above is true, some marketing to make people aware that events are happening would be good.

TC/799
Sadly i did not get to attend these events as I was working overseas. Mansfield needs an event that is unique to us or rare in other towns 
to draw people in. Perhaps the Robin hood festival could be exstended to the town. Or a St georges day event?

TC/801 Christmas market; Tour of Britain; Big Switch On; Ice Rink

Political update days.. mdc stall, party stalls, mp, student mp, mayor.. scheduled speeches sure but also able to go meet, talk, question 
these people, pick up some info, could be annual and jave a theme.each year but is aimed to make local people aware of local roles, local 
responsibilities, their own rights, local issues, etc.. local schools could do a public debate (show some of the older people around here how 
discussions should be held) etc

TC/807
Christmas market; Garden and Craft Festival; Big Switch On; Late night shopping; 
Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day

Anything family orientated would be good,

TC/815 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink Events are ver under-publicised!

TC/817
Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

No- concentrate on reviving a dying town centre rather than gimmicks

TC/823
Late night shopping; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Armed Forces Day; Big 
Switch On; Garden and Craft Festival; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

More specialist market days

TC/831 Christmas market; Big Switch On Not sure about this

TC/833
Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Big Switch 
On; Ice Rink

More fun activities for everyone

TC/837 Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Christmas market Stocks on market square for public flogging of undesireables... It'd be a hit!

TC/853 Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Big Switch On; Christmas market
If your going to put on a Christmas market at least have one worth coming in to town for it's not big enough. And the normal market stalls 
are not adequate, Mansfield use to have a brilliant market before you drove them out whilst you were changing the market place, then 
the stalls never came back. Perhaps charge less for the stalls and we may get a good market back.

TC/857
Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; 
Christmas market

More themed days

TC/867 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Christmas market Bring back party in the park

TC/871 Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Late night shopping; Tour of Britain; Ice Rink
More markets, more children's events and family events. Outdoor cinemas, outdoor concerts, parties etc, craft activities, events that 
teach people new skills

TC/873
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Armed Forces 
Day; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain

Live bands on the market place.

TC/877 Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink Weather permitting an occasional concert would be good. I always went to The Party In The Park at Titchfield Park years ago.

TC/879
Ice Rink; Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Tour 
of Britain

I would be unlikely to go to the events, as I do not really like the town centre or the people that hang around it.
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TC/885 Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain I believe the Market should be improved, more stalls and more choice
TC/887 Ice Rink; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain More international markets and local artisan markets
TC/891 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Ice Rink Party in the park!
TC/893 Tour of Britain; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Late night shopping Don't know
TC/895 Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Tour of Britain music events
TC/907 Tour of Britain; Christmas market; Ice Rink I would like to see live bands

TC/909
Late night shopping; Ice Rink; Armed Forces Day; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; 
Big Switch On; Tour of Britain

Live music on the square.

TC/911
Christmas market; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Late night shopping; Tour of 
Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink

Mardi Grass to be brought back. Include/invite all young people who are involved in outside school communities.

TC/913 Late night shopping I could list a dozen.

TC/917 Late night shopping; Armed Forces Day; Big Switch On; Christmas market; Ice Rink Any that do NOT lose tens of thousands of pounds.

TC/919 Big Switch On; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Tour of Britain A regular craft market
TC/929 Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Tour of Britain; Armed Forces Day; Ice Rink A well run, traditional weekend market would be a decent start.

TC/931
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Mardi Gras to come back, Retford has charter day every May Day to celebrate the towns charter it brings money into the town and 
visitors too, it's a big affair for the whole family would be nice if Mansfield did something similar

TC/939
Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a 
Beach; Christmas market; Ice Rink

Staged music shows, get local groups involved

TC/945 Christmas market; Armed Forces Day; Tour of Britain
the market needs moving, something nice needs to go in that space in terms of street furniture and information, even a water feature or 
fountain but enough room for other events like careers fairs or craft fairs,children's activities or a mobile library session/play scheme in 
the summer.

TC/949 Christmas market; Life's a Beach; Big Switch On; Ice Rink No more £80k vanity projects,

TC/955 Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Christmas market; Tour of Britain
How about a take the night back like Nottingham, also what about at weekends letting out of town businesses use empty premises for 
free to display and sell,

TC/957
Christmas market; Late night shopping; Big Switch On; Life's a Beach; Ice Rink; Tour 
of Britain

Would like to see a Half Marathon and a big band/music event in Mansfield Town Centre. Would like to see a Summer fayre like the Mardi 
Gras with stalls themed on the warm weather and holidays.

TC/959 None Yes family orientated events and world markets and things for the children to get envolved in.
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Other Events 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q13 How do you normally travel to Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 99.48% - 964

Private Car 69.97% 70.33% 678
Bus 10.73% 10.79% 104
Train 0.52% 0.52% 5
Taxi 2.37% 2.39% 23
Bicycle 0.41% 0.41% 4
Motorbike 0.10% 0.10% 1
On Foot 15.38% 15.46% 149
[No Response] 0.52% - 5

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Access 
Private Car

Bus

Train

Taxi

Bicycle

Motorbike

On Foot
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Q14 Please state the reason for your last answer

% Total Count
Number of Responses 56.24% 545

[Responses] 56.24% 545
[No Response] 43.76% 424

Total 100.00% 969
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TC/2 Private Car For ease
TC/4 Private Car I usually have my elderly mother with me and its easier for her to travel by car.
TC/8 On Foot Cheaper than all the other alternatives.
TC/10 Private Car Convenience, although I occasionally come in by bus.
TC/14 Private Car I only use my car as it's easier to escape to town centre quicker
TC/16 Private Car Convenient

TC/18 On Foot Only allows one answer would also have added private car to this list but I do feel the car parking charges for this town should be free on weekends to encourage people to visit

TC/20 Private Car I am disabled
TC/22 Private Car Convenience.
TC/24 Bus I have a senior's bus pass.
TC/26 On Foot To save money.
TC/28 Private Car I usually only nip in as part of another journey. To use public transport is more of a commitment to remain in Mansfield for a longer amounts of time.
TC/30 Private Car I need my car for work
TC/32 Private Car I dont do public transport.
TC/36 Private Car I don't have brilliant mobility.
TC/38 On Foot Because public transport is too expensive
TC/48 Private Car Convenient with two children under 5
TC/50 Private Car Travel from far afield
TC/52 Private Car Easiest way. Bus service is not frequent enough
TC/54 Private Car If shopping in the day I would travel by car but if I was to go into town socially in the evening I would use a taxi because there isn't any evening bus service.

TC/56 Private Car Husband is blind and also disabled so we need to park close to the bank or shops we want to visit. the bus station is up a slight hill so we cant get to that as are all the bus stops

TC/58 Private Car I'm disabled so it's convenient
TC/66 Private Car Own a car
TC/68 On Foot I live in the town centre
TC/70 Private Car Because that's how I travel.
TC/72 On Foot The cost of parking
TC/80 Private Car That is how i travel.
TC/3 Private Car Drive, as have to take shopping home
TC/5 Private Car Most convenient
TC/9 Private Car Easier to drive to town
TC/11 Private Car Quicker on the car.
TC/17 On Foot I live within walking distance. Parking is too expensive.
TC/19 Bus I don't drive
TC/21 Bus The bus is normally available when travelling into town - but not when I return home.
TC/23 Private Car Lack of public transport.
TC/33 On Foot No
TC/39 Private Car Most convenient for me.
TC/43 Private Car Only get 1 bus per hour none after 5.25
TC/45 Private Car Ease
TC/49 Private Car I am usually in town for work.
TC/53 Private Car I normal drive
TC/63 Private Car Cos we like to shop early
TC/65 On Foot Exercise, tend not to buy too much when we walk in, if we are shopping we use our car.
TC/67 Bus Because I don't have a car...
TC/73 Private Car Pure convenience.
TC/75 Private Car Elderly mum and mobility issues for me we need to travel by car even though we only travel from Bancroft lane ,can't get shopping on bus .
TC/77 Bus At 75 years oldI like to make full use of my bus pass.
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TC/81 On Foot I only live a 20min walk from the centre
TC/83 Private Car Convenience
TC/85 On Foot Easier to walk in, only pay for parking it really necessary.
TC/84 On Foot We live quite close to town so enjoy walking to town, we only drive if it's free parking on a sunday
TC/86 Private Car I don't live to far away
TC/92 Private Car Because I come from out of town and I definitely would not want to get public transport around here.
TC/94 Private Car Its quicker by car and more convenient
TC/96 Private Car It's quicker and cheaper to use my car and park at Portland Sidings. I don't mind a short walk into the centre.
TC/98 On Foot I live very local to the town centre
TC/100 Private Car Cannot use public transport due to mobility issues
TC/102 Private Car I am disabled
TC/104 On Foot I live within walking distance of the town centre.
TC/108 Bus Have a bus pass
TC/110 Private Car Drive to work.
TC/112 Private Car Car is more convenient, the cost of public transport for a family of 4 is too much
TC/114 Private Car The buses are horrendous
TC/118 Private Car I do walk or get the bus in, but when it comes to shopping I normally drive so I don't have to carry too much stuff home
TC/120 Private Car I begrudge paying the price of the bus from garabaldi to Mansfield bus station
TC/126 On Foot Cant afford bus to town every day so we walk.
TC/128 Bus We don't own a car.
TC/132 Private Car Convenient
TC/136 Private Car I have a car.
TC/140 Bus Car parking is too expensive and not safe
TC/142 Private Car I do also walk or use the bus depending upon the reason for coming into the town centre
TC/150 On Foot I work not far away.
TC/152 Private Car Convenience
TC/154 Taxi Less hassle finding a car parking space and paying car parking
TC/158 Taxi It's handy
TC/166 On Foot Live 5 minutes away.
TC/168 mobility scooter
TC/91 On Foot Terrible bus service, and for exercise
TC/93 Bus As a pensioner it is free and convenient
TC/95 On Foot Live a 20 minute walk from the town center.
TC/97 Private Car Because I am normally nipping in to collect a parcel or go to the bank, I don't stay long
TC/99 Private Car I moved six miles from Mansfield last year closer to Worksop so if I ever do decide to go back it would be by car
TC/101 Bus I live in meden vale and don't drive so its my only affordable option.
TC/103 Private Car I am disabled
TC/109 Private Car That's how get around
TC/111 Private Car Public transport is awful and expensive when there are multiples of you. Its cheaper to park (should be free) than 4 bus tickets for example.
TC/113 Private Car It's the easiest method from where I live.
TC/115 On Foot I live within walking distance
TC/119 Private Car I drive to work
TC/121 Private Car Lack of public transport, what public transport is avaulable is costly as a family to use.
TC/123 Private Car Because that's how I travel Duh
TC/125 On Foot High car park fees and very limited free on street parking

TC/129 Private Car

As explained above. It is the cheapest way to visit Mansfield aside from walking which with two young children on a busy main road is rarely my first choice. Both are too expensive. Free 
parking is too short and those who choose to use several outlets on retail parks are punished for doing so with two hour parking restriction. Buses are extortionate. To have to pay £2.10 
to travel less than a mile to my home just past Sainsbury's is outrageous. It is literally cheaper to drive and park which is environmentally damaging. I live on Nottingham road where the 
traffic levels are ever increasing and public transport prices cannot be helping with this.
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TC/131 Private Car Convenience
TC/137 Private Car I would like to travel in by bicycle but there is a lack of secure facilities for leaving a bike
TC/141 Private Car I drive my own car
TC/143 On Foot I live close
TC/145 On Foot I live within a mile of town
TC/149 Private Car Too expensive on the bus
TC/155 Bus Allows us to have a drink.
TC/159 Private Car Reduced mobility

TC/163 Bus
I live too far to travel on foot or bicycle and do not drive. I would like to afford a taxi to and from work every week but it is unfortunately too expensive so I only travel by bus and use 
taxi on a Sunday morning when there are no buses because I have no other choice.

TC/165 Private Car Easier for me
TC/167 mobility scooter
TC/170 On Foot Parking costs too much and predatory traffic wardens.
TC/172 Private Car Easier
TC/174 Private Car Easiest way for me to travel
TC/184 Private Car Public transport, when it is available is not reliablel
TC/190 Private Car Poor bus links to my area
TC/196 Private Car Because I have a car, I use it.
TC/198 Private Car The public transport in the town is expensive and unreliable
TC/200 Private Car My car is used for business travel and I stop into town on my way to other locations in the local area
TC/204 On Foot I live 15 minutes walk away
TC/208 Bus Don't drive.
TC/210 Private Car I find it difficult to walk far or carry shopping bags because of osteoarthritis so a car is easier
TC/214 Private Car Commute
TC/216 Private Car For ease
TC/222 Bus I use the bus as i dont drive
TC/226 Bus Because I am a regular user

TC/228 On Foot I live locally so it's only a 10 minute walk into town. I moved from Rainworth to Mansfield as I don't drive and the public transport options in the evening were non existent

TC/230 Private Car The most convenient way to get there.
TC/234 On Foot Due to lack of free parking, and parking being so far out of the town centre.
TC/238 On Foot Live close
TC/244 Private Car Carrying product out and timings of buses is useless
TC/246 On Foot Parking problems
TC/250 Taxi Taxis are cheapest even bus fare is more expensive if 2/3 people travel together

TC/258 Private Car It's easier as parking isn't a problem. Whatever I buy doesn't need to be carted around on a bus or train. I can leave when I like and my car is more reliable as a form of transport.

TC/260 Bus I don't drive
TC/266 Private Car Because I drive
TC/272 Private Car I don't like buses
TC/274 On Foot I live close and the multi story is a mess
TC/276 Private Car Private car is far more convenient in terms of timing flexibility than buses but finding parking spaces and the cost of parking is a deterrent

TC/278 Private Car Bus costs too much, I usually also ride my bicycle which is also the cheapest form of transport :) along with being the most environmentally friendly, economcial and healthy.

TC/284 On Foot I live in walking distance.
TC/288 On Foot Parking is too expensive.
TC/290 Private Car Easiest option when I have other places to go after shopping.
TC/292 Private Car So I can get about quicker and I know I don't have to walk through the bus station.
TC/296 On Foot I would take bus but far to expensive with kids alot cheaper to get a taxi or walk
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TC/298 Private Car I have a car
TC/300 Taxi As I'm disabled, I find taxis easy and reasonably price to get into town
TC/306 Private Car Easier to get there
TC/308 Private Car Simply I have my own car and use it.
TC/318 Private Car A lot quicker than public transport
TC/322 Private Car I drive to town
TC/328 On Foot Cheapest and less messing about than finding somewhere to park.
TC/334 On Foot Because it's close.
TC/177 On Foot Mainly walk unless need car for heavy shopping
TC/179 On Foot Nicer to walk in
TC/181 Bus bus pass
TC/185 Taxi Cause I go for a beer and I can't get a bus from where I live to town
TC/189 Bus Don't drive
TC/197 Private Car I could walk but during the winter it's not safe to walk ......
TC/199 Private Car Because I own a car!
TC/201 On Foot Can't get down a60 another council mess up
TC/207 On Foot I only live 3 miles away and parking is quite expensive
TC/211 On Foot I live less than a mile from the centre
TC/213 Private Car ?? I have a car so drive it into town for convenience.
TC/215 Private Car It's easier by cwr
TC/217 Private Car Because we cant walk

TC/227 Private Car
We'd love to use the bus to go into town, but we don't live close enough to a bus stop and it's too far to walk with small children. Normally park in the Four Seasons or Rosemary St if it's 
full

TC/229 Private Car I own a car!
TC/231 Bus dont drive
TC/237 Private Car No direct bus route from Holbeck to Mansfield, would have to change at edwinstowe.
TC/245 Private Car I usually drive and park just outside the town centre where it's free - but still a bit of a walk and puts me off buying too many things
TC/247 Taxi Very cheap and a great service
TC/249 On Foot Work close to town so if I need to go into town i'll just walk during my lunch

TC/251 Private Car
Transport is rubbish in Mansfield. In my estate there is a 10am bus and a 2pm bus that goes to the town centre. What if I cant travel at those times - means I would be stuck. Luckily if I 
walk 25 mins I can get onto a main road but imagine this is more difficult for people with mobility issues

TC/338 Private Car I find it quite easy to park and the prices are't too bad.
TC/342 Private Car Lack of public transport at night
TC/344 Private Car Convenience!! As we have more carparks than you can shake a stick at!
TC/348 On Foot Public transport is unreliable and too expensive, quicker to walk than wait for a bus that probably won't turn up
TC/352 Arts and crafts market. Charity events. Farmers markets
TC/356 Private Car Prefer using my car
TC/366 Bus Prefer to take the bus than to go by car.
TC/372 Taxi No buses at 5am
TC/378 Motorbike Free parking
TC/382 Private Car I do not use buses as I feel they are too expensive
TC/384 Private Car I drive

TC/388 Private Car
There are no decent connections for Train which would be my prefered transport. Equally a park & ride facility would be beneficial to reduce the requirement for town centre parling and 
free space for further development.

TC/396 Private Car Travel for work
TC/398 Private Car Bus service is more expensive than 2 hrs parking.
TC/400 Private Car Easier in my car
TC/402 Private Car Live just over a mile from town. Bus too expensive and walking home not an option if carrying heavy books etc. Luckily have access to work car park, so parking free.
TC/404 Private Car because its practical and would take me longer to go by bus
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TC/406 Private Car Bus to expensive, too far to walk there and back hence car.
TC/410 Bicycle Buses not reliable

TC/418 Private Car
Buses are non existant to where I live which is the new estate in clipstone. The 6 bus stops in old clipstone and the route needs to be extended to the new part where folk have more 
money. Also the bus stops too early so you are not able to go into Mansfield without getting a taxi home

TC/420 Taxi preferance
TC/422 Private Car I own a car, buses are infrequent for me
TC/255 On Foot Parking is not free
TC/259 Private Car Try to get in and out a soon as possible
TC/263 Private Car Because I only nip in to the bank
TC/267 Private Car Trains are not frequent enough & unreliable Buses are too slow Not enough Taxi rank provision
TC/271 Private Car Because I don't have a bus pass and it's cheaper
TC/277 On Foot I live on the outskirts of town
TC/279 Private Car I own a car and that's my preferred travel
TC/281 On Foot I only live on Nottingham road
TC/283 Private Car Easier and cheaper to come in my own car.
TC/289 Private Car That's the way I travel
TC/291 Taxi Usually go out for lunch and drinks
TC/293 Private Car As i don't live in the Centre and being disabled i need my car.
TC/295 Private Car It's cheaper than the bus and more reliable
TC/297 Private Car Financial security.
TC/301 Private Car Easiest way to get around Mansfield is by car. If transport links were better in housing estates then i would consider using transport as its better for the environment
TC/303 Private Car Convenience when shopping
TC/305 Private Car Easier
TC/309 Private Car I do use the bus as well as it is easy but if I know I am going to have bags to carry I take the car.
TC/311 Private Car Because we have one.
TC/319 Private Car Public transport is inconvenient and takes too long.
TC/321 Bus I could walk to Mansfield from my house but usually I catch the bus as it's quicker.
TC/323 Bus I don't drive
TC/325 On Foot I only live withing a ten minute walk, so I do that to save on parking fees and to keep me a bit more healthy
TC/327 Bus Local buses are unreliable at best but it's all I've got. Too far to walk so I'll wait 20-30 minutes for a bus instead.
TC/329 Private Car This is because I have moved away from the area bit I pop into town to do some shopping and then see my family.
TC/331 Private Car Convenient
TC/333 Private Car Because I have a car and it's easier and quicker to get to and from town
TC/424 Private Car Usually banking cash for business
TC/426 Private Car Because local public transport is rubbish.
TC/430 Private Car Can't walk very far but not enough disabled parking.
TC/432 Bicycle I am currently a student and the public transport price is far too high for anyone my age to pay.
TC/436 Private Car It is convenient.

TC/438 Private Car
Come by car as the train is lousy and old and decrepit, bus is a horrible experience and some of the worse elements of people in Mansfield will be using the bus.taxis in Mansfield are 
usually booked up for a night out so of no use. Bikes should be banned from roads and the centre there just in the way.

TC/440 Private Car I drive to Tesco car park on Chesterfield road and walk to take advantage of free parking. I would not visit if I had to pay to park
TC/442 On Foot I try to walk into town whenever possible as it's easier than trying to drive up Nottingham road past the Saintsbury's junction bottleneck.
TC/444 On Foot Pleased state why I go on foot? Is that a serious question? The parking is inadequate and over priced.
TC/448 Taxi Only really go in occasionally at night
TC/450 Private Car I'm disabled and public transport is a joke but the parking is crap unless you own an over 65s green badge. Nottingham do it much better, better variety of shops too.
TC/454 Private Car Public transport not suitable.
TC/458 Private Car Buses & taxis are very expensive in manafieldnothing
TC/462 Private Car As a disabled driver there are plenty of good parking
TC/464 Bus I usually go on the bus as I don't drive but occasionally I'll walk as it's not too far from where I live.
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TC/466 Private Car Easier for me to drive in and park
TC/470 Private Car Buses are expensive and unreliable
TC/480 Private Car I have my own car
TC/482 Private Car Easier although I would travel in more frequently if parking was free
TC/484 Bus we do have a car but often prefer to travel by bus, due to heavy traffic on the A60 especially at rush-hour times.
TC/486 Private Car I don't go to mansfield very often and if I do it's to nip to the bank so a lot quicker to just go in the car.
TC/488 Private Car Unable to get to the bus station to get home if we use a bus, same with taxi.
TC/492 Private Car Convience and bus service not great in forest town
TC/494 Private Car More convenient when shopping.
TC/496 On Foot Car parking is too expensive
TC/498 Private Car Because if I go in to Town shopping it's usually on route to shopping in Nottingham,Newark or Retford
TC/502 On Foot Its quicker to walk than try and get through the junction at sainsburys!
TC/504 Private Car I live in Mansfield Woodhouse and find it much easier to come in by car.
TC/506 Bus Because we only come in the daytime due to lack of evening compactservice
TC/508 Private Car Best for me
TC/512 Private Car I live to far to walk and buses are inconvenient and expensive
TC/516 Private Car Because of living location.
TC/518 Private Car Convenient as I only make short visits to town.
TC/532 On Foot Easier and buses are expensive
TC/534 Private Car Easier than public transport
TC/540 Bus On a relative good bus service

TC/544 Private Car Work full time, do not have the time to wait around for public transport. Will walk into town of an evening if weather is good but will usually Taxi there and back if I am drinking

TC/546 Private Car I park at Tesco's tie it in with food shop dont stay in town centre for long
TC/548 Private Car It's the most convenient form of transportation and I own a car
TC/550 On Foot Expensive to park.
TC/556 Private Car Easier for my daily routine
TC/560 Private Car I am blessed to have the ability to own a car so I use it
TC/562 On Foot Lack of decent parking, multistorey is tight parking and unapealing.
TC/564 On Foot It quicker to walk then it is to wait for a bus ..
TC/568 Private Car Because I don't like the idea of hijacking a bus!!
TC/572 Bus No car
TC/576 Private Car Convince. Even though parking is a rip off
TC/580 Private Car Because mobility scooters not on the list.
TC/582 Private Car Buses don't run often enough and not at all after 6pm
TC/588 Private Car It's self explanatory..
TC/590 Private Car Convenience
TC/592 On Foot MDC have totally destroyed Mansfield town center
TC/339 Bus cant drive
TC/341 Private Car I'd love to go by bike but a lack of cycle lanes puts me off.
TC/343 Private Car Because there is no were to put my push bike that is safe and we do go by car it cost so much to park
TC/347 Private Car Being Disabled I need to go by my car .
TC/349 Private Car Having a 9 year old and a 9 month old is difficult to carry stuff we need and buy whilst in town would be aweful on a bus and a nightmare.
TC/351 Private Car Convenience
TC/353 On Foot Because that's how I get there
TC/355 On Foot Because that's how I get there
TC/357 On Foot I live within walking distance (about 15mins brisk walk) . If I am planning to do shopping I will park at Tesco as it is free and then walk in, rather than pay for parking.
TC/359 Private Car Most convinent way for myself.
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TC/369 Private Car
Because on the rare occasion I venture into town it's usually because I'll have bags of shopping to get and won't be able to carry it all home, so I'll drive as I live about a 20-30 mins walk 
away.

TC/377 Private Car It's the only safe way to travel into the town centre.
TC/381 Private Car I have to use a mobility scooter and cannot get on a bus as I cannot walk to a bus stop so have to travel in by car
TC/383 On Foot Cheaper and healthier to walk.
TC/385 On Foot Because i live near and parking charges are high
TC/387 Private Car Easiest opinion
TC/395 Private Car Cheapest option
TC/397 Private Car I use my car due to living outside of town and bus fares are too expensive.
TC/399 Private Car I pay road tax so no point using any other transport
TC/401 On Foot Live around 1 mile away
TC/405 Private Car I have to take the car as bus service does not run after 1830
TC/411 On Foot Don't have to pay for parking
TC/417 Private Car I drive.
TC/594 Bus Work, don't drive. That's when they run on time.
TC/596 On Foot because everything else cost to much
TC/600 Private Car I drive
TC/602 Private Car I'd like to travel more by bus, but it's not convenient as the shops are in retail parks out of the town centre
TC/604 Private Car During the winter it's too far to walk with a baby in a pram.
TC/608 Private Car Unreliable public transport.
TC/612 Private Car Easy access is a must. Easy parking is limited.
TC/614 Private Car Banking, and sone shopping
TC/616 On Foot I find public transport too busy and expensive
TC/620 Private Car Its easier
TC/622 Private Car Cannot access any other way in a timely manner
TC/626 Private Car Fastest and easiest method.
TC/628 Private Car It's easier
TC/630 Private Car Easier to get shopping home.no one cards on buses.
TC/632 Bus Because the parking is terrible
TC/638 Private Car My husband brings me
TC/640 On Foot Because i live within walking distance!
TC/642 Private Car I like too far away to walk, cycle or catch the bus efficiently.
TC/644 Bus I don't drive and the bus is convenient.
TC/646 Private Car Own car used
TC/650 Private Car The easiest way for me and I never find parking a problem
TC/652 On Foot To expensive to park
TC/654 Private Car Personal choice - buses unreliable and I really don't like Mansfield infrequent
TC/656 Private Car Its easier for me and prefer ot to public transport
TC/658 Private Car Disabled and more convenient
TC/660 On Foot We live within walking distance and it's quicker to walk than drive and park
TC/664 Private Car Convenience,
TC/666 Private Car Park in Tesco and walk
TC/668 On Foot Walk in from westgate park at Tesco as its free for 3 hours
TC/670 Private Car I always use my own transport.
TC/672 Private Car Because we normally are not there longer than 90 minutes, we then move onto another town or possibly meadow hall or Leeds.
TC/674 Private Car Disabled in wheelchair
TC/680 Private Car Because I can't stand public transport
TC/682 Private Car Bus services area EXPENSIVE it's cheaper to park
TC/686 Private Car Buses too inconvenient and places restrictions on when I travel
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TC/688 Private Car I rely on lifts as i cant afford the bus fares
TC/690 Private Car I recently passed my test but car parking is really expensive on top of everything else
TC/692 Private Car Convenience as you sometimes carnt get stuff in the centre so you have to travel to find the itam
TC/696 Private Car My partner pays for a parking space in town so it makes sense.
TC/702 Private Car I drive!
TC/704 On Foot I walk from school and stay in town for a while.
TC/706 On Foot Its easier to wslk the 40mins than use public transport or park up
TC/708 Bus Bus service is very good
TC/714 Taxi because it is the cleanest transport.
TC/716 Private Car Just passed my driving test
TC/718 Private Car I work in town and have free parking.
TC/724 On Foot Parking and I live less than 2 miles away
TC/732 Private Car Essiest
TC/734 On Foot The bus has become far too expensive. Over 3 pounds for a return to Mansfield? I am able to get a pronto to nottingham return for less than double that.
TC/736 Private Car Because it's my choice
TC/740 On Foot I live in walking distance
TC/746 Private Car It's easier, more convenient and cheaper than public transport.
TC/756 Private Car I own a car
TC/758 Bus I also come on my electric bike yo town
TC/760 Private Car Easier

TC/427 Private Car
It is still the quickest and most convenient way to travel for short trips to the town, to which I now restrict myself have twice been abused by what sounded like East Europeans for not 
being prepared to give them money and having to negotiate other people who were severely under the influence of drugs.

TC/429 Private Car Bus service reduced and expensive to use, think the tram system be extended from Hucknall to Mansfield.
TC/431 Private Car Stupid question
TC/433 Private Car More convenient but we also walk or catch the bus into town.
TC/441 On Foot I always walk into town as I live so close
TC/445 Private Car Disabled
TC/451 Private Car Buses are expensive
TC/453 Private Car Ease
TC/457 Private Car More easy to do
TC/461 Private Car I work in the town centre. I think the trains are great but the buses are not.
TC/467 Private Car No direct bus from Skegby
TC/471 On Foot live very close
TC/477 Bus I don't have a car
TC/485 Bus do not have a car,but would probably use bus anyway,as I have bus pass
TC/487 Private Car Because I'm a Waspi woman who have been affected by the state pension hike of having to wait an extra 6 yrs for a free bus pass .
TC/491 Private Car I prefer to drive as the buses are old, don't run frequently enough and are expensive.

TC/493 Private Car Travel for ease but then leave car a 10 minute walk out of town on the street because of high car park charges and unsafe parking such as the car park opposite the Swan car park.

TC/499 Private Car Convinience
TC/503 Private Car It is convenient as the car parking rate is very good compared to places like Nottingham
TC/505 On Foot I only live 15 minutes walk away and struggle to park.
TC/766 Private Car Buses are more expensive than the parking and you don't have to hang about in the cold waiting for one

TC/768 Private Car
When I didn't drive I would catch the bus but I've often been refused on buses because there are too many pushchairs so has to wait half hour for another. I find it easier now to make 
short trips to Mansfield in the car

TC/772 Bus I don't drive. Sometimes my mum will give us a lift
TC/782 Private Car Only way for me to get there
TC/786 Private Car My husband is disabled so we need to avoid walking to bus stops.
TC/806 Bus I don't drive, taxis cost too much.
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TC/810 On Foot I'm not lazy
TC/814 Private Car Would go by bus but far too expensive
TC/816 On Foot Live near centre
TC/820 Private Car If you go fairly early you can usually get a parking space although I do think it is quite expensive
TC/822 Private Car Because public transport is too expensive and very slow
TC/830 Private Car Good parking
TC/834 Bus I don't drive.
TC/836 Bus I'm a student
TC/842 Private Car I live a way out of town and public transport from here is very time consuming
TC/844 Private Car It's quicker and cheaper if I just have to nip in for an hour. £1 per hour parking vs £3.50 on the bus.
TC/846 Bus Am not able to drive at present but consider that we have an excellent bus service
TC/848 Private Car Bus service not very good from Bellamy road.
TC/509 Train Train and/or car. It doesn't allow two choices
TC/513 Private Car Convenient
TC/517 Private Car More convenient
TC/521 Private Car Get in and out as fast as poss
TC/523 Bus Live in Shirebrook
TC/527 Private Car The bus service from outside town centre after 6pm is none existence
TC/529 On Foot Live locally 20 minute walk. Parking too expensive
TC/531 Private Car As I have three children
TC/533 Private Car Too far from home to walk. Bus service isn't regular enough
TC/535 Bus I do not drive. I also feel that we need to keep cars out of town centre as far as possible.
TC/539 Private Car Convenient
TC/547 Bus Good service
TC/551 Private Car Because it is more convenient for me rather than carrying shopping all day
TC/557 On Foot I walk in because it is free. Driving into town costs money to park which I refuse to do. Which is also why I don't go into town that much.
TC/559 On Foot Quickest method
TC/561 Private Car Quicker than public transport
TC/565 Private Car Because it's quicker than public transport and I'm usually on my to of from somewhere else.
TC/571 Private Car Parking too expensive
TC/575 Private Car convenience
TC/577 On Foot I live close by.
TC/583 On Foot Because I enjoy walking and the occasional pint
TC/585 On Foot I have an active lifestyle
TC/589 Bus Haven't finished my driving lessons.

TC/591 Private Car
Buses are extortionate and unreliable. Taxis are unreliable and expensive. The train is expensive for the short journey I'd have to make (from Mansfield Woodhouse), my bicycle would 
probably not be safe to leave anywhere, I don't own a motorcycle and walking along the A60 will probably result in me contracting cancer from the fumes of the cars in the constant 
stand-still.

TC/852 Private Car Bus journeys too expensive.
TC/872 Bus Convenience/shared vehicle.
TC/876 Private Car sometimes use the bus but they finish at 6.15pm
TC/888 Private Car We sometimes walk into town too
TC/896 On Foot Public transport is poor. Trains to Nottingham should be more frequent.
TC/898 Private Car Poor public transport.
TC/900 Private Car Usually only need max 2 hours
TC/902 Taxi Meal out in restaurant
TC/906 Private Car Easier with kids
TC/908 Private Car Purely for my convenience
TC/910 Private Car We drive to make it easier for shopping
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TC/912 Private Car I do t use public transport and walking/cycling is not convenient
TC/916 Private Car Because it's true
TC/920 Taxi Easier to get to rather then messing about on a bus
TC/922 Private Car Normally drive as have to go elswhere
TC/924 Private Car This is how I travel
TC/926 Private Car I'm a branch manager so get a complementary parking space
TC/928 On Foot health
TC/597 On Foot Local
TC/599 On Foot I live close enough to walk

TC/603 Private Car
I live within 5 mins drive of the town centre. Regular shopping is achievable in less than an hour, making car parking affordable. Not using too much fuel. In addition,it assis with easy bag 
carrying, helping with minor disabilities.

TC/605 Private Car It's more convenient than waiting for the bus
TC/609 Private Car i like exercise but my friend dads took us a few times if hes passing near the tunnel near the church when he goes somewhere
TC/615 Bus Good bus services
TC/617 Private Car Buses are too infrequent
TC/619 On Foot I don't live far from town centre
TC/627 On Foot I am in walking distance.
TC/631 Private Car Convenience and public transport is too expensive. Also it's not safe to walk home when it's dark.
TC/637 Bus Easiest method-don't drive
TC/639 On Foot I live very close

TC/641 Private Car
Buses not really inviting. If they were updated and actually felt comfortable I may consider public transport. I use public transport in other towns and cities who have the infastructure to 
enable this.

TC/643 Private Car I need my car sometimes during working hours
TC/647 Private Car I drive.
TC/651 Private Car Because I drive
TC/655 On Foot I live a 5 minute walk away.
TC/657 On Foot Close proximity.
TC/659 Private Car If I have to go into town then I either walk or go in my car, but I only go into town if I have to as I do not always feel safe
TC/663 Private Car Its easier
TC/665 Private Car Convenient as 2 adults, 2 children and a pram
TC/667 Private Car Good way to get there but car parking charges are extortionate.
TC/669 Private Car It's easiest to get there
TC/673 Private Car I am disabled so can't walk too far
TC/675 Bus I dont drive
TC/932 Bus I get the bus to work with a stagecoach megarider weekly ticket so use that to visit Mansfield.
TC/934 Private Car Wouldn't want to walk home late at night on my own ......it's not safe
TC/936 On Foot I usually walk for exercise but sometimes drive and park in Walkden St car park.
TC/938 Private Car Most convenient
TC/940 On Foot Living close by , most trips are to socialise including alcoholic drinks
TC/950 Private Car Depends what i'm in town for or where I'm coming from. If I'm coming in from work I walk, if I'm coming in from home I drive.
TC/954 Private Car Bus services are no existent.
TC/958 Private Car Most convenient
TC/960 Private Car More convenient and good availability for parking.
TC/964 On Foot The parking is too expensive it should be lowered.
TC/966 Private Car Don't like public transport
TC/677 Private Car I own a car !!
TC/679 Private Car Convienance
TC/685 Private Car We have a car so why pay for public transport
TC/687 Private Car Easier and four seasons is cheap to park at (need to get a card machine though that's annoying!)
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TC/689 Train 1i use the robin hood line daily
TC/691 Bus It depends
TC/695 Private Car Convience

TC/699 Private Car
I like to park as easily as possible to avoid walking by certain areas of town. If im not inside the four seasons. I domt feel safe. A few years ago i used to often walk into town. I would 
never do that at present.

TC/703 Private Car I live in Derbyshire Need car to get to work
TC/705 Private Car Drive from forest town
TC/707 Private Car Only visit when needto quickly
TC/709 Private Car Travelling to the station makes me anxious.
TC/713 Private Car For ease of travel
TC/715 Taxi Prefer it
TC/717 Private Car Because I have access to a car.
TC/723 Private Car Why would I not ?
TC/725 Private Car I drive.
TC/729 Private Car Dont like bus travel
TC/749 Private Car Because I drive
TC/751 Private Car Buses do not suffice. And they are expensive. Can park cheaper than a bus ticket?
TC/759 Private Car Too far to walk
TC/769 Private Car Main way of transport
TC/775 Private Car It's easiest.
TC/777 Private Car Buses are not available from my area, and tend to be expensive anyway
TC/779 On Foot Because I only pop in to use the bank, can't shop there not enough choice
TC/783 Private Car Ease. If we had a tram I'd use that.
TC/785 On Foot car parking is to expensive and buses are unreliable
TC/787 Private Car I own a car, so why would I use anything else.
TC/791 Private Car Too lazy
TC/795 Private Car Buses are shit
TC/797 Bus Car parking to expensive
TC/799 Private Car Public transport is more expensive when I have my family with me.
TC/801 Bicycle I try to walk or bike as much as I can. In need, I bus or drive/taxi if there are 2 or more of us (its just silly to pay more to go slower down the long way round!)
TC/811 Private Car I have a car
TC/813 On Foot easier
TC/815 On Foot I live close!
TC/817 Private Car Because the alternative is public transport which is not a pleasant experience
TC/821 Private Car I am still waiting for my bus pass. My state pension was deferred by 5 years 3 months due to changes to women's state pension.
TC/823 On Foot Live nearby
TC/825 Private Car Public transport too expensive
TC/827 Private Car Have parking space at place of work
TC/831 Private Car Because I find it easier, although sometimes I walk and on odd occasion I have caught a bus
TC/833 Private Car I drive!
TC/837 Private Car Because I travel by car.
TC/843 Taxi Don't like bus travel
TC/845 Private Car There isn't that many buses from Mansfield to Ollerton on the way back
TC/855 Private Car Busses are getting expensive
TC/857 Private Car Cheaper than public transport. Have a blue badge so can park for free.
TC/867 Private Car I drive a car and have trouble walking far
TC/871 Private Car Because it's cheaper than a bus
TC/873 Private Car Because I drive a car to the town centre. These really are annoying follow up questions!
TC/877 Private Car Easier than the bus.
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TC/881 Private Car Ease.
TC/887 Bus Cos i dont drive
TC/891 Private Car Quicker
TC/893 Private Car Convenience
TC/901 Private Car It's not always practical to walk because I buy heavy items and I live too far away to walk home with them.
TC/907 Private Car easier and cheaper than a bus
TC/909 Private Car I usually drive. I won't visit Mansfield for evening entertainment as the traffic wardens ticker early on a Sunday meaning risk of drink drive on Sunday morning.

TC/911 Private Car
I have two children and a husband. My husband hates busses, my children would be impossible on a bus. It is very convenient, very reasonable parking prices in comparison with 
Nottingham. There are always available parking areas.

TC/915 Private Car Convenient
TC/919 On Foot Easier than parking.
TC/925 Private Car My son is disabled
TC/927 Private Car I have a car so it's just easier.
TC/929 Private Car I sometimes drive, and sometimes walk. It depends on the weather and the reason for my visit
TC/931 Bus I can't drive
TC/933 Private Car Public transport is direbolical doesn't go where I want when I want and it's a 4 mile walk jntontown
TC/937 Bus Because I can't drive
TC/939 Private Car Convenience
TC/941 Private Car It's easier for me to use my ow car as buses are few & far between where I live.
TC/943 Private Car the bus service to Rainworth ,later on in the day is rubbish .so we have to use our own transport .
TC/945 Private Car Bus journeys take too long and staff are rude and unhelpful
TC/947 Private Car Convenient albeit too expensive to patk
TC/949 Bus Bus or walk depending on weather and health
TC/951 Private Car Bus service is shocking they are dirty
TC/953 Private Car I park outside the town centre and walk.
TC/957 On Foot Saves paying on Parking and finding a space. I live within 15 minutes walk of the town centre.
TC/959 Private Car Because I drive!
TC/969 Private Car Buses and taxis expensive
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Access Why 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q15 What do you like MOST about Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total Count
Number of Responses 73.27% 710

[Responses] 73.27% 710
[No Response] 26.73% 259

Total 100.00% 969
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TC/1 Four seasons shopping centre
TC/2 Abundance of parking facilities
TC/3 Market place hustle and bustle
TC/4 The Palace Theatre.
TC/5 There are a few shops that I like but that's it
TC/8 Not a lot.
TC/9 I'm struggling to find an answer - when the market is thriving, the town has a buzz about it but these occasions are very few and far between
TC/10 It's character, attractive buildings and an opportunity to unexpectedly meet old friends and acquaintances.
TC/11 Compact and easy to get around.
TC/12 And why Not. Jono knows how to run a bar restaurant
TC/14 Nothing
TC/15 Buildings
TC/16 Not alot
TC/17 Not a lot at the moment.
TC/18 Not much
TC/19 The people most people are open and friendly
TC/20 It is light and airy and USED to have a decent market.
TC/21 The historic buildings and viaduct and the real ale pubs (Railway, Garrison and Brown Cow).
TC/22 Its history and the way it used to be.
TC/23 Local
TC/24 The renovated area of Market Street is superb. More of the same please!
TC/26 The lovely old buildings.

TC/28
The viaduct is beautiful. St Peters Church. The walk down to the market towards the back of the Swan. There are some amazing buildings. Why is the town Mill looking so run down? What is happening with the 
barringer clock tower?

TC/30 The range of facilities available not many towns our size have a theatre, museum, shopping centre, cafes, pubs, gyms, cinema, laser quest, parks, glazy place etc..
TC/31 It's my local town and not far from my home
TC/32 I like that there is a market, that there is POTENTIAL but its not being ised.

TC/33
If im being honest not much. I believe it has declined but I do believe the private sector could do more. I believe the puropse of most units in town are obsolete and we need a major think to the whole idea of retaining 
certain buildings.

TC/34 It's where my family is from.
TC/35 M&S and Debenhams

TC/36
The people. We have the friendliest people , except for the people who speak a foreign language and do not want to integrate with us. I have tried striking up conversations with some of them and they look at you as 
though you were dirt under their feet. I also don't like being assaulted with bad language from the homeless people that wander round. Mostly the shop keepers are friendly and I don't particularly feel unsafe.

TC/38 Not sure
TC/39 Nothing stands out
TC/41 Buildings are amazing if you look up, they just need something nice underneath them.
TC/42 Shops close together
TC/43 Can't think of anything in particular
TC/44 Pie and pea man
TC/45 It's very accessible and not too big.
TC/46 Not much so we try to stay away
TC/47 Local
TC/48 Decent number of shops. Four seasons is fairly good.
TC/49 I like the size of it,it's easy to get around.
TC/50 The old buildings in the and around the Market Place
TC/52 The people - warm, friendly with a real care about the community. Definitely an asset that needs to be used more
TC/53 The lay out, town is quiet compact compared to other town centre.
TC/54 There is a good selection of shops, mainly chains, but I would prefer more independent shops. I would like to see more restaurants and outside areas for socialising.
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TC/56 the old architecture but this need urgent maintenance, just looka round dame flogan street it is crumbling and theer are so many lovely historic buildings
TC/57 The theatre
TC/58 Nothing really which is why I only visit when I need the bank
TC/61 Nothing
TC/62 Nothing at the moment, used to be a nice town
TC/63 Costa coffee an 4 seasons
TC/64 It's past history
TC/65 It's ours! My husband is Mansfield born and breed and always has great stories of how it use to be.
TC/66 It's local
TC/67 Football club?
TC/68 People are fruendly
TC/70 Close to where I live. I know the shops I want to visit and can be in and out quickly. Very rarely take time to browse
TC/71 Historic buildings
TC/72 It has a good selection of shops for the size of the town.
TC/73 Still seeing a lot of old friends around town.
TC/75 Easy to visit and convience ,love marks Spencer's ,debenhams .
TC/76 It is a beautiful old town
TC/77 There's nothing I really like about the town centre now
TC/79 Has a VERY GOOD optican
TC/80 Not much.

TC/81
Nothing at the moment as there's nothing there. I know there is a lot of homeless around and where as some of them it's not there fault but it's not mine either. When they ask for change and you apologise you have 
non then they become aggressive towards you it's not right. This is while walking to the bus station coming from work at night from the four seasons.

TC/83 Nothing
TC/84 Cafes and restaurants like Capo Lounge
TC/85 Viaduct and the old buildings
TC/86 It's close to where I live and easy to get to
TC/87 Compact
TC/88 Convenient if I can't spare the time to go to Nottingham.
TC/91 It's nearby
TC/92 I love the history of the buildings, I am not originally from the area but have been here 15 yrs now and the true Mansfield people are lovely and friendly.
TC/93 Beautiful old buildings
TC/94 Its historic buildings and feel. A relative from the USA visiting here loved the architecture and historic feel here.

TC/95
Not a huge fan, but feel like it is improving. Seeing spots like capo lounge pop up and the top end of bars and clubs are hopefully improving? More greenery, I think would make it a more pleasant place to be. More 
seating? On summer there aren't enough benches for people to sit. Some kind of installed amphitheatre seating could be cool? No idea where it's go though... By communal seating or a good court type area could draw 
more people to the town centre (similar project just given go-ahead somewhere in Notts, 8 food companies moving into a renovated church or something?) It's got a lot of potential, is probably my favourite thing.

TC/96 It has some nice buildings that just need some TLC.
TC/97 Nothing
TC/98 It still feels like a market town , like a central hub for commercial , retail and lesuire for the communities it serves. It is steeped in history and has the potential to be great again.
TC/99 There are some beautiful buildings, if you just look after them they are in bad need of cleaning
TC/100 It is a good shopping centre
TC/101 The shops cater to a variety of budgets.
TC/102 It is light and airy and USED to have a decent market.
TC/103 It is light and airy and USED to have a decent market.
TC/104 Its clean, safe and pleasant for the most part.
TC/105 Convenient
TC/106 Old buildings and railway viaduct

TC/107
Some decent buildings, the area around the Town Hall could be made to be more vibrant and have a continental feel with cafes and bars. Currently the town centre is not somewhere I want to spend any length of time. 
It's a pop in and move on.
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TC/108 Shopping
TC/109 Floral displays
TC/110 Pretty clean
TC/111 Thats a real tough one!
TC/113 Choice of shops is pretty good for a town its size. Shop staff are generally welcoming and friendly.
TC/114 My banks there
TC/115 Convenient
TC/118 Probably the museum. It's good and I like the different events they put on.
TC/119 its where i grew up
TC/120 Seem good options for bars and restaurants as well as a couple of good shops just need more
TC/123 There's not much to like at the moment
TC/124 Nothing
TC/125 Getting my hair cut
TC/126 Cant say anything actually. Had witnessed toouvh bad behaviour so now with small kids try yo avoud it all together or if have to go im doing that when kids at nursery so dont bring them with me.
TC/127 Field Mill
TC/128 The fact that most of it is pedestrianised. I also very much appreciate the seats which are dotted around.
TC/129 Good range of high street shops, plenty of independent shops offering a great range. Mansfield library is excellent.
TC/131 Looking in physical shops rather than online buying
TC/132 Museum. Odd restaurant.
TC/134 The four seasons shopping center is usually a good experience.
TC/136 Not a lot. It has some convenient shops.
TC/138 St Peter's retail park , is the nicer area and feels safer to walk around .
TC/139 Nothing hate it
TC/140 It's proximity to home
TC/141 Pet shop and capo lounge
TC/142 It's proximity to where I live
TC/143 The way out
TC/144 Market square
TC/145 The people (perhaps not the chavs that loiter around though)
TC/148 The history, old buildings
TC/149 Compact
TC/150 I can get the basics I need in my lunch.
TC/152 The shopping centre
TC/154 The architecture is lovely, most of the people are polite and there's a few good places to socialise.
TC/155 It's no to far away.
TC/156 It is close
TC/158 The people, the market and venders.
TC/159 Tongue in cheek. The way out
TC/163 Nothing
TC/164 Variety of shops
TC/165 Not a single thing, I'd move away if I could
TC/166 The summer events have been consistent since I was younger.
TC/167 its a friendly town where you can meet friends and go for a coffee or to browse around the shops in the 4 seasons center
TC/168 its a friendly town where you can meet friends and go for a coffee or to browse around the shops in the 4 seasons center
TC/169 Nothing
TC/170 A60 South.
TC/172 There is a reasonable amount of decent shops to be fair.
TC/174 Public houses
TC/176 Marks and spencers
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TC/177 Close proximity to my house,
TC/178 Handy to shop and go out in Good taxi services
TC/179 Nice walk in. Nice in summer flowees are good
TC/181 I did like the flee market but even thats going down hill
TC/183 Convenient
TC/185 I don't it's dead and needs starting again
TC/186 The buildings. We have some beautiful buildings in town, it's just a shame to see them most empty.
TC/188 Few of shops are ok
TC/189 Four seasons, feels safe as there is hardly any antisocial behaviour in there.
TC/190 Being part of the community
TC/191 4 seasons shopping centre, museum, theatre
TC/193 Now nothing 5-10 years ago everything
TC/196 It is my local town and has been all my life. For that reason I do try to patronise it, to try and keep it going.
TC/197 I used to love the town , it's people, the architecture , the spirit , and the safe feeling it had . Now there's really not a lot to like .
TC/198 The road out of it
TC/199 Still having a Marks and Spencer.
TC/200 Nothing the most, there is no one thing that stands out
TC/201 Not much
TC/202 Not much of late
TC/204 Nothing the town is dying
TC/207 The variety of shops, bars and cafes
TC/208 Not a lot nowadays.
TC/210 It's close by
TC/211 Not much
TC/212 Very little
TC/213 Some of the architecture of the buildings are interesting
TC/214 The local feel. We need more specialist family owned shops but a few national brands too.
TC/215 mansfields a great place it just needs to get back to how it was
TC/216 Nothing
TC/217 Its near
TC/219 The public houses that serve food and are child friendly in the daytime.
TC/220 It's close and easy for me to get to. But chesterfield just had a better feeling about it. I tend to shop on the outskirts of Mansfield now and don't go into the middle very often.
TC/222 Easy transport access
TC/225 Nothing
TC/226 Nothing because it is a fucking shithole these days

TC/227
Compared to quite a lot of town centres there's not many empty shops especially considering that we're not a wealthy area. We often visit other town/city centres and empty shops are a big problem - Nottingham and 
Doncaster are suffering this and recently we visited High Wycombe and Tunbridge Wells in Kent and were shocked at the number of empty shops, could hardly say Mansfield is thriving but it's doing a lot better than a 
lot of places

TC/228 The layout is good, the market place itself is good even if the market itself isn't
TC/229 Larger stores, Beales, M&S, Debenhams, Boots, HMV etc
TC/230 Reasonable Parking Charges Good shopping centre (Four Seasons) Marks and Spencer Specialist Markets
TC/231 nothing
TC/233 The market
TC/234 It's my home town and I want to be proud of it, it just needs some work. It's local.
TC/235 Not a lot, when you look up there are some lovely old buildings which have been ruined by tacky shop signs.
TC/236 Library

TC/237
The history and the viaduct, memories of growing up and how vibrant the town centre used to be, before the market was killed off through mismanagement and the town became concentrated disconnected small 
pockets of blandness, with no substantial hub to integrate them all (which the four seasons should be if it was better looking and each modernisation wasn't looking dated before even the design stage).
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TC/238 It local
TC/241 And Why Not bar, events, etc
TC/244 Not much at present it as really gone down hill in the last ten years
TC/245 Banks and hairdressers.
TC/246 Nothing really
TC/247 Taxis
TC/248 Variety of retail offer Financial offer is good at present
TC/249 Architecture
TC/250 I enjoy the friendly atmosphere in day time
TC/251 You can find everything you need in the town centre shopping wise.
TC/252 not too spread out, although the retail parks take it further out of the centre.
TC/255 It's somewhere close to pass time
TC/256 The road out
TC/257 Not a lot, it's looking run down.

TC/258
The buildings, the history, the central focus of the market square, the market itself (although the stalls can be a bit thin on the ground, with a limited range of goods). The Christmas market is lovely and creates an 
atmosphere that feels special; the lights help as well!

TC/260 I like the shops and museums
TC/261 Everything is close by
TC/262 Local and historic
TC/263 Nothing
TC/266 Not a lot at the moment
TC/267 Compact
TC/271 Nothing
TC/272 Not much if anything
TC/274 It survived
TC/276 Its size and most shops are concentrated
TC/277 It's local for me to travel to
TC/278 I used to like the market ages ago when I was a child. I like the four seasons shopping centre the most, so more shopping centres could help the town.
TC/279 Ask me again in 12 months after you have given us a great market back!
TC/280 None
TC/281 Drug users and beggars half of which arnt even homeless
TC/282 Larger stores Boots Debenhams
TC/283 Car parking is pretty cheap
TC/284 Capo lounge
TC/286 Nothing
TC/288 Nothing.
TC/289 It's lack of colour it being a place to visit
TC/290 It's beautiful buildings that no one seems to notice.
TC/291 Mansfield is a relatively cheap place to live and eat out and I have lived here all my life
TC/292 That it is close by to where I live.
TC/293 The shopping is good and the places you can eat is great.
TC/294 Its my local town - Its where I have always gone.
TC/295 The architecture of the buildings
TC/297 I live near by.
TC/298 Some of the old buildings
TC/300 I like the link between the bus and train stations, it's just a pity there are to many empty shops in town .
TC/301 Can find all your essentials.
TC/302 I like that Mansfield has independent traders who care about there customers
TC/303 Lucy's coffee shop
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TC/305 Can't think of something I like 'most' but parking is easy
TC/306 Nothing
TC/308 I do like that it still has some shops and banks so you don't have to go into a city.
TC/309 It is close to where I live!
TC/317 Cheap parking compared to Notts
TC/318 Most shops are all under one roof
TC/319 Absolutely nothing
TC/321 I like the Four Seasons shopping centre. Most of the shop's I use are in there.
TC/322 There is nothing that welcomes you it's a case of I go to town as I errands to do
TC/323 Nothing, it's vile, I hate living here and the only reason I go into mansfield is because I can't afford to go anywhere else.
TC/325 Can't really say as it is all pretty much the same
TC/326 The night life
TC/327 The library and some of the pubs which offer nice food.
TC/328 The market place if it was full again
TC/329 Not much.
TC/330 I originally lived in Nottingham. So I like how Mansfield is such a friendly community and I've always felt safe.
TC/331 It's close.
TC/332 Nothing to be honest
TC/333 Nothing

TC/334
To be honest there's nothing to like abojt the centre. It definitely needs a modernised revamp of the whole place as it is so old fashioned it doesn't attract people. But what I like the most about the centre is that the 
place is warm.

TC/335 Nothing
TC/336 Nothing
TC/338 It's easy to get to. And it's stayed true to its market heritage.
TC/339 nothing at the moment
TC/341 We finally have a Nandos
TC/342 Shopping centre
TC/343 Not lot any more I use to love the market and the indoor one I am 46 a lady and I now shop anywhere that's not Mansfield
TC/344 I like the fact that apart from the supermarkets most things you need are within close proximity to each other.
TC/346 Debenhams
TC/347 nothing
TC/348 Nothing

TC/349
Crawshaws wheb it was still open. Nowt now. We accumilate a list over a 4 week period n smash town in less than an 2hours to get out of the place before is gets busy. Normally in town before everywhere is open n 
always hit the places that get busy first.

TC/351 Shops
TC/352 Compact size
TC/356 It's all central for walking
TC/357 The old buildings, although many have been covered up.
TC/359 Christmas. The christmas events are always nice in my opinion. Always feels festive.
TC/360 It has the potential to be a great town but there is too much emphasis on making money rather than improve the community

TC/365 The road out of it cause I'm disgusted that council spend money on the town and there is no improvement what so ever. It seems they have no idea what the town needs and are just out for money

TC/368 The lunch box cafe
TC/369 It's the place I grew up and an area that I feel I know pretty well. It's familiar.
TC/370 four seasons
TC/371 Not a lot tend to go elsewhere as feel more comfortable elsewhere
TC/373 I cant even say.
TC/377 Plenty of place for food and drink
TC/380 Atmosphere
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TC/381 It has a big market place that could have more stallsplenty of cafes pubs & restaurants
TC/382 The shopping centre
TC/383 It's close
TC/384 Mansfield as a whole is my home. Ive lived here over 20 yeats and am proud to call it my home. We have a fairly good variety for shops although in my opinion too many cafes
TC/385 Local trades people, even thou there are not alot left
TC/387 The style of the town's buildings
TC/388 Capo Lounge
TC/390 Could be a nice town centre if used correctly.
TC/393 Not a lot to like
TC/395 Architecture
TC/396 Its History
TC/397 Local People giving the proper services they deserve and work for
TC/398 Good number of High street shops
TC/399 It's my home town
TC/400 Nothing to like at the moment
TC/401 It's is to try to keep the shops left open like marks and Spencer's.
TC/402 Old buildings are beautiful if you look up above garish shop fronts
TC/403 Nothing to like
TC/404 Its history and the decor of venues like andwhynot, cheeky monkeys and the industria. I love the older frontages too and am sad that so many are indisrepair
TC/405 Primark and the burger van
TC/406 Don't particularly like anything at moment.
TC/410 Local
TC/411 Nothing
TC/413 Local convenience access to banks and the off few shops but at the moment, that's about it.
TC/415 The Library ONLY.
TC/416 Used to love the friendliness of the town centre but it's a bit scary nowadays
TC/417 Their is the A617 near by that leads to Chesterfield
TC/418 Street musicians
TC/419 Marketplace.
TC/420 Debs
TC/422 Marks and Spencer, Costa coffe
TC/424 It's easy to get around, quite compact.
TC/425 Shopping centre

TC/426
I don't like anything about the town centre, it has been ruined. I think that Westgate looks awful since the little market has been moved. We have lost many stall holders since this decision was taken as their sales 
plummeted when they were moved. The empty shops look awful, there are hardly any public toilets, the Four Seasons Centre could do with a facelift and the block paving is so uneven that I am amazed there hasn't 
been a serious accident.

TC/427 The fact that it is not controlled by petty party politics and dogma
TC/428 Nothing - its a run down dump
TC/429 Our proud heritage and friendly nature. We have a city capability but a town mentality.
TC/430 The shopping centr is ok
TC/433 It's my home town.
TC/434 Debenhams library and some of the pubs
TC/436 It has been my local town all of my life so I have some loyalty towards it.
TC/437 Indoor and outdoir area, more variety and banking facilities as well as cafes
TC/438 Struggling to think of much to like, some bits like the old library, the beautiful architecture that you can see if you look up
TC/439 Shopping facilities and the choice of eateries.
TC/440 Choice of shops
TC/441 Convenient that's about it.
TC/442 Nothing
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TC/444 Nothing it's terrible
TC/445 Bank
TC/448 The facade of the old buildings around the market are very nice and could be made more of.
TC/450 That I can drive out of it.
TC/451 The nightlife
TC/453 It's home
TC/454 Friendly stall holders. I can't say that anyone thing I like the most. In good weather the market is busy which gives a good vibe to the town centre.
TC/455 Don't like anything now used to visit regularly for shopping and a night out but not anymore
TC/456 Four Seasons and very nice bus station
TC/457 The old buildings
TC/458 Nothing
TC/459 Nothing. Unless you count leaving it
TC/461 I feel there has been a big effort to clear up the centre and it does look much better. I think a lot of effort goes into Christmas decorations.
TC/462 The amount of different shops in town .
TC/464 The four seasons shopping centre.
TC/465 Andwhynot Lots of potential Good bus station
TC/466 It's close to home and easily accessible
TC/467 Easy to park
TC/468 I like two pubs in the town centre. Capo Lounge is a breath of fresh air. Something that has actually moved with the times. It's a great place to visit for food or just a coffee
TC/469 Not much! It has a few decent eating places such as and why not or cappo lounge, other than that it's a depressing place to visit.
TC/470 Retail parks
TC/471 the layout is good
TC/472 Nearest town.
TC/476 Some wonderful old buildings and architecture. Friendly people.
TC/477 It's comosct
TC/479 The market place is a fantastic attribute
TC/480 Nothing
TC/482 Up and coming cafes
TC/483 I dont really like anything about it
TC/484 Interesting and historic architecture, friendly people, buskers, good parks.
TC/485 the cheaper shops,Primark and Poundland and B&M
TC/486 The library and how clean it is.
TC/487 I like to remember of how good it used to be .
TC/488 The heritage
TC/489 Not a lot and I used to be so proud of OUR TOWN!
TC/490 Shopping nice places to eat and drink
TC/491 The library, the old buildings, the theatre.
TC/492 There is some beautiful architecture/buildings
TC/493 The retail park.
TC/494 M&S
TC/495 It's history and how beautiful it is, we are very lucky to have a viaduct, we should promote it.
TC/496 Four seasons centre
TC/498 Nothing really hence that's why i don't go in that often.
TC/499 The shops we have are good just not enough of them.
TC/500 It's convenient
TC/502 Debenhams.......whilst its still open!!
TC/503 Good price for car parking.
TC/504 The market, the people and the shopping.
TC/505 The area around the theatre. The market square itself is attractive and should be used more.
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TC/506 Compact and an attractive looking town
TC/507 At present nothing !! Go to debenhams for shopping And to and why not in the evening Otherwise totally avoid and I've lived here all Mt life
TC/508 Mansfield town centre is a complete dump Is a HGV driver I go to locks towns & city and I can say the Mansfield is a 100% dump
TC/511 Market and library
TC/512 There is little if anything to like. It is what it is a market town without as much as a decent market
TC/513 Nothing to call out, rarely have a reason to visit
TC/514 Very little . It's very poor and needs vast improvement.
TC/515 Nothing really
TC/516 Marks and Spencer's especially the food hall, supermarket quality lacks in mansfield.
TC/517 Market although it also needs bringing back to life
TC/518 Not a lot.
TC/520 I like a lot about Mansfield
TC/521 Leaving.
TC/523 Lots to do.
TC/527 Nothing
TC/528 Free parking on a sunday.
TC/529 Not much
TC/532 Not much
TC/533 The library
TC/534 It is still an individual town that has many features in its favour , friendly people and hopefully it will continue to thrive
TC/535 The Theatre, the Museum and Wilko's cafe, and also the fact that it is familiar, and I may meet a friend as I shop.
TC/536 The library is nice My hairdressers
TC/540 Staying away as much as possible
TC/543 Shops like debenhams and marks and spencer
TC/544 I like some of the architecture and the history
TC/546 Nothing
TC/547 The market but would like how it used to be bigger more choice no
TC/548 The fact its compact - you can get a fair bit done in a small area
TC/549 Nothing
TC/550 Easy to get to. Mark's and sparks food
TC/551 Eating out
TC/552 Farmers market ...European market
TC/553 Not alot
TC/556 Can't think of anything
TC/557 The Bentinck Memorial gives the town a focal point. I like the old buildings that give Mansfield it's history.
TC/558 Marks and Spencer's and Debenhams but they are not big enough,

TC/559
The beautiful old buildings above the ugly shop fronts. There are few quality shops in Mansfield nowadays - all chain stores just like every other town. Until you attract individual retainers you will not attract visitors 
from away. Center Parc visitors are attracted to Edwinstowe. There are good and original traders and excellent cafes.

TC/560 Light switch on and big events
TC/561 Enough shops in a small area so good for a quick shopping spree.
TC/562 Architecture which should be protected abd celebrated.
TC/564 Not alot
TC/565 The Mansfield Museum

TC/568 The vast majority of shop workers are usually very friendly. That's all I can say to this. Nice to see shops such as The Vinyl Shop though!! We need more choice and more independent shops but what's in it for them?

TC/570 Nothing now

TC/571
It's my hometown. It has so much to give but not enough investment into it. It seems that we have let it stagnate into a tired weary place and not moved with the times. I love the people regardless of whether they are 
home born or not and feel safe and now actually having a local MP that wants to move Mansfield into a place to visit.

TC/572 Nothing - it's a dump!
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TC/574 Nothing
TC/575 nothing

TC/576
I used to love our market. It's not the same anymore. Visiting MANSFIELD is better now we have some coffee shops and independent cafes. They shopping is poor if I want to go shopping for clothes or shoes I go to 
nottm or meadow hall.

TC/577 I love to LOOK UP!! The older buildings and parts of town are beautiful and I'm particularly proud that we have a beautifully restored Viaduct (without sounding like a right geek!).
TC/579 I like most is that the people of Mansfield stick together and when events are on people will come
TC/580 Library & Museum.
TC/581 That it is close to where I live
TC/582 I meet my relatives every Saturday. Love the Primark, Beales and Debenhams
TC/583 Its near to my house
TC/584 Unsure
TC/585 Its walking distance from my house when i want to meet friends.
TC/586 Nothing. Market in decline. Had best market for miles many years ago.nothing
TC/588 Stag and phesent
TC/589 Nothing.
TC/590 Primark and new look
TC/591 The fact that I don't have to visit it very often.
TC/594 The few independent businesses that we do have. Marks and Spencer and Debenhams. We need more retailers!
TC/596 Not a lot
TC/597 It's history and buildings (shame the beautiful cobbles were taken away)
TC/598 Historic buildings with potential for restoration
TC/599 The marketplace. It gives us an identity and a centrepoint and must be preserved
TC/600 Ease of parking
TC/601 Some decent shops, good parking
TC/602 It is pedestrianised
TC/603 The chance to visit old family favourite shops, Birds, Boots theBut her, Boots the hemis, Debenhams eat al?
TC/604 It's the closet town. It has several shops I like.
TC/605 Nothing
TC/606 Nothing x
TC/609 socialising and food
TC/610 Nothing
TC/612 The spirit of the people!
TC/614 The old buildingd
TC/615 Nothing it's awful
TC/616 I like the market when it's booming
TC/617 Capo lounge
TC/619 Its my home town!
TC/620 Proximity to where i live. Familiararity
TC/622 The layout and shopping centre
TC/624 Good sized town
TC/626 Plenty of parking. Although I only know where it is because I'm a local. Outsiders wouldn't stand a chance besides the four seasons park.
TC/627 Nothing
TC/628 Close to home, easily assessed, free car park on Sunday, wish it was free rest of the timr
TC/630 Not a lot yo be honest.
TC/631 The Mansfield 10k
TC/633 Plenty of parking
TC/634 Marks Spencer's.
TC/635 The friendliness of people.
TC/637 Proximity
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TC/638 I like the coffee shops
TC/639 The old market place We need to keep market alive Even free stall at weekends to get traders back Good coffee shops M&S food lol
TC/640 Four Seasons. So long as debenhams doesn't close. Then what will we have!
TC/641 The lovely historic buildings. We should preserve the heritage.
TC/642 Modt central areas are easily accessible.
TC/643 Existing old buildings in the town centre
TC/644 The buildings are pretty special. The market is still a good place to go, although it has declined. The shops are easy to get to and there are a couple of nice places to eat.
TC/646 Like having the Four Seasons Shopping Centre maybe needs a makeover/facelift to make it more modern, shops ok not spectacular, pubs, bars and restaurants are great tho !!
TC/647 Capo Lounge.
TC/648 Nothing anymore
TC/649 The parks around it
TC/650 The 4 seasons
TC/651 What is there to like
TC/652 Nothing
TC/654 Sadly - I really don't like Mansfield Town Centre
TC/655 We have some nice architecture,. Library is good
TC/656 I like to see the local markets when they are on. Ita nice to see some variety and life brought into the town.
TC/657 Architecture, Discount Shopping, Open Quiet Streets, Walking Groups.
TC/658 The old buildings and architecture
TC/659 Nothing
TC/660 Library. Flowers. Buskers. Market
TC/663 Historic buildings and the people
TC/664 Compact shopping area and indoor shopping centre,
TC/665 Genuinely struggle to answer
TC/666 Proximity to work
TC/668 It has character as an old town
TC/669 Shopping with friends
TC/670 I am sorry to say but there is nothing that I really like.
TC/672 It's a quick in and out which once you have parked your car.
TC/673 The lights switch in is always very good!
TC/675 Leaving
TC/676 Accessibility
TC/677 Nothing
TC/679 Not a great deal. Too many empty shops. Out of town retail units clearly have a major impact on the town centre footfall
TC/680 I like how it does seem to be slowly improving and things are on the up in comparison to some neighbouring towns.
TC/685 The historic features
TC/686 Leaving it
TC/687 Capo lounge and primark
TC/688 Some of the shops like clothe shops and some of the places to eat.
TC/689 My workplace - Poundland and my college - Independent Training College (ITS) and McDonald's
TC/690 Some of the shops - mystery design and sports direct
TC/691 Nothing apart from a couple of the shops
TC/692 Nothing even though I have lived here for 57 years since I was born Just take a trip to shrewbury the shopping and town is great
TC/694 There are some beautiful buildings in the area around St. Peter's church
TC/695 Nothing
TC/696 It has most things fairly close together.
TC/697 It's got a bank and a Costa, a few car parks offer 45 minutes free so I can nip.
TC/698 I live close by and can get there within 10 minutes in a car or 30 mins on foot.
TC/699 There are a couple of shops that are nicer in the four seasons (not cheap shops) and capo lounge is a nice bar.
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TC/700 M&S
TC/701 Convenients
TC/702 Nothing. All the shops I used to go to have closed
TC/703 My business Brimbles Shop owners that all speak to each other Rosemary centre Marks and Spencer's
TC/704 HMV.
TC/705 Not a lot. But the heritage of the town should not be forgotten in the regeneration, that's the identity of Mansfield.
TC/706 Lots of variety for a quick lunch
TC/707 Nothing any more....the council destroyed it.
TC/708 The people

TC/709
It has a wonderful history and years ago we had such community spirit. We have been left with failing town with few decent shops, fewer restaurants and too many bars and clubs. We need less pound shops and cheap 
nail salons and better shops to bring in more people to the town and create more jobs. We have beautiful old buildings that need to be maintained and protected whilst the rest is updated.

TC/711 Close to home
TC/712 On a Summers day the atmosphere is wonderful, nowhere is attractive in the wet.
TC/713 It's my town I've lived here all my life and have a loyalty to it
TC/714 Nothing
TC/715 McDonalds.
TC/717 Nothing.
TC/718 it all close by and clean.
TC/719 Easy access to shops
TC/720 Its still our home
TC/721 Easy access to shops
TC/722 shops
TC/723 Nothing it's a hole.
TC/724 The market square it could be a fantastic social area
TC/725 The food options and availability of cafes. Other than that I have no reason to go.
TC/726 Shopping
TC/727 Nice size town with fairly enough fast food places.
TC/729 There is a variety of shops and some good little cafes have opened up recently, i like Shiny Spoon and Caseys
TC/730 I like to keep my shopping local and help local businesses
TC/732 It's a nice town centre
TC/733 The road out. No I'm not kidding and I'm not making a joke of this survey. Mansfield is not nice!
TC/734 Unfortunately, nothing.
TC/735 Nothing
TC/736 Nothing
TC/739 Close in distance
TC/740 It's in walking distance
TC/741 Market
TC/742 Topshop
TC/743 Erm.....
TC/746 It's my home town and although it needs some improvements I'm proud of it.
TC/747 Some. Of the shops
TC/749 The exits
TC/755 Easily accessible for me
TC/756 Nothing
TC/758 Cheap lots variety
TC/759 Wetherspoon's!
TC/760 Indoor shopping, although needs more big names
TC/766 Banks are accessible
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TC/767 Convenience
TC/768 Shopping
TC/769 The centre is compact and easily explored
TC/770 It's history, old buildings
TC/772 Nothing
TC/773 Nothing.
TC/775 It flows nicely. Both the shopping facilities and nightlife. You can do a circuit of both.
TC/777 Old buildings
TC/779 Nothing it's very run down just look at surrounding towns
TC/782 Nothing any more

TC/783
Ease of access. Shopping experience is really poor at the moment so I can see us going further afield in the future. Big switch on is good and the winter experience is getting better. Should be a German market (or polish 
one) to underpin these events. Big switch on should tie in with a late night shopping- can't a special license be obtained for the Sunday of the event?

TC/785 nothing in particular
TC/787 Nothing much
TC/788 The history and old buildings, but lots are falling into disrepair.
TC/791 Opportunity to improve
TC/795 Nothing really.
TC/797 Not much
TC/798 Shops within close proximity to each other

TC/799
Mansfield (and Woodhouse) has nice sandstone buildings that should be cleaned up and put on show better. Businesses should be encouraged to keep thier shop fronts inkeeping with the rest of the buildings. In the 
evening use of spot lights like thoose under the viaduct at church street could be used to highlight the best features of these buildings l.

TC/800 Leaving it when I go home.
TC/801 The local community
TC/803 NOTHING
TC/808 Nothing
TC/810 It has 3 Greggs....! Bravo
TC/811 The town has a lot to offer, I would like to see more shops and a thriving town centre.
TC/812
TC/813 not a lot
TC/814 Undercover shopping
TC/815 I have lived in Mansfield all my life, but there isn't much to be proud of at the moment!
TC/816 Town is all central and still has decent footfall. You can get most things in town
TC/817 The theatre
TC/820 Nothing
TC/821 Mansfield museum, the Palace theatre, the new little Italian restaurant on Leaming street and And Why Not.
TC/822 It's like watching Jeremy Kyle for free, also like Leaving
TC/823 Friendly market holders
TC/824 The cleaners work really hard.
TC/826 Nothing
TC/828 The old buildings and their history.
TC/829 Good little theatre
TC/830 The people
TC/831 Can't think of anything at the moment , cappo lounge is ok thougha
TC/833 The people
TC/834 Closest town centre to where I live. So only convenience.
TC/836 The poor buggers suffering to carry on
TC/837 Leaving it.
TC/838 Not much, it's where I live
TC/840 There isn't much to like
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TC/841 Closeness to where I live
TC/842 Four season
TC/843 Used to like the market atmosphere , not enough encouragement for shoppers to visit , it's easier to shop on line
TC/844 Not a lot.
TC/845 Shopping the location of everything
TC/846 Very friendly feeling, everyone talks to each other. Good public furniture which is used by many
TC/847 I bring my son to most events & I love shopping
TC/848 Cafes
TC/850 Ease of access to other towns and good restaurants
TC/851 nothing
TC/853 The parks
TC/856 Four seasons
TC/857 The people
TC/858 Only good thing is the people. But that's getting worst and worst. We have a good MP but a shocking council.
TC/861 The independent cafes within the town centre.
TC/862 It's friendly atmosphere and close proximity of all the shops and parking.
TC/864 It's clean
TC/866 My home town and live close to the centre . Remember when it was booming
TC/867 The pubs are close by so not too much walking
TC/868 Free parking on a sunday
TC/870 The cleanliness.
TC/871 When an event is held, there is a fantastic atmosphere from Mansfield people
TC/872 The viaduct is quite nice.
TC/873 The remaining architecture around the town centre.
TC/875 Night life
TC/876 some nice cafes.
TC/877 The architecture of the old buildings.
TC/878 Easy parking Nice people
TC/879 The four seasons is about the best thing.

TC/880 It is quite contained but would be good to bring the outer lying independent retailers into the middle of the town centre. There is also quite a good choice of high street names still in the town centre.

TC/881 Very little.
TC/884 Restaurants - we have a good choice
TC/886 It is easy to get to.
TC/887 Easy transport access
TC/888 Not sure
TC/890 Casey's coffee bar food is lovely & fresh
TC/893 It's near!
TC/894 The town is convenient and has some decent shops, coffee shops and market.
TC/895 i live close but visit rarely as not much of interest in shops
TC/896 Lack of investment.
TC/898 Road out.
TC/899 Its rich history. The town has plenty to offer, but not enough is made of the features.
TC/900 The four seasons
TC/901 The vinyl lounge is the best shop in the area by far.
TC/902 It appears to be improving And Why Not, Cappo Lounge, The Red please let's have more upmarket pubs like this
TC/904 Four seasons
TC/906 It's home
TC/907 The architecture if you look up is great
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TC/908 Very sad to say not much these days.

TC/909
It's close, I prefer to get the train into Nottingham, or drive to Chesterfield, Newark or Retford as paying to park in Mansfield is same price as train fare, and other shopping areas mentioned offer better markets and a 
more enjoyable experience.

TC/910 It's my nearest town

TC/911
I don't really like much about the centre, its glooming, unattractive and run down. However the huge size of Mansfield gives me hope that one day it will be special and a place others would like to visit. I see 
opportunity and I like that as a community we are trying to make a change.

TC/912 When there is free parking at four seasons as it encourages me to come and have a look around

TC/913
The public that care who come together and have time for each other.i love that the shopping centre and stores work very closely together and help each other. It's all about people for me. And if I'm truly honest 
there's not much I love about Mansfield anymore as I feel it's slowly going down hill. But I do truly believe if you listen to the public you could make great change!

TC/915 All shops are in easy walking distance and accessible with pushchair.
TC/916 I don't dislike it
TC/917 The newer, more upmarket bar. Makes it feel more like Nottingham.
TC/918 The people
TC/919 The old buildings. Capo lounge - something a bit nicer in Mansfield.
TC/920 Not sure
TC/921 Close to home
TC/922 I try to support local shops and there are a a few
TC/923 The retail parks so I don't need to go into the centre.

TC/924
It is friendly there is some good shops but its like other towns and city's it needs money to invest. We need to try and get some high street shops to invest in Mansfield like they have in Chesterfield. Mansfield doesn't 
link to the retail parks easily like other towns do.

TC/925 Friendly people
TC/926 Great layout tradition style
TC/927 Debenhams which if that goes will ruin the Centre.
TC/928 people

TC/929 Unfortunately, in recent years, there is very little to like about Mansfield town centre, mainly due to massive under investment, and the huge issue with drugs. The only thing positive to say, is that it's local to me.

TC/931 The shops
TC/932 It's historical, quaint town centre. Four seasons is an eyesore though.
TC/934 We could have so much to offer .....heritage, community, close to some amazing countryside. It's a shame it's not promoted!

TC/936 Shops are generally focused in a small area. I like the old buildings and the history associated with the town which I think should be highlighted and showcased. I like the Library and the courses and talks held there.

TC/937 4 seasons
TC/938 Plenty of car parking
TC/939 Great shops nice places to eat and drink
TC/940 The potential it could have .
TC/943 its Architecture ,whats left and its History .
TC/945 Its potential
TC/946 Everything in close vixibtu
TC/947 Nothing
TC/948 The market.
TC/949 Close to home
TC/950 I think we have nice buildings.
TC/951 Debenhams
TC/954 Pubs and clubs. Mansfield Town fc. Retail parks.
TC/955 Nothing it's just close
TC/957 Like the Cafes.
TC/958 Close by
TC/959 There is my bank in Mansfield
TC/960 Four Seasons Shopping centre but would prefer greater occupation of good quality shops outside of the Centre.
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TC/962 Memories of how it used to be, a safer cleaner town with a community spirit.
TC/963 The market place
TC/964 I like the spirit of the people in Mansfield Town, however it seems to have diminished over the years as the Town has changed in a massive way.
TC/966 Nothing
TC/969 Close to home
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Like Most 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q16 What do you like LEAST about Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total Count
Number of Responses 77.92% 755

[Responses] 77.92% 755
[No Response] 22.08% 214

Total 100.00% 969
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TC/1 The crime and safety
TC/2 The dates shopping centre and rosemary centre and the disused shops
TC/3 Homeless
TC/4 The empty shops, especially the old BHS.
TC/5 The lack of decent shops, most buildings look run down and there is a lot of anti Social behaviour, I do not feel that it is a good place to take my children
TC/8 Not a lot.
TC/9 The anti social behaviour has had a massive impact on people's perception of the Town Centre. People want to feel safe in Mansfield
TC/10 The decline in shops and independent trade. Prohibitive car parking costs.
TC/11 Lots of empty shops, cheaper shops, makes the town look poor.
TC/12 Homeless spice users
TC/14 The druggies
TC/15 Closed up dirty shops,
TC/16 To many vagrents, openly drug dealing , miserable atmosphere
TC/17 Gangs of people, druggies, empty shops, expensive parking, not feeling safe
TC/18 Run down building ,poor selection of shops ,increasing gang activity

TC/19

The empty buildings we have some great architecture but it's run down Dame floggan street the mill at the bottom of bridge street the old boots shop can't you make the people who own these businesses premises look 
after them I'm ashamed that people who come here,see these places I've been inside a property owned by Brunt's and the deriliction of the property upstairs rooms no heating I don't know how they can let them out 
People used to take pride of the shop frontages when I was growing up there were very few empty buildings are the rents and rates to high? Having shops and restaurants on the outskirts of town is all well and good but 
Nottingham road for example is a nightmare to get to and the traffic congestion it has caused is also a nightmare

TC/20 It used to be friendly but now is full of foreigners and druggies. You are lucky not to come across a beggar, or druggies. More foreign languages make it difficult to converse.
TC/21 Lack of police, threatening looking groups of people, the drug culture, homelessness, lack of decent shops, CCTV that doesn't appear to function.
TC/22 How it has been allowed to become an unfriendly, unwelcoming place which is full of uncouth youths who present a threat to the elderly.
TC/23 Feels "dead" during day.
TC/24 The market. Pathetic compared to what it was, it's actually embarrassing at times. And the guy selling meat from a big van with his loudspeaker has had a lot to do with its demise.
TC/26 Empty shops, smell of drugs. Neglected premises
TC/28 The general lack of empathy regarding the anesthetics of the place. The historic buildings that are allowed to crumble. Some of the cheap nasty shops.

TC/30
1)The rise in antisocial behaviour 2) The amount of money spent on the market, I am driven mad by people going on about it and then when you ask when they last shopped their the admit to not using it! Shopping habits 
have changed! 3) There needs to be more people living in town to create footfall outside shopping hours

TC/31 The lack of things to do or lack of shopping, I feel that more needs to be done to reduce the empty shops that once were busy all the time

TC/32
The drug asdicts. The enpty shops.The amount of foriegn shops opening, manafield is loosing its identity and they look trashy. The lack of resturants and high quality bars. The character in The buildings being lost by 
rubbish shop fronts that arent cared for.

TC/33 The layout

TC/34
EImmigrants have started to creep in. Mansfield, always a peaceful, safe, friendly suburban town, is becoming ghettoised. Every other voice you hear in the town centre is speaking a foreign language. The taxis are being 
taken over by asians as has happened in a lot of cities, where they are not safe for women anymore. Nottingham council has put up posters around the city warning women about the dangers of 'taxi drivers'. This is what 
Mansfield has coming, it's started already, and that puts a lot of people going into the town centre.

TC/35 Empty shops
TC/36 As above, scruffy buildings, litter, vagabonds, and foreigners who have no manners and no respect for locals.
TC/38 The abuse the vandalism the unsafeness its dirty teenagers always hanging around
TC/39 Cleanliness
TC/41 Market needs to move back to Westgate, you can do something nice with the square and it's what the traders want.
TC/42 Needs more variety
TC/43 Dirty streets
TC/44 Scroats
TC/45 The atmosphere
TC/46 It's full or pound shops and cheap shops which attracts anti social behaviour
TC/47 Drug misuse
TC/48 Place looks scruffy. Could be more variety of independent retailers.
TC/49 The lack of good shopping.
TC/50 The empty shops and how some are becoming an eyesore. Dame Flogan street area is a disgrace
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TC/52
It just doesn't seem to be selling itself in terms of it's potential. Upgrading facilities (e.g. parking, buildings) are only good if you can rival others with a better offer. What would make people go to Mansfield compared to 
Nottingham or Sheffield?

TC/53 The aesthetics of the town centre and parking charges. I believe free parking or at least 2 hours free parking will encourage a resurgence in the town
TC/54 The empty shops, the homeless on the streets especially the addicts.
TC/56 all the ways into the town centre are run down, just look at the old bus station it is an eyesore as is the old tesco building. the town centre needs smartening up
TC/57 Not enough shops
TC/58 Spice heads Other drug users & alcoholics hanging around Poor shops Expensive parking Old and tired shopping centre
TC/61 Idiots that hang around there
TC/62 All the druggies anti social behaviour, feels like a ghetto.
TC/63 Ppl that don't talk Britain's an look at u so though u shit on there shoes
TC/64 Cleanliness. Worn out road markings.
TC/65 Closed shops and expensive parking costs. Also the sense it isn't loved
TC/66 Car parking charges
TC/67 Boarded up shops
TC/68 Too many empty shops
TC/70 Four seasons shopping centre. Very 1970's in desperate need of upgrading and reinventing.
TC/71 Rubbish and druggies
TC/72 The drug addicts loitering about
TC/73 The rubbish and empty shops and market square.
TC/75 Feeling on edge ,too many empty shops ,looks desolate ,

TC/76
The constant stream of homeless , spice addicts and undesirables , i passed 7 homeless at 8 am this morning on my way into work , also the lack of occupied stalls on the market , Mansfield when i was growing up had one 
of the best markets in the country , not much more than a dozen stalls on today ( saturday )

TC/77 Lack of shopping facilities & the near demise of a really good market.
TC/79 The atmosphere
TC/80 The druggies hanging around everywhere.
TC/81 Said above.
TC/84 E cigarette shops and litter
TC/85 The fact that a lot of shops are closed or of poor quality. Not enough modern places to eat either.
TC/86 Homelessness people on mamba and how old the town looks
TC/87 Nothing keeps me there. I go in to do what i have to do and leave again. We need the empty shops to be filled. And shopping to be upgraded.
TC/88 Lack of shop choice.
TC/91 It's drug addicts and empty shops/ market

TC/92
Mansfield District Council..... They are money grabbing with no thought on the actual people, you invest money in other places around the country and don't care about the town that once was renowned everywhere for 
its market & shopping, even when I first moved here it was amazing. Stop the high business rates, the licencing fees are ridiculous for certain things infact one of highest fees charged other than London in the country!! 
This town will continue to go down hill if you don't start thinking about the people. Fgs everyone cant be wrong, maybe start listening to us!!

TC/93 Zombies and drunks
TC/94 The loss of the market which was a great asset need to get a more vibrant feel there with more traders

TC/95
It just looks old and tired. The building are, in fairness for thenmoet-part, pretty old. 4-seasons ain't pretty, not much of it feels open and welcoming (though new bus station looks great, again, things are improving) but a 
bit of money for some well thought out face lifts for some buildings would be worth considering. Aesthetics and all that.

TC/96

Too many buildings have been allowed to become run down. There are numerous under occupied and derelict sites in and around the town centre which make the town as a whole look scruffy and uninviting. Shopping is 
pretty poor and geared to the low wage economy the town has (can't blame the retailers for that). Too many outlets have been crammed onto the leisure park at the expense of the town centre as a whole and road users 
in general. The Market is in desperate need of a revamp (look at the artisan market in Chesterfield or the street market in Loughborough for how it should be done). There is a general air of depression that hangs over the 
town like a cloud. My wife if from overseas and the first time I took her into town she asked me, `what's wrong with the people here? They all look so miserable'!

TC/97 Lack of decent shops and market
TC/98 It's current direction , the type of stores appearing , the decline of the Market , the lack of repsect for its history and the empty buildings left derelict.
TC/99 See above
TC/100 The market is now rubbish compared to a few years ago
TC/101 The shops are spread out over many retail parks as well as the town centre. With kids in tow walking between them all is not easy!
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TC/102 It used to be friendly but now is full of foreigners and druggies. You are lucky not to come across a beggar, or druggies. More foreign languages make it difficult to converse.
TC/103 It used to be friendly but now is full of foreigners and druggies. You are lucky not to come across a beggar, or druggies. More foreign languages make it difficult to converse.
TC/104 Empty premises, lack of an interesting market (nothing thst draws my intetest to it),
TC/105 ASB
TC/106 Drug users
TC/107 There isn't really a pull. It is a bit depressing and lacks vibrancy. There is a problem of not feeling safe which I don't have if I go to Nottingham.
TC/108 Going after dusk with children
TC/109 Druggies and homeless dossiers
TC/110 Homeless/drug addicts in the empty shop doorways! I do seenthem being moved on occasionally but there is still far to many around.
TC/111 Lack of anything, decent shops, kerb appeal, bars, restaurants - there isnt anything worthy of a visit.
TC/113 Anti-social behaviour.
TC/114 Not enough choice. Its mainly food or hair salons. And coffee.
TC/115 Drugs

TC/118
The empty buildings in Mansfield. There is plant we could do with them. Turn them into different places to draw new people in. It's the only thing that does bug me becuase there's too many places closing or they have 
been empty for years like the QI building

TC/119 NO INVESTMENT FROM THE COUNCIL, THEY ARE MORE INTERESTED IN SPENDING MONEY ELSEWHERE
TC/120 Too many empty buildings and the old bus station/car park and four seasons are hideous
TC/121 Too many unused shops, market being moved, lack of diversity in stalls available on market, car park charges are too high.
TC/123 Lack of funding and letting it go to the dogs councils fault
TC/124 All of it
TC/125 Everything else. Needs a massive cash injection, needs free parking to encourage shopping.
TC/126 Lack of patroling foot officers. Empty shops. Bad lighting and dark streets . Empty shop windows. Druggies and homless .
TC/127 Lack of market compared to the past
TC/128 The drug problem.
TC/129 Having to pay for parking to be able to enjoy free facilities such as library and parks as well as to attend any of the events being used.
TC/131 Dirt, neglect and expensive parking.
TC/132 Lack of big named shops. Safety. Drug users.

TC/134
It is grey and depressing with people sleeping in doorways or sitting on the pavements young males speeding about on bikes,risks from pigeons and their mess and a general air of despondency makes for a visit only when 
absolutely nesesary.

TC/136 There's so many empty spaces and its dying a slow death.
TC/137 Dwindling market
TC/138 Seeing how run down it has become. It is very sad .The area up near Iceland has become very isolated and feels u safe if you use that car park.
TC/139 Everything
TC/140 Empty shops, no market,

TC/141
Homeless and drug users walking about - make you feel unsafe and drags the town down! Includes the kids causing ASB. Not dog friendly Not coeliac friendly Not the easiest with car parking as constantly clock watching. 
Hardly any entertainment in town

TC/142 Old run down buildings
TC/143 Low life scum all over
TC/144 Poor selection of shops, vape shops, bargain shops etc. More cafes etc would be nice so local workers could use during the day
TC/145 The derelict sites that never make progress. The plans that never happen. The hopelessness that hovers above our town as improvements are never visualised.
TC/148 Empty shops
TC/149 Empty shops
TC/150 There isn't anything special that would make me want to go for day out.
TC/152 Poor market. Compare with Chesterfield which is much better
TC/154 Too many empty buildings, homeless people begging everywhere, not enough shops and car parking.
TC/155 The level of empty shops is alarming. The market is a waste of time these days.
TC/156 It is dirty, smokey, it looks run down and poor. The shops are low standard, and the only decent places are always full.
TC/158 The spice crew, I find them terrifying , it generally puts lots of people off being in town.
TC/159 The unattractive buildings empty shop fronts and the deserted market place
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TC/163

Homeless people, drug users, litter, old declining shopping centre, empty shops, same rubbish on market every week, no where nice to eat, people are always rude and nasty, police presence is extremely rare, nothing to 
do or visit, money being wasted on boring events that block the town centre so people can't get to work or shops. Invest in proper attractions please that highlight the town's heritage such as the caves and open the town 
hall as a museum and not shops and more offices and please get the four seasons to update the building and make it more modern. Big restaurants are also needed such as a pizza hut in town centre and Chinese buffet 
restaurants would be great. Also a play centre for children and families is needed and a centre for kids and teenagers to go and get into sports and skateboarding so they are not hanging around outside McDonald's 
harassing the staff and intimidating shoppers.

TC/164 Market
TC/165 Everything, not feeling safe in the town you live in speaks massive volumes and tells you everything you need to know
TC/166 I don't like the fact that we're basically copying Nottinghamshire with the event ideas we at one stage had a mini fair growned instead of the beach, as well as party in the park.

TC/167 empty shops unless you like nail bars charity shops or e cig shops. nowhere to get fresh produce from unless you go to marks and spencer,where have all the veg stalls gone from the market on a monday?

TC/168 empty shops unless you like nail bars charity shops or e cig shops. nowhere to get fresh produce from unless you go to marks and spencer,where have all the veg stalls gone from the market on a monday?

TC/169 Everything
TC/170 A60 North.
TC/172 Looks scruffy
TC/174 Shop closures, empty shops
TC/176 The people who visit it
TC/177 Market is rubbish Shops are limited
TC/178 People on drugs Closed down shops
TC/179 Closing and empty shops. Rubbish litter. Lack of atmosphere
TC/180 Homelessness lack of investment lost identity unable to compete with other towns
TC/181 mess homeless zombies
TC/183 Lack of investment and events
TC/185 It's a run down less look at other market towns they have lovely town centres Mansfield is dropping to bits
TC/186 The homeless. Phone,vape, pound shops. Empty shops. Car parking charges.
TC/187 Lack of shops and market
TC/188 Homeless are intimidating
TC/189 Spice addicts on market/benches/phone boxes
TC/190 Too many drug addicts openly dealing in town Loud and aggressive youths
TC/191 Too many empty shops!!
TC/193 It's like a polish town
TC/194 Looks untidy and run down, doesn't appeal to families at all.

TC/196
The market used to be such a crowd puller, but unfortunately the stall holders have left the town over the last few years. The cockle and peas stall was there for decades but now, sadly even that has gone. Chesterfield has 
a great market and the crowds flock there everey week, as a consequence the shops seem to thrive, as do the cafes and restaurants. Mansfield is struggling and it is up to MDC to try and breathe some life back into it. 
There was a lovely little independent childrens wear shop on Regent Street, but they had to cease trading because the overheads were just too big for them to make an decent living, such a loss to Mansfield.

TC/197 It's a depressing place where you feel unsafe , intimidated and its really not worth the cost of parking .
TC/198 The road onto it !
TC/199 Empty shops, disappeared market and lack of individual shops to make it different.
TC/200 The overall atmosphere - small market, undesirables in the centre and the sullen appearance of empty shops
TC/201 Nothing appealing to anybody safety for elderly and no shops due to over rates etc
TC/202 Lack of shops and market.
TC/203 Councils negativity to peoples views.

TC/204
The amount of shops that are not open and are closed Mansfield mp/mayors doing nothing but bring new trades people and stores to open within the town but we will soon have 3 Aldi's? There is no variety in the town of 
Shops

TC/205 Parking. It's easier and more convenient to go to the retail park
TC/207 Boarded up shops, homelessness
TC/208 Not got any respect anymore.
TC/210 The lack of variety of shops
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TC/211 The cheap budget shops
TC/212 Bordered up shops, no flagship stores, no local identity, very poor market.
TC/213 Rough sleepers (please find them decent accommodation) The loss of so many shops, the majority are cheap shops or cheap fast food.
TC/214 The empty shops and grubby appearance. Beales and Debenhams are a joke and the four seasons is well overdue a facelift.
TC/215 How many shops are closing down
TC/216 Everything. Just don't like going into town unless I have to.
TC/217 The influx of foreigners, and lay abouts
TC/218 Empty properties Smallest market
TC/219 The gangs and drug taking.
TC/220 The old 70's look of it. The charity feel about it.

TC/222
The fact that there is so much drug use and at night time when walking through town from work there are so many drug users and dealers picking up drugs from the bins where they leave them( if i can see them im sure 
cctv can) and peopel causing anti social behaviour as an adult i dont want to walk through my home town as i feel so unsafe

TC/224 The market is dire. There are no venues for older people. It's not safe from drunken abuse. Far too many foreigners.
TC/225 Everything

TC/227
Stockwell Gate from the Four Seasons entrance to the old bus station, and the area between the Four Seasons and Rosemary centre/old bus station. 60's and 70's town planners created a horrible, ugly mess which I hope 
will be knocked down soon.

TC/228 Lack of variety in the shops and that there's nothing to do there in the evening unless you want to go to the pub or go for a meal
TC/229 Empty shops, deteriorated market

TC/230 People hanging around on street and Doorways Quality of some traders on market. Better Food Vendors and Market traders would attract more people onto the market. Some Market traders don't take card payments.

TC/231 boring nothing to go there for
TC/233 Parking and people on drugs
TC/234 How rundown it's become and how many cafes there are in places were shops once's used to be.
TC/235 Gangs of young men, poor choice of shops, poor paving, drug users.
TC/236 No visible security. Too much unused space around market. Nowhere to call in and park for half hour free or easy access to shops
TC/237 Intolerance, the drug use is out of control, lack of variety. The police are stretched, sports is a peripheral thing after closing so many facilities. Antisocial behaviour and theft is rife.
TC/238 It's lack of anything
TC/239 All the Poles
TC/241 Mamba users intimidating the public.
TC/244 Lack of shops and atmosphere
TC/245 Looks old and run down. no investment, very quiet and little choice.
TC/246 There is a lot to list which I would rather speak to someone
TC/247 Need a better taxi rank on queen street only as spaces for 4 at one time need a taxi rank on the market as there are to many hill to walk up to get to the rank
TC/248 Too many empty premises Shocking state of the pedestrian areas, uneven & bricks loose
TC/249 Ghost town
TC/250 Homeless people in empty shop doorway and drug users out the face

TC/251
- It doesn't feel like a nice town centre. Maybe if we cleaned the building fronts up and shop signage they would look better. Can businesses not apply for grants to do this- maybe flag to businesses what grants are 
available better. - All Mansfield has a

TC/252 undesirables feeling uneasy, threatened youths being boystrous and mouthy
TC/255 The people in it drunk, drugged and homeless
TC/256 None English speakers
TC/257 Looks run down Too many empty shop spaces Drug users Xpensive car park fees
TC/258 Shops closing, shops unoccupied. I'd like to see a parent/child shopping support system for the centre, where children can be looked after for a small fee and parents can shop in relative peace!
TC/259 Empty shops, whole place looks down in the mouth
TC/260 The people the drug user all over thstreets
TC/261 Poor quality of shops
TC/262 Homeless problems, closed shops and grubby appearance
TC/263 Too many low quality shops, nightlife poor, market shocking, nothing to attract me to visit Mansfield would rather go to chesterfield or Newark
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TC/266 The amount of drug abusers lurking about its very intimidating and also the homeless as it's not their fault a lot ov the time but it's not nice to have to see maybe more facilities should be sorted for them

TC/267 Empty commercial premises
TC/271 The scruffy appearance
TC/272 Lack of safety
TC/274 The neglect of the encouragement to bring long term tennants into the town. The issue of Drug and alcohol abuse
TC/276 It looks scruffy and uninviting
TC/277 The drug users
TC/278 Yobs that hang around in the evening in groups on the mansfield market.
TC/279 Lack of market!
TC/280 The way it is run should do light switch on Thursday night like it used to be
TC/281 The drug users and beggars half of such arnt even homeless
TC/282 Unemployed spice users very scary and intimidating
TC/283 Half the shops are empty. You have the homeless in every doorway because not enough is being done for them.
TC/284 Market area looks messy.

TC/286 That the little market was moved.plus the market is rubbish.. the state of the empty shops plus shopping in mansfield is rubbish.. the amount of unsavory people hanging about which can be scary and intimidating..

TC/288 Antisocial behavior.

TC/289
Empty shops and properties both council and private owned . If the rents and rates where lower they would be full . Sitting on these of the good times will come will not happen. Just look at the big companies that are 
closing shops if they do not get rent reductions

TC/290 The fact we are losing our shops.

TC/291 Seeing all the drug takers in shop doorways, not enough decent shops, I think a lot of money is wasted by the council on things like an ice skating rink, redoing the market area even though there arnt that many stalls out,

TC/292 Nothing there and how many drug addicts and thefts there is I just do not feel safe with my children or myself.
TC/293 To many empty shops mostly because of greedy landlords
TC/294 Drug users around town
TC/295 It's decline since Tesco were granted planning permission for the store on Chesterfield Road.
TC/297 Homeless. Drug takers.
TC/298 The lack of shops and the feeling of insecurity
TC/300 Because there are to many empty shops it makes the town look untidy .
TC/301 Boring town, nothing fun to do. You have a theatre but the shows are all unappealing. Why not bring in some hit shows and musicals or real artists instead of tribute acts. Its very off putting.
TC/302 I don't like that the above independent traders are not being looked after and market traders are not being encouraged into the town
TC/303 Empty shops

TC/305
How run down the four seasons is, it's not attractive and with it still existing we won't attract new businesses in the area. We need desperate modernisation, in the short term yes it will be expensive but in the long term it 
would pay off. More people visiting would increase revenue in car parking, more stores ranging to be in Mansfield etc etc

TC/306 It's an eyesore
TC/308 It looks unloved, old and tired. Not somewhere to be proud of.
TC/309 Looks tired and some undesirable people
TC/310 Parking
TC/311 Car park prices.
TC/317 The lifts need upgrading. Wait far too long. Unable to pay for parking via debit card, didn't realise we were still in the 80s Too many shops closing down
TC/318 Not enough shops
TC/319 Everything I saw today
TC/321 As previously said it's the drugged up people begging and being a nuisance that puts me off.
TC/322 Feel unsafe, town is dirty and scruffy. Homeless people hanging around market place and outside Lloyd's and on the service road near Debenhams people sat on fire escape and gathering in groups
TC/323 The council, they have turned this town into a figurative toilet that no one in their right mind would want to visit or invest in.
TC/325 The amount of empty shops there are now. The way some of the cyclists tear through the town centre and the druggies
TC/326 Empty shops and a very poor market with out a good market a shops I may as well go elsewhere
TC/327 Where to start? The empty shops, the litter, the homeless and the unemployed. There is zero entertainment in town and even the events that the council put on aren't worth the time
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TC/328 Everything. I'm embarrassed to live here
TC/329 Drug addicts, lack of shops compared to what there used to be.
TC/330 Hasn't got a large variety of shops.
TC/331 The way it's run
TC/332 Don't feel safe Homeless people
TC/333 The whole thing it's not safe to go into town , my son nearly got robbed and stabbed in the town , something needs to be done about the spice , it's scary
TC/334 It's unatractive. My brother nearly got stabbed to death in the centre and there's spice heads everywhere. Why would kids ever want to go to the centre because of that? Absolutely atrocious.
TC/335 The amount of chavs and rent is far to high leaving multiple buildings empty
TC/336 It is depressing my grandson nearly got robbed and stabbed with the perpatrature getting 8 years, the whole place is not nice and I'm very sorry to think how it was and how it is now.
TC/338 The shops. They are horrendous. Most are Cheap and nasty. The shops in the four seasons are a little better than outside.
TC/339 the anti social behaviour the drug takers
TC/341 The traffic lights at Sainsbury's preventing anyone getting in or out of town. Also the lack of decent shops and more so the lack of decent restaurants. No more Greggs please ?
TC/342 Dirty scruffy under invested town center
TC/343 The shopping you have to go out of the central area and walk to St. Peter's way to get most things it's gone down hill for shopping
TC/344 Not keen on the market to be honest, lot's of stalls but more empty than full. Mansfield needs to attract more market stall holders as this is the hub of the town.
TC/346 Vagrants and those obviously off their heads. Empty shops. Lack of disabled parking.
TC/347 Not enough stalls on market days , I remember when market was big and we stood in queues to get served and had a natter while waiting ,now it is get served on your way ,
TC/348 That you've destroyed the market and flea market
TC/349 Too busy with twits n chavs. Parent child parking doesnt excist!!!!
TC/351 The derelict old bus station and half empty rosemary centre
TC/352 Not enough department stores or boutiques
TC/356 The drugies hanging about in centra
TC/357 Lack of choice/range of stores that I prefer (Yummi, Joules)

TC/359
It's something that cannot particularly be controlled. But the centre really needs more enticing shops that are going to bring more residents to the town centre. If it had better shops, i would find myself coming to the 
centre more often. Obviously it's just how you get shops to open up in the centre.

TC/360 There are too many empty shops and buildings
TC/361 There are more empty shops than there is open shops.
TC/362 The way the heart has been ripped out of a lovely town in the name of improvement
TC/364 It's a mess that needs millions of investment. No reason to go into town centre.
TC/365 Everything cause it's an eyesore with all the closed shops and nothing to actually do in the town
TC/368 The amount of homeless people they all need helping and it's seems like no one wants to help the
TC/369 It's depressing....you see empty shops, druggies and drunks. It just feels miserable. There's no positive atmosphere, nothing pretty or inviting in the town centre.
TC/370 too many drug addicts and too much theft
TC/371 Quite a lot, but main thing shops are so spread out, banks to far away from shops, nearly everything turns in to a cafe or food shop
TC/375 It looks run down and lost
TC/376 Drugs Begging Empty shops
TC/377 Drug users The litter Rubbish market People that just hang around with nothing else to do all day but shout and swear at people
TC/378 Scruffy lads/men hanging about.
TC/380 Safety

TC/381
The buskers the beggars and the gangs hanging around shops plus the parking charges could be cheaper or free for a couple of hours. Tha market is not the same since the littke market was shut and combined there is less 
on there now than there was prior to this

TC/382 All the nail bars and foreign food shops
TC/383 The shopping facilities are lacking,need some decent upmarket shops.
TC/384 The market place
TC/385 High rents
TC/387 Choice of shopping
TC/388 The emphasis on retail.
TC/389 Far too many barbers instead of shops. Empty shops . Getting less oportunities to vary shopping experiance .
TC/390 Deserted market. Lack of choice of shops. Lack of national brands. High profile homeless and drugs use. No coordinated business plan.
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TC/395 Visible drug use
TC/396 Its Image
TC/397 Drugs Empty Shops No Entertainment No Nightlife Car Parking Fees
TC/398 Derelict buildings and ugly buildings like 4seasons car park and the old bus station
TC/399 Dirty, poor choice, too many drug addicts and homeless markets died could go on
TC/400 The fact that the council have let it run down with no sense of pride attached to making Mansfield great
TC/401 Shops closing and left empty.
TC/402 Full of cheap shops - bargain this, pound that. Where are the boutiques?

TC/404
It depresses me going there. the square is nice, as is the area around the museum and down from there but there is a lack of community feel that you get in chesterfield, which seems to care more about itself. Id like to 
see a lot more boutique type shops and a study to see if shop opening hours could be later on to encourage more families in in the evening. I find the Queens building to be a stark opposite to its surrounds and feel that 
the big Victorian walls could have more street art on and streets like dame duchy street should be compulsory purchased and the frontages maintained before someone finds and excuse to knock it down.

TC/405 Drug addicts hanging around homeless begging and swearing at you when you don't give any money. The amount of pigeons and their mess on the floor. Car park prices and no real restaurants in the centre

TC/406 All the shops are either hairdressers cafes and take away fast food (Not a healthy choice) in times of obesity. The market area is under used. Hate when fair rides are in the market and Berger vans.
TC/410 Anti social behaviour drug use
TC/411 Everything it's rubish
TC/413 The overall look of the town centre. It's hardly modern. The facilities are bare and there seems to be more and more closures every month. It makes the place look deserted and uncared for.

TC/415
The lack of a Leisure-Retail Development to match Nottingham & Leeds that enhances Shopping alingside Leisure with a Cinema & Dining, etc with longer opening times (9am to 10pm). That will get people back into 
Mansfield.

TC/416 Stranger in your own town
TC/417 Shut shops, lack of funding put in to it, anti social behaviour, dirty run down. Expensive to park,
TC/418 Market, poverty, smoking, litter and lack of nice shops
TC/419 Cigarette smoke.
TC/420 the market, there is nothing on it I would buy
TC/422 The volume of Eastern European language speaking people
TC/424 Nothing stands out.
TC/425 Expensive parking
TC/426 The fact that it used to be much better.
TC/427 Its inability to make the town more attractive to visit and its current policy of investinh out of area
TC/428 Everything - its a run down dump!! No decent coffee shops, no decent cafes. Zombies everywhere you look on drugs, Empty shops, a run down market. Why would anyone want to visit here???
TC/429 So outdated and under invested in proper areas. Alot of wasted money spent on least return and spending money outside of Mansfield.
TC/430 It a cold miserable place. Market is not very good any more.
TC/431 The disgraceful way the centre has been left to deteriorate through neglect and short sightedness Of the current administration
TC/432 The space which could be made useful
TC/433 Lack of shops, choice, entertainment. There's always homeless people hanging around, people on drugs or sales people stopping you every 5 minutes.

TC/434
Shops are dying off one by one and not much is being replaced, low rent would encourage more retailers Also there's not much for young children. The only place I can really take my small child for a little play whilst eating 
is Wilkos or McDonald's.. more eating and play venues please

TC/436 Empty shops, loutish behaviour, litter and a general lack of smartness.
TC/437 Too many empty spaces/shops
TC/438 Hard to pick just one... The bid team seems to be a pointless entity that the sho owners pay a lot for
TC/439 Anti social behaviour large gangs/groups of kids clearly on drugs. People walking around drinking alcohol in the day.
TC/440 Lack of shops
TC/441 The drug addicts and homeless people have made it a scary place.
TC/442 Everything, especially the amount of homeless drug addicts and the overwhelming majority of Eastern European immigrants who cause us to feel like the foreigners.
TC/443 Shortage of quality shops and poor market
TC/444 Everything it's terrible
TC/445 Idiots that are there and no control, drug deals going on as I was withdrawing money from cash point, just depressing.
TC/447 The market as lost its appeal been a disgrace since it was altered. Full of drug addicts and down and outs.
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TC/448 The lack of "nice" places to eat or drink
TC/450 The depressing rundown feel and limited variety of shops.

TC/451
The look of it, and the people and behaviour around it. I also think that the market is an eye sore and they don't sell anything anyone would actually want to buy, apart from the fruit and veg stalls. Mansfield looks tacky 
and no one in my generation wants to stay and live here when they are able to move out.

TC/453 Lack of shops.
TC/454 Lack of shops. It just looks like the town centre needs a fresh coat of paint. People hanging around sitting on the stalls at night. Empty market stalls every market day.
TC/455 It's run down dirty and needs updating
TC/456 The drug uses and homeless people begging. The boarded up shops.
TC/457 Traffic in and around the market area
TC/458 The amount of homeless & empty shop units also the amount of cars that go into the pedestrian area
TC/459 The shops are appalling
TC/460 People on drugs and gangs being abusive

TC/461
The town centre is not thriving and there is a lack of community now. Although there has been a crackdown on antisocial behaviour and drug takers I still think it can be intimidating for some to visit. I don't like bringing 
my children into the town. The shopping choice is so poor and there is a lack of quality shops.

TC/462 The amount of young groups of youths around the market
TC/464 Too many empty shop units.
TC/465 People / homeless people on spice Decreasing footfall Empty units Having to pay to park the car
TC/466 Homeless people hanging around, groups of men/youths hanging around but most importantly seeing drug users around the town centre
TC/467 The look of the town centre

TC/468
It is dirty and unsafe. I have lived here all my life but no longer feel safe on my own. The shops are atrocious. I never shop in Mansfield, I always travel to Nottingham or Meadowhall. Even the nicer stores such as M&S or 
Debenhams stock substandard products compared to their stores in other locations, and then wonder why they are struggling.

TC/469 Nothing to do, lack of shops, shops boarded up, no quirky small buinesses, no proper market, ugly town centre
TC/470 Anti social behaviour
TC/471 homeless begging on the streets and under subways,bridges - it frightens some young adults with disabilities and if you ignore them they sometimes shout obscenities .Dog mess on the streets too!
TC/472 Council wasting money on silly events
TC/476 Boarded up shops, dirty grotty public toilets. Landlords are allowed to let their business look untidy. Especially fast food outlets near the Palce Theatre
TC/477 It doesn't feel very safe or welcoming
TC/479 The smell of drugs
TC/480 Everything. Little market. Not enough variety of shops. Too many empty shops
TC/481 Old
TC/482 Poor selection of shops
TC/483 everything...poor market, empty shops, gangs hanging round, depressing
TC/484 poor shopping experience, no supermarkets within walking distance, homeless people.
TC/485 the run down state of Leeming Street
TC/486 How unsafe it feels and the lack of choice of shops. Everything is run down.
TC/487 Having to pinch myself to remind myself of where I actually am .

TC/488
the empty shops, the dirt, it is depressing, the Four seasons exterior is very dated and again depressing. the crowds of people standing near the entrances to the four seasons creating clouds of cigarette smoke you have to 
walk through.

TC/489 The way trees have been removed, areas that have had repairs done and not repaired either correctly or as per originality.
TC/490 Shops
TC/491 The empty shops, the drug users, the lack of quality shops.
TC/492 Some of the people who walk around swearing , looking intimidating, shouting and general lack of respect
TC/493 Unsafe. Low end quality shops, bars, restaurants, market. Poor car parking.
TC/494 Empty shops, homeless people.
TC/495 Empty shops, lack of decent market and its deserted. Also there seems to be a lot more homeless people hanging around than there used to be.
TC/496 Lack of independent retailers and public conveniences
TC/498 Scruffy looking lack of good shops
TC/499 The people that are working for charities that stop you every time you walk by!
TC/500 There isn't really anything to do, a lot of the shops in town have closed or are on the verge of closing!
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TC/501 Druggies
TC/502 Empty buildings, few independant stores, makes me disappointed that i have to travel around all the retail parks on the outskirts when there is clear space within the town itself
TC/503 Bad vibe and reputation.
TC/504 The rubbish lying around, the druggies say around and on non market days the gangs of men lying allover the stalls.
TC/505 The anti social behaviour.

TC/506 No cafe culture in the public bars, we have had some lovely weather and you have to sit indoors, especially when there are adequate space for outside seating. Is it due to high pricing if you want an outside area

TC/507 Too much to mention it
TC/508 Mansfield is a dump full stop Cut backs cut backs but the council tax will go up year after year
TC/511 Not enough variety to attract people
TC/512 It is run down and decrepit
TC/513 Overall cleanliness and selection of shops
TC/514 Lack of shops for variety, few home stores.
TC/515 All the druggies sitting in the doorways of empty shops
TC/516 People approaching me, homeless people, big issue seller, beggars for example.
TC/517 Empty shops, drug users, smaller market
TC/518 Lack of shops. Also, now that they have started charging to park in the train station car park it is no use to commuters to Nottingham.
TC/520 It is ruined by the types of people who ruin it for everyone else.
TC/521 Dated and feels unsafe
TC/523 The anti social behaviour.
TC/526 Empty businesses
TC/527 Not having a proper market
TC/528 Homeless people and drug takers. Not attractive setting. The Rosemary centre is dated. There are some beautiful builders which are run down.
TC/529 Seeing lots of homeless. It makes me sad for them
TC/532 Lack of shops and lack of activities for 7 n under
TC/533 Lack of shops
TC/534 stuck in a rut , needs to become more vibrant and positive
TC/535 Far too many empty shops....very depressing.
TC/536 It's run down Empty shops Limited restaurants. Drug addicts.
TC/538 Homeless
TC/540 The way it's administered by this council
TC/541 Drug addicts.
TC/543 Some anti social behaviour
TC/544 Lack of atmosphere in the daytime, the empty shops, tatty shops and empty market place.
TC/546 Everything
TC/547 Not many police patrols
TC/548 Groups/gaggles of people loitering about
TC/549 Dirty, expensive parking, poor choice of shops.
TC/550 Not enough shoe shops

TC/551
Vape and other low rent shops, parking should be free to encourage people to shop there. However unlike Ben Bradley seems to think other retailers need to be encouraged to stay or open sites in the town centre. 
Planning is too restricted do we really need loads of hotels ?

TC/552 Druggies....decreased size of market
TC/553 It's full of pubs and cafes
TC/554 closed shops, poor market, lack of choice for quality shopping

TC/556
Not a big enough market,when i started coming to Mansfield you couldn't move for stalls,know it's not worth coming for,and the same people hanging around with nothing better to than make the town look messy,and I 
heard about crime more than ever and I don't feel safe I only go into town when I can't get something from the supermarket,

TC/557 The cheap Eastern European shops and barbers that are springing up all over town. How many more do we need.
TC/558 Everything really it looks dated, old and needs modernising
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TC/559
Some of the people hanging around. There are beggars and I have seen people taking drugs on Westgate. Also the poor market. People came from all surrounding counties years ago. Traders stopped attending when they 
were charged a normal fee whether or not they stood.

TC/560 In the shopping center there's lots of clothes shops and zombies
TC/561 Seeing drug use. Could the money be used to support these and the homeless? Maybe policing?
TC/562 Undesirables lurking around each corner. General feel of town centre being unloved and dirty
TC/564 There to many people on spice around the town center... most off the big name shop I.e next and have moved more out off the town center
TC/565 Rubbish. Feeling unsafe

TC/568
The state of the town. Delapatated shops. The rough nature of the clientele the town attracts. Four seasons... scruffy! The amount of car parks everywhere. There must be 5 car parking spaces per head for the towns 
population!!

TC/569 The amount of drug addicts
TC/570 Gangs of youths making the elderly feel intimidated. lack of free parking. The tiny market
TC/571 Mansfield District Council. The Mayor seems totally intent on running the place down and would rather invest our money in other districts
TC/572 Everything!
TC/574 Lack of community
TC/575 lack of toilets
TC/576 The group of homeless hanging around outside the library and west gate zoned out collapse on benches through drug abus.
TC/577 It feels bleak, brown and quite aggressive in general unfortunately.

TC/579
Lack of shops parking is either expensive or full all spice heads and homeless causing trouble in town scares my niece when ur sat eating a sausage roll from Greg's and police have to come and deal with a gang of them 
She is 5 Just the general feel of town has gone it use to look pretty and feel warm the market use to be busy full of stalls but costs when tip people couldn't afford to stand

TC/580 Not enough seating or parking.
TC/581 Empty shops, no more Westgate market. It looks like a ghost town.
TC/582 Boarded up derilict shops
TC/583 Lack of pub choice, lack of resturant choice, lack of market stalls, lack of any real draw for any one who wants somthing more than a primark shoping trip and a weather spoons lunch
TC/584 Dated feel and look of the shopping Center
TC/585 Lack of pub choice, lack of resturant choice, lack of market stalls, lack of any real draw for any one who wants somthing more than a primark shoping trip and a weatherspoons lunch
TC/586 Mansfield town centre rubbish place
TC/587 Lack of decent shops, it looks outraged and broken
TC/588 Mamba users
TC/589 Everything.
TC/590 The market is expensive for fruit and vegetables
TC/591 I still have to visit it every now and then.
TC/592 that MDC have totally destroyed Mansfield town center
TC/594 It's not safe or inviting. The centre is an eyesore and needs upgrading. More shops needed and cheaper parking. Mansfield unfortunately is a dump!
TC/596 everything

TC/597
How past council have ran it to the ground, the bus station is in a dark hiden place instead of keeping it where it was and knocking down the tesco to create a walk in straight to four seasons with maybe a food hall? 
Instead stockwell gate trade all gone and not safe to walk down as dark and empty.

TC/598 Too much empty space. Poor shop signage. Lack of a heritage theme.
TC/599 How run down it looks.
TC/600 Hardly any shops, a lot of homeless around. A lot of gangs of kids making people feel unsafe.

TC/601
It's not a pleasant place to spend time. I go into Mansfield if I need to go to certain shops, but don't spend any more time in town than I need to. A lack of nice coffee shops/cafes, that aren't just Costa. It has a low income 
feel about the town, for lack of a better way to put it. Don't particularly feel safe in town.

TC/602 The lack of a vibrant market, and lack of shops in four seasons
TC/603 Surplus of charity shops and boarded-up properties
TC/604 It looks awful. Doesn't have or attract any upmarket shops.
TC/605 Nothing
TC/606 Everything
TC/608 The large amounts of litter and graffiti.
TC/609 a bit sketchy at times
TC/612 The lack of things to do/shops to shop/ places to eat
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TC/615 Everything vast improvements in all areas badly needed. Bring down rents and business rates to attract more market stalls and open more shops.
TC/616 That there are people under the influence lounging around in public
TC/617 Lack of shops
TC/619 Lack of healthy eating options and not enough shop variety!
TC/620 Just needs a boost from a few big shops or a few more boutique style shops
TC/622 Gangs
TC/624 Lack of shops
TC/626 The gangs of teenagers. The number of homeless people - they need help! The number of empty shops make it look run down.
TC/627 The drug addicts.
TC/628 Grubby, dirty looking buildings, people on drugs makes me feel uncomfortable
TC/630 Drugs drink, fighting it's what we're know for. Mansfield has a bad reputation.
TC/631 Spice heads, expensive parking
TC/632 Dirty dangerous unpleasant no nice shops or market
TC/633 Lack of shopping outside 4 seasons, non existent market, drug users, homeless,
TC/634 Very poor market we need to make the market great again like Chesterfield.
TC/635 The facilities available. Especially toilets! Pay 20p for a disgusting metal bowl.
TC/637 Spice addicts/drunks
TC/638 All the clothing shops are going. Supermarkets are taking over.
TC/639 The local 2 legged vermin ie druggies and shoplifters Makes me worry about the vulnerable older people who still travel to town to shop
TC/640 The lack of care. The many addicts in the centre. The people.

TC/641
They attitude of the people that take the town for granted and do nothing to encourage people to visit. We should be proud of our town and work towards improving public opinion of the area. I wish I possessed the 
magic wand needed to lift moral.

TC/642 The empty shops
TC/643 Council policies which are ruining a once proud and beautiful town centre

TC/644 People can be pretty aggressive and threatening. There seems to be a lot of drug use - there is a need to target the pushers and to help and support those that use drugs. It does seem to have improved a little.

TC/645
Shops look run down and four seaons always looks dirty. Half the shops are empty and boarded up and there is groups of people smoking and hanging around all over the place which is very intimidating. And people 
walking around drugged up which is scary

TC/646 Shops shutting
TC/647 No good shops. Get a Starbucks and a Waterstones
TC/648 Drab dark look Addicts roaming around
TC/649 The market and shopping centre
TC/650 Outside the 4 seasons - all the streets leading to it
TC/651 It's become drab and uninteresting
TC/654 It is looking very old,unloved and uninviting for new business. Take a look at Chesterfield and see what their. ouncil has done. Lots of people from Mansfield area are goi g to Chesterfield to shop.
TC/655 Variety of shopping.
TC/656 The empty shops, the rubbish pop up shops that open and then close within a month, and i also somtimes feel unsale especially with large groups of people just hanging around up to no good

TC/657 Groups of Youths without police presence in the evening. Lack of community interaction with physical police presence. Arrogant and distrusting council. The state of the traffic at the Nottingham road retail park.

TC/658 Drinks and anti-social behaviour
TC/659 It's dirty, unsafe and not enough shops for a good shopping experience.
TC/660 People smoking, especially outside the shopping centre, and people riding bikes down the high street.
TC/663 Feeling intimidated by the people on spice and other drugs
TC/665 Lack of nice shops Appearance of highsteet So much homeless and drug d dependent
TC/666 Empty shops and the associated, down and out 'look'.
TC/667 It's lost it's way. Used to be thriving and a place to go. Would now rather drive to Chesterfield to do shopping n
TC/668 Parking expensive
TC/669 There isn't much to do
TC/670 The groups of foreign men shouting swearing and drinking and sitting in empty shop doorways.
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TC/671 The amount of druggies and beggars is immense

TC/672
Just the lack of variety in quality shops as well as more affordable shops. If you take Derby or Nottingham (I know they are cities) for instance, there are two area quarters, basic shopping and higher end shopping so 
depending which type of shopping you are you are always going to get people spending and using restaurants, cafes local amenities etc.

TC/673 Feeling unsafe (druggies)
TC/674 Not much disabled parking without a permit
TC/675 All off it I basically run around it as its not a very nice place to be
TC/676 Overall look and feel. Run down appearance. Westgate looking tired.
TC/677 Everything
TC/679 As above
TC/680 Parking is expensive and parent and child spaces are very limited yet there is always a huge amount of disabled spaces available could something be done about that?
TC/684 Lack of free parking
TC/685 Ghost town
TC/686 Lack of investment and organisation

TC/687
Smelly, so many shops have been boarded up and shut down so it looks unwelcoming, a lot of homeless, and the underpass between the old bus station and four seasons is terrifying and smelly. Oh and the old bus station 
needsknocking down or something

TC/688 The people - i know you cant change them but it really brings the town centre down and puts people off visiting
TC/689 The drug issues, addicts, begging, homeless issues, not enough support for vulnerable people , anti social behaviour
TC/690 Lots of drug users, it makes the centre uncomfortable and i feel their behavior is unpredictable and intimidating
TC/691 There is too much violence especially on a night out - lots of trouble Lots of teenagers with attitudes hanging around outside McDonalds Drug issues Litter
TC/692 Stuffiness and atmospher
TC/694 It feels like it's getting worse despite efforts to improve it It feels unsafe, run down and uncared for (by the locals) compared to other nearby towns
TC/695 Scruffy. Homeless and drug problems
TC/696 Not enough variety.
TC/697 Drugs and homeless is a big problem for me, it makes me feel uneasy. Empty shop units makes it look really drab.

TC/698
Poor range of shops. It's better now the Spice Addicts seem to have gone. That was AWFUL! Their anti-social behaviour was terrifying. I had to call an ambulance for a couple of them. It put a lot of people off going into 
town.

TC/699 So many cheap shops. Intoxicated people everywhere. People loitering. Its awful!
TC/700 Empty shops
TC/701 The litter the empty shops and the drug users
TC/702 All of it. Don't feel safe. Would rather travel to Retford, Newark or Meadowhall

TC/703
Drug users and homeless people I don't like to walking my grandchildren or my elderly parents through town. I don't like doing my business banking without an escort as I don't feel safe. Would also be nice to see the 
market like it was 20 years ago. Used to have a good feel about it

TC/704 The fact that everywhere you go people are swearing and smoking.
TC/705 Businesses closing due to high business rents Homeless and druggies hanging in quite a few areas
TC/706 Drug users
TC/707 All the rubbish and drug addicts. Not feeling safe
TC/708 All the empty shops

TC/709
The cheap shops that encourage few people to shop in the town centre. We have a bus station and a hotel being built but what will people do when they're here? I'd get the bus to Nottingham because there isn't enough 
here. My husband and I lived in Basingstoke and that town had a similar problem and now it is thriving.

TC/711 Security and safety
TC/712 Wet days and of course the beggers etc.
TC/713 Closed dirty buildings, feeling unsafe, losing its pride or at least the council have
TC/714 Pound bakery
TC/715 Druggies.
TC/717 Some of the people that are around.
TC/718 That the homelessness is an issue and the violence is becoming worse in the town centre people feel afraid walking through the centre.
TC/719 How unsafe it is
TC/720 id like to see more for young people and an improvement in the homeless
TC/721 How unsafe it is
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Comment ID Response to this question
TC/722 homeless and drug users
TC/723 See all above.
TC/724 It is dead and feels neglected
TC/725 The drug users sleeping on the market and near children all day, everyday. It's disgusting and they need either arresting or banning from the town centre.
TC/726 The limited restaurants

TC/727
Is in drastic need for a shopping centre refurbishment in the four seasons, extremely outraged for such a large town and with the heavy footfall in Mansfield it is simply not good enough. Better toilet facilities is a must as 
the current ones are awful. If the town centre shopping centre is refurbished then more businesses are likely to place better retail stores in the town centre which encourages more people to come to Mansfield and not 
travel all the way to Nottingham to go shopping

TC/729 Too much homeless people, makes me feel uneasy walking around, litter, violent behaviour
TC/730 The drunks drug addicts and thieves hanging about
TC/732 Empty shops, run down streets such as Stockwell gate and near the old post office
TC/733 See above
TC/734 The lack of activities or shops.
TC/735 Homeless, empty shops. Paving stones whilst wearing nice shoes, wrecks your heels as they get stuck in between them. The run down parts of town.
TC/736 No decent market, it's a shamble not a market
TC/738 Drug problems and anti-social behaviour mean I do not want to shop in town with my child as I do not want them exposing to this
TC/739 Homeless people Always being asked every corner about charity sign up Time limited due to car park costs
TC/740 She comment re groups
TC/741 Rough sleepers and those walking around begging and drinking. Make people feel vunerable
TC/742 Not enough up to date shops
TC/746 The homeless, drug users and beggars hanging around everywhere.
TC/747 The dodgy people lurking about. I don't know one person that will go to the bank by themselves anymore. It's really scary
TC/749 The gangs of spiceheads and turning up at 9am to see people camped out in doorways
TC/755 The market is dismally especially since so much money went into refurbishment.
TC/756 Drugged up people, not having any unique shops or shops worth using, children's clothing shops are rare.
TC/759 The druggies and homeless people
TC/760 Cleanliness
TC/761 Too many empty retail units we need better shops to make It worth visiting rather than visiting other towns.
TC/766 The unkempt look and empty shops it's like a ghost town
TC/767 How rough it looks
TC/768 Unstable unpredictable people hanging around
TC/769 Town is starting to look neglected. Empty building, poor looking block paving and no pride in shop fronts
TC/770 The amount of empty shops, groups of people hanging around,
TC/772 Nothing Todo and too much rubbish left lying around after the night life
TC/773 Poor choice of shops.
TC/775 Empty shops, parking fees,
TC/777 Foreigners and lack of toilets.
TC/778 The people that lie asleep around town or just sat outside on the floor

TC/779
Everything compared to surrounding towns but the mayor can spend money elsewhere but not in Mansfield where its needed so very much, invest I Mansfield and bring us locals back or we'll just keep going to other 
places to eat and shop

TC/782 The entire town is depressing
TC/783 Lack of quality shops. Look at Leeds trinity - can't Westgate become covered in a similar style to make this part of an indoor experience. Could attract better retailers.
TC/785 the drug takers around
TC/786 The amount of people openly smoking weed and being under the influence of drugs. I don't want to see it never mind taking my grandchildren to see it.
TC/787 Too many nail bars, E cigarette shops and empty decaying properties
TC/788 The DRUG PROBLEM.

TC/791
Too many shops empty. Need to lower rent to bring in more businesses. Also lower ground rent for market stalls. Its empty practically. So you generate less income for the town. Whats the point in having empty shops 
and stalls when you can least generate some income on them if they have businesses inside.

TC/792 For a long time the development of the town has been poor. More should be made of the older buildings and the market place.
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Comment ID Response to this question
TC/795 The Mansfield Independent Forum, wasting cash and being unwilling to accept help/advice.
TC/797 Homeless people
TC/798 Dated, cheap looking and lack of choice of shops and restaurants
TC/799 Run down buildings, empty shop fronts and anti social behaviour
TC/800 Having to venture into it.
TC/801 The local community
TC/803 everything
TC/805 All the empty shops
TC/807 How dead it is for shops, how many drugged up people are around the monument and the market, and generally all over the 've ter
TC/810 Druggy spice heads that zombie in shop doorways..... need to be policed and kept away
TC/811 People on drugs / drunk. Council car parks are terrible and should be free to attract people to the town.
TC/812 Paying for parking
TC/813 lack of markets
TC/814 Drug addicts, pound shops. Need more variety. Bigger Primark in the old BHS store would be great
TC/815 Lack of good shops, dismal run-down appearance.
TC/816 It needs tidying and cleaning.
TC/817 The sad state of decline it is in
TC/818 Too much plannibv given to retailers outside town centre. Large retail units unfilled makes the town look shabby. Very few good independent shops.
TC/820 rough sleepers, beggars and druggies
TC/821 People on drugs and sleeping rough. The Four Seasons shopping centre needs to be reinvented it is tired and has no character.
TC/822 No variety in night life, only seems to be clubs, no refined cocktail lounges, lots of homeless in Mansfield
TC/823 Empty shopfronts
TC/824 The druggies it is scary for anyone including young children with parents and elderly

TC/826
Its it safe To many druggies and people zobiefied walking round not very family friendly The swimmimg pool is dated Not very appealing to walk round the very few shops Same as warsop the sports center was shut which 
was very well used The council are just out for themselves

TC/827 Market had been run down. Used to be a busy market but now there are very few stalls.

TC/828
Empty properties being allowed to deteriorate when owners leave them in that state when they should be told if they don't do something with them then the council will make compulsory purchase. Premises like on 
Same Flogan At have bee empty for years attracting anti social behaviour and making the town centre look more run down.

TC/829 I don't feel safe shopping here or going out. I literally come and only do what I need to then go straight home
TC/830 Recent changes in drug use
TC/831 All the things I mentioned, it seems such a shame because it was a bustling town with a good market, now its a dump
TC/833 The drug addicts and rowdy people
TC/834 Lack of interesting shops. Go in to Nottingham for proper shopping
TC/836 The rediculous pricing of parking, in which my family has to pay.
TC/837 The people who frequent it.
TC/838 Druggies and drinks at 10 in the morning
TC/840 The amount of druggies
TC/841 Expensive parking and half the shops are closed
TC/842 The lack of a market

TC/843
Chaffs hanging around ,, no atmosphere anymore ,people on bikes riding through at speed , groups of unemployed or ,,,,, homeless .. not a good advert for Mansfield , these people need help and homing not 
condemnation

TC/844 Lack of decent shops. Look at macarthur Glen in York. Even the one at junction 28 is very poor.
TC/845 Parking, chances of theft
TC/846 Empty shops.
TC/847 Spice heads & closure of shops
TC/848 Seeing a lot of empty shops and drug users that's why I only go into town when absolutely necessary.
TC/849 Rubbish parking, old buildings getting demolished, no market, kids/foreigners/druggies,homeless loitering
TC/850 Empty shops, the dated buildings like the rosemary center and four seasons - putting cladding on etc will not benefit in the long run
TC/851 how small the market is
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Comment ID Response to this question
TC/853 Empty shops, vagrants, drug crimes, far too many polish shops, not enough help to small businesses.
TC/854 All the empty shops/buildings
TC/855 No market no entertainment full of spice heads no policing
TC/856 All unoccupied premises run down and shabby
TC/857 rough sleepers, market has gone downhill with so few stalls.
TC/858 Council Shops Nothing to do.
TC/859 Lack of a proper market
TC/861 Homeless drug addicts making the town centre feel unsafe and less shops.

TC/862 Vast amount of empty shops that are not looked after and the decay of some of our fabulous old buildings. Lack of encouragement and incentives for big brands and independent reatilers to come and set up in town.

TC/864 The empty shops
TC/866 All the closed shops and lack of thought to new developments. Everything has moved to the outskirts of the town
TC/867 People hanging around in groups
TC/868 All the druggies all over the place
TC/870 More and more shops are closing, it's very sad watching the town go downhill.
TC/871 That it has become very run down and depressing place to shop

TC/872
Most things. Never really have any reason to go anymore and when I do it's always disappointing. Cheap tacky shops look awful and are full of rubbish, the market should be so much better, not enough plants/colour 
about, most bars are drab and smelly and attract characters to match, nothing interesting to do, no exciting or original events and the attitudes of some of the people is just embarrassing (going off the kind of things I 
often heard gobbed off down the streets to each other.) It's a bit like wandering into a melancholy sitcom...

TC/873 Drug users in empty shop doorways.
TC/875 Druggies n homeless people on the street. The council should do more to get them off the streets.
TC/876 The druggies
TC/877 Not enough variation of shops.
TC/878 Druggies Litter

TC/879
Empty shops, makes the town look run down and scruffy. Too many cafes, nail bars and foreign food shops and foreign barbers. The people - alot of people blatantly on drugs, teenagers shouting and swearing, bombing 
through town (including the four seasons) on bikes! The market is grim. May aswell not be one. The market place is often littered.

TC/880
On my last few visits the number of people that appear to be under the influence of drink/ drugs in the middle of the day when you have young people/ children with you was quite a shock. Also the amount of younger 
people that hang around the market area can be quite intimidating particularly when they are using bad language.

TC/881 Mess, rough sleepers, drug users, soup kitchens, rubbish and litter, empty shops, louts ...
TC/882 the street beggar's and drug problem
TC/884 Not enough variety of shops

TC/885
There are far too many empty shops, also far too much emphasis on preserving dilapidated old buildings, we should be starting afresh, no wonder we are miles behind other countries, knock them down and rebuild. More 
should also be done to tackle the issue with rough sleepers, more patrols in town centre, and heftier fines for littering

TC/886 There are not enough different high street shops.
TC/887 Drunken louts and people selling or fetching their drugs
TC/888 Druggies, lack of shops..... which sometimes means we have to go other towns.
TC/889 Ghost town
TC/890 Dingey place
TC/891 Druggies and having to pay to park.
TC/893 Shopping there is depressing. Lack of choice and shops shutting down

TC/894
There are a number of people who appear to be high on drugs in the town centre. This puts me off visiting the town especially with my kids. I think the shop fronts could benefit from a facelift . I'd like to see more 
independent traders encouraged too Chou derelict shops by offering incentives and reduced rates.

TC/895 lack of shop variations to many cafe/food outlets, charity shops,
TC/896 Lack of investment.
TC/898 It's atmosphere, deprivation, lack of culture, traffic on A60 Nottingham rd.
TC/899 The market has all but disappeared and the town centre looks shabby and deserted.
TC/900 Too spread out with empty or cheap shops in between.
TC/901 It always seems scruffy.
TC/902 No market. Closed shops. There appears to be loyalty from residents Mansfield has a negative feel to it
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TC/904 The Market
TC/906 Looks shabby and market town no more
TC/907 the town is littered with spice heads, homeless and is filthy in parts. Needs a radical makeover and serious investment
TC/908 Horrid "cheap" shops, litter and rubbish and the fact that I no longer feel particularly safe. I always think carefully where I'm going to park in relation to the places I have to visit.

TC/909
Feels run down, too many homeless people, closing/closed shops. Lack of imagination in drawing local traders and local people to market. Free Fridays - free parking, free market stalls Social Saturdays - meet your council 
representitives/MP live music on the market square.

TC/910 The drug addicts
TC/911 Scruffy shops and due to the shops we have untidy people.
TC/912 How few decent shops (not just chains) we have

TC/913
Feeling unsafe, with druggies around and crimes which I know you can't prevent all crimes I really do but I feel the crime has truly increased over the years and I hate seeing the homeless I believe more can be done I know 
the frame work company do amazing work and there always trying to help but again I believe as the public we could also make a huge change. You just need to listen and take in board more people's ideas and trials and 
error or positive it's all worth a shot.

TC/915 Biggest problem for me are the people on the spice drug hanging about like zombies. Also public toilets are disgusting- I wouldn't mind paying if they were clean.
TC/916 Spice users Gangs of drug users openly dealing Drunken behaviour at all times of day
TC/917 Empty shops and lack of big brand stores.
TC/918 The market and shops if we had a better market and better shops I wouldn't have to travel out of Mansfield for what I need
TC/919 The pervasive negativity! The deprivation is clear to see in the centre. Nothing will change until we value our residents and raise people up. It's clear that the council dislikes poorer residents!
TC/920 Kids hanging around in gangs
TC/922 Lack of shops,derilict buildings, drug user increase
TC/923 People laid about clearly under the influence of drugs.
TC/924 All the empty shops and the tiredness of the place, No Live entertainment
TC/925 Variety of shops, less big names
TC/926 Lack of shops and having to pay for parking as a customer
TC/927 The lack of shops and the price of parking.
TC/928 open drug sales closed shops

TC/929
Under investment. Filthy dilapidated buildings (especially around Dame Flogan/White Hart Street) Huge percentage of drug users wandering around, drug taking on the streets, the closure of the West Gate Market. The 
list is endless compared to how it once was.

TC/931 Not sure
TC/932 Not enough shopping and eating choice.
TC/933 The rubbish drug use gangs the feeling like a stranger in my own time lack of quality shops
TC/934 The fact the town has been bought to its knees by people not investing in the town ,promoting it and supporting it .

TC/936
I don't like seeing drunk or drugged up people in groups. It doesn't feel safe. I also feel that the town's heritage should be preserved and showcased as much as possible. A lot of historical buildings were destroyed in the 
60s and 70s and it was such a shame because heritage is a big tourist draw now.

TC/937 The Polish

TC/938
Completely run down, it's a pitiful state - spice and homelessness has taken over, we're actually thinking on moving away from Mansfield so we can raise our children away from drugs. Getting like shameless estate. 
There's nothing to do, not for cheap or free, families are struggling on the breadline and all we can afford to do is stay home. Same old shops nothing new or interesting, lots of shops closing down or relocating. Mansfield 
town ctr doesn't meet my needs any more for shopping. As it's all so spread out even Argos is miles away now

TC/939 Drug dealers and drug users frightening law abiding visitors

TC/940
The councils failure to make the necessary steps to improve . As previously mentioned the market square could be fantastic . An indoor Market with fresh foods would help no end . Beautiful buildings in the dame Flogan 
street area could be used for food/ drinks quarter . Simple stuff

TC/942 No choice of shops lots of homeless begging I no it's not there fault but it wasn't like it 2 yr ago
TC/943 the fact that things have gone down hill ,to many empty buildings of importance .and heritage
TC/945 It's old and outdated with a lack of variety or fresh retailers, no atmosphere and I feel threatened going in on my own
TC/946 Too many empty shops
TC/948 Homeless and drug users
TC/949 Depressing variety of shops
TC/950 All of the closed down shops/lack of anything interesting to do.
TC/951 Lack of toilets and market
TC/954 No office buildings. No shops. Stockwell Gate. Midwirth Street. Druggies.
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TC/955 It's so run down and in recession
TC/957 Untidiness, lack of shops and amount of homeless on the street.
TC/958 Feeling of being extremely tired and run down

TC/959
The town has been taken over by Eastern European's that I find are very intimidating and have in the past been very aggressive especially around the shops and supermarkets or tesco's and druggies and homeless that 
make me and my family feel unsafe but also sad!

TC/960 Run-down feel.
TC/961 The drug users and alcoholics, the town centre is intimidating and unwelcoming. Too many shops closed down, the market is poor. I do not visit any more the place is awful.
TC/962 Drug users, homeless people and the general dirt and uncleanliness. This is no longer a safe or inviting town. Shops are a disgrace with little to bring people in.
TC/963 The old buildings just sitting there
TC/964 Seeing the people begging on the streets and the boarded up shops.
TC/969 The mayor and other fat cats. The drug addicts hanging around and the gangs. Lack of good shops in town.
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Like Least 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q17 Gender

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 92.05% - 892

Male 33.64% 36.55% 326
Female 58.41% 63.45% 566
[No Response] 7.95% - 77

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Gender 

Male

Female
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Q18 Age group

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 93.19% - 903

Under 16 0.31% 0.33% 3
16-25 8.77% 9.41% 85
26-35 18.99% 20.38% 184
36-45 23.01% 24.70% 223
46-55 21.26% 22.81% 206
56-65 13.62% 14.62% 132
66+ 7.22% 7.75% 70
[No Response] 6.81% - 66

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Age Group 
Under 16

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

66+
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Q19 Would you like to fill in other online surveys in the future to help guide the delivery of 
Mansfield District Council services?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 92.26% - 894

Yes 35.91% 38.93% 348
No 56.35% 61.07% 546
[No Response] 7.74% - 75

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Future Surveys 

Yes

No
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Q20 Email Address

% Total Count
Number of Responses 32.51% 315

[Responses] 32.51% 315
[No Response] 67.49% 654

Total 100.00% 969
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Email Address 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q21 Name

% Total Count
Number of Responses 32.51% 315

[Responses] 32.51% 315
[No Response] 67.49% 654

Total 100.00% 969
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Name 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q22 Are there enough leisure and entertainment facilities in Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 98.66% - 956

Yes 31.37% 31.80% 304
No 67.29% 68.20% 652
[No Response] 1.34% - 13

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Leisure and Entertainment 

Yes

No
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Q23 Please state the reason for your last answer

% Total Count
Number of Responses 65.84% 638

[Responses] 65.84% 638
[No Response] 34.16% 331

Total 100.00% 969
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/2 Yes I agree, although most are just outside the town centre
TC/3 No All spilt up around the town

TC/4 Yes There is a good theatre which has a good variety of performances all year round, Odeon pictures just outside of town, together with a good number of restaurants to choose from now.

TC/5 No There are no leisure facilities in the town centre and events are only held on certain occasions
TC/8 No Mansfield Museum, the Library, Superbowl, Westfield Folk House, Mansfield Palace Theatre and ???? Most of these do not appeal to the under 25s or the over 60s

TC/9 No
Not enough restaurants with the town centre, the lack of nice bars rather than the chains. The Ice Rink in the market square is a fantastic addition but more attractions needed ALL year 
round. The Xmas market was closed way too early - people travel far and wide to these events

TC/10 No
Lots of pubs but little for children, cinemas now out of town and apart from the Palace Theatre little other alternative entertainment. Maybe old fashioned but we used to have a very 
popular Palais de Dance, the Cavendish dance suite, the Parochial Hall, Clarkson Street Hall and the Drill Hall on Bath Street all of which hosted events suitable for all ages. Nostalgia is a 
wonderful thing and I know we can't turn the clock back but perhaps consideration could be given to resurrecting a similar venue in town.

TC/11 Yes All located at Nottingham Road, the junction on A60 needs addressing. There are plenty of pubs and restaurants.
TC/14 No There is nothing of interest to me
TC/15 No Needs more investment, especially for young people
TC/16 No Very poor all round
TC/17 No There is not much for teenagers
TC/18 No entertainment for the young 5-16 required
TC/19 No There's a lot on the outskirts but actually in the town centre very little
TC/20 No All cinemas etc are on retail parks. Only pubs and clubs in centre
TC/21 No Just take a look.
TC/22 No What do you class as entertainment? Bingo? Clubs? Gyms? What is there for the elderly?
TC/23 Yes I can't think of anything else I want

TC/24 No
For a town of its size Mansfield sadly lacks quality restaurants. There are far better facilities in Retford and Newark, never mind Nottingham. Not everyone is satisfied with McDonalds 
and Wetherspoons. At some point our Council has to realise the make up of the town population is changing.

TC/28 No No it's a cultural desert
TC/30 Yes Excellent selection of culture and leisure
TC/31 No There is nothing for family's to do that don't either cost the earth or are surrounded by homelessness

TC/32 No
Years ago, you had the village, town mill which brought people all over the country to come to the gigs, you take wveetything out of the town centre and put it on leisure parks - it ruins 
the town centre! Why not have a retro cinema? A corner house like nottingham which has crazy golf, casino, amusements, cinema, bars all in one place - the old QI club would be 
brilliant for that.

TC/33 Yes No
TC/36 No If you don't drink alcohol and coffee what is there? You can only spend so long looking around the museum and library.
TC/38 No There is nothing for toddlers or children under 9
TC/39 No Not enough choice
TC/41 Yes I have an Odeon limitless card
TC/42 No Would like more entertainment
TC/43 No Too many pubs not much of anything else
TC/44 No No cinema

TC/45 Yes
I think there is enough. There are other facilities outside of the centre, but a town centre must concentrate on at least excelling in one area. Try and do too much and you spread 
resource too thinly and nothing gets achieved.

TC/48 No I would say there is quite a bit to do in Mansfield, it's just not in the actual town centre
TC/50 No Mansfield leisure centre doesn't exist
TC/52 No Library is great but that's about it. Most entertainment is outside in the retail parks

TC/53 Yes
There is but the licensing conditions have got out of hand, the club's and bars should not be able to open later than 2pm. This would encourage people to use the pubs before hand 
instead of cheap drinking at home.

TC/54 No Few restaurants
TC/56 Yes There seems to be enough pubs but perhaps more restaurants not cafes, we have too many cafes already.
TC/57 Yes Can't fault the entertainment and leisure facilities
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/61 No There's nothing ever happens except a small sand pit
TC/63 No There is nothing for kids to do
TC/65 No No leisure facilities in town it's self, yeah there is water meadows but that outside town. Cinema is outside town. So would would people go into town?
TC/66 No Not enough in centre for young children
TC/67 No Same as previous.
TC/68 Yes They are slightly outside the xentre but there are plenty of facilities
TC/70 No There are very few outlets that aren't focused on alcohol for adults.
TC/72 No Most of the entertainment is out of the town centre
TC/75 No Not a lot for families ,not cheap enough for families .
TC/76 No All leisure facilities are out of town

TC/77 No Apart from the library, palace theatre & museum what else is there? All the cinemas have moved out of town, bowling alley is not sufficient for the town & is on the outskirts.

TC/79 No There is nothing to make you come to Mansfield and parking is difficult and expensive
TC/80 Yes Plenty of leisure facilities open.
TC/81 No It's all outside the centre and all that is in the centre aren't family friendly.
TC/83 No There all out of town
TC/84 No If I wanted entertainment I would go to the Odeon cinema and probably eat out over there too, you don't get the same experience in Mansfield town centre.
TC/85 No The town desperately needs a climbing centre.
TC/86 No There needs to be exciting things to bring youth into the town and more restaurants to boost the social scene
TC/87 No Nothing in the town centre
TC/88 Yes Plenty of bars and clubs and the theatre.
TC/91 No It's not appealing to myself

TC/92 No
There is enough for adults but not enough for kids to do with that is affordable to do daily or weekly. We are having hotels built but this does not help the town itself in terms of 
business's already here in the present day. Maybe focus some attention & money on what we already have to offer and make the town thrive again.

TC/93 No The ice rink was a great idea and more events would be good for the town

TC/95 No
Don't actually know. Definitely think it's better than it was 10 years ago, but the high street is struggling, need more stores focused on customer experience (look at pud, crunch, local 
shops engaging with customers). An E-gaming experience (VR experiences, or an escape room, that kind of thing) could go down a treat in the town centre. Especially if we lose 
Debenhams or HMV.

TC/96 No Mostly okay, but whilst the choice of restaurants has improved, there is always room for improvement. Access to the leisure park is horrendous.
TC/97 Yes Every other unit in the town centre seems to be a pub or cafe Lots of restaurants, bowling, cinema, too many gyms, plenty of leisure facilities
TC/98 Yes Water meadow , super bowl , library just to name a few.
TC/99 No There is no entertainment in the town centre apart from the theatre
TC/100 Yes We have a cinema theatre sports facilities and numerous public houses
TC/101 Yes I can always find something to do with my family and my partner.
TC/102 No All cinemas etc are on retail parks. Only pubs and clubs in centre
TC/103 No All cinemas etc are on retail parks. Only pubs and clubs in centre
TC/104 No People's shopping habits have changed, the mix of facilities in the town centre much chabfe to reflect this.
TC/105 No Leisure centre
TC/106 No No good small venues <100 capacity
TC/108 No Don't think there is
TC/109 No Town Centre gym would be a welcome addition
TC/111 No Cinema and Bowling are all I can think of - both have free parking.
TC/112 Yes Yes, there's loads to be done within the town centre.
TC/113 No I'd be more inclined to visit during the day if there was more to do, other than shop.
TC/114 No A museum a table tennis and a library... leisure?
TC/115 No I can't find anything to do
TC/118 No There isn't that many that are close. The closest one is near KFC but that's only a gym.
TC/119 No there are too much out of town activities and not based in the centre itself
TC/120 No Things are too spread it could do with some right in the centre
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TC/123 No Needs something to bring people in. Same as with warsop
TC/125 Yes Lots of pubs, a theatre and a leisure centre (although thats nearer rainworth than mansfield town centre )

TC/126 No
As everything costs there is mothing kids can enjoy. I stoped going to the beach in summer due to security i dont want my child to see people fighting shouting or as it has been last time 
some druggies throwing hot drinks at each other in the middle of market.

TC/127 Yes Loads of different bars and pubs
TC/128 Yes Because I can't think of anything that's missing.

TC/129 Yes
Plenty to do if you have funds available. That said they are all becoming increasingly expensive - over £10 for a child to go to the cinema, swimming pools all suffering price increases and 
parking charge if you want to use the library or parks. The theatre is beautiful but again is so expensive. If South Yorkshire can allow people to travel so cheaply, why can't 
Nottinghamshire?

TC/132 Yes Theatre and museum is excellent. They free things MDC put on are great but how will you sustain this without a council tax rise or better collection from non payer's.
TC/133 Yes Plenty to do.
TC/134 No Town center geared only towards young people wanting to get drunk and urinate or vomit everywhere at night.
TC/137 No Much of this seems to be out of town / on the outskirts
TC/138 No The town centre could do with a leisure centre in the centre and indoor ice rink. More affordable leisure facilities for teenagers too. Bowling is very expensive.
TC/139 No There is nothing for children to do unless they want a park full of yobs
TC/140 No There is little choice and the facilities there are, are very updated and run down

TC/141 No
What entertainment? The only thing I'm aware of is capo lounge that do social events on an evening they are brilliant, do lots of menus for coeliacs, vegans kids and are also dog 
friendly. Costa doesn't even cater for coeliac which I am - so where can I eat???? There isn't many places I can tell you that! And hardly any places are dog friendly!

TC/142 No The main swimming centre isn't on a main bus route with limited parking that also charges. There's nothing else to do in a decent building.
TC/143 No Mansfield leisure centre was never replaced

TC/145 No
To attract people to the town centre there must be a reason. Pubs aren't what they were. Apart from Mansfield Town fc, bowling, Water Meadows and a smattering of pubs and 
restaurants it might as well be closed.

TC/148 No
There was a leisure centre in the town before the council gave Tesco planning to build on its site, the nearest is oak tree lane the other side of Mansfield for alot of people we need one 
in the town centre because it definitely would get used.

TC/150 No Most things such as cinema are just outside town centre.
TC/152 Yes Plenty of bars cafes restaurants. Theatre.

TC/155 No Once upon a time, the old leisure centre was the central hub for all sports and evening entertainment. Allowing this to be knocked down has left a big void in the town centre.

TC/156 No Coventry just opened an amazing adult crazy golf, Nottingham has these and themed bars / areas. Mansfield is missing comedy, music and theatre that is compelling to attend.

TC/158 Yes The town centre is a market place
TC/159 No More needs to be done to lure people into the town ie (listen to the people )

TC/163 No
None in Mansfield town centre but I will take my son to odeon or watermeadows. Town centre needs a bigger and better museum and bigger better shops. I would also like to see a new 
shopping centre as four seasons is full of asbestos and is falling apart and old.

TC/165 No Nothing for the kids and a few lousy bars on clumber street
TC/166 No I've only known the library or the museum which are free and don't keep little minds occupied for long.
TC/167 No do you people know how much it costs to take your children to swimming baths bowling or cinema, people just cannot afford when there is more than i child.
TC/168 No do you people know how much it costs to take your children to swimming baths bowling or cinema, people just cannot afford when there is more than i child.
TC/169 No Need to attract wider audience

TC/170 No
The Palace Theatre offer is restricted and overpriced. What else is there? Pubs with occasional tribute acts? No cinema in town. Bowling? Everyone goes to Nottingham £5 return on 
Pronto bus for an evening out.

TC/172 Yes There is lots to do but things can always be improved. The cinema for instance could offer more liuxury seating however the traffic flow there is horrendous.
TC/173 No Not enough for young people to participate in that doesnt cost
TC/174 Yes Worst move was when leisure centre was closed and Tesco was allowed to build a superstore. We need another leisure centre to be built like the Sutton one.
TC/176 Yes Within Mansfield area there's enough
TC/177 Yes Loads of pubs, cinema and eateries and fitness facilities
TC/178 Yes Cinema etc really good just a lot of traffic congestion
TC/179 No Soo many closing bingo has gone whats next
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TC/181 No what leisure and entertainment ?????
TC/182 No Nothing for teens!
TC/183 No Again reinvestment required urgently
TC/184 Yes There are numerous bars cafes and restaurants in the town centre, an excellent theatre and good library facilities
TC/185 No As above there is nothing on a Monday Friday night to drag anyone into town
TC/186 Yes We have one of everything, I don't think there's need for more.
TC/189 No They all seem to be based on the outskirts of town
TC/192 No Other than shops and pubs everything else is on the edge of town
TC/193 No Again make the town desirable again
TC/194 No Nothing for families to do together.
TC/196 Yes Mansfield has more than it's fair share of amenities, often at the cost of outlying areas such as Warsop.
TC/199 Yes Pubs aplenty. A library, a museum, water meadows just a walk away.

TC/200 No
There is a library with no parking, a theatre that we don't make the most of and a museum that seems always empty. I know of no other leakier or entertainment venues. Pubs/clubs do 
not count in my opinion and have gone drastically down hill over the last 15 years

TC/201 Yes There is but why go in if you don't feel safe
TC/204 No There is nothing to do in the town centre other than the library there's nothing that draws people to our town because there's not much here
TC/207 Yes As a small town there is a lot on offer, these should be supported to provide discounts to encourage accessibility for all
TC/208 No Places have been closed down because of financial reasons but it causes problems which is down to the government.
TC/211 No Leisure facilities are very poor, since the council sold out to Tesco and lost the leisure centre

TC/213 No
Again, Cinema, swimming baths and lots of pubs. How about something like an Xscape, snow boarding and skiing centre? Something edgy! It would bring people in from miles around 
who would in turn spend money in town not the retail parks.

TC/214 Yes The town isn't for leisure facilities and I'm not sure what entertainment you'd have.
TC/217 No idea
TC/218 No There are only a few pubs
TC/219 Yes There is plenty of things for people to do.
TC/220 Yes I use the cinema but not very often as it's very expensive.
TC/222 No I feel that there isnt the variety of other towns
TC/224 No There's only the theatre for older generations.

TC/226 No
Like I said before, I travel to Notts for gigs and the transport is diabolical. It would be nice to have an option to get back into town and have a drink in my own town at a reasonable time 
and not having to leave a show early

TC/227 No Please see above

TC/228 No There's nothing entertainment wise in the town centre, unless you like pubs or sitting in McDonalds. Everything is out of the town centre, including the cinema, bowling, swimming etc

TC/229 Yes We have cinema and bowling and lots of eateries
TC/230 No Most of the better places are outside the town centre.
TC/231 dont use them never have to expensive in this day and age

TC/234 No
A cinema and a bowling venue doesn't seem to be enough of a lure; there are multiple gyms around but no activity centres like climbing walls, like an x-cape for an example, where 
everything is in one place. It would bring revenue and people to mansfield Could be a pool hall, for example when Riley's was in town.

TC/235 No There is only the theatre. Everything else is out of town.
TC/236 Yes Library, museum, superbowl. Could do with young children leisure/ soft play
TC/237 No Too much on the periphery
TC/238 No There is hardly anything left
TC/241 Yes Lots of choice of pubs, restaurants, cinema, theatre, bowling, swimming etc
TC/244 No I have had to join a private gym with swimming pool as council facilities can not be used when need due to clubs or schools so I am paying for something I can't use

TC/245 No
What is there to do in Mansfield, really? There aren't any real attractions. The theatre doesn't really have anything good to show (or they aren't promoted well enough). The museum is 
too small. And too much anti social behavior.

TC/246 No Not a lot to do in the town so I spend my money in other towns and cities for my leisure and entertainment
TC/247 No Not much happening in town on Sundays or on the week only Saturday night
TC/248 Yes I believe there are but we do not use them as they do not appeal to us.
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TC/249 No There aren't any?
TC/250 No More pubs closing as no trade comes into town and would benefit having more customers brought back to town by holding more events

TC/251 No
No, theres barely any cafes to choose from. And there ones there are (except capo louge/ and why not/ beales/ Debenhams cafÃ©) the rest seem dated and dirty and when I look at the 
outside I don't want to try any of them out. Bring in more chain restaurants, not just greggs which is around every corner

TC/255 No
There are only alcohol/ pubs or places to eat, the library may run a few things midweek that's fab for those of us who work all day every day or you can take a child which is great as long 
as you have one.

TC/256 Yes Leisure should not be a priority for Mansfield

TC/258 No
Mansfield has larger restaurant chains, but often people want a more intimate meal, so more smaller businesses would diversify the offer for local people. Entertainment consists of 
gyms, cinema, swimming pool, theatre, pubs.....yes, Mansfield has these, but nothing that will really draw in people from outside the locality to spend time and money in our 
community.

TC/259 No Unless you drink at lot , Mansfield is a desert
TC/260 No There is not very much to do apart from shops
TC/261 Yes Pubs and restaurants are fine.
TC/262 No There isn't...
TC/263 Yes Bowling, cinema, laser quest, restaurants
TC/266 Yes Pub wise nothing else ??

TC/267 No
The leisure facilities that do exist for example cinema, bingo, ten pin bowling and the vast majority of chain restaurants are all situated outside the town centre creating no incentive to 
visit the town centre and thus causing a vacuum [ghost town!]

TC/271 No Most entertainment not on town centre

TC/272 No Other than nights out their isn't anything for children to do. Could do with a play centre for child so people with kids that don't drive can take their children to a play centre in the centre.

TC/273 No Plenty of pubs but not much else
TC/274 No Unless a drinker theres nothing much for you except comercial brand eating
TC/277 No There is alot of pubs and cafes but not really much for kids
TC/278 No I want to set up my own Gaming Lounge, which would help a lot to improve the social aspect of the town.

TC/279 No It really depends on what you class as entertainment, get the market back on track, a few rides for the kids and a bit of music, bring the people back to the town centre

TC/281 Yes There could be more activities for children but I suppose there is enough to do but cost loads of money
TC/282 No Only the civic theatre and loads of pubs again it's scary st night
TC/283 No Titchfield park has a stage that only get used once a year? More outdoor cinema days?

TC/284 No I don't know if any leisure or entertainment in the town centre other than bowling. The leisure place is the one near Sainsbury's and even that is not very big or has much to offer.

TC/288 No Apart from the theatre there is nothing!
TC/289 No A part from the pubs what other entertainment is there in town
TC/290 Yes I don't come into town for leisure except to go to the Theatre a couple of times a year.
TC/291 No Most are situated in the retail areas just outside the main centre

TC/292 No
Unless you like drinking there is nothing for the children to do in or around mansfield unless you pay to go to a play centre, and the local parks are either damaged and can not be used, 
full of teenagers swearing, smoking and drinking or drug users passed out on benches or leaving there dirty needles everywhere, would rather go to Sherwood pines or rufford where I k 
ow their play Areas are well looked after and my children are going to be safe

TC/295 No Night clubs have closed but I don't know whet the council can do.... Cut business rates maybe? Because soon there will be nothing to get businesses rates from.
TC/296 No only swimming and museum around town to entertain kods or janjos playmania but they r out of town
TC/297 Yes There's more than enough pubs and clubs for the small town that we are.
TC/298 No There is very little effort that goes into family friendly entertainment without it being ridiculously high priced

TC/301 No Theres just nothing to do. You go to town centre to get any essentials but after that you want to get away and go somewhere else for fun like Nottingham, Derby, Sheffield.

TC/303 No Bowling, swimming, cinema are ok but what about indoor climbing, roller skating, escape rooms.

TC/305 No
Everywhere teenagers go to play football they either have to pay or th pitches are closed. In this weather you can't play on the grass you need an all weather pitch that is free to use like 
they have in Nottingham

TC/306 No Tell me what leisure facilities there are
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TC/308 Yes You've got gyms, bowling, bingo and cinema to name a few things you can do. More would be nice but not desperately.
TC/309 No Cinema is out of town and too expensive. Not enough for young people to do. The theatre is great!
TC/317 Yes Cinema , bowling, water meadows
TC/318 No I feel like we could do with some where better to go swimming
TC/321 No I'm really not sure if there are enough leisure facilities or not.
TC/322 No Plenty of closed and empty shops town looks very scruffy
TC/323 No There is only shops, pubs and cafes all entertainment facilities are away from the town centre and are driving trade away from the town center

TC/325 No
There wasn't an I don't know button. I don't drink and I don't do many leisure activities now, so I can't really comment on this properly. It would be nice to see more things suitable for 
people over the age of 50

TC/326 No We need more things to entertain family and children
TC/327 No One superbowl, a laser quest and one cinema ( that's also old and in vast need of modernization) there is nothing else in town at all.
TC/328 No Most pubs are shut, water meadows is overpriced and dirty. Can't think of anything else.
TC/329 Yes I must admit there are lots of things to do in the local area compared to other areas

TC/331 No
You have to go out of town to go to anywhere decent. Even Sutton has an ice rink. The council keeps taking key shops away from the centre which means the footfall is lower. Bad 
mistake moving the council to Chesterfield Road bad move letting tesco move too. We don't even have a leisure centre in town. Not every one drives and can get to the gym up oak 
tree.

TC/333 No Nothing for kids to do , nothing to see only the museum and that's boring
TC/334 No There's no entertainment at all just the museum and there's nothing but shops and nightclubs which isn't entertaining for kids at all.
TC/336 No Well you tell me what there is and that's nothing do
TC/338 Yes I think the museum is fantastic and the palace theatre, I think the attractions you put on in the holidays are good. It's the shops that need support to do better.

TC/339 No
there is nothing for kids to do in town hence why they all hang around the streets and harass people alot or swear ahout etc antisocial behaviour at a great high in mansfield not alot to 
do as an adult either unless you want to go out drinking

TC/341 No
We have possibly the dirtiest swimming pool in the UK. Water Meadows is an embarrassment. Not enough to encourage an active healthy lifestyle. Where we do have infrastructure like 
Sherwood Pines we allow the forestry commission to charge Â£6 for parking. Let's encourage more leisure and perhaps clean up what we already have.

TC/342 No Cinema and restaurants are out of town.

TC/343 No
We only have one Cinema the cost the earth is this takes for 40 minutes to get there cos it's next to supermarket and restaurants not a lot of parking when you get there at night so you 
end sometimes going in the day when off work so it's easy to go to Chesterfield and the shopping is so much better or we go to Nottingham make a day of it shopping eating out and the 
cinema is so much better.

TC/344 Yes Plenty of public house's and café's and we are also blessed to still have our own theatre which is a massive plus for Mansfield.
TC/348 No No leisure centre thanks to council allowing Tesco's to build where our leisure centre should be, have to travel to sutton or shire brooke for leisure facilities

TC/349 No

Compared to southampton where i lived in the army, mansfield has nothing to do. Theres 1 cinema. 1 bowling center. No choice of decent affordable estaurants. Weekday sunday 
dinner is quids cheaper than a weekend so hard working folk have to pay top end prices whilst the lazy sods who claim n dont work get it cheaper. Unfair morally. Nothing pulls people 
to visit mansfield. Building hotels is puzzling me because who would visit mansfield?? Getting rid of the leasure center was huge mistake. The fair and other events was amazing there. 
Doing christmas switch on n fireworks at stags on a sunday is aweful when some of us are up ar 3 or 4am for work. Market never on on a weekend. Same with food market. Miss out on 
loads of stuff because i work for a living. Christmas market finishing so early was a stupid mistake from someone.

TC/351 No There are very few entertainment venues (pubs exluded?
TC/352 No There needs to be more for young people
TC/353 Yes I suppose there is. There's the palace, odeon, superbowl, Titchfield park and water meadows, I think the ping pong place in the fours seasons is a good idea.
TC/354 No The cinema, bowling and any activities are very expensive for families.
TC/355 Yes I suppose there is. There's the palace, odeon, superbowl, Titchfield park and water meadows, I think the ping pong place in the fours seasons is a good idea.
TC/356 Yes Yes there r plenty
TC/357 No The best bars/restaurants and the cinema are located out of the centre and people use that area without having to walk through the town centre.

TC/359 No
I cant think of many places in the town centre which are classed as leisure or entertaining. There is obviously the palace theatre and the museum, and also the glazey place. Other than 
that, not much. I guess there is also Making it and Water Meadows but that's not really the town centre (Within ring road).

TC/360 No There is nothing to do on an evening if tour a teenager
TC/364 No Only 1 or 2 nice bars. No restaurants.
TC/365 No There is nothing at all in the town to do
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TC/366 Yes You have swimming, bowling, cinema and theatre facilities and football ground.
TC/368 No There is nowhere to take young children other then the library there is nothing for teenagers to do to keep the out of trouble

TC/369 No
Leisure centres YES there's defo enough of those about!! Entertainment facilities however could be added to. Internet cafes, youth clubs, soft play centres/ or an inflatable park like 
Planet Bounce in Nottingham (currently the only one in Nottinghamshire and it's awesome!!), Ice skating rink, sports clubs for younger kids- my son loves anything to do with athletics 
but because he's only 6 there are no clubs for him to join! Boot camp for kids would be awesome- or some mini ninja warrior type course.

TC/370 No Only got theatre in centre
TC/373 No There is nothing to do around here without paying stupid prices.
TC/377 No There's nothing in the town centre. It's all out of town now
TC/381 Yes We have a multi cinema we have the water meadows and copious pubs & bars etc
TC/382 No There are no leisure facilities directly in town centre.
TC/383 No Needs more for teenagers to go to.

TC/384 Yes
There is table tennis in four seasons, library has various courses on. There was ice skating at christmas, a beach in the summer, different types of markets throughout year. Arned forces 
day ect

TC/385 No Because planning permission was given to company's to take their business outside of the town centre.
TC/386 No Need more things to do

TC/387 No There isn't enough leisure facilities or entertainment in the town centre to cater for a variety of people. Most facilities in Mansfield are away from the town centre and in the outskirts.

TC/388 No There is no green space, no cycle routes, no hotel, no evening cafes/market.
TC/391 No There could be a lot more variety of entertainment. A decent live music venue, alternative restauran/ bar options
TC/393 No 1 theatre and a bowing alley hardly entertainment centre of the Midlands is it
TC/395 No More coffee bars and restaurants required

TC/396 Yes There are enough late night venues at present which are not sustainable without working a plan to encourage people to visit. Shops are closed, parking too expensive for the facility

TC/397 No When you sell the only leisure centre we had to Tescos I think the answer is plain to see.
TC/398 No Cinema bingo and eating places on the retail park with FREE parking. There are a lot of eating places in the town centre though.
TC/399 No Poor choice in the town centre unless you want a coffee shop or ecig shop
TC/400 No No facilities replaced since Mansfield leisure centre closed
TC/401 No Should have built new cinemas restaurants and food stores in and around the town centre and give free car parking to get people in to make it prosperous.
TC/402 No They are all out of town. Other than the Theatre, which is on the edge of the centre, there is nothing to attract people.
TC/403 No Nothing to do
TC/404 Yes I've enjoyed a few nights out and never had problems. I'm not sure what the above question refers to exactly
TC/405 No In the town centre the choice is very limited. Bowling is the closest activity and it's expensive
TC/406 No Living in Pleasley there are no leisure centres close, the traffic to get to the cinema is horrendous.
TC/409 Yes Yes we have bowling , cinema and laser quest all close by
TC/415 No Mansfield needs its own CINEWORLD; ICE RINK & Leisure Retail/Cinema/Dining Complex areas like in Nottingham & Leeds. Mansfield is DEAD & BORING.
TC/416 No Would like to see more live events taking place ie:- live bands

TC/417 No
There are only pubs and a Super Bowl in the centre. Cinema, nice restaurants etc are out of town. Parking is costly too, so even if there was things to do I'd probably go out of town as 
it's cheaper and I would feel safer due to the amount of anti social druggies and scary state of the centre

TC/422 Yes Most things are on the outskirts like the Super Bowl and cinema and swimming. The centre doesn't attract families, just people out on the piss.
TC/424 Yes My children don't complain.

TC/426 No
The leisure centre has been demolished, many years ago and not replaced with anything of significant size. There are now only expensive, private facilities available. It would be nice to 
see more council funded facilities or at least activities available for all ages.

TC/427 No A visitor would still struggle to find 'arts & craft' establishments amid a myriad of 'chain' businesses
TC/428 No What do we have? An old museum? Can't really think of anything else that would bring people in to the town.
TC/430 No Apart from shopping centre pubs and museum what else is there.
TC/432 No Because there are limited things for anyone to do within the town centre

TC/433 No
I don't need to go into the town centre as there isn't much to do other than visit maybe 2 shops, library and possibly get a coffee. The museum is good and it's free but it costs too much 
to park to use a free service.
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TC/434 No Entertainment wise everything is generally not in the town centre, eg cinema,bingo good restaurants, ie in the retail park.
TC/436 Yes I have answered yes but honestly do not know. There is a cinema, bowling, a swimming pool and various pubs and retaurants so it would seem adequate.
TC/437 No There is no leisure facility in Mansfield, attract more sports peoplr

TC/438 No
Leisure as in gyms, swimming pools we have way too much of, entertainment you have not a lot, I hear a lot of people saying the capo lounge is the only nice place in the town and its 
relatively new, there's more entertainment on the outskirts like Nottingham road than the town centre. And when we do get something it's usually badly done on the cheap. We are a 
massive town with a lot of affluent areas but everything seems to be aimed at the poorest in the community so all the affluence won't venture into town unless they are desperate.

TC/440 No Take away the pubs and cafes and there is nothing left
TC/441 No Not much to do for young children.
TC/442 No More choice of leisure facilities in any town would always be welcomed.
TC/443 No Just a theatre or pubs
TC/444 No All the ones in the town centre, with the exception of 10 green bottles, are over priced or unpleasant to be in.
TC/445 No We're is there any?

TC/448 No
As above ,there is nothing in the town to encourage older people(40+) to visit the town centre in the evening.Craft ale pubs ,cocktail bars and finer dining needs to be encouraged to 
create a more cosmopolitan atmosphere

TC/450 No There's not a lot in the actual centre, just a few shoddy bars.
TC/451 No Would like more activities that would improve the health of the town. Places to exercise that aren't privately owned and expensive.
TC/453 No In the centre itself no. Water Meadows, bowling etc very good but in the town itself very little.
TC/455 No There's nothing new it's become a run down town
TC/456 No Cinema is not town center, nice theatre but again if you don't drive there's no way to get home other than taxi
TC/457 Yes Yes if you look quite a lot to entertain for the young
TC/458 No I never see anything that interests me of my family
TC/459 Yes There are only pubs. Nothing else in the way of leisure
TC/460 No There is no leisure centre in Mansfield it was removed for a Tesco

TC/461 Yes
There are some really good facilities such as water meadows/cinema/library but most are very expensive. I wouldn't take my children to some events because of antisocial concerns and 
the type of people around the town centre.

TC/462 Yes There are lots of nice things to do around Mansfield
TC/464 Yes There are plenty of restaurants and the cinema and bowling and a few gyms, which I think is plenty for the size of the town centre.
TC/465 No What leisure and entertainment facilities?
TC/466 Yes I think the council provide well for families plus the theatre/cinema etc
TC/467 Yes You have a choice of cinema, restaurants, bars and bowling

TC/469 No
The town centre has absolutely nothing leisure/entertainment wise, there is nothing other than shopping to draw anyone to the town centre, and who would choose to shop there 
when you can easily travel to Nottingham via bus/train. The town centre has no appeal, not even a market.

TC/470 No More accessible sports facilities needed
TC/471 Yes if anything there are too many nail bars, cafes, hairdressers very un even in options
TC/472 No Because there are not.
TC/477 No Most of the leisure and entertainment facilities are out of town
TC/479 No More needs to be done to attract families and tourists
TC/480 No Never enough things to do
TC/481 No Not enough happening
TC/484 No sorry we don't take part on any entertainment events as they're mostly on the evenings.
TC/485 No have to go out of town for a lot of things,but the theatre is good

TC/486 No
There may be enough actual buildings but they're outdated and expensive, we would rather drive to Sheffield or other towns/cities than use Mansfield. The only decent thing is Rebecca 
Adlington swimming baths.

TC/487 No Only the Palace Theatre is central to the Town all others are on the outskirts .

TC/488 No
There needs to be more for teenagers to do and perhaps more restaurants (not big chains) open in the evenings. also perhaps something for toddlers and small children to do so they 
dont get bored and perhaps parents would spend longer in town

TC/489 No The centre of entertainment is not in the town centre but on an out of town centre leaving only the Palace Theatre in the centre of Mansfield which doesn't offer enough variety.
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TC/491 No I would like there to be a sports centre that my son could get to but the one at Oak tree is too far away without him being reliant on me.
TC/492 Yes I think the town tries its best
TC/493 No I go to Sheffield or Chesterfield to visit cineworld because there is only one cinema in Mansfield and I don't believe it is as good quality. I go weekly.
TC/494 No Everything is being built outside the town centre. Why aren't we making use of all the empty shops?
TC/495 No It's not too bad in Mansfield generally but there's little in the centre itself.
TC/496 No Only pubs, lacking live music venues
TC/498 Yes Plenty of gyms but could do with more places for the younger generation
TC/499 No Most are on the outskirts of town apart from bars and cafes.
TC/500 No Unless you want to go out and get drunk there isn't really anything to do in the town centre at night and even less to do during the day!

TC/502 Yes
The facilities are there they just arent advertised or utilised to their full potential , however there is little to do for teenagers who jave taken to hanging around play areas for smaller 
children, this is very intimidating when there is a large group taking over the equipment, they may not be doing any harm but they clearly have nowhere else to go.

TC/503 Yes They are not of a good quality.
TC/504 Yes Most of bars are just managing to keep afloat but don't seem to put anything back into their businesses which would bring more people into the town.
TC/505 No The leisure activities are out of the town centre (except for the theatre).
TC/506 Yes We have a cinema, theatre, bowling alley
TC/507 No Nothing for the youngsters at all not even allowed to be in a group absolutely pathetic !!!!!
TC/508 No Shut Warsop leisure centre down So that MDC can buy one in Manchester great
TC/511 Yes Good range of facilities for all ages
TC/512 No I have nevet found a leisure activity in Mansfield that suits my needs
TC/513 No None immediately come to mind
TC/516 Yes Yes for size of town.
TC/517 No What leisure and entertainment facilities are there?
TC/518 Yes There are plenty of cafes / bars. Plus a theatre and a museum.
TC/519 Yes Plenty of choice of bars, restaurants, cinema , bowling, swimming etc
TC/520 Yes Mansfield could be such a fantastic town.
TC/521 No Not enough that i confidently take my children too without having to explain why we are surrounded by undesirables
TC/523 Yes Lots to do and see. Fun days out there.
TC/524 No Events and activities would bring more people into town,
TC/526 No Only when the kids are off school in the summer
TC/528 Yes Yes and odeon and a cinema. Also quite a few gyms available.
TC/529 No There's not much else to do
TC/531 No There isn't much to do if your not a drinker. Not many facilities for kids and families
TC/532 No Not enough for 7 n under
TC/533 Yes The cinema etc is close by
TC/534 Yes I do not use those facilities .
TC/535 Yes There are for me.....pensioner, but I cannot speak for younger residents.
TC/536 Yes The existing ones just need improving
TC/539 Yes Swimming / bowling / shopping
TC/540 No Just take a look yourselves it's tired dismally univiting
TC/543 No I never use them

TC/544 No
Other than the Theatre, Museum and pubs there are no leisure facilities are there? You should make it clear what you class as a leisure facility, how far from the market place do you 
class as town centre? I love the theatre every time I go it has been a sell out or for my interests sold out and I have been unable to go as the theatre is relatively small for a town this size

TC/546 Yes Guess if you mean rundown pubs and bookies yes there's enough
TC/547 No Apart from the library and museum picture house onA60 traffic hurendus
TC/548 Yes Leisure and entertainment is well covered.
TC/549 No There are no leisure activities in the town centre
TC/550 Yes There's a variety of things to do
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TC/551 Yes Bowing, cinema, loads of restaurants, good parks
TC/553 No There is no entertainment for children Sutton has a ice rink Mansfield should have one too.

TC/557 No
Where are the venues for bands and other entertainment. The only place to go is Mansfield town football club and they are singlehanded doing a brilliant job of that. What events are 
Mansfield council putting on ?

TC/558 No Please see answer above
TC/559 No Few quality restaurants, cinema etc. Even the Civic Theatre is away from the centre.
TC/560 No If you can afford it there's a lot but if you are on a budget there's nothing to do leisure wise and the same for entertainment
TC/561 Yes Bowling, swimming, parks.

TC/562 No
What facilities are left in Mansfield town centre, I certainly don't see much going on during my visits. I was very impressed with the recent ice skating rink but feel this was not 
advertised enough. I visited Nottingham several times for the Christmas market during both day and night.

TC/564 No There are no leisure facilities in the town center apart from pubs

TC/568 No
What is there to do? Leisure centre closed, to make room for another Tesco, which I must say is in need of a high level clean. It's filthy and a blot on the landscape. If I lived on West 
Bank Avenue I would complain about the dirty facades! It's not been cleaned in all of the time it opened. If there are leisure facilities... where's the advertisement for these. If there is 
then that clearly needs looking at.

TC/569 No There is not a lot to do
TC/570 No No leisure centre...it's now a Tesco taking business from small businesses in the town centre. Where do I go to now to play badminton etc?
TC/572 No There just isn't.
TC/574 No Nothing to do for children or families
TC/575 No nothing to keep people in the tow3n centre for a long time
TC/576 No I've said no because it's all centre around the pubs and clubs. It'd a drinking culture which means I avoid the centre at night or when a football match is on.
TC/577 No Can only think of Super Bowl and the Cinema, which many families on a budget would struggle to afford.
TC/579 No The only time there are things to do is summer and Christmas and then that's not great
TC/580 No There should be a club for the elderly to get together daily,play games cards dominoes knitting crochet & learn each other new things like Arts & Crafts.
TC/581 No There is only the Palace theatre
TC/582 No What is available? Bowling cinema bingo pubs, would like to see more
TC/583 Yes Plenty of pubs, could do with some more non chain local ale pubs.
TC/584 No Good be better
TC/585 No No. As above it would be amazong to have a more good quality variation of middle of thenroad eateries.
TC/586 No The council closed the leisure centre so no where to go for leisure except swimming
TC/588 No It is if you like drinking
TC/589 No There is nothing of fun to do. You can't go to an amusement park or a zoo maybe an activity centre for all ages.
TC/590 No Water meadows needs updating desperately or a bigger better pool built .
TC/591 Yes The leisure and entertainment facilities are accessible, if not in the town centre.
TC/592 No MDC have totally destroyed Mansfield town center

TC/594 No We need to be giving people a reason to shop and eat in town and there's isn't any. All the big brand restaurant chains are up on the retail park, they need to be in the town centre!

TC/597 No Everything down tl money has been invested out on the retail parks out of town! Causing more traffic issues ln Nottingham Rd.
TC/598 No There are not enough. Empty space needs to be filled.

TC/599 No
Places like the leisure centre and Rileys have disappeared. With the exception of pubs and clubs, the only thing to do is the museum or the theatre, which are not places people will go to 
visit regularly.

TC/600 No There is nothing for young people to do
TC/602 No Again, all out of the town centre. Not enough live music venues
TC/603 Yes Yes, enough. A more diverse option would be unsustainable
TC/604 Yes Cinema, bowling, pubs, cafes, there's plenty to do, shame it looks so awful
TC/605 No Have to travel out of town. The decent one is Sutton Lammas with everything inc an ice ring
TC/606 No Missing leisure centres, squash / tennis facilities and similar that I grew up with
TC/607 No Don't know of any leisure facilities and the majority of the entertainment are buskers.
TC/608 Yes Yes there are some leisure and entertainment facilities, though there is room for improvement in this area as there are not many.
TC/609 Yes table tennis gyms near by parks ect
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TC/612 No The town centre needs more social hubs as retail is dead.
TC/614 No The Leisure Centre, now a Tesco, used to host music events, plays and sporting events. No where in Mansfield does that now, the stuff on offer at the Palace is dire.
TC/615 No Most entertainment and leisure facilities are on the edges of town and not in the centre
TC/616 No I feel like there should be more leisure and entertainment
TC/617 No Apart from cafÃ©s, there is no leisure facilities at all
TC/619 No What leisure / entertainment facilities??!!
TC/620 Yes Lots of bars and resurants, bowling, cinema plus all the leisure facilities
TC/621 No Bowling could be updated, better cinema.

TC/622 No
Parking is one reason why I do not shop in Mansfield - only time I do is if I need something at lunch like the Post Office. The other is personal safety. Wouldn't take my kids there as feel 
threatened with gangs.

TC/626 No There's never enough to do. More is always welcome.
TC/628 Yes Cinema, leisure centres, bowling, etc, quite a bit to do with friends/kids
TC/630 No Need more leisure facilities in Mansfield. Not a silly skating ring at Xmas that lost the town thousands.
TC/631 Yes Theatre, pubs and clubs.
TC/632 No Nothing to do for old or young ex ept hang around causing trouble.Any leisure or educational activity is too expensi e
TC/634 No More events on market please.
TC/637 No Cinema moved out to retail park-inaccessible. Most pubs and restaurants that do food are outside the immediate town centre
TC/638 No Need more for all age groups.
TC/639 No We don't even have a leisure centre
TC/640 No There is a lazertag/escape room at the old Village nightclub. There are some restaurants. That is it.

TC/641 Yes Entertainment is sufficient I would rather have a vibrant market town like we used to have. Bring back the children's roundabout that's all the entertainment it needs.

TC/642 No Nothing in the town centre apart from pubs, all other entertainment is further out.
TC/643 Yes Self explanatory
TC/644 No See above. Apart from the theatre, what other entertainment is on offer - apart from a couple of talented buskers?
TC/646 Yes There's plenty of things to do around Mansfield, be it cinema, bowling, I jump, lots of nice places to eat
TC/647 No Nothing to do.
TC/648 No Comedy club would be a good idea.
TC/650 Yes Swimming/bowling etc all good
TC/651 No Nothing in Mansfield to attract people to vidit
TC/652 No One entertainment venue with poor acts on
TC/654 No Too many pubs, bars, cafes and restaurants
TC/655 Yes We have a baths, bowling alley, leisure centres, ice rink and parks. They are all of a good standard.
TC/657 Yes Many local gyms and clubs sharing membership. I don't personally use though.
TC/658 Yes Too many pubs and cafes
TC/659 No Gyms and swimming? That's all what happened to leisure centre etc
TC/660 Yes The theatre, museum and library are very good. I don't eat out or drink so can't come by on those things.
TC/663 No My answer is not sure but this wasn't an option
TC/664 No There is not enough for young people to do
TC/666 No Are we including eating/drinking out as leisure? Yes if we are, no if not.
TC/667 No Why would anyone open anything of worth. Not enough footfall to maintain trade.
TC/668 Yes Probably, Mansfield made good use of the old leisure centre with big entertainment names, wrestling was popular.
TC/669 No I'd like more interesting places and bigger shop brands
TC/672 Yes I can't really comment on the above as I tend to now move out of Mansfield for entertainment (pubs etc) apart from the theatre.

TC/673 No
Mansfield is a huge town, the facilities need to reflect that. Rather than comparing itself with other towns, other small cities should be looked at instead to see what else we could 
benefit from.

TC/675 No Except for bowling swimming and cinima which are all expensive theirs nothing else to do the parks are rubbish and babyish nothing for kids aged 10 upwards to do
TC/676 No See above.
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TC/677 No
Mans field have not moved with the trendy times,people want to and trendy street food stalls,making all number of multicultural food and Music for a real trendy happy vibe.Not greasy 
food vans that just cater for chavvy overweight fatties.

TC/678 No Nothing in centre all at Nottingham rd
TC/679 No I find it hard to identify a leisure facility in the centre. Water meadows is out of town

TC/680 No
Would love to start taking my daughter swimming however water meadows is in dier need of updating and deeply cleaning. The last time I went the place was filthy and stunk of stale 
urine and was dark grime all on the floors (this was in the morning too) and staff were too busy talking about their weekend events and what happened at someone's party to care. 
when I complained management did nothing so I cancelled my daughters swimming lessons and haven't been back since.

TC/681 No Everyone is privacy owned so nothing from Mansfield council
TC/682 No Don't think there is enough for people today to do
TC/685 Yes Plenty of restaurants and coffee shops. Just no parking to use them without it costing you to park.
TC/686 No There is very little at present
TC/687 No Aside from water meadows there's hardly anything to do

TC/688 No
Cinema and other leisure facilities are really expensive, especially for a student. I feel there is nothing to do or go to. McDonald's is a meeting point and a place to go but as young people 
we get kicked out. I understand some groups can be anti-social but all young people get treated the same! I feel too old for the youth club.

TC/689 Yes There are lots of facilities, but most are expensive.
TC/690 Yes Cinema,
TC/691 Yes Very very expensive
TC/692 No Every thing is out of town
TC/694 No Facilities are out of town
TC/695 Yes Yes lots of good things on the outskirts. Bowling, swimming. Etc
TC/696 No We need a couple of quality restaurants and in m opinion we also desperately need a couple of hotels. The town is crying out for that.
TC/697 Yes There is a lot to offer in relation to a cinema, swimming baths, bowling but it's a good job as my local pool at warsop was closed down a year ago.

TC/698 No

The theatre is great and I go at couple of times of year. It's rare I would find a live music event to my taste. Why don't any decent bands play in Mansfield town centre? Now the Leisure 
Centre has gone, there is no where for them to perform. I remember seeing excellent bands there and a Shakespeare play. There is no sports centre in the town. We have to go to Maun 
or Oak Tree. We have a bowling alley. That's it. I rarely go into town at night to the pubs. I feel I'm too old and they're all too noisy or scruffy. There are nice pubs out of town, but it 
costs me a fortune in taxi fares. It's a special treat.

TC/699 Yes Its average.
TC/702 No Nothing to entertain children or teenagers.
TC/703 Yes Not maybe directly in town but there is in surrounding areas. Maybe too much by Sainsbury's. Traffic terrible. Big mistake there
TC/704 No There's nothing for younger people to do.
TC/705 No Nothing for kids to do to encourage community spirit. Need a reason for people to visit.
TC/706 No Other than food/drink there is only bowling in the town centre. Nothing else you could walk to once parked up.

TC/707 No
There is nothing for the younger kids... the theatre is expensive for a family, the ice rink was good, bring the youth in.... they are the future of this town ... let the kids into the council 
meeting to find out what they want... a skating rink, roller blade circuit .... kids have parents and parents spend money.

TC/708 Yes There a good chose of these in and around the town
TC/709 No Everything has moved to retail parks around the town centre. There's nothing to do in the centre of town.
TC/711 No Variety is not good
TC/712 Yes Plenty of cafes etc, pubs,

TC/713 Yes
Lots of nice pubs and cafes meaning Capo and then you get a load of young men sitting outside on the floor spitting and drinking from cans. Where is mansfield Bid at night or some kind 
of security

TC/714 No There are no activities and entertainment only ice skating.
TC/715 Yes Fair/fete.
TC/716 No Nothing for young people to do.
TC/717 No Because ther is nothing for younger people to do.
TC/718 No not enough to do for young people that is affordable.
TC/719 No There are facilities but all too expensive
TC/720 Yes we do have gyms, cinema ect
TC/721 No There are facilities but all too expensive
TC/723 No What's available is poor.
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TC/724 No As above. Unless I need a bank I have no purpose to go in. Nothing there

TC/725 Yes
We have plenty of entertainment such as escape rooms, lazer quest, ping pong, local parks. Maybe more free options should be available though as not everyone can afford to do some 
things.

TC/728 No there isnt much really
TC/729 Yes The theatre is great, the library has regular events but they are undervalued, not many people go to these events.
TC/732 No Need to encourage families to visit
TC/733 No You moved it out of town. There is nothing to offer snyonr
TC/735 No It's onky ok if you want to goto the pub.
TC/736 Yes People don't use the ones that are there now
TC/739 No Have kids but never bring them into town
TC/740 No Could do with more things for children/ teens to do
TC/741 Yes We have palace theatre, cinemas and fitness centres. Now council are monitoring berry hill park more athletics etc will take place
TC/742 No Nothing happens
TC/746 No There needs to be more family entertainment, especially in early evening, more family restaurants.

TC/749 No
In the last few months aside from the light switch on despite coming into town once a week at least and being active on social media I have seen nothing regarding events in the town 
center or things to do, aside from overpriced watermedows there's nothing

TC/751 No Cinema and bowling are overpriced. Rather go to worksop as it's cheaper there
TC/754 No If you dont drink there is nothing to do in mansfield
TC/755 No Other than shopping there isn't really anything to entertain people especially youngsters who get bored quickly.
TC/756 No leisure facilities on the outskirts or town, not much variety
TC/759 No There isnt enough to do to make you want to stay long
TC/760 No Other than watermeadows(which is due a face lift), there isn't much to do
TC/766 Yes Plenty of bars and cafes cinemas hard to get too without transport same as the bingo the ones in the central town have gone
TC/768 Yes There are plenty of activities we take part in within Mansfield
TC/769 No I can only think of 2 leisure facilities which are child friendly in town although there are plenty of pub and clubs for adult entertainment
TC/770 No There was a great leisure centre in the town but was knocked down to make was for TESCO the nearest is the other side of Mansfield
TC/772 No Everything is always for the older children. What there is for the younger one we are not able Todo due to the times they are on
TC/773 No Out of date.
TC/775 No Nottingham is buzzing all day and night. We need to create this sort of atmosphere in the town.
TC/777 No Nothing to do full stop!
TC/778 Yes Manafield has made an effort with events such as xmas market and ice eink I just don't feel that safe bringing my childninto town
TC/779 No Not at all we need attract more acts to the town

TC/783 No
Council are making really good strides here but Christmas market up to Christmas would be good. I've rink was an exceptional initiative and more thinks like this would be better. Big 
wheel etc - stop footfall going to Notts.

TC/785 No there is near nothing for young people within the centre and nothing for adults which isnt a weatherspoons
TC/786 No We n.eed a bigger market like other towns
TC/788 Yes Millions of pubs lol. Swimming baths, museum, theatre, bowling, parks, cinema, library, soft play, laser tag. There's lots to do but most costs money.
TC/791 No Everywhere is closing down
TC/792 No You sold the leisure centre site to Tesco and haven't done enough to replace that facility either in the town or in the outlying areas.
TC/795 No You tell me what leisure and entertainment facilities exist in the town centre, as I can't find any!
TC/797 No All out of town
TC/799 No Compared to our nearest rival, Chesterfield. We are really lacking in any creditable entertainment. Why would you go into town to be entertained?

TC/801 Yes

I guess I believe that there are lots (and lots!) of things to do and a great many are free. But beyond the normal minimal town expectations of a cinema and a swimhole, much of it is 
enjoyed by less people all the time (old collierys, train tracks, biking tracks, stately homes, lakes, parks etc..) and unfortunately prevelence in the modern world moves further and 
further aeay from anything old or outdoors. Theres lots to do, but you will loudly hear the opposite because the options are increasingly not what people want. They want micro pubs 
and state of the art indoor health and spa centres. Marketing I guess could take some of the fall but for this one at least the problem is not that there is nothing to do. The problem is 
more that we want unicorn shit and we want it yesterday - and dont you dare charge us for it!

TC/807 No Apart from pubs there is nothing in the 've her to do
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TC/810 Yes Good selection of bars and restaurants both in and out of town. Also we have sports and social activities for all types and ages.
TC/811 Yes Swimming, bowling, shopping, restaurants.. the town has a lot to offer.
TC/812 No See answer above

TC/816 Yes
Generally good but when parking is so expensive. Need to do more with theatre etc. Comedy acts, musicals etc better promoted. Drive the centre as a leisure and experience centre. 
People want experiences not just sausage rolls and cheap shops. Lower rates for startups etc

TC/817 Yes It has plenty of leisure facilities pubs bars restaurants and gyms.
TC/820 No No comment

TC/821 No
Many of these facilities have moved out of the town centre and are causing traffic congestion in areas such as Nottingham Road near Sainsbury's- it would be much better to have 
Nando's and the cinema ( for example) in the centre of the town.

TC/822 No Plenty to do but not in the centre
TC/823 No I cannot think of any leisure facilities in the centre of Mansfield apart from bowling alley. All the leisure activities are outside the central area.
TC/825 No Not enough
TC/826 No The only good thing leisure wise is titchfield park
TC/828 No There just isn't any in town other than pubs.
TC/829 No Too many empty places
TC/830 Yes Really good theatre / museum / cinema / resturants
TC/831 No Cinema, bowling alley, swimming not much is there
TC/833 No There are no places I class as entertainment
TC/834 No There is always more entertainment needed. Although, more shops would help.
TC/836 Yes Only aspect of Mansfield that is plentiful
TC/837 No Are there any? Anything for a family to go to? Other than the theatre and museum, I'm struggling...
TC/838 No Nothing in the town centre itself.
TC/841 No Nothing since the leisure centre had gone
TC/842 No Theres a lack of both in my opinion
TC/843 No Too many people just hanging around , no near access to sheltered public safe areas
TC/844 No No replacement still for the Mansfield leisure centre.
TC/845 Yes Cinema, bowling and lots more fun to have would like a tiny bit more
TC/846 Yes Enough for us but then we are older generation
TC/848 No Not many leisure facilities and what there is needs updating
TC/850 Yes The cinema, bowling and pub front is improving. As are the restaurant prospects. We need more growth like this to attract business

TC/853 No You've taken away the leisure centre in Mansfield for the sake of yet another Tesco store, and the people that can't drive have to rely on public transport which isn't adequate enough.

TC/855 No All on out side of the town
TC/857 Yes Too many pubs but some nice eateries
TC/858 No Absolutely nothing! Water meadows needs flattening and rebuilding. Their is nothing for anyone to do
TC/861 Yes Yes, for a town this size the leisure facilities are good. Shops may be closing but I'm happy we still have a lot of independent cafes and restaurants.
TC/864 No The biggest mistake was to get rid of the leisure centre....but we know how that happened...
TC/866 No Everything has moved out of town
TC/867 No The town center needs more restaurants.
TC/870 Yes We have lots to do all in close range.

TC/871 No
Again there is no effort to provide new activities for the district and there is nothing for a child if there are disabled. Mansfield district council can not even provide accessible changing 
facilities when you do provide entertainment so alot of the disabled community miss out because of this.

TC/872 No Hardly anywhere decent to eat and drink, events are dire, theatre programme is awful, no culture. Cinema is ok but out of the centre.
TC/873 No There just aren't enough things to entertain like other similar towns.
TC/875 Yes Only Jono Edwards jeeping Mansfield going...respect
TC/876 No Most are out of the town center such as the cinema.
TC/877 No The town centre entertainment is mainly pubs. I know we have the theatre ( which I do use) but there's not much more.
TC/879 No All there seems to be is empty shops and a lot of cafe's and nail bars.
TC/880 No It depends on what type of leisure / entertainment you want, also depends on what is classed as the Town Centre,it would be good to have nice bars and restaurants.
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TC/881 No Very little to draw visitors to the town.
TC/884 No You never stop looking to improve and increase leisure facilities !!
TC/885 No There are no leisure facilities, unless you mean pubs or restaurants, please tell me if I am wrong
TC/887 Yes I think theres enough but some lack quality
TC/890 Yes The theater , swimming & gyms are all good
TC/891 No Would like to see comedy clubs, or entertainment club for open mic nights / music nights etc? Maybe the palace theatre could host.
TC/893 No There is very little to draw me into the town at night
TC/896 No No music or cultural events.
TC/900 No Apart from the Museum and theatre I can't think of anything else.

TC/901 No
The only worthwhile leisure & entertainment centre is the theatre and museum and the theatre is far too expensive. The bars/pubs don't feel safe and the cinema is too far out of the 
centre of town and is over priced.

TC/902 No Definitely not enough
TC/904 Yes It's abit of an unsure answer to be fair, coz I'm picky about what sort of leisure of activities I want to do
TC/906 Yes We're have a lot of places
TC/907 No Need to offer things like live gigs and something different

TC/908 Yes
I enjoy visiting the Palace Theatre and there are some small restaurants around. Unfortunately most people only seem interested in places to get drunk. I would not visit an eating place 
in town after dark as I have no desire to be walking around town at that time. Bowling and cinema (in particular) are away from the center of town and have their own parking facilities. 
Many of the pubs out of town offer reasonable eating places without having to run the gauntlet of the local undesirables.

TC/910 No There I'd no entertainment other than pubs and clubs. Nothing for families within the centre

TC/911 Yes
Mansfield town centre doesn't require leisure facility, this belongs just outside the centre as is currently. What entertainment would be needed in this town centre? We don't need 
another Cinema, we need a busy shopping environment. Perhaps we should try and replicate a City which has many bustling shops such as, Manchester or Birmingham etc.

TC/912 No
Bowling alley is shocking, no town centre hotel. There are "chain restaurants"� near Sainsbury's but the traffic is appalling... a good collection of chain restaurants like Zizzis and pizza 
express etc would be great!

TC/915 No There is hardly anything other than shops and places to eat.
TC/916 No There's a theatre and museum I struggle to think of other?
TC/919 No There is nothing in the town centre, especially for young people.
TC/920 No There's not much for younger children do go to like at weekend or holidays whiles there off school
TC/922 No Not much in the town itself
TC/923 No There are some leisure facilities although these are either dated or expensive.
TC/924 No There is nothing in the centre of the town to attract people. We have a very large Open area in the centre of Mansfield where we could hold something for all.
TC/926 No Could do with a town centre gym to attract people more events to bring people in so there aware high street shops still exist
TC/927 Yes There are but mostly focused at younger children.
TC/928 No come out of pantomine at xmas with kids straight into drunk swearing gangs

TC/929 No
The sell off and closure of Mansfield Leisure Centre, just a stones throw from the town centre was outrageous. It hasn't been replaced, and yet again, more of our money has been 
squandered.

TC/932 No I would like a secure dog walking field where dogs can run without fear of being killed on a road. There are not enough facilities for dogs and their owners.
TC/933 No There is hardest anything in the town centre at all apart from closed shops charity shops and pop up that sell crap
TC/936 No Entertainment is not situated right in the town centre but is further out, such as cinemas.
TC/937 No McDonalds isn't a leisure facility

TC/938 No Only places are expensive. Council funded eg water meadows is cold. Other council Pools have no fun area. Library is ok but only so many times you can go to the same place.

TC/939 No More leisure and areas to dwell

TC/940 No
Starting by knocking down the leisure centre for another not needed Tesco (yes I'm Aware it's all about money) . There is very little to bring you into the centre . The cinema is miles 
away , the bars are poor compared to other places .

TC/942 Yes Don't use any
TC/946 No Need more things for youths to do
TC/947 Yes Shops need to come back before any further entertainment
TC/948 No There are none.
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TC/949 No Town centre needs cinema

TC/950 No
There is not enough of these facilities. 90% of leisure and entertainment facilities are outside of the town center , and what is in the town center is dreadful when compared to similar 
districts.

TC/951 No There not enough for every age
TC/953 No No facilities for young people (btw I am 68)
TC/954 No Not enough young people staying in the town and the people that kept the clubs and bars running previously are becoming old.

TC/957 No
Need more Sports facilities and not enough things to do for children. Insufficient Leisure and entertainment facilities to motivate people into going to Town Centre. Need a computer 
games or Arcade for games and not gambling.

TC/958 No The few activities that exist are either tired or lack luster.
TC/959 No No of any interest for me.
TC/960 Yes Don't know would have been a better option for me.
TC/962 No Pubs selling cheap alcohol does not count as entertainment and there are no leisure activities.
TC/963 No Shortage of good cafes
TC/964 No As above.
TC/965 Yes The cinema, bingo, clubs, pubs etc.
TC/966 No Not heard of any

TC/967 No The public facilities such as swimming pools are unclean and expensive to go to, cinema is extortionate, parks are full of groups of undesirable people and foul language.

TC/969 No A bowling alley which is expensive if a family go. A swimming pool that has seen better days as well. You need to be encouraging more to come here
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Leisure and Entertainment Reason 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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Q24 Is there enough office accommodation within Mansfield Town Centre?

% Total % Answer Count
Number of Responses 99.59% - 965

Yes 23.74% 23.83% 230
No 7.33% 7.36% 71
Don't know 68.52% 68.81% 664
[No Response] 0.41% - 4

Total 100.00% 100.00% 969
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Offices 
Yes

No

Don't know
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Q25 Please state the reason for your last answer

% Total Count
Number of Responses 38.18% 370

[Responses] 38.18% 370
[No Response] 61.82% 599

Total 100.00% 969
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/3 Yes Plenty of office space
TC/4 Don't know I don't know what the situation is with office accommodation.
TC/5 No There are currently no hotels in the town

TC/8 Yes
Rosemary Centre (upstairs) has been mostly unoccupied for at least the last 5 years, the Queen Street development filled up quite quickly on opening but is now almost empty and 
the office space over HSBC bank in the Market Square is empty. Moving outwards, Hamilton Road is by no means full and the new build on the A38/Rainworth bypass has attracted 
no occupants. The Pennement Farm development is likely to go the same way. There is more than enough spare capacity if anyone is brave enough to try it.

TC/10 Yes There must be plenty of suitable office space in empty first and second floor rooms above many of our shops that could be put to good use if required.
TC/11 Yes I don't work in Mansfield but seems a lot of To Let signs when driving around.
TC/14 Yes Seems to be all there is
TC/15 Yes Empty spaces already
TC/16 Yes Plenty of empty offices
TC/17 Yes There are empty office spaces within easy reach of town
TC/19 Yes You need shops not offices in a town centre a lot of shops are empty
TC/20 Yes There are empty offices all over town
TC/21 Don't know I don't use office accommodation.
TC/22 Don't know Are there enough people in work to occupy the office space that currently exists? If not, then the answer is Yes.
TC/26 Don't know Not sure but plenty office space to let signs around.

TC/28 Don't know Let's hope that there isn't and there is no more space because it's full. Otherwise how can Mansfield and Ashfield dc s justify some of their business developments along the Marr?

TC/30 Don't know It's not anything I know about
TC/33 No Not enough high quality office. Again happy to discuss this in further
TC/35 Yes New hotels being built
TC/36 Don't know I am retired an don't need to use this facility. I never worked in the town centre.
TC/38 Don't know Not sure
TC/41 Yes Plenty
TC/44 Yes I think we need shops .

TC/45 Yes
There's no need to try and compete with Ransomwood etc... In order to renovate the property to the same standards as local business parks, you're going to be wasting money as 
the ROI will not be worth it.

TC/50 Don't know I'm not aware of how much or how little office accommodation exists
TC/52 Don't know Not familiar with businesses in the town centre
TC/53 Don't know I'm aware of office facilities above some shops but they aren't well advertised.
TC/58 Don't know Midland hotel is a dirty disgrace. Thank God the football club will be building something
TC/66 Don't know Don't work in Mansfield
TC/68 Yes There are plenty if empty buildings that could be used as offices
TC/70 Don't know It's not something I'm aware of
TC/77 Don't know I don't have any knowledge of accomodation in the town.
TC/79 Don't know I've not looked into finding office accommodation
TC/85 Don't know Not something I'm aware of.
TC/88 Don't know No idea.
TC/91 Don't know I don't know
TC/92 Don't know It's not something I tend to get involved with as I have a shop not office
TC/93 Don't know Wouldn't have a clue
TC/94 Don't know But if we did have call centres this could bring extra business with staff using local shops/ cafes etc.
TC/95 Don't know I work in Notts so not sure.

TC/96 Don't know
I work in Nottingham. There does seem to be a lack of any major employer in Mansfield and graduate opportunities seem non existent. In my opinion Mansfield would also benefit 
from moving more residential developments into the town centre to increase footfall through the town and to breathe life into some of the derelict sites close to the centre, such as 
Rock Valley, Great Central Road (brewery site), the whole area behind Church Street/White Hart St/Dame Flogan Street.

TC/97 Yes Lots of empty office space
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/99 Don't know Not of interest to me
TC/100 Don't know Don't know how many offices there are in town centre
TC/101 Don't know I don't work in Mansfield and have no idea what is or isn't available.
TC/102 Yes There are empty offices all over town
TC/103 Yes There are empty offices all over town
TC/108 Don't know Not applicable tome
TC/109 No Car parking to expensive who want to work somewhere we're its cost money for car parking
TC/111 Don't know No idea.
TC/112 Don't know Don't know
TC/113 No More offices would bring more working people and vibrancy, which I think is badly needed.
TC/114 Don't know I'm not in that sector so wouldn't know
TC/115 Don't know I'm not familiar with offices
TC/118 Yes There's loads of offices that are in the town centre.
TC/120 Don't know Seems to me like there is but I don't really know much about it
TC/126 Don't know I dont think we beed offices in so many emptty buildings as shops close down.
TC/127 Don't know Rough sleepers
TC/128 Don't know I don't have a clue about how much office space is needed.
TC/129 Don't know No use for it
TC/132 Yes Isn't some units empty?
TC/140 No No hotels
TC/141 Yes Town centre should be for shopping and entertainment not for offices these should be on the outskirts of town!
TC/142 Yes Lots of office space is already empty so we don't need more
TC/143 Don't know No idea
TC/152 Yes There are empty offices
TC/155 Yes How many guest houses do we need ? Mansfield currently has nothing of an evening to encourage people to sleep over.
TC/158 Don't know Don't care
TC/159 Don't know Not really noticed
TC/163 Don't know Never had a reason to use office accommodation and it does not make any difference to me.
TC/165 Don't know Don't know
TC/166 Yes That I'm aware of.
TC/167 Yes i dont think office accomodation is what brings shoppers into town
TC/168 Yes i dont think office accomodation is what brings shoppers into town
TC/170 No I looked into this a year ago. Prices too high. Need cheap incubation desks/units for start ups.
TC/174 Don't know Don't know enough about what offices are in town already
TC/179 Yes Far too many empty ones
TC/181 Don't know never looked
TC/183 Yes Plenty of local businesses that offer B&B. Also with the imminent Mansfield Town football club development will more that satisfy the town. Don't build more!!

TC/184 Don't know
As I no longer work,, having retired some while ago, I am not up to date with information regarding office accommodation. I used to work in the town centre but suspect that with 
the closure of the local Jobcentre, post office etc there are now many less workers in the town centre which is bound to have an impact.

TC/185 Don't know I work out of mansfield
TC/189 Don't know Dont use then
TC/199 No The jobcentre should be nearer to the town centre. HMRC ought to still have a presence, too.
TC/200 Don't know It depends on the demand for it. Are businesses looking for office space or shop space?
TC/201 Don't know Town centre is market town in market but you drive everybody away with rent look at chesterfield! !
TC/202 Yes You only have to see the "to let"signs
TC/204 Don't know Don't see how this is has anything to do with the town we don't need more offices we need shops and a busy market place
TC/208 Yes More office buildings than anything else.
TC/211 Don't know Don't work or seek employment in mansfiekd
TC/217 Don't know I would not know
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/219 Don't know I don't see any office accommodation in Mansfield
TC/222 Yes Because there seems to be nothing hut offices
TC/227 Yes Don't know that to be honest, but there seem to be plenty of offices to let
TC/229 Yes Most of it is empty so clearly enough
TC/230 Don't know I don't know whether there is a demand for more office accommodation in the town. Out of town offices are more accessible and have parking.
TC/231 Don't know no interest to me
TC/234 Don't know Not applicable to myself, however often see to let boards
TC/237 Don't know Haven't worked in Mansfield since I closed an office there.
TC/238 Yes Too much
TC/241 Don't know Not relevant as I am local so don't need hotels. Aware two being built so would probably say yes.
TC/245 No I don't think there are many jobs in Mansfield Town Centre other than retail.
TC/249 Yes Vacant stores means plenty of office space

TC/251 Yes
There's loads of boarded up buildings. They need to be refurbished and advertised. Bring big companies into Mansfield as they would have cheaper rent if they moved here 
compared to being based in big cities and would save their money too. Mansfield should court global companies and Tech companies to set up base in our area. This would bring in 
different people, more jobs and make the area more desirable.

TC/252 Yes too much - lots of empty building. why build new buildings?
TC/255 Don't know I'm sure I don't notice any offices
TC/257 Yes There are a lot of empty office space in the town centre.
TC/259 No Many small businesses would like to start, but a huge lack of office/business space , is the main stumbling block.
TC/260 Don't know Not really sure as I don't need it
TC/263 No Was looking for new office space last year and couldn't find anything suitable

TC/267 Yes Too much exists already that is unoccupied for example Clumber House situated on Clumber Street, 39 Stockwell Gate & the former DWP building on Commercial Gate.

TC/271 Don't know Not applicable to me
TC/272 Yes More offices than shops and cafes
TC/273 Yes Plenty type of empty space
TC/274 Don't know Not in my remit as a resident
TC/278 Yes Shouldn't really be any for me to be honest. Would be far better in a localised business park.
TC/279 Don't know I don't go into town to look at offices
TC/283 Yes There are units in walking distance from the centre that are unused. Use them.
TC/289 Yes Most companies don't have offices in town mainly out of town and home offices
TC/290 Don't know Because I don't have a business
TC/292 Don't know I do not require office area
TC/293 Don't know Because i am retired

TC/295 Don't know
I don't know but I imagine there's currently no incentive or advertising for an office in the town centre. Employees would have to pay for parking etc. The council should think about 
startup incentives and advertising these out of Mansfield.

TC/298 Don't know I dont know that information
TC/301 Yes Refurbish old buildings and rent them out to big companies

TC/303 No There should be more hotels to encourage tourists to the area. Centre Parcs is far too expensive. Many local attractions - Sherwood Forest, Creswell Crags are only 20 minutes away.

TC/308 Don't know I don't know as I don't use offices in Mansfield so can't comment.
TC/311 Don't know I have no idea how much office accommodation there is currently.....
TC/318 Don't know I honestly don't know about office space
TC/321 Don't know I'm not sure. I no longer work in town.
TC/322 Don't know I don't know it's not clearly advertised who has offices in town
TC/323 Don't know I don't know what office facilities there are in mansfield
TC/325 Don't know Don't use it so can't answer
TC/326 Don't know Don't no
TC/333 Don't know Not really bothered about office accommodation, it's shop we need
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/334 No No one cares about office accommodations accept for business people and not everyone is a business person.

TC/338 Yes
I don't think it's used well. There are a lot of empty lots and could be used to get in more small local shops and I think money needs to go toward helping with rent and financially 
helping these small shops open and stay open. I have heard rent for spaces is to expensive and it's not sustainable for small businesses.

TC/339 Don't know dobt know im sure there is
TC/353 Yes There seems to be too much space as you see a lot of empty buildings, offices and shops.
TC/355 Yes There seems to be too much space as you see a lot of empty buildings, offices and shops.
TC/356 Yes Yes plenty
TC/359 Don't know I don't really understand the question. Is this offices in general for companies? Or offices for us as mansfield employees?
TC/362 Yes There appears to be too many unused buildings already
TC/366 Don't know No interest in office space.
TC/369 Don't know Probably and if there's not then you could always use one of the empty shops for offices.
TC/381 Don't know I don't know how many offices there are but I do know as a self employed person that office prices in Mansfield are high compared to Shirebrook
TC/384 Don't know I have no idea about office space in the town

TC/388 No
Small business hubs with incentives like tax breaks and reduced rates are fantatstic for bringing jobs into the town centre which will lead to an increased footfall and the start of a 
community. But there must be equal creation of green space, residential, transport to facilitate to exapnding community. Small service businesses like cafes, barbers, newagents, 
prfessions and banks will migrate back to serve these.

TC/390 Yes Yes, it it was actually used. Moving the council offices out of town was a big mistake.
TC/395 Yes No need for any more
TC/396 Yes Mostly derelict and unused
TC/397 Don't know Why would a common working man worry about office space in Mansfield.
TC/399 Yes Probably too much
TC/400 Yes Civic centre
TC/402 Yes Plenty above shops- why would we want more offices? There ate numerous business parks in Mansfield.
TC/404 Don't know there is plenty of office accom around Mansfield. I don't see the centre as being relevant to this question, other than it could boost day time activity.
TC/405 Yes That's all that appears to be taking up vacant space
TC/406 Yes Mansfield has lots of office space some of it empty.

TC/413 No
The town really lacks on this point in my opinion. Anything that is of decent quality is outside of the centre. The closest is Chadnurn House, which in itself is look extremely tired and 
in need of some TLC.

TC/417 Yes Far too much, and it's a shame there is not enough business to fill them
TC/422 Don't know Don't work in an office
TC/424 Don't know Not involved.
TC/426 No I wouldn't know where to send visitors to the area to find accommodation in Mansfield, it seems to be in very short supply.
TC/428 Don't know No idea,
TC/431 Don't know Totally irevalant.
TC/436 Don't know As I don't run a business I would not know the answer to this question.
TC/438 Yes There's loads... up for rent
TC/440 No Lots of first and second floor accommodation could be used.
TC/444 Don't know I don't know
TC/448 Don't know I would assume so as there appears to be plenty of buildings to let
TC/450 Don't know I'm planning to set up my own business in the next 12 months or so but will probably look to Ashfield.
TC/451 Don't know Not sure
TC/457 Don't know Not in work now retired
TC/461 No Speaking from experience there isn't enough commercial properties in Mansfield town centre.
TC/462 Yes There are always lots empty
TC/464 Don't know It's not something that I would know about.
TC/466 Don't know Not something I've looked at!
TC/467 Don't know Never needed office accommodation
TC/471 Don't know i know there are empty buildings and some run down abandoned ones
TC/472 Don't know I dont know what the demand is.
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/477 Don't know I I have no idea re office space
TC/479 Yes Lots of empty shops
TC/480 Yes Lots of office space to let around the town centre
TC/484 Yes plenty of empty buildings, office above shops in the Rosemary centre etc
TC/485 Don't know just not sure
TC/487 Don't know Don't have any need for offices .
TC/488 Don't know I've not really taken notice but there are enough empty buildings that could be utilised
TC/492 No Hard to get decent commercial buildings
TC/493 No There is currently no known affordable, trusted, accommodation in Mansfield such as travelodge or premier inn.
TC/494 Don't know I have no idea how much office accommodation there is in the town centre.
TC/499 Don't know There does seem to be lots of empty buildings that could be used though.
TC/502 Yes Lots of office space
TC/504 Don't know I think before 4 hotels appear it would be nice to see if one could make a go of it.
TC/506 Don't know I do not know what provision is available and who requires it.
TC/508 Don't know Not sure
TC/512 No I have dtayed in hotels all over the UK for work. We have nothing to compare with other towns in the country
TC/517 Yes Quite a few office buildings
TC/527 No To build four hotels is not realistic for the size of the town
TC/529 Yes Probably too many office and not enough shops
TC/531 No There isn't enough???
TC/533 Don't know I've not needed it so never looked
TC/534 Don't know not something I have considered in depth
TC/540 No You should have brought the council offices tax and job centres etc into the old council office to assist in part in increasing footfall
TC/544 Yes Offices coming out of our ears more office space than shops
TC/547 Don't know I live locally don't use accommodation
TC/548 Yes There are empty offices in the town, so there is obviously enough...!!!
TC/549 Don't know Business is conducted online
TC/551 Don't know No idea
TC/553 Yes We don't need any offices accommodation in the town
TC/557 Don't know The reason is I don't know !
TC/559 Don't know There are a great many empty to let shops. Empty office space is not obvious.
TC/560 Don't know Don't know
TC/562 Don't know Not an issue I have knowledge of as I don't require office space
TC/564 Yes There to much off it as you perfer to open an office then try and get shops back in the town center
TC/575 Yes shops and other traders are required other than offices
TC/576 Don't know I don't go into MANSFIELD enough to know either way
TC/577 Don't know Not relevant to me
TC/583 Don't know No idea but I work in IT and there are no jobs in mansfield for me. Mainly because links to the motorway and railway are so poor
TC/585 Don't know I dont know.
TC/589 Yes There is.
TC/590 Don't know Not a clue
TC/591 Yes There is plenty of empty office space in Mansfield, ergo more than enough for demand.
TC/592 No MDC have totally destroyed Mansfield town center
TC/597 Don't know Not sure how much is essential.
TC/599 Don't know I work outside of Mansfield so I have no knowledge here.
TC/600 No Nowhere for anyone to stay
TC/602 Yes Offices should be out of the town centre, and shops in the town centre
TC/603 Yes Yes, enough, perhaps Athens bitmore!
TC/604 Yes Plenty of competition for office space
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Comment ID Response to last question Response to this question
TC/605 No Everything is out of town
TC/606 Don't know Plenty of empty buildings to
TC/609 Don't know not sure what that means only 13
TC/612 Don't know NA
TC/616 Yes There's loads of offices around
TC/619 Don't know Not applicable to me
TC/626 Don't know I only visit for the bank. There's plenty of office space outside of the centre.
TC/628 Don't know Do not work in Mansfield
TC/631 Yes A lot of office space is already empty...eg offices above HSBC Bank.... we don't need any more.
TC/632 Don't know Because i dont know !!!
TC/637 Yes A number of office inits are disused
TC/638 Don't know I dont know how much is allowed
TC/639 Yes Well there plenty stood empty
TC/641 Yes Upper floors of the old buildings are and should be ideal for office tenants
TC/642 Yes More than!
TC/643 Yes Existing unoccupied first floors of shops/retail premises are always available if required
TC/644 Don't know I have no idea how much office space there is.
TC/647 Don't know I don't work in the town centre
TC/650 Don't know It's not something I've looked into - no reason to

TC/654 Yes Plenty of accommodation premises in an around town centre. Building a new hotel is a complete waste of money as no-one comes to Mansfield anymore in need of a hotel!

TC/655 Don't know It's not something I'm involved in
TC/659 Yes Ther is plenty of office space, what happened to what to people who live here wont
TC/660 Don't know Not relevant to me
TC/663 Don't know Dont know
TC/666 Don't know Not something I've ever had cause to look into.
TC/668 Don't know Don't know
TC/669 Don't know Not sure
TC/675 Yes Dont know really its a bit off a silly question whe dont really need any more or any less
TC/677 Yes Probably as they can't rent the space out,as they charge to much!!!**
TC/681 No Over priced
TC/682 Don't know Have no interest in offices
TC/686 Don't know Not an issue for me
TC/696 No I don't know of any real office accommodation in the town centre.
TC/698 Don't know It's not something I have to think about.
TC/702 Yes I used to work in Mansfield and always office space available and empty
TC/704 Don't know I don't know about office accommodations.
TC/705 Don't know Need a reason for people to visit.
TC/707 Don't know I don't know if there is a waiting list or empty offices.
TC/708 Yes You can see the adverts where ever you look for office space
TC/709 Don't know I have never worked in the town centre I have only ever worked away from it.
TC/712 No Mor offices bring more people
TC/714 No No hotel
TC/715 No No hotel
TC/718 Don't know don't know
TC/723 Yes Plenty as most businesses owners moving away.
TC/724 Don't know Because I don't go in or work in Mansfield
TC/725 Don't know I don't own a business or work directly in the town centre
TC/729 Don't know Unsure
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TC/732 No Seems like lots of empty office blocks that could be utilised
TC/733 Don't know I have to come to the city for work
TC/735 No Most of it is on the outskirts and the office space in town centre is old so you need to spend a fortune to move into it
TC/736 Yes It's full of empty offices
TC/741 Yes Doesn't appear to be a shortage
TC/749 Don't know Unaware
TC/760 Don't know I don't require an office
TC/766 Yes Loads of empty building and shops that have offices above
TC/767 Don't know N/A to me
TC/768 Don't know There seems to be loads of empty or empty offices..
TC/769 Yes You can visibly see the office accommodation and signs advertising empty office space
TC/775 Yes Too much!
TC/777 Yes Plenty of empty office space advertised to let or for sale
TC/782 The whole of the town needs a huge shake up

TC/783 No
To reinforce the alive after 5, more business should be attracted to town with the incentive to keep people in town after 5 by having a reason to stay. Parking will need to be 
considered if more business are being sought to locate in town.

TC/785 Don't know dont use officers
TC/787 Don't know Because I don't know!
TC/791 Don't know Not looked
TC/792 Don't know Never had reason to look for offices in town
TC/795 Don't know I don't know
TC/799 Don't know I dont work in the town so wouldnt know

TC/801 Don't know

Another toughie.. I mean we all know there is enough accommodation in Mansfield. The hotels and bnbs we have are never all fully booked and you can ALWAYS get a room same 
day. A nice new hotel development might be nice as we don't have anything up the top end of accommodation really. Also I think attaching it to the football ground was a great idea.. 
and the stags ground can host events and concerts and can include hotel with it and loads of other packages too. Probably a good idea. I really don't think we should engage in 2 big 
hitel builds at the same time though.. the competition over something that still really is needing to be drummed up would exhaust them both and this town can't take it. I know the 
council want to do it too and build it up on the old bus station but i honestly think that's mistake. I think 1 up market spa-esque hotel would benefit the town, let the radfords build it 
and pay for it - its good that they want to try and they have a good placement for it. Another thing we really need in this town and that would be another lucrative investment and 
also a way better fit for the council is recycling. Ability to sort and manage waste is becoming (and will continue to become) very valuable. I'm not just talking about a recycling 
centre.. but something that on the same site.. offers artistic/crafts classes, has 2 or 3 second hand shops selling tipped/refreshed/upcycled items very cheap (get it back into use) and 
a couple of eco-shops.. not the expensive fancy kind.. the ones where you can buy normal things at faurly normal prices but that you have to bring your own bags and bets and tubs 
packaging free and with a focus on health and wellness. Old bus station is a great size and in a fantastic location for this type of use, the waste taken there would not be 
organic/rotting or smell/rat inducing waste and the building(s) coyld all be made to look very attractive and could run on solar and wind and water energy and incorporate lots of 
envirofirendly aspects and the site is fantastically situated for a use like this. Would be a huge boost to our community, volunteers would support it, schools learning days. This would 
be great if this was done along side a recycling overhaul allowing green bins to be used for recycling, blue for glass and a red bin to all homes for landfill.. (smallest landfill bin is free, 
next one up is free but increases your council tax, top size costs Â£25 per bin and increases monthly council tax again. We might have to crack down on fly toppers but that 
absolutely seems the right way to do things. A fresh initiative to run through schools get kids going home telling mum why she needs to recycle those glass bottles and not put them 
in the green bin and so on. Few can motivate tired parents like their own well intentioned children. a set of bin banks (clothing, shoes, batteries, crisp packets etc.. research 
terracycle programmes ) at every school, supermarket and council building. Every pub and restaurant in town should be made to use the cigarette terracycle programme (freely) 
sending all cigarette waste to be turned into benches and the like. All free. Just need MDC to make them do it.. they empty their day bins anyway.. might as well empty them into a 
box to send for free to terracycle! There is honestly so much and it would all get great support, get coverage on the telly boost community and be a huge impact to our town. It's the 
next big industry, let's get ahead for once!

TC/810 Don't know Don't know what office space or demand for office space is available. This is a daft question.
TC/811 Don't know Don't know
TC/814 No Could do with a nice up to date hotel
TC/816 Yes There is loads
TC/817 Yes There seems to be plenty of vacant office space advertised
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TC/820 Don't know No comment
TC/822 Don't know Because I don't know
TC/823 Don't know Not aware of offies in Mansfield centre
TC/827 Yes Lots of offices
TC/828 No Most is on retail parks owned by private companies not associated with the town.
TC/830 Don't know Not aware of an issue
TC/834 Don't know I haven't looked in to office space.
TC/836 No There aren't office blocks?

TC/837 Don't know
There's probably too much office accommodation on the outskirts, making working in Mansfield attractive would bring more trade, raise the standards maybe but I work in an office 
and only venture into the centre when I have to.

TC/838 Yes Plenty of empty shops...
TC/841 Yes Plenty
TC/843 Don't know Not informed enough to answer
TC/844 No I've worked in an office all my life and never worked in mansfield. We need to be encouraging big business to invest in mansfield.
TC/846 Don't know Retired
TC/850 Don't know I work on the Millenium Business Park and there are empty units, but our office building is full so there is a contrast
TC/855 Don't know Why would you want office space?
TC/857 No Nowhere to stay over if friends visit
TC/858 Yes Places and empty shops are good. Was considering opening my business office in Mansfield and having a walk in shop. But footfall shocking
TC/867 Don't know I don't know about office space in town
TC/870 Yes So many disused building, we don't need more!
TC/872 Don't know Because i dont know...
TC/873 Don't know Because I don't know! ?
TC/880 Don't know I am not sure what office space is available in Mansfield Town centre.
TC/881 Don't know Not relevant to shoppers or leisure visitors.
TC/884 Don't know Don't know what is available now so unable to answer
TC/885 Don't know I do not know, nor is it my primary concern
TC/887 Yes Everything seems to be offices
TC/891 Don't know Don't know about office space in the town centre
TC/893 Don't know Just don't know!
TC/896 Yes It's empty.
TC/900 Yes Isn't there some empty?

TC/901 Yes
We don't need more offices, we need more housing in the town centre. Why would we need offices? It's bad enough that shops already stand empty without adding the problem of 
empty offices. Convert the offices above shops to flats for people to live in. Affordably.

TC/906 Don't know I don't work in the centre
TC/907 No take a good look at whats there and the quality is poor and needs to attract outside people

TC/908 Yes
It appears to be that some premises are not used. Could these not be refurbished and used? Many of the older buildings in town are lovely and carry lots of history of the town and 
must be worth keeping and utilizing. It's the older buildings that gives character to a town. Walk round places like Chesterfield, Newark and Retford - there is a much nicer "feel" to 
these town as many of the older buildings are very much in use.

TC/910 Don't know Na

TC/911 Yes
We have countless empty office space unfortunately becoming derelict. Due to having listed buildings we cannot demolish and rebuild and no one would take on such a huge 
expense in this huge area of Mansfield.

TC/912 Don't know I don't do business in Mansfield
TC/916 Don't know Not something which concerns me
TC/920 Don't know Not sure

TC/924 Yes There seems to be lots of office space to let in the town even if it is not what people want. The Town Hall should be a central point for payments, Tourist Info, police Hu.

TC/926 Yes Because there are so many vacent shops
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TC/929 Yes
MDC spent upwards of Â£3m of our money, building a prestigious office suite in the heart of our town centre. This is currently occupied by a cafe' So, Â£3m of our money, was spent 
building a cafÃ© for a private tenant to make profits. A total waste of public funds.

TC/932 Don't know Not something I have thought about.
TC/937 Don't know Ask someone who works in an office

TC/938 Yes
There's plenty of unused land near Oakham business park that hasn't been developed. Office space is in excess eg new offices near bus station. Offices don't attract revenue. Already 
lots of empty office space.

TC/939 Yes Need for high quality office accommodation
TC/945 Yes But all agencies and estate agents - it would be nice to find a decent Jon in Mansfield town centre that doesn't involve working in retail or fmcg outlets
TC/949 Don't know Not informed
TC/950 No What office accommodation is there?
TC/951 Don't know Live in Mansfield so would not no
TC/954 No Not one decent sized office park in the town. No multi storey office blocks that a name company would wish or want to move into.
TC/957 No Can only see a few office units on top floors above shops. Town centre rent rates being so high is probably the reason for this.
TC/960 Don't know Not enquired nor seen extensive advertising.
TC/966 Don't know No idea
TC/967 Yes There seem to be plenty of office developments, many empty!
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Offices Reason 

[Responses]

[No Response]
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